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The Liaison Committee of Historians came into being in 1982 as a result of an important international
symposium that the Commission had organized in Luxembourg to launch historical research on Euro-
pean integration. The committee is composed of historians of the European Union member countries
who work on contemporary history.

The Liaison Committee:
– gathers and conveys information about work on European history after the Second World War;
– advises the European Union on research projects concerning contemporary European history.

Thus, the Liaison Committee was commissioned to make publicly available the archives of the
Community institutions;

– enables researchers to make better use of the archival sources;
– promotes research meetings to get an update of work in progress and to stimulate new research:

research conferences have been organized and their proceedings published.
The Journal of European Integration History – Revue d'histoire de l'intégration européenne – Zeitschrift
für Geschichte der europäischen Integration is in line with the preoccupations of the Liaison Committee.
Being the first history journal to deal exclusively with the history of European Integration, the Journal
offers the increasing number of young historians devoting their research to contemporary Europe a
permanent forum.

The Liaison Committee works completely independently and according to historians' critical
method.

*

Le Groupe de liaison des professeurs d'histoire contemporaine auprès de la Commission des Commu-
nautés européennes s'est constitué en 1982 à la suite d'un grand colloque que la Commission avait
organisé à Luxembourg pour lancer la recherche historique sur la construction européenne. Il regroupe
des professeurs d'université des pays membres de l'Union européenne, spécialistes d'histoire contem-
poraine.

Le Groupe de liaison a pour mission:
– de diffuser l'information sur les travaux portant sur l'histoire de l'Europe après la Seconde Guerre

mondiale;
– de conseiller l'Union européenne sur les actions scientifiques à entreprendre avec son appui; ainsi

le Groupe de liaison a assuré une mission concernant la mise à la disposition du public des archives
des institutions communautaires;

– d'aider à une meilleure utilisation par les chercheurs des moyens de recherche mis à leur disposi-
tion (archives, sources orales...);

– d'encourager des rencontres scientifiques afin de faire le point sur les connaissances acquises et
de susciter de nouvelles recherches: grands colloques ont été organisés et leur actes publiés.

L'édition du Journal of European Integration History – Revue d'histoire de l'intégration européenne –
Zeitschrift für Geschichte der europäischen Integration se situe dans le droit fil des préoccupations du
Groupe de liaison. Première revue d'histoire à se consacrer exclusivement à l'histoire de la construction
européenne, le Journal se propose de fournir un forum permanent au nombre croissant de jeunes his-
toriens vouant leurs recherches à l'Europe contemporaine.

Le Groupe de liaison organise ses colloques et publications en toute indépendance et conformément
à la méthode critique qui est celle des historiens.
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Introduction

Jan VAN DER HARST

This open issue of the Journal of European Integration History provides us with no
less than eight articles based on fresh historical and archival research, each addressing
a different subject matter, and each having its own distinctive approach. The Journal
issue offers a good illustration of the profusion of the present-day historical research
agenda. It also shows us that many of the topics addressed here have strong interlinks
with current developments in the European Union. To really understand today’s
problems in the EU – migration movements, Euroscepticism, regional diversity, cit-
izenship, protectionism, etc. – it is indispensable to know where we come from, how
we have arrived at where we stand now, and what can be distilled from past experi-
ences when confronted with the questions we are facing.

The first contribution, by Guido Thiemeyer, focuses on the origins of European
integration, which should be situated not in the early post-1945 era, as is generally
done, but in the period running from the early 19th century to the mid-20th century. It
was the Prussian philosopher/diplomat Wilhelm von Humboldt who, at the Vienna
Congress of 1815, referred to a “Volonté Générale”, which transcended the level of
the national state in international relations. To promote navigation and commerce on
the river Rhine a central international authority was needed to make decisions in the
general interest of the national actors involved. Likewise, Thiemeyer argues that the
idea of supranationality – including provisions for majoritarian decision-making and
commonly accepted legal procedures – existed already in the 19th century, albeit under
different names. Different from today is that 19th century manifestations of integration
were limited to economic, commercial and infrastructural issues: European political
unity was not on the agenda at that stage. This was the novelty of the 1950 Schuman
Plan, which for the first time linked economic integration to a comprehensive political
agenda.

Nicolas Verschueren, in the second article of this issue, looks at the housing pol-
icies of the High Authority of the European Coal and Steel Community (ECSC) in
the 1950s and 1960s. At the time, the High Authority was the instigator of elaborate
discussions on the ways how to reduce the costs of housing for workers and how to
solve the housing shortage. Verschueren focuses in his contribution on various ar-
chitectural designs provided by experts to solve the housing shortage for workers.
The High Authority’s reliance on external funding for these projects implied that the
institution was not in the position to control the entire architectural process from the
original design to the building site. Yet, it is surprising to see how an institutional
body set up for the proper functioning of a common market for coal and steel became
so heavily involved in debates on the social and economic implications of architecture
and urban planning for the working class. Were high-rise tower projects to be pre-
ferred for working-class communities represented by the classical garden city? Ques-
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tions like these were discussed extensively during meetings of the High Authority,
thereby exceeding the frame of the latter’s official competences.

The next article, by Claudia Hiepel, addresses the important topic of cross-border
regional cooperation, focusing on experiences with the EUREGIO. Since the end of
the 1950s, dismantling of borders as dividing lines between states, societies and
economies was a major driving force for local and regional actors within the European
Community to organize themselves. The idea was that joint spatial planning would
help to remove the economic disadvantages resulting from a peripheral location at
the outskirts of the national state. Recently, scholars have pointed to the emergence
of a new form of “post-sovereign territoriality beyond the nation-state” for which the
cross-border region serves as a telling example. In this respect, the EUREGIO is the
most eye-catching development amongst other cross-border initiatives, because it has
realized the strongest form of institutionalization and is based on a relatively small-
scale geographic dimension and a stable legal position. Despite some administrative
obstacles and the lack of supranational instruments, the EUREGIO has managed to
gradually move ahead and to adopt a sound regional governance structure.

The border issue also plays a prominent role in the subsequent contribution, by
Simone Paoli, who discusses the state of historiography with regard to migration
issues in the European Community. His survey covers the period ranging from the
origins of the free movement of workers in the ECSC (1950s) to the creation of the
Schengen area in the 1980s. With the gradual abolition of internal border controls
from the mid-1980s onwards, the EC became increasingly involved in managing
external borders, which entailed cooperation in asylum and migration policies. Paoli
shows how important migration movements over time have been for the wider de-
velopment of European integration. Methodologically, he makes a plea for interdis-
ciplinary research when studying migration: apart from historical-political and insti-
tutional factors attention needs to be given to economic, social, cultural and demo-
graphic dynamics, which requires collaboration with scholars from other disciplinary
backgrounds. Lastly, Paoli holds that historical migration studies tend to be too Eu-
rocentric. In his view future research should include the contributions and input by
non-Community countries and other international organizations (than the EC).

The fifth article in this issue is written by Daniele Pasquinucci, who addresses the
origins of Euroscepticism in Italy. Pasquinucci makes the argument that Euroscepti-
cism is seen too often as a present-day phenomenon, neglecting its longer existing
roots. After the war, Italy had the most powerful Communist party in the Western
world (PCI) which was an early opponent of European integration (until its gradual
conversion in the late 1960s). Moreover, the idea, widespread in today’s Italy (par-
ticularly in a political party like the Northern League), that European integration is
an instrument through which Germany pursues its hegemonic ambitions in Europe,
dates back to the beginning of European integration. In the words of Pasquinucci,
“Italian opposition to Europe is based to a considerable extent on a rejection of an
‘external constraint’ which can nudge the country into virtuous behaviour”.
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References to Euroscepticism also feature prominently in the next contribution,
written by Anjo Harryvan and Jan van der Harst. In their exposé on the debate on
European citizenship in the Netherlands, they argue that Dutch politicians’ traditional
reticence to involve themselves in the discussion on European citizenship should be
partly explained by the current rise of Eurosceptic notions in the country. In such a
climate an undisguisedly supranational topic like European citizenship is unlikely to
appear high on the national Europe agenda. This reticence also has deeper historical
roots. Dutch politicians generally are known for their pragmatic, “bread-and-butter”
approach of European integration, focusing on economic and material benefits of the
process. In their way of thinking, European citizenship is primarily an ideational
concept – it lacks instant relevance for the here-and-now and is certainly not an issue
for electoral gain.

Subsequently, Sigfrido Ramírez-Pérez deals with an entirely different subject
matter: the role played by multinational corporations in European integration in the
early 1960s. He thereby focuses on the input of the automobile industry and its wider
implications for Europe. Ramírez-Pérez argues that although the common market was
meant to put an end to trade obstacles between member countries, these obstacles did
not entirely disappear. Within the EEC new forms of protectionism limited the impact
of a successful abolition of internal quotas and tariffs. The Treaty of Rome was flex-
ible enough to be used in a neo-protectionist manner and American pressures to
change this remained largely unsuccessful. In such a climate, companies like Renault
and FIAT enjoyed a nearly monopolistic position on their domestic markets, heavily
supported by their national governments. The latter gave priority to building the wel-
fare state with the help of boosting the position of state-owned companies (“national
champions”).

The eighth and final contribution comes from Lorenza Sebesta, dealing with the
rationale behind “Italy’s choice for Europe” in the early post-war period. Contrary to
conventional wisdom (Romero, Ginsborg), Sebesta argues that the prospect of Italian
participation in moves towards European integration (ECSC, EEC, etc.) was not
driven by any conscious act of “national will”. Italian governments were aware that
their country’s rhetoric of a classless and universal “nation-state” was tainted and
they felt duty-bound to disentangle the fascist regime’s single organic structure. Eu-
rope was a mosaic of different social, economic, and political components, each with
its own, often contradictory, interests and attitudes. The European option forced Ital-
ian political leaders to come to terms with the need to reinterpret the classic “national
interest” in the light of the new challenges of post-war democratization and modern-
ization.

All taken together, the eight articles assembled in this issue are proof of the the-
matic and methodological richness of current research on European integration his-
tory. They also demonstrate the importance of the work that is invested in thoroughly
studying and analysing the European past. In present times of debt crisis, migration
problems, rising Euroscepticism and Brexit, it becomes all the more important to try
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and understand the rationale behind early attempts at European integration – no matter
whether they turned out to be successful or not.
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Die „Volonté Générale“, das europäische Staatensystem und die
Genese supranationaler internationaler Organisationen vom
frühen 19. Jahrhundert bis in die Mitte des 20. Jahrhunderts

Guido THIEMEYER

Nachdem sich die Europäische Integrationsforschung lange auf die Zeit nach 1945
konzentriert und das 19. Jahrhundert sowie die Zwischenkriegszeit immer unter dem
Aspekt der „Vorläufer‟ der Integration gesehen hatte, werden seit einigen Jahren auch
die Zusammenhänge zwischen dem 19. Jahrhundert und der zweiten Hälfte des 20.
Jahrhunderts betont.1 Dabei verfestigt sich zunehmend die These, dass die Europäi-
sche Integration nach 1945 eingebettet werden muss in einen Gesamtprozess, der um
die Wende vom 18. zum 19. Jahrhundert begann und bis heute nicht abgeschlossen
ist. Dies bedeutet nicht, dass sich die Strukturen und Prozesse der Integration nicht
wandelten. Gleichwohl lassen sich grundlegende Motive und Antriebskräfte, die
„forces profondes‟ der Europäischen Integration bis in die „Sattelzeit‟, die Wende
vom 18. zum 19. Jahrhundert, zurückverfolgen. Auch wenn diese These in den letzten
Jahren auf empirischer Basis untersucht und differenziert worden ist, bleiben noch
viele Fragen offen.2 So wissen wir immer noch sehr wenig über Kontinuität und
Wandel von Institutionen und Akteursgruppen der Europäischen Integration vom 19.
zum 20. Jahrhundert. Gleiches gilt auch für die völkerrechtsgeschichtliche Perspek-
tive. Klar erscheint gegenwärtig nur, dass das Phänomen der Supranationalität, das
bis vor wenigen Jahren noch als Novum in der Geschichte der internationalen Politik
nach 1945 galt, bereits im 19. Jahrhundert existierte.3

In diesem Aufsatz sollen verschiedene Argumentationsmuster analysiert werden,
mit denen der Souveränitätstransfer vom Einzelstaat auf eine internationale Organi-

1. Als Pionierstudie in dieser Hinsicht kann das Buch von P. KRÜGER, Das unberechenbare Europa.
Epochen des Integrationsprozesses vom späten 18. Jahrhundert bis zur Europäischen Union, Kohl-
hammer, Stuttgart, 2006, gelten. Vgl. auch G. THIEMEYER, Europäische Integration. Motive, Pro-
zesse, Strukturen, Böhlau UTB, Köln, 2010; U. LAPPENKÜPER, G. THIEMEYER (Hrsg.), Euro-
päische Einigung im 19. und 20. Jahrhundert. Akteure und Antriebskräfte, Schöningh, Paderborn,
2013. In Bezug auf den technokratischen Internationalismus, der ebenfalls die Kontinuität betont: G.
AMBROSIUS, C. HENRICH-FRANKE, Integration von Infrastrukturen in Europa im historischen
Vergleich, Nomos, Baden-Baden, 2013; F. SCHIPPER, J. SCHOT, Infrastructural Europeanism or
the Building of Europe on Infrastructures: An Introduction, in: History and Technology, (2011),
S.245-264.

2. Insbesondere das Beispiel der Integration von Infrastrukturen wurde in einem Siegener Forschungs-
projekt genauer untersucht: G. AMBROSIUS, C. HENRICH-FRANKE, op.cit.; B. AHR, Integration
von Infrastrukturen in Europa im historischen Vergleich, Bd.2: Telekommunikation (Telefonie),
Nomos, Baden-Baden, 2013; A. BENZ, Integration von Infrastrukturen in Europa im historischen
Vergleich, Bd.3: Post, Nomos, Baden-Baden, 2013; I. TÖLLE, Integration von Infrastrukturen in
Europa im historischen Vergleich, Bd.4: Binnenschifffahrt, Nomos, Baden-Baden, 2016.

3. G. THIEMEYER, I. TÖLLE, Supranationalität im 19. Jahrhundert? Die Beispiele der Zentralkom-
mission für die Rheinschifffahrt und des Octroivertrages 1804-1832, in: Journal of European Inte-
gration History, 2(2011), S.177-196.
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sation gerechtfertigt wurde. Aus welchen Motiven plädierten einzelne Akteure im 19.
und 20. Jahrhundert für die Übertragung von Teilen nationaler Souveränität auf eine
internationale Organisation? Waren diese Motive singulär und situationsbezogen
oder lassen sich auch hier Kontinuitätslinien vom 19. in das 20. Jahrhundert ziehen?
Es geht darum, auf der Basis von Quellen zu untersuchen, welche Motive und An-
triebskräfte die supranationale europäische Integration im 19. und 20. Jahrhundert
geprägt haben.

Der Begriff der Supranationalität ist in den verschiedenen wissenschaftlichen
Disziplinen nach wie vor unklar. Bisweilen wird er einfach als Synonym für inter-
national genutzt, andere verwenden ihn zur Charakterisierung des spezifischen Sys-
tems der Europäischen Union.4 Aus pragmatischen Gründen wird hier von einem
Verständnis von Supranationalität ausgegangen, auf das man sich in den Rechtswis-
senschaften, in denen das Problem bislang am besten erforscht wurde, geeinigt hat,
obwohl auch diese Definition nicht unumstritten ist.5 Supranationale Organisationen
werden aus dieser Perspektive durch drei Charakteristika geprägt: Zum einen sind in
den Gremien der supranationalen Organisationen für alle Parteien bindende Mehr-
heitsbeschlüsse möglich. Dies unterscheidet die supranationalen Organisationen von
intergouvernementalen Organisationen, in denen das Einstimmigkeitsprinzip gilt und
damit jeder Staat ein Veto-Recht hat. Das Mehrheitsprinzip bei Abstimmungen be-
deutet daher auch, dass einzelne Regierungen überstimmt werden können. Zweitens
ist für supranationale Organisationen typisch, dass sie unmittelbar Recht setzen kön-
nen. Das heißt, dass ihre Beschlüsse unmittelbare Gültigkeit in den Mitgliedstaaten
haben und nicht durch nationale Rechtsetzungsprozesse umgesetzt werden müssen,
um Gültigkeit zu erlangen. Drittens übernehmen schließlich supranationale Organi-
sationen staatliche Aufgaben, wie zum Beispiel die Rechtsprechung. Sie sind gleich-
wohl keine Staaten, denn diese Kompetenz wurde ihnen von den Mitgliedstaaten
durch einen Rechtsakt übertragen, es handelt sich also um eine abgeleitete Souverä-
nität. Zu berücksichtigen ist bei der Analyse, dass sich diese, aus den völkerrechts-
wissenschaftlichen Debatten seit den 1950er Jahren entwickelten Kriterien nur be-
dingt auf die Verhältnisse vor dem Zweiten Weltkrieg übertragen lassen. Es versteht
sich angesichts der weiten Dimension des Problems von selbst, dass das Phänomen
hier in einem Aufsatz nur angerissen werden kann. Eine systematische Untersuchung
über die Kontinuität und den Wandel des Gedankens der Supranationalität ist ein
Forschungsdesiderat.

4. W LOTH (Hrsg.), La Gouvernance supranationale dans la construction européenne, Bruylant,
Bruxelles, 2005.

5. Es fehlt nach wie vor eine rechtshistorisch fundierte Untersuchung über das Phänomen des Souve-
ränitätstransfers.
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I. Eine transnationale „Volonté Générale‟

Von zentraler Bedeutung für die Entwicklung des Prinzips der Supranationalität wa-
ren die fundamentalen politischen und wirtschaftlichen Veränderungen der Wende
vom 18. zum 19. Jahrhundert, der so genannten Sattelzeit, die Europa bis weit in die
zweite Hälfte des 20. Jahrhunderts hinein, zum Teil bis zur Gegenwart, prägten. Die
napoleonischen Kriege und die mit diesen verbundene politische und wirtschaftliche
Neuordnung Europas revolutionierten das Völkerrecht. Das betraf zum einen die nun
propagierte Idee vom – später so genannten – Selbstbestimmungsrecht der Völker als
auch die handelspolitische Liberalisierung. Hinzu kam die insbesondere in den
Rheinbund-Staaten durchgeführte Modernisierung der Verwaltungs- und Rechtssys-
teme. Das ging einher mit einer Modernisierung der Infrastrukturen, insbesondere
der Straßen und Schifffahrtswege. Die diesen Entwicklungen zu Grunde liegenden
Widersprüche wurden in der Forschung bereits intensiv diskutiert: Zum einen war
die angestrebte Vereinheitlichung der Verwaltungs- und Rechtssysteme im napoleo-
nischen Europa von einem europäischen Idealismus geprägt, der durchaus an den
europäischen Integrationsgedanken des 20. Jahrhunderts erinnert. Andererseits war
ebenso klar, dass es sich bei der napoleonischen Europapolitik immer auch um fran-
zösische Machtpolitik handelte. Für die Entstehung der Supranationalität allerdings
war ein anderer Widerspruch wichtiger, der in der historischen Forschung bislang
nicht diskutiert wurde. Gemeinsam mit der – auch durch die französische Herrschaft
in Europa begünstigten – Entstehung des modernen Nationalstaates unter dem Prinzip
der nationalen Souveränität wurden auch die grenzüberschreitenden Infrastrukturen
weiterentwickelt. Während die grenzüberschreitenden Straßen in dieser Hinsicht
noch unproblematisch waren, bedurfte die andere wichtige Verkehrsinfrastruktur, die
Binnenschifffahrt, nun der politischen Regulierung. Es zeigte sich, dass der gerade
entstehende moderne Nationalstaat von Beginn an im Sektor der Infrastrukturen seine
Souveränität einschränken musste. Das galt insbesondere für die wichtigste grenz-
überschreitende Wasserstraße in Westeuropa, den Rhein.

Es war daher kein Zufall, dass das Prinzip der Supranationalität zum ersten Mal
im so genannten Octroi-Vertrag zwischen dem Deutschen Reich und Frankreich vom
15. August 1805 angewandt wurde.6 Der Vertrag gehört in den Kontext der vom
napoleonischen Frankreich angestrebten Neuordnung Europas und diente in diesem
Zusammenhang der Verbesserung der Infrastrukturen im Allgemeinen und der
Rheinschifffahrt im Besonderen. Von Bedeutung für die Frage der Supranationalität
war insbesondere der Artikel II des Vertrages:

„En conséquence, quoique le Thalweg du Rhin forme, quant à la souveraineté, la limite
entre la France et l'Allemagne, le Rhin sera toujours considéré sous le rapport de la navi-

6. Octroivertrag zwischen dem Deutschen Reich und Frankreich, 15.08.1804, in: ZENTRAL-KOM-
MISSION FÜR DIE RHEINSCHIFFAHRT (Hrsg.), Rheinurkunden, erster Teil (1803-1860),
Duncker & Humblot, München/Leipzig, 1918, S.6 f.
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gation et du commerce, comme un fleuve commun entre les deux empires […] et la navi-
gation en sera soumise à des règles communes‟.7

Damit wurde bereits in der Entstehungsphase der modernen Nationalstaaten ein Ter-
ritorium definiert, in dem das grundsätzlich dominierende Prinzip der nationalen
Souveränität nicht gelten sollte. Der Rhein wurde in Bezug auf die Schifffahrt und
den Handel zu einem gemeinsamen Strom beider Staaten erklärt und einheitlichen
Regeln unterworfen. Diese Regeln sollten durch eine eigens geschaffene deutsch-
französische Organisation, den Octroi, überwacht und verwaltet werden.8 Das durch
den Octroi geschaffene System hatte mehrere Teilbereiche: Zum einen wurde durch
den Vertrag eine gemeinsame Polizeiordnung für den Rhein geschaffen, die techni-
sche und betriebliche Standards schuf: Einheitliche Schifferpatente, ein gemeinsames
Gebührensystem und die Regelungen über die Instandhaltung der Wasserstraße.
Zweitens wurde eine gemeinsame, nur für die Rheinschifffahrt gültige Rechtspre-
chung geschaffen.9 Die Rheinschifffahrt wurde damit einer supranationalen Recht-
sprechung unterstellt, die ausdrücklich unabhängig von den einzelstaatlichen Recht-
systemen war. Zudem erhielt der Octroi eigenes Personal: Er wurde geleitet von
einem Generaldirektor, dem vier Inspektoren unterstanden. Es gab Beamte des Octroi
in den so genannten Bureaus d'Octroi, die an im Vertrag festgelegten Stellen am Rhein
eingerichtet wurden und die Aufgabe hatten, die Schifffahrt zu überwachen und die
Benutzungsgebühren von den Schiffern einzuziehen.

Entscheidend war, dass dieses System auch nach dem Zusammenbruch des na-
poleonischen Europa beibehalten wurde, wenngleich in etwas veränderter Form. Aus
diesem Grunde wurde das Rhein-Regime auf dem Wiener Kongress diskutiert. Hier-
bei waren sich alle Beteiligten einig, dass die Kernprinzipien des Octroi beibehalten
werden sollten, nun allerdings nicht mehr nur als deutsch-französischer Vertrag, son-
dern in einem multilateralen Rahmen. Wilhelm von Humboldt formulierte als preu-
ßischer Delegierter in Wien in einer Note vom 8. Februar 1815 die Vorgehensweise,
die von den anderen Verhandlungspartnern in dieser Weise akzeptiert wurde:10 Zu-
nächst schlug er vor, die völkerrechtlichen Prinzipien zu suchen, die den allgemeinen
Handelsinteressen zu Grunde liegen. In einem zweiten Schritt müssten diese auf den
Rhein und die Schelde angewandt und untersucht werden, wie sie mit den zwischen-
staatlichen Beziehungen der Rhein-Anlieger-Staaten in Einklang gebracht werden
könnten. In einem dritten Schritt schlug von Humboldt vor zu prüfen, inwieweit diese
Prinzipien auch auf andere europäische Flüsse angewandt werden könnten. Wichtig

7. R.M. SPAULDING, Revolutionary France and the Transformation of the Rhine, in: Central Eu-
ropean History, 44(2011), S.6 und S.203-226.

8. Hierzu im Detail: G. THIEMEYER, I. TÖLLE, Supranationalität im 19. Jahrhundert?…, op.cit.,
S.177-196.

9. D. KISCHEL, Die Geschichte der Rheinschiffahrtsgerichtsbarkeit von 1804 bis in die Gegenwart.
Unter besonderer Berücksichtigung der rheinpreußischen Verhältnisse, Josef Eul Verlag, Bergisch-
Gladbach/Köln, 1990, S.7; W.J. VAN EYSINGA, Die Zentralkommission für die Rheinschiffahrt,
A.W. Sijthoff, Leiden, 1936, S.3-17.

10. Procès-verbal de la seconde conférence de la Commission relative à la libre navigation des rivières,
à Vienne, 08.02.1815, in: Rheinurkunden…, op.cit., S.59 f.
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für die hier zu Grunde liegende Frage nach den Motiven für das Instrument der Su-
pranationalität war, dass der preußische Delegierte die allgemeinen Handelsinteres-
sen als Ausgangspunkt seiner Überlegungen wählte. Die Aufgabe der Kongressde-
legierten war es aus dieser Sicht nun, diesen Interessen einen völkerrechtlichen Rah-
men zu geben und das Völkerrecht an die Strukturen des grenzüberschreitenden
Handels anzupassen. Es ging also um die Vereinbarkeit zwischen dem zunehmend
transnationalen Handel und der nationalen Souveränität der sich neu formierenden
Staaten. Dies war bereits im Octroi-Vertrag der Fall gewesen. In Artikel acht hieß es:

„Les dispositions des articles précédents n'ayant pour objet l'utilité du commerce auquel
il importe que les expéditions des marchandises se fassent avec régularité, célérité et sûreté
[…]‟.11

Im gleichen Sinne argumentierte auch der Vertreter des Großherzogtums Baden auf
dem Wiener Kongress, der Baron von Berckheim, in einer Aufzeichnung vom
10. Februar 1815. Die Handelsinteressen verlangten vor allem auch Rechtsicherheit,
es müsse also ein Regime errichtet werden, das nicht durch einzelne Staaten geändert
werden könne und daher eine langfristige Beständigkeit garantiere. Zudem sei aus
seiner Sicht die aus dem Octroi-Vertrag bekannte Rechtsprechung beizubehalten: Er
forderte „une prompte justice pour tous les délits et cas litigieux‟. Entscheidend war
aus dieser Sicht, dass auch die Rechtsprechung den Prinzipien wirtschaftlichen Han-
delns unterworfen wurde. Es war also, legt man diese Quellen zu Grunde, bei den
Verhandlungen über den Octroi-Vertrag von 1804 ebenso wie bei der Neugestaltung
des Rhein-Regimes auf dem Wiener Kongress völlig unstrittig, dass die politischen
Institutionen des Rhein-Regimes den Anforderungen der sich intensivierenden trans-
nationalen Handelsbeziehungen angepasst werden müssten. Die überstaatliche Re-
gulierung in Bezug auf die Rheinschifffahrt wurde durch wirtschaftliche Erforder-
nisse gerechtfertigt.

Doch war den Teilnehmern des Wiener Kongresses die Problematik eines Pri-
mates der Wirtschaft gegenüber der Politik durchaus bewusst. Wilhelm von Hum-
boldt formulierte das hieraus resultierende Dilemma in der Sitzung der Unterkom-
mission für die Freiheit der Flussschifffahrt am 8. Februar 1815. Einerseits erforder-
ten die wirtschaftlichen Interessen eine Garantie der Freiheit der Schifffahrt auf dem
Rhein durch ein von allen betroffenen Regierungen gemeinsam beschlossenes Ab-
kommen, das auch durch einen einzelnen Staat nicht unilateral verändert werden
könnte. Nur so, so von Humboldt, sei die für die wirtschaftlichen Akteure wichtige
langfristige Sicherheit gewährleistet. Andererseits solle aber auch kein Staat an der
Ausübung seiner souveränen Rechte gehindert werden.12 Es stellte sich daher die
Frage, wie eine Institution konstruiert werden müsste, die diesen potentiellen Wi-
derspruch zwischen wirtschaftlicher Entgrenzung und nationaler Souveränität lösen
könnte. Wilhelm von Humboldt spitzte das Problem in seinen wohl im Februar 1815
verfassten „propositions‟ noch einmal zu. In institutioneller Hinsicht müsse man eine

11. Octroivertrag zwischen dem Deutschen Reich und Frankreich, 15.08.1804, in: Ibid., S.7.
12. Procès-verbal de la seconde conférence de la Commission relative à la libre navigation des rivières,

à Vienne, le 8 février 1815, in: Ibid., S.61.
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„centralité quelconque‟ schaffen, wobei grundsätzlich zwei Möglichkeiten offen
stünden. Zum ersten eine „Versammlung von Kommissaren‟ der Rhein-Anlieger-
Staaten, die sich als diplomatische Vertreter in regelmäßigen Abständen über die
anstehenden Probleme verständigten und einstimmig Entscheidungen fällten. Sie
wären aber Vertreter ihrer Regierungen und eine Mehrheit könne niemals eine Min-
derheit zu einer Entscheidung verpflichten, das heißt es gelte das Veto-Recht. Oder,
so von Humboldt, man würde eine „véritable autorité centrale‟ schaffen, als ständige
oder in regelmäßigen Abständen tagende Versammlung. Sie würde einer gemeinsam
bestellten Leitung unterstehen. Entscheidend sei hier:

„l'indépendance de chaque État riverain est subordonnée à la volonté générale et […]
l'opinion de la pluralité ou du chef prévaut sur l'opinion individuelle‟.13

Damit wurde im Kontext der Debatte um die Freiheit der Rheinschifffahrt auf dem
Wiener Kongress 1815 zum ersten Mal jene Frage diskutiert, die bis heute für die
supranationale Integration zentral ist. Es ging darum, ob die Zentralkommission für
die Rheinschifffahrt eine intergouvernementale Organisation werden sollte, in der die
Einzelstaaten unter Beibehaltung ihrer politischen Souveränität miteinander koope-
rierten, oder ob die einzelstaatlichen Regierungen Teile ihrer nationalen Souveränität
an eine internationale Organisation delegierten und gegebenenfalls Mehrheitsent-
scheidungen dieser Organisation, auch wenn sie selbst nicht zugestimmt hatten, ak-
zeptierten. Zwei aus der doppelten Revolution der „Sattelzeit‟ hervorgegangene
Prinzipien galt es also 1815 miteinander zu vereinen: Zum einen jenes auf Jean Bodin
zurückgehende, spätestens seit der französischen Revolution in Europa dominierende
Prinzip der Souveränität eines Staates gegenüber anderen Staaten, der Völkerrechts-
unmittelbarkeit des Staates mithin. Die Einschränkung staatlicher Souveränität war
aus dieser Sicht völkerrechtswidrig. Zugleich aber wurde Kontinentaleuropa um die
Wende vom 18. zum 19. Jahrhundert von der Industriellen Revolution erfasst, die mit
der Durchsetzung einer neuen Form des Kapitalismus einherging. In der Landwirt-
schaft, im Handel und auf den Finanzmärkten setzten sich in diesem Kontext um-
wälzend neue Prinzipien durch, die die europäischen Gesellschaften grundlegend
veränderten. Bei den Wiener Verhandlungen über die Organisation der Rheinschiff-
fahrt schlug sich das im Primat des Prinzips der Freiheit der Rheinschifffahrt nieder,
das, wie oben gezeigt, wirtschaftlich begründet wurde. Da die Freiheit der Rhein-
schifffahrt langfristig gültige gemeinsame Standards für den Strom erforderte, die
wiederum die nationale Souveränität der Anrainerstaaten berührten, trafen beide
Prinzipien aufeinander. Damit formulierte von Humboldt auf dem Wiener Kongress
wohl erstmals das bis heute für die moderne Staatenwelt charakteristische Problem
eines Widerspruchs zwischen dem Prinzip der äußeren Souveränität von Staaten auf
der einen und der zunehmenden wirtschaftlichen und gesellschaftlichen Verflechtung
dieser Staaten auf der anderen Seite. Er formulierte allerdings nicht nur das Problem,
sondern schlug erstmals auch eine Lösung vor: „une véritable autorité centrale per-
manente […] mais dans laquelle l'indépendance de chaque État riverain est subor-
donnée à la volonté générale; et où l'opinion de la pluralité ou du chef prévaut sur

13. Propositions de M. le Baron de Humboldt, plénipotentiaire de la Prusse, undatiert, in: Ibid., S.93.
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l'opinion individuelle.‟14 Es gab also, so formulierte Wilhelm von Humboldt wohl
erstmals, eine über den Interessen des Einzelstaates stehende „Volonté Générale‟, in
diesem konkreten Fall die Freiheit der Rheinschifffahrt. Das hinter dieser stehende
allgemeine Prinzip war die Handelsfreiheit, die nach der zu dieser Zeit dominierenden
Vorstellung die Effizienz wirtschaftlichen Handelns sicherte. Die langfristige Siche-
rung dieses Prinzips rechtfertigte eine teilweise Begrenzung nationaler Souveränität.
Von Humboldt übertrug also den Rousseauschen Begriff von der „Volonté Générale‟,
die nach republikanischem Verfassungsverständnis als Gemeinwille die Grundlage
staatlicher Souveränität ist, auf die Beziehung zwischen den Einzelstaaten und den
über diesen stehenden allgemeinen Wirtschaftsinteressen. Im Kern wendete er also
die von Jean-Jacques Rousseau konstruierte Beziehung zwischen dem Individuum
und dem Staat an auf die Beziehung des Einzelstaates zu den die politischen Grenzen
überschreitenden Wirtschaftsbeziehungen. Um dieser besonderen Beziehung gerecht
zu werden, schlug der preußische Delegierte auf dem Wiener Kongress eine Orga-
nisationsform vor, in der beide Prinzipien berücksichtigt wurden. Während bei
Rousseau der Staat die Beziehung zwischen Individuum und der über diesen stehen-
den „Volonté Générale‟ regelt, wird die Beziehung zwischen Staaten und der über
diesen stehenden „Volonté Générale‟ durch die „véritable autorité centrale‟ struk-
turiert. Diese Konstruktion sollte im frühen 19. Jahrhundert die Souveränität der Ein-
zelstaaten und die Interessen der grenzüberschreitenden Wirtschaft in Einklang brin-
gen.

Dieses Problem zwischen einzelstaatlichen und allgemeinen (wirtschaftlichen)
Interessen wurde seit dem frühen 19. Jahrhundert immer wieder diskutiert, es wurde
eine langfristige Struktur in der internationalen Politik in Europa. Es war aus der Sicht
Robert Schumans, eines der Architekten der ersten supranationalen Gemeinschaft
nach 1945, auch prägend für die supranationale Struktur der Europäischen Gemein-
schaft für Kohle und Stahl. In einer Rede vor Studenten der Universität Mainz am
21. Mai 1953 erläuterte Schuman den gleichen Gedanken, der bereits Wilhelm von
Humboldt beschäftigt hatte. Schuman sprach von einer „neuen Stufe der Entwicklung
über das Internationale hinaus zum Supranationalen‟.15 Dieser neuen Stufe liege die
Erkenntnis der wechselseitigen Abhängigkeit der Völker und Staaten zu Grunde. Wie
für das Individuum stehe auch „für den Staat die Gesamtheit über dem Einzelnen, das
Kollektivinteressen [sic!] über dem [sic!] Einzelinteressen [sic!], mit dem jenes ver-
schmolzen ist und dem es sich unterordnen muss‟. Damit formulierte Schuman mit
anderen Worten das, was von Humboldt 1815 mit der Beziehung zwischen den Ein-
zelstaaten und der „Volonté Générale‟ bezeichnet hatte. Die supranationale Organi-
sation, so Schuman weiter, schaffe nicht die Abhängigkeit der Staaten voneinander,
„sie trägt der tatsächlichen bestehenden Abhängigkeit und Verbundenheit Rech-
nung‟. Die supranationale Organisation war daher aus dieser Perspektive die völ-
kerrechtliche Institutionalisierung der Beziehung zwischen Einzelstaat und über-

14. Ibid.
15. Robert Schuman, Die Grundlinien der europäischen Integrationspolitik. Rede vor Studenten der

Universität Mainz, 21.05.1953, in: M.-T. BITSCH (Hrsg.), Robert Schuman. Apôtre de l'Europe
1953-1963, Peter Lang, Bruxelles, 2010, S.53-57, hier S.54.
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staatlichem wirtschaftlichem Interesse. Diese über den nationalen Einzelinteressen
stehende „Volonté Générale‟ konnte aber verschiedene konkrete Begründungen ha-
ben. Diese gilt es im Folgenden beispielhaft zu untersuchen.

II. Wirtschaftliche Effizienz in der internationalen Politik

Eine weitere Frage war, wie diese supranationalen Organisationen, die die Beziehung
zwischen den souveränen Einzelstaaten und der sich internationalisierenden Wirt-
schaft politisch strukturieren sollten, organisatorisch verfasst werden müssten. Eine
wichtige Rolle spielten hierbei die besonderen Anforderungen des wirtschaftlichen
Systems. Schon im Kontext der Verhandlungen auf dem Wiener Kongress war auf
die Notwendigkeit schneller und effizienter Entscheidungen hingewiesen worden.
Auch dieses Argument spielte in der zweiten Hälfte des 20. Jahrhunderts in gleicher
Weise eine Rolle. So betonte auch Robert Schuman, dass die supranationalen Orga-
nisationen wichtig für die Effizienz wirtschaftspolitischer Entscheidungen seien:

„Pour être viables et efficaces, de telles institutions devront être soustraites à l'égoïsme
national et ne servir que l'intérêt collectif des [États] associés dans ce but‟.16

Ein weiteres Beispiel hierfür sind die Diskussionen, die im Kontext der Gründung
der Europäischen Wirtschaftsgemeinschaft in der Mitte der 1950er Jahre geführt
wurden. Auch hier ging es darum – wie schon bei der Zentralkommission für die
Rheinschifffahrt auf dem Wiener Kongress –, ob die geplante Zollunion durch eine
intergouvernementale Organisation geleitet werden könnte, oder ob ein Souveräni-
tätstransfer von den Nationalstaaten auf die Gemeinschaft notwendig sei. Während
sich beispielsweise der deutsche Wirtschaftsminister Ludwig Erhard für die erste
Variante aussprach, plädiert der niederländische Landwirtschaftsminister Sicco
Mansholt für die Supranationalität. Von wesentlicher Bedeutung ist in diesem Zu-
sammenhang eine Aufzeichnung Mansholts vom 18. Juni 1953, in der er grundsätz-
liche Gedanken über die Supranationalität und deren Funktionen formulierte.

„Nur auf diese Weise [gemeint ist die Supranationalität, G.T.] kann vermieden werden,
dass Entscheidungen, welche erwünscht und erforderlich sind, auf das Veto von einem
oder mehreren Teilnehmern scheitern [sic!]. Ein solches Veto wird öfters ausgesprochen,
wenn unveräußerliche Interessen angegriffen werden sollten. In einigen Ländern haben
Gruppen unveräußerlicher Interessen Stellungen eingenommen, die sich nicht oder nur
zum Teil vom wirtschaftlichen Standpunkte aus verantworten lassen. Solche Gruppen
fühlen sich sicher hinter den Barrieren protektionistischer Natur. Diese Barrieren wurden
aufgeworfen durch den Einfluss, den die betreffende Gruppe auf die Regierung ausübte.
Es sei denn dass die beratende Methode durch ein supranationales System ersetzt werden

16. Robert Schuman, Conférence à l'Institut d'études politiques, Paris, 16.12.1953, in: M.-T. BITSCH
(Hrsg.), Robert Schuman…, op.cit., S.92-94, hier S.93.
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würde, werden solche Gruppen dauernd Widerstand, wie oben umschrieben, leisten kön-
nen‟.17

Der Hintergrund dieser Überlegungen waren die Erfahrungen, die Mansholt in den
frühen 1950er Jahren mit den agrarischen Interessenvertretungen in den westeuro-
päischen Staaten gemacht hatte. Diese hatten aus verschiedenen Motiven gegen eine
europäische Agrargemeinschaft agitiert, die aber aus der Sicht des niederländischen
Landwirtschaftsministers sehr wohl im allgemeinen wirtschaftlichen Interesse der
westeuropäischen Staaten war. Eben dies meinte er mit „Entscheidungen, welche
erwünscht und erforderlich sind‟. Etwas anders formulierte ein Mitarbeiter Mans-
holts, Jaap van der Lee, diese Idee in einer Aufzeichnung zur Vorbereitung eines
Gespräches des Ministers mit dem italienischen Agrarminister Amintore Fanfani am
24. Oktober 1952:

„Een rationalisatie is voorts alleen denkbaarmet behulp van een supranational gesaag. De
nationale regeringe staan onder de huidige politicke verhouding gewoonlijk te zwak om
tegen nationale belangen-groepingen op te treden‟.18

So wie von Humboldt im frühen 19. Jahrhundert versuchte auch Mansholt die Prin-
zipien staatlichen Handelns mit jenen der arbeitsteiligen internationalen Wirtschaft
zu vereinbaren. Ganz ähnlich war die Argumentation im so genannten Spaak-Bericht
vom 21. April 1956, mit dem eine Gruppe von Experten unter der Leitung des bel-
gischen Außenministers Paul Henri Spaak die Gründung einer supranationalen Ge-
meinschaft für Atomenergie und den Gemeinsamen Markt vorbereitete. Die supra-
nationale Struktur der geplanten Gemeinschaften wurde von den Experten mit ähn-
lichen Argumenten begründet, die schon Wilhelm von Humboldt formuliert hatte:

„Wegen der Eilbedürftigkeit der Überprüfung und der Entscheidung ist das komplizierte
Verfahren, das bei zwischenstaatlichen Beziehungen oder Organisationen angewandt
wird, nicht möglich. Auch kann man sich nicht vorstellen, dass die Kontrolle über die
Durchführung der von den Staaten übernommenen Verpflichtungen und die Anwendung
der Schutzklauseln von einem Votum der Regierungen abhängig sein sollte. Würde hierfür
Einstimmigkeit vorgesehen, so könnte jeder Staat durch sein Veto das Verfahren lahmle-
gen oder seine Zustimmung von gewissen Bedingungen abhängig machen […]. Aus diesen
beiden Gründen erscheint die Schaffung eines Organs mit eigener Autorität und gemein-
samer Verantwortung unerlässlich‟.19

Zwei bereits auf dem Wiener Kongress diskutierte Argumente für supranationale
Gemeinschaften wurden auch hier vorgebracht: Zum einen das Argument, dass su-
pranationale Organisationen effizienter und schneller entscheiden als klassische in-
tergouvernementale Organisationen und zweitens jenes von der notwendigen lang-
fristigen Garantie der Rechtssicherheit für die Teilnehmer auf transnationalen Märk-

17. Ministerie van Landbouw, Natuurbeheer en Visserij, Archiefdepot, Den Haag. Directie internatio-
nale organisaties, Blok 2, Vol.822, Memorandum über die Landwirtschaftsintegration, geheim,
18.06.1953.

18. Ibid., Vol.825, Nota voor de Heer Minister, betreft: Bezoek van Minister Fanfani, 24.10.1952.
19. Spaak-Bericht, in: J. SCHWARZ (Hrsg.), Der Aufbau Europas, Osang, Bonn, 1980, S.277-334, hier

S.286.
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ten, die nur durch eine über den Nationalstaaten stehende Institution gesichert werden
könne.

Supranationalität, so ließe sich dieses Argument zusammenfassen, diente also
dazu, das politische Handeln den jeweils neuen Bedingungen einer zunehmend
grenzüberschreitenden Wirtschaft anzupassen. Durch die transnationalen Handels-
beziehungen, so hatte es von Humboldt formuliert, sei eine staatenübergreifende
„Volonté Générale‟ entstanden, die einer eigenen politischen Steuerung durch die
Einzelstaaten bedurfte, die gleichwohl unabhängig von diesen blieb. Diese neue über
den Einzelstaaten stehende Organisation musste sich den Bedingungen des transna-
tionalen Marktes institutionell anpassen. Darum sollte sie, gemessen an ökonomi-
schen Kriterien, schnell und effizient entscheiden können. Eben dies aber, so die
Überlegungen bei Wilhelm von Humboldt, Robert Schuman, Sicco Mansholt und im
Spaak-Bericht, sei aber nur in supranationalen Organisationen möglich.

III. Die Sicherheit der kleinen Staaten

Der Wiener Kongress gilt als jener Moment, in dem das Europäische Konzert der
Mächte eine neue Struktur bekam und sich gegenüber dem europäischen Staatensys-
tem des 18. Jahrhunderts zu einer Art „Sicherheitsrat‟ für Europa weiterentwickel-
te.20 In der Tat entstand ausgehend vom Wiener Kongress jene Pentarchie der Groß-
mächte, die zumindest bis in die Mitte des 19. Jahrhunderts die europäische Politik
bestimmen sollte. Und doch wurde in der Kommission für die Flussschifffahrt auf
dem Wiener Kongress bereits eine weitere Begründung für die über den Staaten ste-
hende „Volonté Générale‟ formuliert, die ebenfalls weit über das 19. Jahrhundert
hinausweisen sollte. Am 10. Februar 1815 legte der Delegierte des Großherzogtums
Baden, Karl Christian von Berckheim, ein Dokument („Remarques‟) vor, in dem er
die Position seines Staates in Bezug auf die geplante Rhein-Kommission darlegte. Er
plädierte für eine permanente internationale Organisation für die Rheinschifffahrt,
die die gemeinsamen Rechte der Anrainerstaaten definieren, umsetzen und durch-
setzen sollte. Besonderes Interesse hatte der badische Delegierte aber auch daran, wie
diese Kommission zusammengesetzt werden sollte.

„En considération du but de la réunion de cette commission centrale, qui ne peut être que
celui d'un intérêt commun à tous les États riverains, qui exclut par là même toute idée de
jalousie, d'influence ou de prépondérance de la part d'un des États riverains, l'un sur l'autre,
le soussigné est d'avis d'arrêter comme règle invariable que chacun des États riverains, le
plus grand que le plus petit, ne pourra envoyer qu'un seul commissaire à cette réunion,
pour éviter par là, tout sujet d'une juste méfiance en statuant de même que, dès qu'en fait

20. M. SCHULZ, Normen und Praxis. Das Europäische Konzert der Großmächte als Sicherheitsrat
1815–1860, Oldenbourg, München, 2009.
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de délibération il existe une différence d'opinion, ce sera la pluralité des voix qui en dé-
cidera‟.21

Es ging von Berckheim also darum, dass im Rahmen der Zentralkommission jeder
Staat grundsätzlich nur einen Repräsentanten und eine Stimme haben sollte. Das be-
deutete, dass es in der Kommission keine dominanten Staaten geben würde. Damit
sprach er insbesondere die Interessen der kleineren Staaten in Europa an, die ange-
sichts der überragenden Dominanz der Großmächte im 19. Jahrhundert immer um
ihre Existenz kämpfen mussten. Supranationalität diente in diesem Zusammenhang
dazu, die weiterhin in den Kernbereichen der internationalen Beziehungen existie-
renden Unterschiede zwischen den Großmächten und den kleineren Staaten in Europa
auszugleichen. Die supranationale Organisation schuf damit politische und rechtliche
Sicherheit für die kleineren Staaten und verhinderte, dass deren Interessen von den
Großmächten übergangen werden konnten. Das war im frühen 19. Jahrhundert al-
lerdings nur in Organisationen wie der Zentralkommission für die Rheinschifffahrt
möglich.

Doch bezog sich diese Absicherung der politischen Interessen der kleineren Staa-
ten nicht alleine auf die politischen Fragen. Ein anderer Vertreter eines kleinen Staa-
tes, Johann Freiherr von Türckheim für Hessen-Darmstadt, wies auf die wirtschaft-
lichen Ungleichgewichte am Rhein hin. Die Erhaltung der Schifffahrtsstraße sei aus
natürlichen Gründen am Niederrhein sehr viel billiger als am Oberrhein. Gleichzeitig
sei dort der Verkehr dichter, das heißt die Einnahmen aus den Gebühren deutlich
höher als am Oberrhein. Gleichwohl würden alle Anrainerstaaten in gleichem Maße
von der Freiheit der Rheinschifffahrt profitieren. Eine gemeinsame Verwaltung des
Rheins durch eine gemeinsame Autorität würde diese Ungleichgewichte egalisie-
ren.22 Dies war die wirtschaftliche Entsprechung des Argumentes: Die gemeinsame
Verwaltung des Schifffahrtsweges durch eine internationale Organisation, die die
politischen Machtungleichgewichte zwischen den Mitgliedstaaten egalisierte, ver-
sprach auch die aus den Wirtschaftsstrukturen erwachsenden Unterschiede auszu-
gleichen. Aus diesem Grunde plädierten vor allem die kleineren Staaten für eine in-
ternationale Organisation, die einerseits eine rechtsetzende Autorität hatte, anderer-
seits aber Großmächte und kleinere Staaten politisch und wirtschaftlich gleich be-
handelte. Auch diese bereits 1815 geführte Diskussion um die supranationale Orga-
nisation findet ihre Entsprechung nach 1945. In Bezug auf die supranationale Struktur
der Montangemeinschaft erklärte Robert Schuman in der bereits erwähnten Rede am
21. Mai 1953:

21. Remarques concernant la convention à conclure d'un traité de commerce et de navigation sur le
Rhin, par M. le Baron de Berckheim, plénipotentiaire de Bade, in: Rheinurkunden…, op.cit.,S.73.

22. Observations de M. le Baron de Türckheim, plénipotentiaire de Hesse-Darmstadt, in: Rheinurkun-
den…, op.cit., S.68.
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„Aber diese überstaatliche Ordnung schafft nicht die Abhängigkeit der Staaten […]. Sie
normalisiert sie, bringt sie in rechtliche Bahnen und bewahrt sie vor Missbräuchen, vor
egoistischer Ausbeutung des Schwachen durch die Starken‟.23

Supranationalität diente also auch aus der Sicht des ehemaligen französischen Au-
ßenministers dazu, die Interessen der kleineren Staaten vor der Dominanz der Groß-
mächte zu schützen. Ein weiteres Beispiel hierfür waren die deutsch-französischen
Wirtschaftsverträge, die zwischen Bundeskanzler Konrad Adenauer und dem fran-
zösischen Ministerpräsidenten Pierre Mendès-France im Oktober 1954 vereinbart
wurden.24 Die Verhandlungen waren eine Reaktion auf das Scheitern der Europäi-
schen Verteidigungsgemeinschaft und die mit dieser ebenfalls nicht realisierten Eu-
ropäischen Politischen Gemeinschaft wenige Wochen zuvor. Sie führten zu einem
ganzen Bündel von bilateralen Wirtschaftsverträgen zwischen der Bundesrepublik
Deutschland und Frankreich, die beide Staaten innerhalb weniger Jahre zu privile-
gierten Handelspartnern machten. So wurde die Bundesrepublik der bevorzugte Ab-
satzmarkt für französische Agrarprodukte während die Bundesrepublik Deutschland
Maschinen und Fertigprodukte nach Frankreich exportierte. Insgesamt waren die
Verträge Bestandteil eines politisch-gesellschaftlichen Ausgleichprozesses zwischen
beiden Ländern, der seinen Höhepunkt im Elysée-Vertrag vom 22. Januar 1963
fand.25

Während allerdings die deutsch-französische Verständigung in beiden Staaten
sehr positiv wahrgenommen wurde, stieß sie in anderen europäischen Ländern, vor
allem in Italien und den Benelux-Staaten auf offene Skepsis. Die italienische Wirt-
schaftszeitung 24ore forderte in ihrer Ausgabe vom 27. Oktober 1954 die Regierung
in Rom auf, die deutsch-französischen Wirtschaftsverhandlungen genau zu verfolgen
und nach Möglichkeit auf Italien auszudehnen.26 Il Mercurio schrieb in der Ausgabe
vom 30. Oktober über die deutsch-französischen Wirtschaftsverhandlungen:

„Von italienischer Seite müsse man Vorbehalte erheben, falls die Franzosen und Deut-
schen sich einbilden sollten, tatsächlich paarweise vorzugehen. Eine partikularistische
Einengung der Beziehung zwischen Frankreich und Deutschland müsse zentrifugal auf
die anderen Mitglieder der Union [gemeint ist die Europäische Gemeinschaft für Kohle
und Stahl, G.T.] wirken, insbesondere wenn Diskriminierungen für den Absatz von land-

23. Robert Schuman, Die Grundlinien der europäischen Integrationspolitik. Rede vor Studenten der
Universität Mainz, 21.05.1953, in: M.-T. BITSCH (Hrsg.), Robert Schuman…, op.cit., S.53-57, hier
S.54.

24. Die Verträge werden heute als Wendepunkt der deutsch-französischen Beziehungen nach 1945
gesehen: A. WILKENS, Das Programm von La-Celle-St. Cloud. Der Aufbau der deutsch-franzö-
sischen Wirtschaftsbeziehungen 1954-1957, in: Revue d'Allemagne, 25(1993), S.565-580.

25. C. DEFRANCE, U. PFEIL, Deutsch-französische Geschichte. 1945-1963, WBG, Darmstadt, 2011,
S.98-101; G. THIEMEYER, Ein wirtschaftlicher Elysée-Vertrag. Die Vereinbarungen von La
Celle-Saint Cloud am 19. Oktober 1954, in: Dokumente. Zeitschrift für den deutsch-französischen
Dialog, 2(2012), S.47-50.

26. Bundesarchiv Koblenz, B 146, Bd.728, Bericht des Generalkonsulats Mailand. Wirtschaftspresse-
übersicht, 04.11.1954. Vgl. auch G. THIEMEYER, Vom „Pool Vert“ zur Europäischen Wirt-
schaftsgemeinschaft. Europäische Integration, Kalter Krieg und die Anfänge der Gemeinsamen
Europäischen Agrarpolitik 1950-1957, Oldenbourg, München, 1999, p.139.
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wirtschaftlichen Produkten vorgenommen würden, oder wenn man mit Entwicklungspro-
jekten von den europäischen Gebieten nach Afrika überginge‟.27

Nicht zuletzt als Reaktion auf den deutsch-französischen Bilateralismus forderte auch
der italienische Außenminister Gaetano Martino in einer Rede vor dem italienischen
Parlament am 12. Oktober 1954 eine „Organisation der europäischen Solidari-
tät‟.28 Ähnlich war die Reaktion in Belgien und den Niederlanden auf die deutsch-
französische Wirtschaftskooperation.29 Anlässlich der Budget-Debatte im niederlän-
dischen Parlament ging Landwirtschaftsminister Sicco Mansholt, der sich seit 1950
vergeblich um einen gemeinsamen europäischen Agrarmarkt zur Lösung der nieder-
ländischen Absatz-Probleme in diesem Sektor eingesetzt hatte, auf die deutsch-fran-
zösischen Wirtschaftsbeziehungen und die Verhandlungen von La-Celle-St. Cloud
ein. Die nun in Vorbereitung befindlichen deutsch-französischen Verträge seien eine
Gefahr für die Niederlande. Auch Außenminister Willem Beyen wandte sich gegen
den deutsch-französischen Bilateralismus. Die wirtschaftlichen Vereinbarungen zwi-
schen Frankreich und der Bundesrepublik, so Beyen, richteten sich unmittelbar gegen
die Interessen der westeuropäischen Staaten. Daher würden sich die Niederlande da-
rauf konzentrieren, die supranationale Integration im Rahmen der Montangemein-
schaft trotz der Rückschläge in den letzten Jahren weiter zu vertiefen. Diese Ein-
schätzung wurde auch vom belgischen Außenminister Paul Henri Spaak geteilt, der
nach der Konferenz der Benelux-Staaten am 24. November 1954, auf der über die
Konsequenzen der deutsch-französischen Verträge für die Benelux-Gemeinschaft
beraten wurde, erstmals von einer „Relance Européenne‟ im Rahmen der Sechser-
Gemeinschaft gesprochen hatte.30

Die so genannte „Relance Européenne‟, die in den Jahren 1954/55 erneut begin-
nenden Debatten um die Fortführung der supranationalen europäischen Integration
im Rahmen der Montanunion, die schließlich in die Gründung der Europäischen
Wirtschaftsgemeinschaft mündeten, hatte also hier einen ihrer Ursprünge. Die beiden
wirtschaftlichen Großmächte innerhalb der Sechser-Gemeinschaft hatten einen ex-
klusiven Vertrag geschlossen, der für Frankreich und die Bundesrepublik von großer
Bedeutung, aber zum Nachteil Italiens und der Benelux-Staaten war. Die Außenmi-
nister Italiens, der Niederlande und Belgiens appellierten vor diesem Hintergrund an
eine europäische Solidarität, die sie im Rahmen einer supranationalen Wirtschafts-
gemeinschaft am besten gewahrt sahen. Nur in diesem Rahmen konnten die kleineren
Staaten innerhalb der Gemeinschaft sicher sein, dass die beiden großen keine Han-
delsverträge auf ihre Kosten schließen würden. Supranationalität wurde daher von

27. Bundesarchiv Koblenz, B 146, Bd.728, Bericht des Generalkonsulats Mailand. Wirtschaftspresse-
übersicht, 04.11.1954.

28. E. SERRA, L'Italia e la conferenza di Messina, in: E. SERRA (Hrsg.), Il Rilancio dell'Europa e i
trattati di Roma, Bruylant u.a., Brüssel u.a., 1989, S.93-124, hier S.97.

29. Für das Folgende: A. KERSTENS, A.G. HARRYVAN, The Netherlands, Benelux and the Relance
Européenne 1954-1955, in: Ibid., S.125-157.

30. Documents Diplomatiques Français (DDF) 1954, Tome II, Doc. No.400, Rivière (Bruxelles) à
Mendès-France, 30.11.1954.
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kleineren Staaten als Instrument genutzt, um die Dominanz der Großmächte in kon-
kreten Bereichen dauerhaft zu brechen.

IV. Gemeinsame Kontrolle von politisch sensiblen Regionen oder
Wirtschaftssektoren

Es gibt ein weiteres wichtiges Motiv für das Instrument der Supranationalität, das
sich ebenfalls sowohl im 19. als auch im 20. Jahrhundert nachweisen lässt. Es ging
in diesem Fall darum, konkrete Infrastrukturen und Wirtschaftsbereiche aus der na-
tionalen Souveränität eines Staates herauszulösen, weil dies dem allgemeinen Inte-
resse entsprach. Als Beispiel hierfür kann eine Überlegung Otto von Bismarcks aus
dem Jahr 1871 herangezogen werden. In einem Schreiben an den preußischen Bot-
schafter in Sankt Petersburg, Heinrich Prinz zu Reuss, vom 10. Januar 1871 reflek-
tierte der preußische Ministerpräsident und künftige Reichskanzler über den Status
der Donau als Schifffahrtsweg. Anlass waren die durch den deutsch-französischen
Krieg und die nun unmittelbar bevorstehende Reichsgründung anstehenden Verän-
derungen des europäischen Staatensystems. Die Donau, so schrieb Bismarck, sei
wichtig für den „Handel und die Schiffahrt [sic] Deutschlands‟ und die Beibehaltung
der Transitfreiheit auf dem Strom im deutschen Interesse. Dies ergebe sich aus dem
„großen Reichtum an Erzeugnissen des Ackerbaus‟ der Donaustaaten „und der Vieh-
zucht, deren das westliche Europa bedarf‟. Die Donaustaaten importierten im Ge-
genzug eine „große Menge von Erzeugnissen der Gewerbe, welche Deutschland und
das westliche Europa hervorbringen‟. Die Donau sei daher ein wichtiger Handelsweg
für Europa insgesamt, der dauerhaft gesichert werden müsse. Die 1856 auf dem Pa-
riser Kongress gegründete Donau-Kommission, so Bismarck, habe in diesem Zu-
sammenhang gute Arbeit geleistet. Aber,

„es würde eine Täuschung sein zu glauben, dass mit der einmal erfolgten Herstellung eines
befriedigenden Zustandes die Aufgabe gelöst sei. Es kommt darauf an, diesen Zustand zu
erhalten und diesem Zwecke bedarf es einer kräftigen, über die Verfolgung lokaler oder
nationaler Interessen erhabenen, lediglich dem allgemeinen Interesse des Handels und der
Schiffahrt [sic] wahrnehmenden Leitung‟.31

Wichtig für den hier interessierenden Zusammenhang ist die Forderung nach einer
von nationalen und regionalen Interessen unabhängigen, lediglich den „allgemeinen
Interessen des Handels‟ verpflichteten Organisation. Die Kernidee war auch hier, die
Donau als Schifffahrtsweg der nationalen Souveränität der Anrainerstaaten zu ent-
ziehen und einer dem Allgemeinwohl verpflichteten Organisation zu unterstellen.32

Erneut taucht damit die bereits 1815 von Wilhelm von Humboldt formulierte Vor-
stellung von einer „Volonté Générale‟ jenseits des Nationalstaates auf. Dabei ging

31. Politisches Archiv des Auswärtigen Amtes, Berlin, R 12151, Bismarck an Reuss, 10.01.1871.
32. D. HAFFER, Europa in den Augen Bismarcks. Bismarcks Vorstellungen von der Politik der euro-

päischen Mächte und vom europäischen Staatensystem, Schöningh, Paderborn, 2010, S.247-249.
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es Bismarck gewiss nicht primär um die allgemeinen Interessen der Schifffahrt, son-
dern vor allem darum, Österreich-Ungarn die alleinige Kontrolle der strategisch
wichtigen Donau-Schifffahrt zu entziehen.33

Ein anderes, von der Geschichtswissenschaft unter diesem Aspekt bislang nicht
untersuchtes Beispiel ist die Internationale Zuckerkonvention von 1902. Durch einen
internationalen Vertrag schufen die Mitgliedstaaten eine internationale Kommission,
die die Aufgabe hatte, die Einhaltung der internationalen Zuckerkonvention zu über-
wachen. Der Hintergrund war eine Überproduktionskrise auf dem europäischen Zu-
ckermarkt, die seit den 1880er Jahren immer wieder zu Subventionswettläufen bei
den Produzenten und hohen Zollbarrieren bei den Importeuren von Zucker geführt
hatte. Schon zuvor hatte es verschiedene internationale Konventionen zur Regulie-
rung des europäischen Zuckermarktes gegeben, die jedoch unter dem Druck des
Wettbewerbs von den Anbieterstaaten immer wieder gebrochen worden waren. Als
Konsequenz ergab sich ein für alle beteiligten Nationen sehr kostspieliger Subven-
tionswettlauf. Die Kommission mit Sitz in Brüssel setzte sich aus je einem Vertreter
der Mitgliedstaaten zusammen. Sie entschied in Bezug auf Regulierungen des euro-
päischen Zuckermarktes mit einfacher Mehrheit. Zwar hatten die Regierungen der
Mitgliedstaaten anschließend ein Widerspruchsrecht, aber auch in zweiter und dritter
Instanz galten Mehrheitsbeschlüsse, so dass die Regierungen im Extremfall auch ge-
gen ihren Willen zu gesetzgeberischen und administrativen Maßnahmen gezwungen
werden konnten.34 Das gleiche galt für die Überwachung der Einhaltung der Kon-
vention, insbesondere das Verbot von Exportprämien. Im Falle eines Verstoßes wür-
de die Kommission einen Bericht an die belgische Regierung schicken, und das des
Verstoßes beschuldigte Mitglied hätte die Möglichkeit eine internationale Konferenz
der Regierungen einzuberufen. Auch diese würde mit einfacher Mehrheit verbindlich
entscheiden. Wichtig für die hier interessierende Frage ist eine Erklärung des fran-
zösischen Delegierten in den Beratungen, in der er die starke Stellung der Kommis-
sion gegenüber den Mitgliedstaaten rechtfertigte:

„Die Conferenz [sic] betrachtet ihre Mission gerade nicht für eine solche, welche sich bloß
auf die Steuerfrage beschränkt und an dem Tag endigt, an welchem die interessierten
Staaten ohne Zweifel bedeutende Geldopfer erspart werden. Sie muss vor allem ein Welt-
interesse, das ein Hauptinteresse für Europa ist, im Auge haben; in Folge dessen muss es
ihre Aufgabe sein, die Produktion durch Abschaffung künstlicher Anregungen einzu-
schränken und außerdem dem Consum [sic; …] zur Entwicklung zu verhelfen‟.35

33. G. THIEMEYER, Internationalismus als Vorläufer wirtschaftlicher Integration? Otto von Bis-
marck, das Phänomen der Supranationalität und die Internationalisierung der Wirtschaft im 19.
Jahrhundert, in: U. LAPPENKÜPER, G. THIEMEYER (Hrsg.), Europäische Einigung im 19.
und 20. Jahrhundert. Akteure und Antriebskräfte, Wissenschaftliche Reihe der Otto-von-Bismarck-
Stiftung, hrsg. von L. Gall, Schöningh, Paderborn, 2013, pp.71-94.

34. H. JACOBS, Die internationale Zuckerkonvention, Ebering, Berlin, 1928, S.46/47; F.G. von
GRAEVENITZ, Exogenous Transnationalism: Java and „Europe“ in an Organized World Sugar
Market, in: Contemporary European History, 20(2011), S.257-280.

35. Amtliche Protokolle der Internationalen Zuckerkonferenz, Brüssel 1901-02, Wien 1902, S.36.
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Erneut wurde auch in diesem Kontext der Gedanke einer „Volonté Générale‟ for-
muliert, die hier als „Weltinteresse‟ bezeichnet wurde. Auch die internationale Zu-
ckerkonvention von 1902 trug also deutliche Züge von Supranationalität. Der Sinn
war, das Funktionieren des europäischen Zuckermarktes, in dem sich die Einzelstaa-
ten immer wieder durch Exportsubventionen Vorteile zu verschaffen suchten, im
Sinne des Allgemeinwohls zu organisieren.

Dieser Gedanke spielte auch bei der Neuorganisation der europäischen Staaten-
ordnung nach dem Ersten Weltkrieg im Vertrag von Versailles eine Rolle. Ein bislang
von der geschichtswissenschaftlichen Forschung wenig beachteter Teil des Vertra-
ges, die Artikel 321 bis 364, beschäftigen sich sehr detailliert mit der Neuorganisation
der europäischen Binnenschifffahrt. Erneut standen der Rhein und die Zentralkom-
mission für die Rheinschifffahrt im Mittelpunkt. Wichtig für die hier interessierende
Frage ist vor allem die Abkehr vom Uferstaatenprinzip bei der Zentralkommission
für die Rheinschifffahrt. Bereits auf dem Wiener Kongress war darüber diskutiert
worden, ob die gemeinsame Verwaltung der Schifffahrtstraße eine Aufgabe der An-
rainerstaaten sein sollte oder ob es sich um eine generelle europäische Aufgabe han-
delte. Man hatte sich schließlich auf das Uferstaatenprinzip geeinigt, das heißt die
Mitglieder der Zentralkommission waren die Uferstaaten des Rheins. Dieses Prinzip
war bis 1918 beibehalten worden auch in dem Sinne, dass Staaten, die durch Grenz-
veränderungen nicht mehr Anrainerstaaten der Wasserstraße waren, nicht mehr in der
Zentralkommission für die Rheinschifffahrt vertreten waren. Dies galt beispielsweise
auch für Frankreich zwischen 1871 und 1918. Mit dem Vertrag von Versailles wurde
dieses Prinzip aufgegeben. Zwar blieben die Anrainerstaaten Niederlande, Frankreich
und das Deutsche Reich Mitglieder der Zentralkommission und die Schweiz kam als
neuer Uferstaat hinzu, zudem traten aber auch Großbritannien, Belgien und Italien
als Ententemächte der Zentralkommission bei (Art. 355). Darüber hinaus erklärte
Art. 331 auch die Elbe, die Oder und die Donau zu internationalen Wasserstraßen,
die jeweils von Flusskommissionen nach dem Vorbild der Zentralkommission für die
Rheinschifffahrt verwaltet werden sollten. In den jeweiligen Kommissionen waren
die Anrainerstaaten vertreten, darüber hinaus aber immer auch Frankreich und Groß-
britannien sowie zusätzlich Belgien und Italien (Elbekommission) sowie Dänemark
und Schweden (Oderkommission). Damit wurde das Prinzip der Zentralkommission
für die Rheinschifffahrt neben der Donau auch auf andere grenzüberschreitende
Wasserstraßen übertragen. So argumentierte auch der französische Generalkommis-
sar für Elsass und Lothringen, Gabriel Alapetite, in seiner Eröffnungsansprache der
ersten Sitzung der Zentralkommission für die Rheinschifffahrt am 21. Juni 1920, als
er von der „internationalen Zusammenarbeit der Völker, deren letzte Vollendung dem
Frieden von Versailles vorbehalten blieb‟ sprach.36 Erneut spielte also die Idee einer
über den Nationalstaaten stehenden „Volonté Générale‟, die durch eine internationale
Kommission repräsentiert werden sollte, eine Schlüsselrolle. Und doch standen – wie
schon bei Bismarck 1871 – starke nationale politische Interessen hinter dieser Orga-
nisation. Dies zeigte sich zum einen daran, dass zunächst nur die deutschen Wasser-

36. Zentralkommission für die Rheinschiffahrt, Protokoll Nr. 1 (Übersetzung), 21.06.1921.
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straßen internationalisiert wurden, nicht aber die europäischen insgesamt. Hinzu
kommt, dass Frankreich in allen Flusskommissionen eine wichtige Rolle spielte, in
der Zentralkommission für die Rheinschifffahrt sogar die dominierende. Frankreich
erhielt hier nun ebenso viele Stimmen wie das Deutsche Reich (vier), allerdings zu-
sätzlich den dauerhaften Vorsitz in der Kommission, der bislang im Losverfahren
vergeben worden war. Da nun auch der Vorsitzende eine eigene Stimme erhielt, war
Frankreich de facto mit fünf Stimmen in der Zentralkommission die dominierende
Macht. Die französische Dominanz in der Zentralkommission für die Rheinschiff-
fahrt zeigte sich auch darin, dass deren Sitz von Mannheim in das nun wieder fran-
zösische Straßburg überführt wurde. Der Vertrag von Versailles schuf daher ein in-
ternationales Regime für die Flussschifffahrt, das primär dazu diente, die deutsche
Binnenschifffahrt einer internationalen Kontrolle zu unterwerfen. Diese Absicht
wurde in Deutschland selbstverständlich erkannt, und das wichtigste Ziel der deut-
schen Rhein-Politik wurde daher – wie in der Außenpolitik insgesamt – die Revision
des Vertrages von Versailles.37 Damit wird schon deutlich, dass der Ansatz einer
Kontrolle durch supranationale Verwaltung nur funktionieren kann, wenn die Mit-
glieder der supranationalen Organisation gleichberechtigt sind. Eine offene Diskri-
minierung, wie sie das Deutsche Reich in dieser Hinsicht durch die Schifffahrts-
Kommissionen im Vertrag von Versailles erfuhr, musste scheitern. Anders formu-
liert: Das Prinzip der über den Einzelstaaten stehenden „Volonté Générale‟ wurde
nur relevant, wenn diese auch tatsächlich von den beteiligten Regierungen als solche
angesehen wurde.

Der Gedanke einer Kontrolle durch supranationale Organisationen spielte auch
im Vertrag über die Europäische Gemeinschaft für Kohle und Stahl vom 18. April
1951 eine Rolle. Hinter dem Vorschlag des französischen Außenministers Robert
Schuman für eine supranationale Gemeinschaft standen verschiedene Motive.38 Eine
besondere Bedeutung jedoch kam der Kontrolle der deutschen Kohle- und Stahlin-
dustrie zu, die aus französischer Sicht eine potentielle Gefahr für die französischen
wirtschaftlichen und politischen Interessen war. Zwei Ziele hatten die französische
Deutschlandpolitik nach 1945 dominiert: Zum einen sollte ein neuer deutscher Zen-
tralstaat verhindert werden, stattdessen setzte man auf die Stärkung der deutschen
Teilstaaten. Die durch den US-amerikanischen und britischen Kurswechsel möglich
gewordene Gründung eines westdeutschen Teilstaates entsprach daher nicht ganz den
französischen Vorstellungen. Zweitens war es den französischen Regierungen darum
gegangen, die westdeutsche Kohle- und Stahlindustrie zu kontrollieren. Auch dies
stieß angesichts der Entwicklung des Ost-West-Konfliktes bald auf britischen und
amerikanischen Widerstand, weil die deutschen Ressourcen in diesem Wirtschafts-
bereich als wichtig für den Westen angesehen wurden. Erst unter diesen Bedingungen
konnte sich das von Jean Monnet schrittweise entwickelte Konzept einer suprana-
tionalen europäischen Gemeinschaft für Kohle und Stahl innerhalb der französischen

37. J.-M. WOERLING, S. SCHIRMANN, M. LIBERA(Hrsg.), 200 Jahre Zentralkommission für die
Rheinschifffahrt, Éds Carré blanc, Straßburg, 2015, pp. 116-153.

38. Zusammenfassend zur Forschungsdebatte über die EGKS: A WILKENS (Hrsg.), Le Plan Schuman
dans l'histoire. Intérêts nationaux et projet européen, Bruylant, Brüssel 2004.
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Administration durchsetzen. Das am 9. Mai 1950 von Außenminister Robert Schu-
man vorgestellte Konzept unterstellte die Kohle- und Stahlindustrie der teilnehmen-
den Länder einer „Hohen Behörde‟ und entzog sie damit der nationalen Politik. In
einer Rede vor der Académie diplomatique internationale in Paris am 24. März 1955
erklärte Schuman rückblickend, warum man die Form der supranationalen Gemein-
schaft gewählt habe: „Die Ruhr‟ habe im Zentrum der alliierten Deutschland-Politik
seit 1945 gestanden. Zunächst habe man versucht, einen autonomen Status für die
Region – ähnlich wie für die Saar – zu finden. Ab 1948 sei die Ruhrindustrie durch
die internationale Ruhrbehörde kontrolliert worden. Die deutsche Regierung habe
dies ab 1949 akzeptiert, aber stets widerwillig. Erst mit der Montanunion habe man
ein Konzept gefunden, das „polyvalente‟ Möglichkeiten bot

„dans les domaines différents, dans l'ordre politique: place de la Ruhr dans l'ensemble
allemand occidental, dans l'ordre économique: place de l'Allemagne occidentale dans
l'économie générale en Europe‟.39

Supranationalität diente also in diesem Fall dazu, politische und ökonomische Kon-
trolle über einen Wirtschaftssektor und ein Territorium auszuüben, ohne die Bun-
desrepublik Deutschland zu diskriminieren. Sie akzeptierte den Verlust an nationaler
Souveränität, weil Frankreich und die anderen Staaten ebenfalls zum Souveränitäts-
verzicht bereit waren.

V. Fazit

Die Beispiele zeigen, dass es für die Akteure in der internationalen Politik seit dem
frühen 19. Jahrhundert im europäischen Staatensystem eine über den Nationalstaaten
stehende „Volonté Générale‟ gab. Der Begriff wurde – zumindest nach gegenwärti-
gem Kenntnisstand – in diesem Kontext erstmals von Wilhelm von Humboldt auf
dem Wiener Kongress formuliert. Er griff damit eine Bezeichnung auf, die aus der
politischen Philosophie Jean-Jacques Rousseaus stammte und das über dem indivi-
duellen Interesse stehende allgemeine Interesse meinte. Wilhelm von Humboldt al-
lerdings, und das war neu, übertrug den Begriff auf die Staatenwelt: Es gibt ein über
den einzelnen Staaten stehendes Gesamtinteresse der Staatenwelt. Dieser Kernge-
danke wurde von verschiedenen Akteuren im internationalen System zwischen 1800
und der Mitte des 20. Jahrhunderts immer wieder aufgegriffen. Bismarck sprach vom
„allgemeinen Interesse‟, Robert Schuman vom „Kollektivinteresse‟. In den meisten
Fällen, aber nicht immer, war das allgemeine Interesse mit dem wirtschaftlichen
Handeln identisch, das aber, dies zeigten die Beispiele Bismarcks, des Versailler
Vertrages und auch der Montangemeinschaft, in der Regel eng mit politischen Inte-
ressen verbunden war. Diese Vorstellung von der „Volonté Générale‟ jenseits der
Einzelstaaten rechtfertigte eine besondere Form von internationalen Organisationen.

39. Robert Schuman, La Communauté européenne du charbon et de l'acier. Expérience d'intégration
européenne, in: M.-T. BITSCH (Hrsg.), Robert Schuman…, op.cit., S.146-152, hier S.148.
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Wilhelm von Humboldt sprach von der „véritable autorité centrale‟, Otto von Bis-
marck von einer „kräftigen, über die Verfolgung lokaler oder nationaler Interessen
erhabenen […] Leitung‟ und Schuman von einer „Haute Autorité‟. Entscheidend war
in allen Fällen, dass die internationale Organisation in der Lage sein sollte, notfalls
über die Interessen einer einzelnen Regierung hinweg Entscheidungen zu fällen und
Recht setzen zu können. Die über den Einzelstaaten stehende „Volonté Générale‟
rechtfertigte daher die Begrenzung der Souveränität der Einzelstaaten durch die in-
ternationale Organisation, das heißt in den Begriffen des heutigen Völkerrechts die
Supranationalität.

Die Appelle an die überstaatliche „Volonté Générale‟ wurden in den hier ge-
schilderten Beispielen durch verschiedene konkrete Interessen begründet: Wichtig
war zum einen der zunehmend grenzüberschreitende Charakter von Infrastrukturen.
Das betraf als erstes die Rheinschifffahrt, später die europäische Binnenschifffahrt
insgesamt. Das allgemeine wirtschaftliche Interesse an der Rheinschifffahrt unter-
warf diese den Regeln der wirtschaftlichen Effizienz, das heißt, sie bedurfte einer
betrieblichen, rechtlichen und technischen Standardisierung. Diese aber war mit
wirtschaftlichen und politischen Machtfragen verbunden und sollte deswegen dem
Allgemeinwohl unterstellt werden.

Eng damit verbunden war ein zweites Argument: Supranationale Organisationen,
so argumentierten Wilhelm von Humboldt auf dem Wiener Kongress und Sicco
Mansholt 1953, würden Entscheidungen schneller und damit im wirtschaftlichen
Sinne effizienter fällen als das bei üblichen Wirtschaftsverhandlungen unter Einzel-
staaten der Fall sei. Damit wurden ökonomische Prinzipien in die Staatenwelt getra-
gen und die Supranationalität war ein konkretes Resultat hieraus. Es ging also um die
Anpassung des internationalen politischen Systems an die Bedingungen des sich seit
dem frühen 19. Jahrhundert entwickelnden Wirtschaftssystems.

Drittens waren supranationale Organisationen ein Instrument für kleinere Staaten,
sich der Dominanz der Großen in konkreten Bereichen zu entziehen und als gleich-
berechtigte Mitglieder der Staatenwelt zu agieren. Dies war der Grund, warum der
badische Vertreter auf dem Wiener Kongress eine starke Autorität mit jeweils glei-
cher Stimmengewichtung für alle Staaten forderte. Im Rahmen dieser Organisationen
konnten die kleineren Staaten ihre Interessen gegenüber den großen auf der Basis der
Gleichberechtigung durchsetzen. Ähnliche Gedanken spielten nach den deutsch-
französischen bilateralen Wirtschaftsverträgen vom Oktober 1954 eine Rolle, als
Italien und die Benelux-Staaten deren Multilateralisierung im Rahmen einer Wirt-
schaftsgemeinschaft forderten.

Viertens wurden supranationale Organisationen damit gerechtfertigt, dass sie
konkrete Wirtschaftssektoren und Territorien, die aus allgemein akzeptierten Moti-
ven nicht einem Nationalstaat allein unterstehen sollten, von einer dem überstaatli-
chen allgemeinen Interesse verpflichteten Organisation gelenkt werden sollten. Dies
betraf Bismarcks Überlegungen in Bezug auf den österreichischen Teil der Donau,
es betraf die Binnenschifffahrt im Deutschen Reich nach 1919 und auch die Kohle-
und Stahlindustrie des Ruhrgebietes nach 1950. Hier jedoch wurden auch die Grenzen
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des Instrumentes deutlich: Während die Bundesrepublik Deutschland nach 1950 die
allgemeine Kontrolle der Kohle- und Stahlindustrie akzeptierte, weil sich die anderen
Teilnehmerstaaten den gleichen Bedingungen unterwarfen, akzeptierte die Reichs-
regierung die Kontrolle der deutschen Binnenschifffahrt nach 1919 nicht, weil die
Frankreich zugestandenen Vorteile gegenüber den anderen Mitgliedstaaten zu do-
minant waren.

Was bedeuten diese Schlüsse für die Frage nach der Kontinuität und dem Wandel
der europäischen Integration vom frühen 19. bis in das 20. Jahrhundert? Zum einen
bestätigt sich die These von der Einheit der Epoche in Bezug auf die Integration
Europas. Vor allem im wirtschaftlichen Sektor gibt es in Bezug auf die Antriebskräfte
und Motive der Integration eine sehr hohe Kontinuität, insbesondere im Sektor der
Infrastrukturen. Die an den verschiedenen Beispielen herausgearbeitete Vorstellung
einer über den Nationalstaaten stehenden „Volonté Générale‟ bezog sich vor allem
auf die wirtschaftlichen Interessen. Ihnen wurde seit dem frühen 19. Jahrhundert, mit
dem Durchbruch der Industriellen Revolution auf dem Kontinent, eine eigene Rolle
in den internationalen Beziehungen zugeschrieben. Das internationale System der
Wirtschaft war aus der Sicht der Akteure neben das System der Diplomatie getreten.
Obwohl beide Systeme nach eigenen Regeln funktionierten, waren sie nicht unab-
hängig voneinander. Dieses neue, vor allem durch wirtschaftliche Interessen be-
stimmte System, wurde als „Volonté Générale‟ bezeichnet und sollte im System der
Diplomatie durch eine „autorité centrale‟ oder „haute autorité‟ vertreten werden. In
dieser Hinsicht gibt es eine starke Kontinuität vom frühen 19. Jahrhundert bis in die
Gegenwart. Die genauen Strukturen und Prozesse dieser Denkmuster, insbesondere
die verschiedenen Vorstellungen von der „Volonté Générale‟ als einem über dem
einzelstaatlichen Interesse stehenden Bonum Commune der Staatenwelt, bedürfen
noch einer weiteren intensiven Erforschung.

Etwas anderes ist es mit der politischen Integration. Die Vorstellung einer euro-
päischen politischen Einheit – in welcher staatsrechtlichen Form auch immer – spielte
im 19. Jahrhundert in den genannten Beispielen keine Rolle. Humboldt und Bismarck
dachten in einzelstaatlichen Kategorien und nicht an eine europäische politische In-
tegration. Integration bezog sich aus dieser Sicht auf den Sektor der Wirtschaft, auch
wenn dieser der politischen Regulierung bedurfte. Hier liegt die Bedeutung des
Schuman-Plans. Robert Schuman verstand seine Initiative als Beginn einer umfas-
senden politischen Integration, die lediglich auf dem wirtschaftlichen Sektor begann.
Gleiches kann von Sicco Mansholt, Walter Hallstein und anderen Protagonisten der
europäischen Integration nach 1945 gesagt werden. Insofern kann dem Schuman-
Plan dann doch – auch wenn das Instrument der Supranationalität schon lange vorher
bekannt war – eine neue Qualität zugeschrieben werden.
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From Steel House to Mass Housing for the Working Class.

Architectural Debates in the European Institutions (1952-1967)

Nicolas VERSCHUEREN

In many ways, the High Authority of the European Coal and Steel Community (EC-
SC) could be considered as an advisory council dealing with social and economic
issues. This fact is not in the least unconstructive but aims at highlighting the work
involved in gathering and spreading information in various sectors: the concentration
of capital investments, industrial output or workers’ living conditions. On this last
point, the workers housing construction program has been perceived as the major
achievement of the High Authority’s social policies.1 From 1954 to 1979, it con-
tributed to financing 165,511 dwellings of which almost two-thirds were allocated to
the Federal Republic of Germany.2 However, European programs were not only con-
fined to the financial support for workers’ housing construction. At the European
level, the High Authority was the instigator of elaborate debates on effective means
to reduce the cost of housing and to propose the ideal home for workers. Experts were
consulted to promote modern architecture and innovative building techniques which
would lead to an improvement of working class living conditions and therefore in-
crease their productivity.3 The post-war shortage of housing was obviously an eco-
nomic and social concern in European coalfields. Building healthy and modern hous-
es in these industrial areas was seen as an effective means to retain workers who tried
to escape from dreadful underground working conditions.

Studying experimental programs and architectural competitions organised by the
High Authority, this article explores the contradiction between two architectural de-
signs to solve housing shortage for workers. On one hand, members of the High
Authority referred to the Modern Movement to rationalise building techniques and
lower construction costs. On the other hand, it was considered essential to preserve
the traditional single-family house with a little garden to plough and cultivate. In a
few words, these two visions roughly sum up an opposition between advocates of
modern high-rise towers and defenders of paternalistic urban planning inherited from
the 19th century. Beyond considerations on the impact of housing conditions on
workers’ behaviour, the High Authority tried to reduce construction costs by pro-
moting materials such as steel and aluminium but also by fostering the exchange of
knowledge and information. While fears were expressed concerning a European cul-
tural homogenisation epitomised by the potential creation of a common ‘ECSC

1. L. MECHI, L’action de la Haute Autorité de la CECA dans la construction de maisons ouvrières, in:
Revue d’histoire de l’intégration européenne, 1(2000), pp.63-82, here p.63.

2. R. LEBOUTTE, Histoire économique et sociale de la construction européenne, Peter Lang, Brussels,
2008, p.647.

3. N. VERSCHUEREN, Fermer les mines en construisant l’Europe. Une histoire sociale de l’intégrati-
on européenne, Peter Lang, Brussels, 2013, p.114.
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house’ for all miners and steelworkers, the High Authority encouraged the circulation
of techniques and methods to overcome national resistances.

Architecture and town-planning debates provide fertile ground to observe the role
of experts hired by the High Authority in their attempts to solve housing shortage in
industrial areas, revealing the complexity of institutional and cultural situations in
each member state. To improve living conditions for the working class, the members
of the High Authority launched a broad survey to identify the best housing policy,
which was defined by international institutions specialised in this particular field.
More than just getting immersed in European discussions on what could be the ideal
home for workers, the position taken here is based on historical research on the role
of experts within international organisations.4 The purpose of networks of experts
(architects, engineers) was to influence the High Authority’s approach on working
class housing issues, while independent experts (civil servants, sociologists) man-
dated by the High Authority tried to impose their own interpretation.

Organising the housing policy in the ECSC

In the aftermath of the Second World War, the housing issue was undoubtedly one
of the main priorities for the reconstruction of national economies and was considered
as a component of Welfare States.5 International organisations such as the OEEC, the
UN or the European Recovery Program were involved in this effort to rebuild houses.
As for many other sectors, the first European institutions pursued initiatives already
launched after 1945. Nonetheless, there was no provision in the Treaty of Paris (1952)
which allowed ECSC institutions to implement a coherent housing policy. In 1952
already, the Consultative Committee created a group called the ‘working class house’
sub-commission bringing together 26 trade-unionists, employers and governmental
representatives to tackle the housing problem in industrial areas.6 Considering them-
selves unqualified to respond to all aspects of the subject, members of that sub-com-
mission were gathered in a limited group with Paul Finet from the High Authority

4. S. KOTT, Une communauté épistémique du social? Experts de l’OIT et internationalisation des
politiques sociales dans l’entre-deux-guerres, in: Genèses, 71(2008), pp.26-46; J. SCHOT, F.
SCHIPPER, Experts and European Transport Integration, 1945-1958, in: Journal of European Pu-
blic Policy, 18(2011), pp.274-293.

5. M. ROSEMAN, Recasting the Ruhr, 1945-1958. Manpower, Economic Recovery and Labour Rela-
tions, Berg, New York-Oxford, 1992; J. DIEFENDORF, In the Wake of War. The Reconstruction of
German Cities after World War II, Oxford University Press, Oxford, 1993; D. VOLDMAN, La
reconstruction des villes françaises de 1940 à 1954. Histoire d’une politique, L’Harmattan, Paris,
1997. See also S. EFFOSSE, L’invention du logement aidé en France. L’immobilier au temps des
Trente glorieuses, Comité pour l’histoire économique et financière de la France, Paris, 2003; B.
FINNIMORE, Houses from the Factory: System Building and the Welfare State, 1942-1974, Rivers
Oram Press, London, 1989.

6. CEAB [Commission européenne, Archives de Bruxelles – ECSC archives] 11, n°1630, Sub-com-
mission ‘Working-class house’, 28.10.1952.
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and Giuseppe Glissenti from the Social Affairs Department and who presided the
Italian Institute of Industrial Reconstruction. They proposed setting-up three distinct
working groups to speed up the decision-making process.7 The general aim of this
subdivision was to organise small units of experts sharing the task to obtain precise
answers in the shortest time possible.

The three working groups containing six experts, who were considered as the best
specialists to collect complete and reliable information. Each group was set up to
ensure that the six Members States were represented. The objective of the first work-
ing group called ‘Besoins’ was to evaluate the importance of housing shortage in coal
and steel industrial areas and to develop criteria to categorise the types of needs. This
working group was chaired by Adrien Spinetta, Director of the Building Department
at the French Ministry of Reconstruction and Town Planning.8 The second working
group called ‘Méthode’ had the difficult task to find legal and institutional tools to
enable the High Authority to develop its own housing policy.9 The last working group
‘Technique’ was chaired by Isidore Smets, a Belgian trade-unionist, leader of the
Socialist Building Workers Trade Union.10

The first working group promptly delivered figures related to the inadequate
number of healthy houses in the industrial areas of the ECSC. After discussions on
how to define whether the houses were inadequate or unhealthy, experts came to the
conclusion that 250,000 new dwellings had to be built for miners and steelworkers.
To increase the number of dwellings, the group ‘Méthode’ proposed two different
mechanisms. First, experts encouraged the High Authority to offer loans with reduced
interest rates for to finance the construction of houses. The supranational institution
therefore attempted to influence capital markets which were essentially interested in
the reconstruction of industrial and transport infrastructures.11 Second, it was rapidly
decided to use Article 55 of the ECSC Treaty allowing the High Authority to finance,
from its own funds, technical research and economic development in the coal and
steel sectors.

7. CEAB 13, n°6, Restricted group ‘Working-class house’, 06.05.1953. Paul Finet, was a Belgian
Socialist trade union leader and member of the High Authority from the beginning. He frequently
took part to meetings and working groups on labour regulations and social issues at the European
level. Giuseppe Glisenti, one of the founders of the Italian Christian Democracy, was deeply in-
volved in the European integration process. He was Director of the Social Affairs Department from
1952 to 1954. In Italy, he serves as President of the Istituto per la Ricostruzione Industriale from
1955 to 1971.

8. This working group was also composed by of Luigi Beretta from the INA-CASA and Hendrik Gerrit
Van Beusekom representing the Dutch Ministry of Reconstruction.

9. The working group ‘Méthode’ was chaired by Johann Ernst, Minister of Labour in the German Land
of North Rhine-Westphalia.

10. This last working group was very active and proposed several imaginative solutions thanks to the
initiative of Léo Mestre, official at the French Ministry of Reconstruction, Ernesto Rogers, Italian
architect who had founded the famous Italian architectural partnership BBPR: Gianluigi Banfi
(1910-1945), Lodovico Barbiano di Belgiojoso (1909-2004), Enrico Peressutti (1908-1976) and
Ernesto Rogers (1909-1968).

11. Interest rates offered by the High Authority were not significantly lower than those in national
contexts.
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The working-group ‘Technique’ recommended that contacts should be made with
existing organisations about the development of new techniques and materials, par-
ticularly steel components and pre-manufactured steel sections. Discussions started
on what would be the ideal type of home for workers and objections were soon ex-
pressed to build tower blocks to lodge miners and steelworkers while the single-
family house was preferred by many experts. In addition, apprehension arose faced
with potential European architectural (or cultural) uniformity at the expense of cul-
tural regional characteristics.12 In a note sent to the members of the High Authority,
Christian trade-unions clearly expressed their opposition to any attempt to implement
a ‘Schuman Plan House’, a similar house for every worker from Groningen to
Napoli.13 This distrust for European cultural homogenisation continued throughout
the 1950s when discussions arose about which architecture and urban planning should
be supported by ECSC institutions.

After these first considerations on the opportunity of ECSC institutions to act in
a concrete way for the improvement of workers’ housing, the proposal related to the
use of funds for technical research served as the basis to launch two experimental
programs to build dwellings for miners and steelworkers.

Housing workers: a philanthropic or a productivist project?

Formulating intentions in such an antagonist way could suggest a normative response.
To assert that housing policies of the post-war period were two sides of the same coin
is legitimate. Nevertheless, this duality induced architectural and technical choices
reflecting the protagonists’ priorities. As a result, at the first meeting held by the sub-
commission ‘working class house’, the main question was ‘what were the investments
needed to satisfy housing demand in order to increase industrial output’.14 A year
later, another commission was set up to assess the connection between construction
of housing and productivity improvement. According to Giuseppe Glisenti, the High
Authority wanted to ‘start construction everywhere but the priority must be allocated
to industrial areas where production growth is essential’ and particularly in coalfields
rich in coking coal.15 Finding proof of this correlation was at the heart of the very
first housing policy. At the time, the High Authority requested from the Division of
Labour Problems an inquiry on the link between the increase of housing possibilities
and the growth of productivity.16

12. CEAB 13, n°8, Minutes of the Working Group ‘Techniques’, 25.09.1953.
13. CEAB 11, n°1658, Note from the International Confederation of Christian Trade Unions,

02.06.1953.
14. CEAB 11, n°1630, Sub-commission « Working-class house », 28.10.1952.
15. CEAB 11, n°1633, Minutes of the meeting of the Working Group ‘Methode’, 29.05.1953.
16. CEAB 11, n°1632, Division of Labour Problems, The relationship between the increase of produc-

tion and the construction of houses for workers, 17.03.1954.
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Nevertheless, the High Authority’s members considered as potentially counter-
productive to present the ECSC housing policy as a part of the industrial production
policy rather than a social policy for the working class. Soon, the philanthropic con-
cern became central to the ECSC housing program in referring to the main mission
of the Treaty of Paris which was to improve the standard of living conditions in the
Community. This philanthropic impulse was reinforced after members of the Com-
mon Assembly had visited coalfields and discovered the deplorable housing condi-
tions, in particular for Italian immigrants in Belgian industrial areas.17 In spite of this
increase in awareness on housing issues, European institutions still did not have any
leeway to develop their own housing policy.

From another point of view, the European contribution to build dwellings for
workers was rapidly perceived as the best means to highlight the positive social di-
mension of European integration. Building houses and garden cities would offer a
higher visibility in industrial areas where the role and the action of the ECSC remained
confused. In addition to the necessity of improving the quality of working class
dwellings, the High Authority estimated at 250,000 the number of dwellings to be
built over the coming years.18 The slogan chosen for the first experimental housing
program ‘without a house, no miner, without a miner, no coal, without coal, no steel’
expressed some economic considerations behind this housing program.19 The possi-
bility of relocating migrant workers closely relied on housing availability in industrial
areas. The failure to resettle miners from the South of France to Lorraine was partly
explained by the scarcity in housing.20 Similarly, the improvement of workers’ living
conditions was perceived by the High Authority as an essential factor to increase
workers’ productivity. The last objective was to increase the High Authority’s visi-
bility and legitimacy among the working class. This goal was put forward by German
representatives during a session of the working group ‘working-class house’ in ref-
erence to the positive impact of the Marshall Plan on the German population, espe-
cially with the American support to the housing rebuilding program.

Experimental programs

The organisation and management of ECSC experimental programs were given to
members of the International Council for Building (ICB). This organisation was cre-
ated under the auspices of the United Nations in 1953 to set-up a network of national
experts on techniques and innovations in the construction industry. At its level, the

17. CARDOC [Archives and Documentation Centre], Common Assembly, Ordinary Session, Rapport
de la commission des affaires sociales sur la politique à suivre par la Communauté en matière de
logement des travailleurs.

18. CEAB 13, n°7, Minutes of the limited group « Working-class house », 06.05.1953.
19. R. LEBOUTTE, op.cit., p.646.
20. D. REID, The Miners of Decazeville. A Genealogy of Deindustrialization, toExcel, New York, 1999,

p.190.
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ICB tried to promote the quality of housing, lower production costs and increased
productivity.21 The ICB’s main objective, as Article 2 stipulated, met the High Au-
thority’s concern on working class housing issues.22 If both interests undeniably con-
verged, they really started to work together after a meeting in 1953 between André
Marini, Director of the ‘Centre Scientifique et Technique du Bâtiment’ (CSTB) and
Arthur Theunissen from the Labour Problems Department. Theunissen was enthusi-
astic after his visit of the CSTB Research Center in Paris where he was impressed by
André Marini who, in his opinion, was the expert to be consulted in priority.23 From
then on, the organisation and management of the experimental programs were dele-
gated to the ICB and its network of experts, among whom the most enthusiastic were
Jean van Ettinger, Director of the Rotterdam Bouwcentrum and Wolfgang Triebel,
Director of the Technical Research at the Building Institute of Hanover and Georges
Demarre from the CSTB.

Similar experimental programs were planned by the Economic Cooperation Ad-
ministration in Germany to build houses for workers, while providing potentially
effective measures to promote the standardisation of building materials and meth-
ods.24 In addition, the High Authority considered that improving more decent houses
for workers would improve psychological conditions and increase coal and steel pro-
duction in the Community. This industrial housing policy strategy specially targeted
mineworkers who were more and more reluctant to work underground. Increasing
the number of dwellings would ease the recruitment of a workforce from abroad.25

The architecture of an ideal working class house was defined by a committee of
experts gathered by the High Authority. This committee was composed of six experts
representing national housing administrations and architects working for coal and
steel industries such as Tony Biwer, Chief Architect at Arbed or Stanislas Tugen-
dresch, architect at the Central Construction Service in the Houillères du Bassin du
Nord. This committee considered the minimum sized house for a working class family
of five should be not smaller than 87m². They also recommended the required facil-
ities for these houses as well as the technical characteristics for each architectural
design. Once these provisions were implemented, the High Authority delegated the
organisation of the experimental program to the International Council for Building,
which included those experts. To assign the project to a prime contractor, in most
cases an architect or a group of architects, joint committees gathering workers and
producers’ representatives were set up in the various industrial areas of the Commu-
nity. Often, these committees considered themselves as unqualified for these assign-

21. Première assemblée générale du Conseil international du bâtiment pour la recherche, l’étude et la
documentation, Genève-Paris, 1953, p.16.

22. The main purpose of the ICB is to stimulate and to develop international cooperation in experimental
and applied research, documentation and studies in the building and construction sectors in its tech-
nical, economic and social dimensions.

23. CEAB 11, n°1641, Note to Glisenti, Minutes of the meeting with A. Theunissen and A. Marini,
02.03.1954.

24. J. DIEFENDORF, op. cit., pp.142-143.
25. CEAB13, n°32, Minutes of the meeting of the Working Group « working class house », 21.01.1954.
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ments and delegated decisions to national housing administrations or to competent
persons within the coal and steel industries.

Furthermore, the High Authority subsidy only covered a small part of the con-
struction costs forcing these joint committees to find additional financial support.
According to the High Authority members this situation led to two unfortunate con-
sequences. The first one was that the funds assigned by the High Authority had been
used to finance projects already launched by architects. So, the experimental dimen-
sion of the ECSC program was not as ambitious as initially expected. The second
consequence was that some architects appointed as architecture experts were present
at every level of the ECSC experimental program from the conception of this project
in the European working group to the construction of dwellings with the support of
European funds. For instance, Tony Biwer took advantage of his exclusive position
as Luxemburg representative to be part of the first expert committee, and later within
the International Building Council committee. Finally, he benefited from the con-
struction project of around fifty houses in Luxemburg. He was not the only one.
Stanislas Tugendresch, mentioned above, was at the outset of the selection process
and at its end when he undertook the construction of houses for miners in the Nord-
Pas de Calais.

A similar story holds true for the famous Italian architect, Enrico Peressutti who
as one of its BBPR collaborators contributed to one of the ECSC working groups,
used the funds to build apartments in the suburbs of Napoli, sparking anger among
the members of the High Authority. In the same way, Belgian trade unions and pro-
ducers’ representatives transferred management responsibility of the experimental
program to the National Institute of Housing, which used ECSC funds for their on-
going building projects such as Houthalen and Leernes.26

In actual fact, architects rarely followed the guidelines given by the International
Council for Building. Out of seven German building sites of the experimental pro-
gram, only one respected the recommendations and two out of the six French building
sites followed the original architectural plan. But not all aspects of this first experi-
mental program were negative. For André Marini, the experience showed that the
difference in industrial construction costs between Member States came out more
reduced than initially expected.27 Moreover, some architects had developed quite
ambitious projects by incorporating various steel components in the structure of sin-
gle-family houses as in Neufchef (Lorraine) where the Fillod method was applied or
in Ougrée (Wallonia) where a group of Belgian architects, the EGAU Group, tried to
combine the planning of a garden-city with the new principles of the Modern Move-
ment.28

26. Premier programme expérimental de la CECA, 1957, p.127.
27. André Marini was President of the French Centre scientifique et technique du bâtiment and also of

the Technical Section for housing in the EEC.
28. The EGAU group was an association of three Belgian architects, Charles Carlier, Hyacinthe Lhoest

and Jules Mozin, who collaborated to develop Modern Architecture in Liège during the sixties.
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On the whole, the idea of a single-family house, with an independent garden was
adopted by all architects. Of course, the working class housing policy had historical
explanations in which employers and religious organisations encouraged domestic
activities such as rearing pigeons or gardening which would keep workers away from
collective meetings and pubs seen as a source of alcoholism and trade unionism.29

But the importance given to gardening stemmed also from the agricultural back-
ground of many workers, helping them to preserve contacts with nature, air and light.
More than any other category of workers, mineworkers needed to own a house to
restore the natural balance broken by inhuman underground working conditions.

The urban planning of Sesto San Giovanni for this first experimental program
obviously summarised these concerns. The INA Casa which supervised the project
tried to maintain the community spirit of rural populations to reduce the impact of
urbanisation and proletarisation on these new workers moving from Southern Italy.
Pedestrian circulation was privileged and small housing units were disposed alter-
nately in order to break the monotonous homogeneity of rational urban planning. In
other words, following the plan highlighted in an urban planning model, the living
environment should approximate an ideal Southern village in an industrial and po-
tentially Communist suburb.

With this first experience yielding mitigated results, the High Authority was not
convinced to re-launch another experimental program. But ICB members found in
this European institution a potential partner to develop new techniques and to support
engineering research from laboratory to building sites.30 They therefore initiated a
second program and insisted that the High Authority push forward the first experi-
ence. They were not the only ones to see in European housing programs an incentive
for other innovating projects. The French engineer Raymond Camus, who developed
the famous prefabricated building process named after him, contacted the High Au-
thority to propose his steel prefabricated process for housing miners and steelworkers
on a European scale.31 More specifically, the two Belgian architects Léon Palm and
Willy Van der Meeren proposed a totally prefabricated house for workers explicitly
called the ‘ECSC house’.32

Alongside the action of ICB members, a second incitement came from the Euro-
pean Productivity Agency who had contacts with Paul Finet, member of the High

29. Y. JEANNEAU, Le logement et le mineur, in: E. DESBOIS, Y. JEANNEAU, B. MATTEI (eds),
La foi des charbonniers. Les mineurs dans la Bataille du charbon, 1945-1947, Éditions de la Maison
des sciences de l’homme, Paris, 1986, pp.151-178.

30. CEAB 13, n°32, Minutes of the meeting for the organisation of the Second Experimental program,
04.07.1956.

31. Y. DELEMONTEY, Raymond Camus et l’avènement de la préfabrication lourde en France: vers
un nouveau paradigme structurel, in: Centraliens. La revue des Arts et Manufactures, 625(2013),
pp.57-62. See also CEAB 1, n°669, Raymond Camus to Giuseppe Pella, President of the Common
Assembly, 11.01.1955.

32. M. DE KOONING, Een huis voor de prijs van een Ford. De saga van de EGKS woning, in: K. VAN
HERCK, T. AVERMAETE (eds), Wonen in welvaart. Woningbouw en wooncultuur in Vlaanderen,
1948-1973, Vlaams Architectuurinstituut, Anvers, 2006, pp.164-177.
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Authority, to promote the modular coordination technique in the European housing
program. The modular coordination, already available before the Second World War,
met increased interest after 1945 when architects and engineers inspired by the Mod-
ern Movement considered this new building process as an essential prerequisite for
mass production and prefabrication.33 By standardising norms, dimensions and parts,
modular coordination could speed-up production and construction on site. Coping
with monotony generated by an assembly-line production process, the European Pro-
ductivity Agency underlined how modular coordination allowed extensive flexibility
in the building process and therefore ensured architectural heterogeneity.34 In addi-
tion, this building process would reduce the importance of specialised artisans in the
construction industry and facilitate the recruitment of unskilled workers. As presented
by the European Productivity Agency, the aim here was to replace the shovel and the
saw by the screwdriver and the adjustable spanner.35

A second experimental program was set up on 28 March 1956. This program had
to contribute to research in terms of modular coordination, standardisation and the
components industrialisation in the building sector.36 The program involved the con-
struction of 2,000 houses in the Community and no longer sought to develop single-
family houses but larger structures built on three or four floors. The ICB experts were
nonetheless aware of the importance of steel in the High Authority’s projects and
included these characteristics in the new experimental program. Architects were in-
structed to incorporate a maximum of steel or cast-iron elements in windows, doors,
sinks… As far as the High Authority was concerned, it was important to take advan-
tage of the post-war interest in new materials in architecture by encouraging engineers
and steel companies to develop new products for the building industry.37 For the
second experimental program, the High Authority members, in coordination with the
ICB, promoted the use of metallic joists, window steel frames and metal staircases.

As for the first experimental program, the High Authority and the ICB members
noted important implementation problems such as delays, infractions to the guidelines
of the experimental program or serious changes to the original plan. Nonetheless,
some projects were very ambitious. In 1955 the Domofer building construction started
in Florange (Lorraine) and was supported by the High Authority as a part of this
second experimental program. The four-floored buildings were almost entirely made
of steel: window frames, roofs, staircases and claddings, requiring one ton of steel
per room. The important weight of steel was reduced by the rational use of thin metal

33. B. FINNIMORE, op.cit., p.146. M. ELEB, Modernity and modernisation in postwar France : the
third type of house, in: The Journal of Architecture, 14(2004), pp.495-514, here p.511.

34. E.-M. NEUMANN, Architectural proportion in Britain, 1945-1957, in: Architectural History,
39(1996), pp.197-221, here pp.197-198.

35. Organisation for European Economic Co-operation, European Agency for Productivity, La coor-
dination modulaire dans le bâtiment, 1956.

36. CEAB 2, n°1780, Note to the members of the High Authority, Financial contribution to the con-
struction of ‘working class houses’, 29.05.1956.

37. CEAB 8, n°541, Technical and administrative guidelines for the Second ECSC Experimental pro-
gram.
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sheets, while the construction process was made easier and cheaper by pre-manufac-
tured elements assembled by light machines and low-skilled workers.38

The two experimental programs showed their limits in the promotion of a new
form of working class dwelling in which emerged transnational ideas and techniques
mainly carried by experts from the ICB. Above all, these programs underlined the
disparate and multifaceted project of the High Authority pursuing an improvement
of the working class living conditions while reducing the construction costs and de-
veloping new techniques and materials based on steel. In addition, this call for
modernity was challenged by a more conservative approach of what the ideal living
environment for the working class should be. Therefore, the High Authority launched
an international architectural competition aiming to develop a modern concept of the
ideal urban planning and living conditions for the working class.

Rethinking the urban planning and the architecture for the working class

Earlier on, the idea of using architectural competitions to speed up the international
circulation of new techniques, materials and concepts was suggested in working
groups set up to propose solutions to the housing shortage in the ECSC. It was hastily
rejected as this process was often viewed as too disconnected from reality and brought
no tangible results for the European working class. Preference was given to experi-
mental programs. Nonetheless, during the construction of the 10,000th dwelling built
in 1957 with the financial support of the ECSC, the High Authority decided to cele-
brate this event by launching an international architectural competition. As for the
two experimental programs, the High Authority delegated the organisation of the
competition to an external institution: The International Union of Architects (IUA).
Founded in Geneva in 1948, the purpose of this union was to restore networks of
architects broken by the war, to contribute to the reconstruction of European towns
and to organise architectural competitions.

Already organised during the interwar period, architectural competitions took a
larger extension after the Second World War, due to the housing shortage and the
increased demand for collective dwellings. Furthermore, the emergence of new tech-
niques and the involvement of international organisations in housing issues stimu-
lated the need for architectural competitions.39 In 1957, the ECSC architectural com-
petition named ‘A House for the European Worker’ sought to combine an old indus-
trial landscape with a modern concept of urban planning. The architects were to in-
corporate an innovative urban and architectural project for 400 dwellings into a tra-
ditional and industrial village of 1,600 inhabitants. With this method, the High Au-

38. Website of the Association Florange-Patrimoine et Culture, Postcard, Collection Werner Porten-
seigne, www.florangepatrimoineculture.fr/spip.php?article129, (May 2010).

39. A. NICOLAS, L’apogée des concours d’architecture, l’action de l’UIA, 1948-1975, A & J Picard,
Paris, 2007, p.129.
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thority hoped to contribute to the promotion and the circulation of new techniques
and ideas in the Community. The question was not to produce similar houses for all
workers but to make sure that Dutch architects become acquainted with innovations
in France and vice versa.

It was hoped this first competition would bring new designs for mass housing in
a pre-existing urban configuration in which modern architecture would not be an
appendix to this old industrial village but rather an integral part of it. In giving the
organisation of the competition to the International Union of Architects where the
Modern Movement was predominant, the High Authority implicitly promoted an
architectural style.40 Almost all projects submitted resulted in a collective housing
project in high-rise towers and located their project at the outskirts of the former urban
configuration. For the High Authority members, this town-planning and architectural
orientation did not correspond to their concept of working class housing and to the
geographical distribution of miners and steelworkers in the industrial areas of the
European Community. In this competition, another bias came from the experts chosen
to analyse the results: Cyril Crappe from the Belgian ‘Institut National du Logement’
and Bob Frommes, Director of ‘Habitations à Bon Marché du Luxembourg’. These
two senior officials were strong supporters of the single-family house and the concept
of the garden city. According to Cyril Crappe, many of those projects showed a col-
lectivised form of living conditions, giving the impression that their home was just
like any other depersonalising machine.41 The reference to Taylorism production
methods was explicit and referred back to the trend in architecture, at the time, taking
the car industry as an example, to cut construction costs.42 Bob Frommes went further,
considering that the human aspect was completely put aside by architects whose high-
rise towers would instigate juvenile delinquency and neuro-vegetative diseases.43 The
first prizes were won for two different projects illustrating the anxiety of both senior
officials. The French architect Jean-Pierre Allain had raised the Jury’s interest with
his project incorporating the development of a commercial centre in the working class
environment (Figure a). The German architect Walter Schwagenscheidt owed his first
prize to the high importance he gave to small dimension houses, with a layout re-
minding those of a classical garden city (Figure b).

40. The Modern Architects Jacob Bakema, Jean Dubuisson or Joseph Moutschen represented the Mod-
ern Movement in the Jury.

41. C. CRAPPE, Étude sur les plans- masses, in: Résultats du concours d’architecture, Haute Autorité
de la CECA, Luxembourg, 1959, p.117.

42. N. BULLOCK, Developing prototypes for France’s mass housing programme, 1949-53’, in: Plan-
ning Perspectives, 22(2007), pp.5-28.

43. B. FROMMES, Études sur les aspects sociaux et humains du concours d’architecture, in: Résultats
du concours d’architecture, Haute Autorité de la CECA, Luxembourg, 1959, p.154.
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Jean-Pierre Allain Project (above) and Walter Schwagenscheidt Project (below),
Winners of the First ECSC Architectural Competition44

This first competition had two main consequences. First, its success was unex-
pected, a total of 1,153 participants registered for the competition and more than 200
projects were finally submitted. Furthermore, this competition was supported by the
International Union of Architects who regarded this ECSC project as the continuation
of the architectural competition for the European individual house held at the Gent
exhibition in 1957.45 Second, in the eyes of the High Authority members, the ECSC
competition highlighted the unsuitability of mass housing for an idealised working
class way of life. The single-family house with its own garden responded to the High
Authority members’ concerns about promiscuity, social stability and health recovery.
In fact, mass housing projects submitted to the ECSC architectural competition
seemed more appropriate to reduce population density in European cities, building
new cities, roads and dwellings in the suburb of the old one.46 Architects failed to
integrate their modern perspectives in a pre-existing urban and industrial configura-
tion. In spite of the High Authority’s recommendations, solutions proposed by most

44. Résultats du concours d’architecture de la CECA, Luxembourg, 1960, pp.12 and p.18.
45. A. NICOLAS, op.cit., p.134.
46. A. FOURCAUT, Les grands ensembles ont-ils été conçus comme des villes nouvelles?, in: Histoire

urbaine, 17(2006), pp.7-25.
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architects externalised the new working class neighbourhood and simply ignored the
industrial specificities of mining and steel cities and communities. Nevertheless, the
success in numbers of this first competition prompted the High Authority to repeat
the experience, focusing on innovations and on the use of steel items as already pre-
scribed in the second experimental program. To avoid the same misinterpretation
which occurred with the first competition, the rules stipulated that projects had to
concentrate on single-family houses and no longer on multiple-story buildings. These
targets of the second competition were clearly on the research and innovation of steel
products potentially manufactured on an industrial scale. The emphasis on the use of
basic steel items was confirmed by the specialists within this jury beside Modern
architects such as Pierre Vago, Léon Stynen or Ignazio Gardella, sat engineers and
representatives of steel companies.

This second architectural competition also earned an unexpected success. The
High Authority counted 3,128 registrations from over fifty countries and 487 projects
were received. Once more, recommendations were hardly followed by the partici-
pants and new guidelines were given for the first ten pre-selected projects. The pro-
motion of steel products in the construction sector, their elegant and light-weight
qualities were praised. The competition was won by the young German architect
Jochen Brandi who proposed 13 different houses with an optimal use of steel allowing
a manufacturing process for some building parts. Another project submitted by the
Italian architect Renato Severino and two Italian engineers, Bruno Conti and Marcello
Indiati who proposed a completely single-family house made of steel also captured
the Jury’s attention. Once again, this project seemed, at the least, unrealistic, under-
lining how this architectural competition looked more like a competition on ideas or
hypothetical future developments in techniques and building materials. Indeed, as
with the first competition, the winner of the first prize did not have the opportunity
to make this project concrete. For the High Authority, these two architectural com-
petitions were to be considered as a laboratory to exchange ideas or to enable the
emergence of new ideas, concepts or methods.

Conclusion

Getting involved in discussions on the post-war housing issue, the High Authority
got involved in a process that highly exceeded the frame of its official competences.
Prefabrication and industrialisation processes in the construction sector were both
perceived as structural innovations that could lower the production costs and offer
new opportunities for the European steel industry. Architectural competitions had to
allow for the acceleration of cultural and technical exchanges in the Community and
served as a platform for inventive projects in the industrialisation, construction and
the increased use of steel in this sector. But these innovations hardly fit in with tra-
ditional views of what the ideal living environment or the ideal dwelling for the
working class needed to be. The question at the time was whether architectural so-
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lutions addressed to the housing shortage in Paris, Rome or Rotterdam could be ap-
plied to the problems encountered in mining and steel regions. The solutions proposed
obviously differed depending on experts, architects, and engineers chosen by the High
Authority, providing a variety of architectural and urban planning projects from mass
housing to garden city, from traditional working class one-story brick house to steel-
frame building and even the development of a steel house. As was the case for ex-
perimental projects, the need to rely on external financing partly explains why the
High Authority could not control all the architectural process from the original design
to the building site. Yet, the ambition of some members of the High Authority and
their open-mindedness to innovations drew the attention of young architects and en-
gineers who saw in the initiatives taken at the ECSC level a possible fulfilment of
their projects. Hence, surprisingly, an institution set up to ensure the good functioning
of a common market for coal and steel found itself at the cross-roads of debates on
the social and economic implications of architecture and urban planning for the
working class in the 1950s and 1960s.
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“Borders are the Scars of History”? Cross-border Co-operation
in Europe – the Example of the EUREGIO

Claudia HIEPEL

Cross-border co-operation is nowadays one of the most important policy areas of the
European Union. The INTERREG program serves as structural funds for the pro-
motion of cross-border co-operation within the European Union and it is one of the
main instruments of European cohesion and regional policy in order to settle differ-
ences in the development of European regions and to strengthen the economic cohe-
sion within the EU. Between 2014 and 2020 a budget of 6,6 billion Euro is exclusively
provided for cross-border co-operation in the border regions of the EU.1 The objec-
tives are both economic and political by creating economic synergy effects on the
one hand, and by strengthening the community spirit within the EU on the other.
Within the Community borders should lose their separating character as geographical,
political and linguistic barriers. The historical narrative of European integration as a
project for peace and “unity in diversity” goes hand in hand with the idea of breaking
down tollgates at the border crossing points and the creation of a Europe without
borders. Literature on cross-border initiatives often uses the catchy metaphor of bor-
ders as “scars of history” which shall be an allusion to the wounds caused by the
excesses of 19th and 20th century nationalism and the creation of border lines that
separated previously entwined regions.2

Despite the fact that cross-border co-operation is one of the more generously
funded EU-policy fields today and regulated by EU law, it was modest in the begin-
nings and far away from being a distinct EC initiative. As a regional activity it chal-
lenged the nation state’s responsibilities for foreign and international policy. For the
EC cross-border co-operation initially was a blind spot and it acted surprisingly re-
luctant. It were indeed the regional actors who fostered the idea of building Europe
via the regions and to promote particularly the cross-border co-operation in the border
regions. The communities were pioneers when they established a Mayor’s Union in
1950 already, at first for Franco-German reconciliation and then for European co-
operation with the aim of institutionalizing partnerships between towns and munici-
palities.3 In 1957, the Council of Europe took the initiative of a European Municipal

1. See on the official website of the EU Commission http://ec.europa.eu/regional_policy/de/policy/
cooperation/european-territorial/. Not mentioned the supplementary contributions to the European
Neighbourhood Policy and other cross-border measures.

2. AAM [Archive Alfred Mozer, Institute for International History, Amsterdam] 114, First Alfred Moz-
er, typed manuscript, 26.11.1971; AAM 116, Alfred Mozer erläutert die “Euregio”-Idee, Interview
in: Congress, 2(1975), p.21. See also V. FREIHERR VON MALCHUS, Partnerschaft an europäi-
schen Grenzen. Integration durch grenzüberschreitende Zusammenarbeit, Europa Union Verlag,
Bonn, 1975, pp.14 f. and finally the official rhetoric of the working community of the border regions
in Europe: www.aebr.net.

3. L. FILIPOVÀ, Erfüllte Hoffnung. Städtepartnerschaften als Instrument der deutsch-französischen
Aussöhnung, 1950-2000, V&R, Göttingen, 2015, p.12.
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Conference to lay the grounds for regional co-operation across borders. The local
actors seemed to be best placed to act as true Europeans in contrast to the national
governments. In 1966, the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe rec-
ommended to allow co-operation between the regions by means of legal cross-border
contracts. It required over one decade to fix this idea in the Framework Agreement
of Madrid in 1980 which was however not binding.4 In the context of EC policy
regional policy gained more importance as part of the European Regional Develop-
ment Fund set up in 1975 initially to better include poor and structurally weak regions,
albeit this did not include transnational regions. The financial instrument of INTER-
REG was implemented in 1990 with incrementally growing budgets. The Territorial
Agenda of 2007 created a legal frame and broader strategy for promoting a balanced
spatial development in peripheral regions by means of constituting “trans-national
functional regions”.5

What is characteristic for the implementation of cross-border co-operation is the
fact that the initiators were local or regional representatives or civil actors. When
starting in the 1950s the initiative gained momentum within the core countries of
European integration, in particular in the Benelux, Germany and France. In this con-
text, the EUREGIO is one of the oldest cross-border initiatives which originated in
the year 1958. For most of the following co-operation forms it served as a model and
as a catalyst for the idea of cross-border co-operation and inspired further foundations
of euro-regions. The Dutch-German-Belgian border area was in a vanguard of con-
structing Euregios that followed deliberately the EUREGIO example by content as
well as by naming.6 The cross-border co-operation went on step-by-step. Until the
end of the 1970s just twenty Euregios and similar structures had been established at
the internal borders of the European Community. During the 1980s the number
slightly increased by twelve regions whereas the 1990s saw a veritable boom of cross-
border regions. After the fall of the Iron Curtain 54 foundations were to be announced
primarily – albeit not only – on the borders of Central and Eastern Europe that were
expected to become members of the EC/EU. The currently 185 border and cross-
border regions are band together in the Association of European Border Regions
(AEBR) as umbrella organization that covers a variety of forms of cross-border co-

4. M. KLATT, Common, Cross-Border Regional History as an Approach to People-to-People Coope-
ration and Cross-Border Regional Integration, in: M. HURD (ed.), Borderland Identities: Territory
and Belonging in Central, North and East Europe, Förlags ab Gondolin, Eslöv, 2006, pp.109-146,
here: 115 f.

5. S.M. BÜTTNER, Mobilisierte Regionen. Zur Bedeutungsaufwertung des subnationalen Raums in
einem erweiterten Europa, in: U. JUREIT, N. TIETZE (eds), Postsouveräne Territorialität. Die Eu-
ropäische Union und ihr Raum, Hamburger Edition, Hamburg 2015, pp.210-229.

6. The Euregio Rhine-Waal (1971), the Euregio Meuse-Rhine (1976), the Ems-Dollart-Region (1977),
and the Euregio Rhine-Meuse-Nord (1978). EUREGIO without additional geographical denomina-
tion remains the privilege of the first foundation.
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operation. 7 Among them the Euregios have the strongest forms of institutionalization
and liability which have in common their relatively small-scaled geographic dimen-
sion and often a shared tradition and entangled history. Other cross-border regions
are of larger scale, less institutionalized, pursue different objectives and have estab-
lished various forms of co-operation. Actors and actor levels can differ remarkably.
The denominations show a variety of naming: despite the already mentioned Euregios
there are so-called Euroregions, Eurodistricts, Large-scale Cross-border Co-opera-
tion, the European Grouping of Territorial Co-operation or large-scale spaces as the
Nordic Council of Ministers, the Alps Adriatic Committee, the Upper Rhine Con-
ference or the Euroregion Black Sea with 10 members, some of them non-EU coun-
tries.8 Each of these cross-border regions is unique in its formation process, in its
history and objectives. The necessary systematic comparison and historical analysis
are still in its early stages.9 This is all the more surprising as the cross-border regions
are located in the contested field of region, nation and Europe. Research has to be
done on the interaction between these fields to examine the role of the cross-border
regions in the European multi-level system. Some scholars have recently pointed out
the emergence of a new form of post-sovereign territoriality beyond the nation-state
for which the cross-border regions might serve as a sound example.10

Right from the origins, the Euregios formed a self-perception as “laboratory” or
“experimental field” and the “motor” of European integration.11 Research findings
differ with regard to the importance of regions on the whole and of transnational
regions in particular.

Some scholars hold the view that regions are “nur in begrenztem Maße poli-
tikfähig” (capable of formulating a policy to a limited extent) as long as they do not
dispose of appropriate corporate forms and functions in order to be able to be active
politically.12 Others complain that in particular the cross-border regions do not fulfil
their self-view of “laboratories of Europe” due to their basically national organised
intergovernmental and precisely not supranational structure. The Governance within
the Euregios is often characterised by quarrels on competence, misunderstandings

7. For the development of regional cross-border co-operation see the data in: ASSOCATION OF
EUROPEAN BORDER REGIONS (AEBR) (ed.), Zusammenarbeit Europäischer Grenzregionen.
Bilanz und Perspektiven, Nomos, Baden-Baden 2008, pp.46 f. as well as the constantly updated
interactive map on the website of the AEBR, Http://www.aebr.eu/de/mitglieder_karte.php
(20.08.2016).

8. For categorization see ibid.
9. See however now: B. WASSENBERG et al., Die territoriale Zusammenarbeit in Europa. Eine

historische Perspektive, Amt für Veröffentlichungen der Europäischen Union, Luxemburg, 2015.
10. Contributions in: U. JUREIT, N. TIETZE (eds), op.cit.
11. See for instance the discussions in: Landesarchiv Nordrhein-Westfalen, Abteilung Rheinland, NW

400, Nr. 202, Empfehlungen aufgestellt von der Konferenz aus Vertretern der auftraggebenden Mi-
nisterien und Gebietskörperschaften, 25.06.1969.

12. W. LOTH, Regionale, nationale und europäische Identität im Wandel der Staatlichkeit, in: Essener
Unikate, 14(2009), pp.30-37, here: p.30.
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and institutional asymmetries of co-operation.13 A second group of researchers, how-
ever, qualifies regions as not being a peripheral phenomenon but on the contrary
attributes centrality to them.14 Normally, the angle of vision for borders and border
regions were defined by the centre of the nation state. The plea is now to turn the
viewpoint and to regard the centre through the angle of the peripheral region. What
does it do with the centre of the state and in how far is it able to influence and modify
the centre? In this way, border regions do not serve as passive objects of history but
do behave as actors of their own rank.

Borders as a research subject

“Borders are booming” is one of the judgements of recent research on borders and
border areas.15 There is a number of reasons, among them the secular caesura of
1989/90 and the subsequent reinforced process of globalisation with the gradually
loss of importance of the nation state. More and more, territorial borders become
porous or even vanish in many fields.16 The process of European integration is cer-
tainly the best example, namely the creation of the Single Market that necessarily
requires the removal of borders. Of course, the elimination of physical barriers does
not automatically translate to the abolition of all mental or legal-administrative bar-
riers. Furthermore, the loss of meaning of internal Community borders comes along
with new forms of border regimes at the external Community borders. In this respect,
borders indeed still play a large role in Europe and have become a contested field in
European debates. Borders still matter and as a result cross-border co-operation will
be of ever-widening interest for European policy as well as for research on European
integration.

Essentially, the history of international relations has something to do with borders.
The existence of the sovereign territorial states depends inherently on the existence
of borders as an unquestioned fact. Meanwhile, this essentialist stance is partly over-
ruled and widely replaced by a constructivist approach inspired by research on nation
and nationalism. Assumed that the nation-state is an invention or an imagined com-

13. T. CHILLA, Grenzüberschreitende Verflechtung – ein Fall von postsouveräner Raumentwick-
lung?, in: U. JUREIT, N. TIETZE (eds), op.cit., pp.191-209.

14. P. THER, Das Europa der Regionen, in: OWEP, 1(2009), in: https://www.owep.de/artikel/701/
europa-regionen, previously A. PAASI, Constructing Territories, Boundaries and Regional Iden-
tities, in: T. FORSBERG (ed.), Contested territory: border disputes at the edge of the former Soviet
empire, Edward Elgar, Alderhot, 1995, pp.42-61, here: p.45.

15. É. FRANçOIS, J. SEIFAHRT, B. STRUCK, Grenzen und Grenzräume. Erfahrungen und Kon-
struktion, in: Ibid. (eds), Die Grenze als Raum, Erfahrung und Konstruktion: Deutschland, Frank-
reich und Polen vom 17. bis zum 20. Jahrhundert, Campus Verlag, Frankfurt, 2007, pp.7-33, here:
p.77.

16. Ibid. Further examples: R. BAVAJ, Was bringt der ”spatial turn” der Regionalgeschichte? Ein
Beitrag zur Methodendiskussion, in: Westfälische Forschungen, 56(2006), pp.457-484, here: pp.
477 f.
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munity, then this must be applied to the nation-state’s borders as well.17 This view is
held by historians as well as by geographers or other disciplines involved. The spatial
turn in historiography or sociology went along with a cultural turn in geography.18

The studies of the French sociologist Henri Lefebvre have a pioneering role in the
discussion of space. According to him space is a social product which can be described
in a conceptual triad of (1) spatial practice of a society, (2) representations of space
created by scientists, planners and social engineers and (3) representational spaces:
“space as directly lived through its associated images and symbols”.19

Current research and debate is standing on the shoulders of previous scholars. In
sociology it was Georg Simmel who already had described the border as a sociological
fact that is shaped by human.20 The French historian of the Annales School, Lucien
Febvre, in his famous book on the Rhine held the view that borders are not limited
to their official function for the territorial integrity of a nation state, but as a highly
emotionally loaded social construction that created ‘otherness’ beyond the border by
stressing the differences in ethnic, linguistic and cultural terms.21 By the same token,
the French geographer Jacques Ancel in 1938 did not describe the border in terms of
a dividing line between two different cultures, but as a social space with a distinct
binational ‘border society’.22 In principle, the results of the German “Kulturraum-
forschung” thought along similar lines by doing research on cross-border cultural
areas. The differences lay in the conclusions of their findings that were embedded in
a clearly revisionist stance. The “Westforschung” summarily declared the Rhine as
part of “geographical Germany” from the spring to the mouth of the river. The modern
methodological approach of transgressing borders in intellectual thinking was poi-
soned by postulation of new borders along the asserted spaces of Germanic culture,
race and language which should comprise the Benelux and parts of France.23

Apart from this tradition of (self-)instrumentalization of researchers in Germany
it remains the central finding that the border should not be interpreted as a dividing
line, but as contact zone and space of an own specific character. It forms a hybrid
spatiality, real and imagined at the same time. Borders in their effects and functions
are at least ambivalent or even a sort of paradox. For one side, the border creates
political, social and cultural distinctions between two societies. At the same time,
however, the border produces networks and interaction systems that do not only go

17. A. PAASI, Constructing Territories…, op.cit.; pioneering and widely received: B. ANDERSON,
Imagined Communities: Reflections on the Origin and Spread of Nationalism, Verso, London, 1991.

18. C. DIPPER, L. RAPHAEL, ”Raum” in der Europäischen Geschichte, in: Journal of Modern Eu-
ropean History, 9(2011), pp.27-41.

19. H. LEFEBVRE, The Production of Space, Wiley, Oxford, 1991 [first published in 1974], p.39.
20. G. SIMMEL, Der Raum und die räumliche Ordnung in der Gesellschaft, Duncker & Humblot,

Berlin, 1908, Wiederabdruck in: M EIGMÜLLER, G. VOBRUBA (eds), Grenzsoziologie. Die po-
litische Strukturierung des Raumes, Springer, Wiesbaden, 2006, pp.15-24.

21. L. FEBVRE, Der Rhein und seine Geschichte, Campus Verlag, Frankfurt, 2006. [first published in
1931].

22. J. ANCEL, Géographie des frontières, Gallimard, Paris, 1938, pp.182 f.
23. B. HENKENS, A. KNOTTER (eds), De ”Westforschung” en Nederland, special issue of Tijdschrift

voor geschiedenis, Assen, 2005.
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across the border but even are induced by its existence. Michiel Baud and Willem
van Schendel distinguish between “interdependent borderlands” where contacts and
communication are very tight, and “integrated borderlands” characterized by removal
of all physical barriers. The other extreme would be “alienated borderlands” without
any cross-border contacts or “coexistent borderlands” with rudimentary forms of ex-
change.24 The synchronic description of types of borderlands can at the same time be
rediscovered in each border region in a diachronic perspective. Existing networks can
be dissolved during the process of nation state building, and then in case of the border
being an accepted social reality once again to be recreated in new forms under the
auspices of a borderland society.25 Finally, the question is about the geographical
dimension of the border region: How far does a borderland reach into the interior of
a country? Where does the borderland end and where does the hinterland begin?26

Transnational co-operation in border regions

Cross-border co-operation became prominent as a research topic since the late
1990s.27 According to the common definition of transnational regional science cross-
border co-operation is defined as “cross-border interactions between neighbouring or
non-neighbouring regions and their actors without intermediate interventions of the
respective nation states”.28 This definition includes inter-territorial regions that must
not necessarily be connected by borders. To define the Euroregions it is obligatory
to refer to them as a form of “neighbourly co-operation in all spheres of life between
adjacent areas, regional and/or municipal or other authorities in border areas”.29 A
regional research focus is on the cross-border co-operation in the Franco-German
border regions, in particular the Upper Rhine.30 The Dutch-German border region

24. M. BAUD, W. van SCHENDEL, Toward a Comparative History of Borderlands, in: Journal of
World History, 2(1997), pp.211-242, esp.p.220.

25. Ibid., pp.223 f. He speaks of embryonic borderland, then adolescent borderland followed by the
phase of the adult borderland and at least a declining or defunct borderland.

26. Ibid., p.221.
27. G. BRUNN, P. SCHMITT-EGNER (eds), Grenzüberschreitende Zusammenarbeit in Europa. Theo-

rie – Empirie – Praxis, Nomos, Baden-Baden, 1998.
28. P. SCHMITT-EGNER, Die ”Europäische Kompetenz von Regionen” – ein Paradigma des Trans-

nationalen Regionalismus?, in: Interregiones, 5(1996), p.16.
29. J. GABBE, Europäische Modelle interregionaler und grenzüberschreitender Kooperation, in: In-

terregiones, 6(1997), p.7.
30. See the results of an interdisciplinary research project at the University of Strasbourg in co-operation

with the Euro Institute in Kehl: B. WASSENBERG, J. BECK (eds), Vivre et penser la coopération
transfrontalière, 6 vol., Steiner Verlag, Stuttgart, 2010-2014. Questions of method and other re-
gional examples are also involved.
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has already become subject of several studies. Some adopt a comparative perspec-
tive,31 others put the focus on the EU financial instruments32 or the place of cross-
border regions in the system of European Multi-level-governance.33 For several rea-
sons, the history of regional co-operation in the European border regions has on the
whole been relatively rarely discussed.34 One of them is the usually 30-year period
of blocking the access to official archival sources. In addition to that, researchers have
to consult a series of very disparate archives to get information on cross-border co-
operation. Normally, there is no single cross-border administrative body providing
the required sources. It is rather a number of public archives on the European, national,
regional or municipal level and private archives, business archives or of chambers of
industry and commerce.

In addition, the issue is a sort of falling through all the cracks. The transnational
history scarcely deals with transregional history. European integration history is
hardly interested in the history of regions and cross-border regions since research on
these small-scale spaces has a little flavour of provinciality. The actors normally are
not high-rank national politicians which is particularly problematic for a diplomatic
history with a bias towards high-level politics. Cross-border co-operation is not at
first about the nation state and its representatives, but to a greater degree about local
or regional authorities and actors as mayors and regional planners, semi-public actors
or representatives of civil society that are acting in a complex mixture.35 However,
it is the micro-historical perspective that seems to be appropriate to better find out
the motives, patterns of action and strategies of the actors on various levels. “The
return of the concrete space”, as the German scholar Jürgen Osterhammel pointed
out, “draws the attention from the diplomatic actions and world political strategies to

31. S. RAICH, Grenzüberschreitende und interregionale Zusammenarbeit in einem ”Europa der Re-
gionen”: dargestellt anhand der Fallbeispiele Saar-Lor-Lux, EUREGIO und ”Vier Motoren für
Europa”. Ein Beitrag zum europäischen Integrationsprozess, Nomos, Baden-Baden, 1995; K.
BÖTTGER, Grenzüberschreitende Zusammenarbeit in Europa: Erfolge und Misserfolge der Ko-
operation am Beispiel der EUREGIO (Rhein-Ems-Ijssel), der Euregio Maas-Rhein und der Euro-
region Neisse-Nisa-Nysa, Europ. Zentrum für Föderalismus-Forschung, Tübingen, 2006.

32. V. MÜLLER, INTERREG I und II – Eine Bilanz am Beispiel der EUREGIO, Diss., Shaker Verlag,
Aachen, 2009.

33. M. PERKMANN, The Emergence and Governance of Euroregions: the case of the EUREGIO on
the Dutch-German Border, Paper presented at the workshop: Euregions: experiences and lessons,
University of Barcelona, 2005 <https://dspace.lboro.ac.uk/dspace-jspui/bitstream/2134/743/3/EU-
REGIO.pdf.> (10.8.2015); Ibid., Cross-border regions in Europe. Significance and drivers of re-
gional cross-border cooperation, in: European and Regional Studies, 10(2003), pp.153-171; Ibid.,
Globalization, Regionalization and Cross-Border Regions, Palgrave, Houndmills/Basingstoke,
2003.

34. For Ems-Dollart see M. MOLEMA, European Integration from below: the Construction of the Ems-
Dollart Region, 1964-1978, in: Journal of European Integration History, 2(2011), pp.271-283.

35. C. BRÜLL, Europäische Integration und Europa der Regionen. Überlegungen zur Geschichte der
grenzüberschreitenden Zusammenarbeit in den Beziehungen Belgiens und Nordrhein-Westfalens,
in: Geschichte im Westen, 30(2015), pp.127-144; M. LIBERA, Les recherches historiques sur la
coopération transfrontalière dans l’espace du Rhin supérieur, in: J. BECK, B.WASSENBERG,
Grenzüberschreitende Zusammenarbeit leben und erforschen, vol.5: Integration und
(trans-)regionale Identitäten, Steiner Verlag, Stuttgart, 2008, pp.101-114.
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the concreteness of regional and local conditions”.36 It demonstrates the significance
of dissolution and deterritorialization in the modern time. Borders are migration
zones, settlement areas, subject to international policy and indicators for the change
of statehood and territoriality. To concentrate on border regions therefore does not
mean a further super specialization, but to deal with a small object of a greater history
and major issues of historiography as mentioned above.37

Furthermore, the micro-history of border regions tells us about history and the
state of the European integration process. Today, the border regions cover about 30
percent of the EU’s territory with about 30 percent of the EU’s inhabitants living
there. The importance of border regions and their policy is evidently by the sheer
dimension of the phenomenon. They can be seen as role model for European inte-
gration with regard to economic, political, administrative or legal forms of co-oper-
ation. They can also be qualified as a laboratory for all forms of co-operation which
are not communitarized yet, for instance, on the field of social legislation. They play
a pivotal role as a hinge between two or more different national systems.38 They
represent a “Europe in miniature”, as the Dutch PM Joop den Uyl had put it.39 In the
following chapters the history of the EUREGIO Rhine-Ems-Ijssel shall serve as an
example for the difficulties that the actors of cross-border co-operation had to face
in the beginnings. I will briefly outline the first ideas and steps of collaboration, the
actors involved and their ideas and motives as well as the outcomes of this first cross-
border co-operation within the EC. Cross-border co-operation, I would argue, is not
only a side effect of European integration, but more a precondition for the deepening
of European co-operation within the EC/EU.

The EUREGIO: From difficult beginnings to a “role model” for cross-border
co-operation

The initial situation in the subsequent EUREGIO region and in most other border
regions has some recurrent characteristics. Usually, these spaces, peripheral to their
national centre, are structurally weak and normally share the same problems on both
sides of the border. Although it seemed natural to try in cross-border co-operation
they were lacking any single competence to act. Spatial planning and regional de-

36. J. OSTERHAMMEL, Raumbeziehungen. Internationale Geschichte, Geopolitik und historische
Geographie, in: W. LOTH, J. OSTERHAMMEL (eds), Internationale Geschichte. Themen – Er-
gebnisse – Aussichten, Oldenbourg, München, 2000, pp.287-308, here: p.291.

37. Ibid., p.302.
38. J. BECK, La coopération transfrontalière, objet de recherche interdisciplinaire. Quelques réflexi-

ons sur un programme de travail scientifique, in: B. WASSENBERG (dir.), Vivre et penser la
coopération tranfrontalière, vol.1: Les régions transfrontalières françaises, Steiner Verlag, Stutt-
gart, pp.34-46.

39. J. VAN DEN UYL, Ein Europa im Kleinen schaffen. Mozer-Kommission kann weiter im Grenzge-
biet arbeiten, in: Münstersche Zeitung, 28.04.1975.
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velopment were exclusively of national concern, for which the intervention of another
state was taboo and inconceivable to do spatial planning for the territory of the neigh-
bouring state.40 De facto, cross-border co-operation was a kind of foreign policy on
a small-scale. However, it is well-known that international policy is the domaine
reservé of the nation state governments. Loose forms of co-operation or non-binding
meetings were uncomplicated as long as they would not end in consolidation and
sustainable forms of co-operation. The nation states had high barriers for institution-
alized cross-border activities. When the jurisdiction of one state is not allowed to be
applied to another, the solution is in the creation of independent international insti-
tutions or co-operation treaties between the respective national administrations. Even
then it remained the question of how to find an adequate legal form for the unprece-
dented case of transnational co-operation in borderlands. There was neither a transna-
tional legal instrument nor a sort of European law of association that would allow
establishing a legal form of cross-border co-operation. That is the reason why the
grouping under the conditions of one national law was the solution that was applied.
It was then the decision between the form of a registered association in accordance
with German law (“eingetragener Verein”) or a Dutch “Stichting”.41 The nonexis-
tence of a legal personality for these forms of co-operation was a practical problem
for all cross-border initiatives.42

Furthermore, the differences in the administrative regional and municipal struc-
tures and responsibilities in each nation state made it more challenging to establish
cross-border regional governance. As a result, it was difficult to obtain an actor con-
stellation in which all partners involved disposed over the same rank and responsi-
bilities. The Dutch provinces and their competences, for example, are not comparable
with the German federal state’s Länder. In the Dutch system of State – Province –
Municipality, the latter were rather strongly oriented towards a more centralistic state
level. Spatial planning was on the whole not pooled in one distinct policy within the
regional or local administration, but a section of fields as housing, transport, agri-
culture etc. In the Federal Republic of Germany, on the other hand, Bund – Land –
Regierungsbezirk (administrative region) – Municipality were four levels with clearly
defined competences in the field of spatial planning following the principle of sub-
sidiarity.43

In the case of EUREGIO, the initiators and actors were the municipalities and the
regional authorities on both sides of the German-Dutch border who came together in
a first cross-border conference in 1958. This was the starting point of a long-lasting

40. T. CHILLA, op.cit., p.198.
41. Landesarchiv Nordrhein-Westfalen, Abteilung Rheinland, NW 736, Nr. 346, Erstes Europäisches

Symposium der Grenzregionen. Die Zusammenarbeit europäischer Grenzgebiete, Straßburg, 1972.
42. Landesarchiv Nordrhein-Westfalen, Abteilung Rheinland, NW 400, Nr. 202 (see fn. 11).
43. Grenzüberschreitende Beteiligung in der Euregio Rhein-Waal. Eine Übersicht der grenzüberschrei-

tenden Beteiligungsmöglichkeiten bei Aufstellungsverfahren von nationalen, regionalen und kom-
munalen Plänen mit räumlicher Relevanz sowie Genehmigungen, die sich daraus ergeben, 1995.
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cross-border co-operation in this region.44 The principal actor on the German side
was an initiative group consisting of municipal decision-makers (Kommunale Inter-
essengemeinschaft Rhein-Ems). On the Dutch side it were two equivalents, the
Gemeenschap Twente Oost-Gelderland and the Samenwerkingsverband Oost
Gelderland. Consequently, a territory in the German-Dutch border region between
the rivers Rhine, Ems and Ijssel was covered which enclosed in Germany parts of
North Rhine-Westphalia and a very small part of Lower Saxony: the Landkreis Graf-
schaft Bentheim and the Münsterland with the districts of Borken and Coesfeld. On
the Dutch side it covered parts of the provinces Gelderland and Overijssel (the Re-
gions Achterhoek, Twente and municipalities from the provinces of Overijssel and
Drenthe).45 They decided to henceforth co-operate by combining their strength and
know-how to give voice to their common interests. In 1965 they chose the neologism
EUREGIO as name. In 1966, the first Dutch-German EUREGIO working group was
founded. Secretarial and staff positions were delegated from the municipalities’ ad-
ministrations and were settled on three sites.46

The starting point for concrete co-operation projects were the results of a jointly
commissioned study that was to collect data and facts about the region, to evaluate
the problems and finally to draw up proposals. The three municipal organisations
hoped to gather arguments in order to put forward substantial claims in the regional
and national governments as well as in Brussels.47 It were the actors on a local level
that articulated the special problem situations of – as they felt it – forgotten peripheral
regions: Rural, sparsely populated areas suffering from a massive loss of jobs in the
textile and agricultural sector with declining population despite high birth rates; a
level of prosperity significantly below the national level; a poor infrastructure with
regard to connecting the sub-regions to the national transport system as well as be-
tween the two sub-regions; and the most significant missing in the social infrastruc-
ture in particular in the fields of education and health care.

For the initiators of the study it clearly touched a sore spot and gave evidence of
“how national borders were a break” for economic ties by reducing the catchment
areas of the border towns. It was obvious that the existing development potentials
were under these circumstances unable to completely develop the full scope of their
activities. The border regions were expected not to be able to solve problems by their
own efforts: “An active restructuring of the study area that is characterized by at-
tractive agglomerations cannot be achieved by a cure to the symptoms, but only by
a causal therapy”. A self-sustaining growth could only be generated when the “barrier
effect” of the border would be abolished and the hitherto existing peripheral national

44. M. KOHLE, Grenzüberschreitende Zusammenarbeit im deutsch-niederländischen Gebiet EURE-
GIO, in: Neues Archiv für Niedersachsen: Zeitschrift für Stadt-, Regional- und Landesentwick-
lung, 1(2000), pp.79-101, here: p.83.

45. The map of today’s EUREGIO http://www.euregio.eu/sites/default/files/downloads/EUREGIO
%20Karte_EUREGIO%20kaart.pdf.

46. Enschede, Gronau and Doetinchem, each of them the seat of the local authorities.
47. AAM 114, Strukturuntersuchung Twente-Oostgelderland, Westmünsterland, Grafschaft Bentheim,

Kurzfassung, hg.v. der Kommunalgemeinschaft Rhein-Ems, [undated].
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situation of the border region be transformed into a favourable inner European bor-
der.48 Alone, the means and resources of the regional actors were limited. Even though
the states disposed of a national regional policy there were no means intended for
cross-border regions. National programs aimed at providing support for areas with
specific structural problems. The so-called borderland funds (Grenzlandfond) had the
purpose to fund border regions with problems arising from the specific border situ-
ation. Alone, these funds could only be applied to one – the German – side of the
border and did not make provisions for cross-border projects.

Although in 1967 a German-Dutch commission for spatial planning had been
launched, the effectiveness of this body of experts was limited. Conceptions of spatial
planning were discussed and by that the existence of national differences, without
finding an agreement about the premises and objectives of a development plan for
the EUREGIO. On the whole, the regional planning commission could only make
recommendations anyhow.49 The regional policy of the European Community, of the
other part, had no concrete strategies and financial instruments for the development
of border areas. Even though the European Investment Bank provided funding to
support targeted projects, no money was foreseen for a ‘holistic’ approach as the
EUREGIO. The regional policy suffered from the fact that the Member States of the
European Community considered this as an area that should lay in their own national
responsibility. Cross-border spatial planning and initiatives fitted into no grid.

The measures and objectives that were held for necessary for the EUREGIO were
very precise. Primarily, it was a question of creating a cross-border region by con-
necting the two sub-regions infrastructure. The development of the regional and na-
tional transport infrastructure was on the top of the agenda in order to establish a
connection to the Federal motorways as well as the Regional Airport Twente. In
general, the EUREGIO strove for more participation in regional development plans
of German and Dutch administration. In more concrete terms the EUREGIO aimed
at facilitating every-day life of the inhabitants of the border region concerning the so-
called local border traffic for daily commuters as well as for consumers: the possibility
to go into hospital on both sides of the border regardless of the respective nationality,
for instance, the expanding of the opening hours for small checkpoints, establishing
service centres for advice and consultation concerning all problems induced by the
border – to refer to only some examples.50 It was a pragmatic and practical program
with a consistent orientation to the needs of administration, economic and civil so-
ciety’s interests. But this was only one part of the story.

Furthermore, the EUREGIO actors pursued something like an idealistic goal
which was qualified as the social-cultural dimension of cross-border co-operation.

48. Ibid., pp.11-12.
49. Landesarchiv Nordrhein-Westfalen, Abteilung Rheinland, NW 379, Nr. 61, Ergebnisprotokoll der

Mitgliederversammlung der Kommunalgemeinschaft Rhein-Ems, 23.05.1969.
50. J. GABBE, EUREGIO – regionale grenzüberschreitende Zusammenarbeit auf kommunaler Ebe-

ne, in: Staatsgrenzen überschreitende Zusammenarbeit des Landes Nordrhein-Westfalen, Institut
für Landes- und Stadtentwicklungsforschung des Landes Nordrhein-Westfalen (ILS), Dortmund,
1984, pp.87-95.
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Previous studies had stressed an understanding of the border and the integration of
border regions that was more complex than the sole elimination of custom barriers.
This study confirmed the common perception of living in a cross-border region with
almost identical structures and problems on both sides of the border. Nevertheless,
the societies and mentalities differed remarkably and in a way that would hinder
further development. The Dutch border population, for instance, was thought to be
better “in adapting to the guiding principles of modern function society”.51 The border
region was hence regarded as a “crucial link” between the still different European
national cultures and should serve as a role model for the ideal of European integra-
tion. The creation of a “euregional identity” was from then on one of the declared
main objectives of the EUREGIO. For this, a cross-border commission for social-
cultural exchange was established in 1970 that should take steps to bring individuals
and people closer together to form a common cross-border region identity. This com-
mission should consist of an equal number of Dutch and German local representatives
and was foreseen as a body of experts that should develop initiatives and act by means
of persuasion to win all the stakeholders for their projects. The commission was not
empowered to take any measures at the expense of existing administrative local or
regional authorities. It obtained an own but rather modest budget.52

Alfred Mozer, a German-Dutch retired EC official, who had settled down in the
region was appointed as chairman. He was responsible for actively setting up a pro-
gram and was soon accepted and respected by all sides. He led the Commission, which
has been named after him, until his decease in 1979. And until today the Euregio
Mozer-Commission plays a central role within EUREGIO structure. Mozer was an
active lobbyist for the cross-border co-operation who subtly used his old contacts in
Brussels.53 His main driving force surely was European idealism, his tools were
modern public relations work. He classified his measures in such for “general” and
such for “targeted awareness building”. The Mozer commission was responsible for
the publication of a bilingual glossy brochure which appeared six times a year in order
to disseminate the whole idea and the projects of the EUREGIO to a wider pub-
lic.54 Newspaper articles about the EUREGIO were collected and put out in a col-
lective publication. An agency was hired to design a EUREGIO logo that emblazoned
on EUREGIO car stickers and key rings, a promotional film, EUREGIO posters,
regional exhibitions etc. For schools a wall map of the EUREGIO should directly

51. Landesarchiv Nordrhein-Westfalen. Abteilung Rheinland, NW 379, Nr. 61. ”Die Grenze – Tren-
nung oder Begegnung?”. Recommendations of experts commissioned by the Dutch Ministerie van
Cultuur, Recreatie en Maatschappelijk Werk (Marga Klompé) and German Bundesministerium für
Jugend, Frauen und Gesundheit (Käte Strobel).

52. 100,000 florins from the Dutch Ministry of Culture, Leisure and Social Order, 50,000 DM from the
Federal Ministry for Youth, Women and Health and 50,000 DM from the Ministry of Social Affairs
of the Land NRW, ibid.

53. D. VON REEKEN, Mozer, Alfred, in: Neue Deutsche Biographie, 18 (1997), pp.246 f.; F. WIE-
LENGA, Alfred Mozer: Europeean en democraat, in: M. KROP et al. (eds), Het twaalfde jaarboek
voor het democratisch socialisme, Amsterdam, 1991, pp.132-164 sowie P.J. WELLER, Alfred Mo-
zer (1905-1979). Portret van een strijdvaarding Europeaan, BA thesis, Leiden, 2010.

54. AAM 114, 1(1972).
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address the young generation as well as the annual German-Dutch youth exchange
that was organized at Easter period or an annual EUREGIO sports day. Examples of
further activities for targeted awareness building were the publication of a social
insurance brochure for commuters, which informed about the different insurance
systems. It had met with great success and appeared in several editions. To promote
language learning a Dutch language course was prepared for the Volkshochschulen
in the border region that should amongst others prepare to study at the Dutch Tech-
nical College of Twente.

Like Michael Billigs concept of “banal nationalism” these activities can be de-
scribed as “banal regionalism”.55 The “banal”, in a sense of everyday and discreet
representations of the national as flags, anthems, sport events etc. are here adapted
on the local level. Icons and symbols like the EUREGIO logo and common sports
events can be interpreted as social representations of the regional in order to create a
cross-border identity.56 For the same purpose was designed a joint historical narrative
about the historical origins of the EUREGIO according to which it was founded on
the basis of a long shared history that rooted even in the Middle Ages. Only with the
Congress of Vienna in 1815 a border had been built that nearly exactly matched the
borders of the subsequent national borders between the Netherlands and Germany.
In principle, however, the EUREGIO space had formed one linguistic, cultural and
economic unite which even survived the building of territorial state borders. The
lively exchange, migration processes and economic links were not eliminated. A
common dialect, the “Twentse Plat” facilitated contacts between both sides of the
border even during the 19th century. Until the Second World War there were religious,
social and cultural relations and family ties between Dutch and German people that
were then capped during and after the war. It was now that the border became a
separating line. This historical narrative can be found in nearly all brochures and other
self-representations of the EUREGIO as well as in a bilingual German-Dutch history
book of the EUREGIO history for use in schools.57 According to this narration the
EUREGIO corresponds au fond to nothing else than to the restoration of a former,
‘natural’ situation.

Basically, it were these two strands that ran together in the cross-border co-oper-
ation of the EUREGIO: a quite pragmatic approach in order to improve people’s
living conditions as well as an idealistic approach that aimed at creating a euregional
identity. On the normative level such a process of identity formation may certainly

55. M. BILLIG, Banal Nationalism, Sage, London, 1995.
56. A. PAASI, Territories, Boundaries and Consciousness. The Changing Geographies of the Finnish-

Russian Border, Wiley, Chichester, 1996, pp.70 f.
57. AAM 117, EUREGIO. Bericht über die Gesamtsituation 1975 anläßlich der Erhebung über die

europäischen Grenzregionen des Ausschusses für Raumordnung und Kommunalfragen des Euro-
parates. Report by Jens Gabbe, pp.9 f.; Die Grenze – Trennung oder Begegnung. Report edited by
EUREGIO-Mozer-Kommission, 2nd edition, undated; AAM 119, EUREGIO – eine europäische
Grenzregion und ein Programm, edited by EUREGIO/Gronau, 1978; EUREGIO. Materialien für
die Sekundarstufe II. Lesmateriaal voor de bovenbouw van het voortgezet onderwijs. Geschichte –
Geschiedenis, Gronau o.D., [1984].
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be easily described. The more difficult is to answer the question of whether in Jacques
Ancel’s words a binational border society has actually been established. Some ob-
servations seem to present an obstacle to this, for example the development of the
language skills in the border region. Increasingly rare is the number of young Dutch
speaking German and vice versa the Dutch language skills of young Germans are
even worse. Linguists consider dialect to have lost its former status as common basis
for communication which has been replaced – as in the whole of Europe – by En-
glish.58 Another indication is the difficult search for a common cultural memory. The
strongest burden for German-Dutch relations was the period of German occupation
during the Second World War. This put the relationship under strain for a long
time.59 It was not until May 1995 that the first EUREGIO commemoration of the day
of liberation was held.60

In so far it is doubtful whether a strong institutionalization of cross-border co-
operation as it can be asserted in the EUREGIO can always serve as a solid indicator
for a special closeness and intensity in the relations. In fact, the deepening of co-
operation and the process of institutionalization went forward step by step. In 1978,
the EUREGIO Council was founded as a common parliament which consists of an
equal number of representatives of the German and Dutch municipal councils.61 It
can be characterized as a “para-parliamentary institution” in so far that it does not
have legislative competence but above all a consultative function.62 The financial
basis of the EUREGIO is ensured by contributions of the members (i.e. the munici-
palities and municipal associations) which is a certain amount per inhabitant (85
Pfennig in the middle of the 1980s). In 1985, the three offices have been merged in
a joint secretariat in Gronau which employs a mixed Dutch and German staff. The
work of the EUREGIO takes place in committees as the Committee for Economic
Affairs and Labor, for Housing and Infrastructure, for Tourism and Leisure and finally
for Education and Social Affairs. Until today the EUREGIO Mozer committee exists
as a separate program with its own budget co-financed by the German Länder, the
Dutch provinces and EUREGIO; its task consists of organizing the encounter between
the EUREGIO inhabitants. The EUREGIO has gained a special expertise in the man-
agement of the INTERREG funds for all the German-Dutch Euregios and presents
itself optionally as a “hub”, “platform” or “voice” of the border regions. Its procedures
and tasks are in networking, advocacy, advice and information, project development
and management. It has therefore become a kind of public service in terms of the

58. G. CORNELISSEN, Politische Grenzen als Sprachgrenzen. Die deutsch-niederländische Grenze
im Westen von Nordrhein-Westfalen, in: Geschichte im Westen, 30(2015), pp.85-100, here: p.100.

59. F. WIELENGA, Vom Feind zum Partner. Die Niederlande und Deutschland seit 1945, Agenda
Verlag, Münster, 2000; J. PEKELDER, Neue Nachbarschaft. Deutschland und die Niederlande.
Bildformung und Beziehungen seit 1990, Agenda Verlag, Münster, 2013.

60. C. GUNDERMANN, Zwischen ”friedlicher Invasion” und ”grenzoverschrijdende herdenking”.
Erinnerungskulturen an den Zweiten Weltkrieg in der deutsch-niederländischen Grenzregion der
EUREGIO, in: Geschichte im Westen, 24(2009), pp.7-40.

61. For this and for further development, see V. MÜLLER, 25 Jahre EUREGIO-Rat. Rückblick auf die
Arbeit eines politischen Gremiums im ”kleinen Europa”, EUREGIO, Gronau/Enschede, 2003.

62. M. PERKMANN, op.cit, p.165.
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Euregios. In that capacity it is the central point of contact for all questions of border
regions and for their promotion in the institutions of the EU. Surprisingly, the legal
situation remained a problem for a long time. The EUREGIO was not a body of public
law but an association under German private-law and was organized as German
“eingetragener Verein”, which was a discriminatory situation for Dutch members. It
was only in 2016 that this legal form could be changed into a German-Dutch special
purpose association (Zweckverband). As a consequence the status of the Dutch mu-
nicipalities improved within in the EUREGIO because they can now act as formal
members.63

Conclusion

The EUREGIO is a border region that has, according to the Baudel/van Schendel
scheme, the characteristics of an integrated borderland gradually grown from the
border heartland in its earlier times to a cross-border region that reaches far into the
inland. In terms of Lefebvre it can be described as a perceived space, a designed space
as well as a living space. It has played an important pioneering role and experimented
with forms of co-operation that have been imitated in many cases and been adapted
to the respective regional characteristics and requirements. The EUREGIO was ini-
tiated by different actors at local and regional level. Despite legal and administrative
obstacles they managed to move forward gradually and to adopt a regional gover-
nance structure which consists of network-like, more or less strongly institutionalized
forms of governance of regional development, in which meanwhile all actor levels,
the local, regional, state and European level work together.64 Compared to other cross-
border co-operation forms the EUREGIO has developed a strong legal position basing
on a complex administration and a parliament. Within the multi-level system of
European governance the EUREGIO and all subsequently established forms of cross-
border co-operation represent a distinct level. The EUREGIO, in particular, has an
outstanding position as administrator of the INTERREG funds which is a prominent
role within the financing of cross-border regions. In this respect, the EUREGIO has
demonstrated a capacity of politics albeit the logic of action often remained national.
Insofar and as it initially had developed independently with regard to Brussels it
established its own method which is not a supranational Community method on the
whole. Further historical research has to be done to understand the formation of this
form of cross-border co-operation in all phases and to see more clearly the historical
premises that lead to certain and in each case unique forms of co-operation. From that
we can measure if cross-border co-operation is sustainable enough to save the idea
of open internal EU-borders in the future.

63. http://www.euregio.eu/de/%C3%BCber-euregio/geschichte.
64. B. DENTERS, R. SCHOBBEN, A. VAN DER VEEN, Governance of European Border Regions:

a legal, economic and political science approach with an application to the Dutch-German and the
Dutch-Belgian border, in: G. BRUNN, P. SCHMITT-EGNER (eds), op.cit., pp.135-161.
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Migration in European Integration: Themes and Debates

Simone PAOLI

In this paper, we analyse the ways in which European integration historiography has
dealt and is still dealing with the problem of migration.

From the late 1950s until the mid-1980s, the European Communities (EC) were
only concerned with the freedom of movement of Community workers and, later, of
all persons. Conversely, the movement of persons from countries outside the EC was
entirely a matter for national officials. With the gradual abolition of internal border
controls between the mid-1980s and mid-1990s, however, the European Commu-
nities, later the European Union (EU), became increasingly involved in managing
external borders which, clearly, entailed cooperation in asylum and migration poli-
cies.

In the history of European integration, therefore, the internal and external move-
ments of people may be viewed as two sides of the same coin. We thus decided to
examine migration both in and to the EC/EU.

This paper is divided into four parts, corresponding to the main historiographical
debates on the above topic. Part 1 describes the origins of the freedom of movement
for workers in the European Coal and Steel Community (ECSC) and, later, the Eu-
ropean Economic Community (EEC). Part 2 focuses on the relationship between the
freedom of movement for workers and the establishment of a social policy at Euro-
pean level. Part 3 discusses the role of the EC in closing borders to non-Community
workers after the first energy crisis, and also examines the implications of restrictive
migration policies for the EC’s external relations and enlargement strategies. Lastly,
Part 4 examines the origins of the Schengen system and its impact on the migration
policies of the Member States of the European Communities, later to become the
European Union.

I. Origins of the freedom of movement for workers in the European
Communities

In the immediate post-war period, migrant flows in the European continent were
matters of great concern to international organisations, particularly the Organisation
for European Economic Cooperation (OEEC). However, political scientists and eco-
nomists tended to disregard this large-scale phenomenon. Rianne Mahon, Stephen
McBride, Richard Woodward, Peter Carroll and Ainsley Kellow, who focused on the
OEEC and its successor, the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Develop-
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ment (OECD), showed only marginal interest in migration policies.1 It is true that
migration became more and more peripheral to the strategy of both the above orga-
nisations. The OEEC/OECD, which was initially expected to perform functions of
cooperation or even integration as regards migration policies, over the years came to
assume functions which only really involved coordination and, eventually, only the
strict level of information.

In this context, the OEEC has been particularly neglected. In a volume on the
OEEC/OECD recently edited by Kerstin Martens and Anja Jakobi, although a whole
chapter is specifically devoted to migration policy, only five and a half lines of the
20-page contribution in fact describe the OEEC’s activity.2

Par contre, historians have shown interest in the OEEC’s debates and initiatives
about migration from a very early stage. The British economic historian Alan S.
Milward was the first to recognise the importance of migration for the OEEC. In The
Reconstruction of Western Europe 1945-51 (1984) and, to a lesser extent, in The
European Rescue of the Nation-State (1992), he carefully examined reports of ne-
gotiations on workers’ movements in the Technical Committee on Manpower of the
Committee of European Economic Cooperation (CEEC), the precursor to the OEEC.
Milward argues that two types of conduct conflicted with each other. The Italian
government was very keen to encourage migration in order to reduce mass unem-
ployment and the political and social risks associated with it.3 Since the freedom of
international migration which had characterised the period before the First World
War no longer existed, this policy implied agreements at European level, allowing
Italian emigration without restrictions. This, according to Milward, was a major re-
ason for the Italian government’s interest in European integration as a whole. Italian
requests, however, met with fierce opposition from representatives of countries with
labour shortages. Despite their interest in attracting foreign manpower, they really
intended to maintain sovereignty over their respective labour markets.4

Although the government in Rome made the same request in the “Commission
Mixte Franco-Italienne d’Union Douanière”, French representatives made it clear
that they accepted labour migration only on condition that it was closely controlled
by the “Office National d’Immigration Français”. In their opinion, a customs union
should not lead to disorderly flows of immigrants and to the loss of jobs reserved for
nationals.5

1. R. MAHON, S. MCBRIDE, The OECD and Transnational Governance, UBCPress, Vancouver,
2008; R. WOODWARD, The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD),
Routledge, London, 2009; P. CARROLL, A. KELLOW, The OECD. A study of Organisational Ad-
aptation, Edward Elgar, Cheltenham, 2011.

2. J. TELTEMANN, The Activities of the OECD in International Migration: How to Become a Relevant
Actor in an Emerging Policy Field, in: K. MARTENS, A.P. JAKOBI (eds), Mechanisms of OECD
Governance. International Incentives for National Policy-Making?, Oxford University Press, Ox-
ford, 2010, pp.241-259.

3. A.S. MILWARD, The European Rescue of the Nation-State, Routledge, London, 1992, pp.51-52.
4. A.S. MILWARD, The Reconstruction of Western Europe 1945-51, Methuen, London, 1984, p.78.
5. Ibid., pp.253-254.
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These were the ideas on which one of Milward’s most brilliant disciples, Federico
Romero, based his far-ranging theory. In his contribution to The Frontier of National
Sovereignty (1993) and to an even greater extent in Emigrazione e Integrazione Eu-
ropea, 1945-1973 (1991), Romero emphasises the economic and political importance
of the Italian government’s migration problem.6 In his opinion, the need to export
surplus manpower and consequently to open Western European labour markets to its
own migrants were essential for the Italian government’s policy in the aftermath of
the Second World War. The Italian requests, in turn, were the main factors behind
the OEEC’s efforts to liberalise labour movements between the late 1940s and early
1950s.

The OEEC, however, failed to achieve this goal. The governments in Central and
Northern European countries were eager to import workers to sustain their booming
economies, but they did not want to be deprived of the protection of the national
labour force and maximisation of its employment. In Romero’s opinion, this was
crucial to maintain the equilibrium between economic prosperity and political stabi-
lity in all the immigration countries in Western Europe.7

After a silence of about twenty years, this topic has recently aroused an unexpected
revival of interest. In 2014, Yvette Sobral dos Santos produced a doctoral thesis under
the supervision of Maria Fernanda Rollo, describing the emigration policy of the
Salazar-Caetano regime, and placed considerable emphasis on the work of Portuguese
representatives in the OEEC.8 In 2015, Roberto Ventresca, supervised by Antonio
Varsori, wrote a Ph.D. dissertation on the relationship between De Gasperi’s go-
vernments and the OEEC. Although the study was not primarily concerned with
migration, great attention was devoted to this aspect.9 Lastly, Emmanuel Comte con-
ducted his doctoral research under the supervision of Éric Bussière. He examined the
factors behind the formation of the European migration regime between the
mid-1940s and early 1990s and offered an original re-interpretation of events, which
openly challenges Romero’s conclusions. Although Comte recognises the important
role played by Italian representatives, he clearly moves the focus from emigration to
immigration countries, particularly France and the Federal Republic of Germany
(FRG).

In the second half of the 1940s, the United States (US) Administration was preoc-
cupied with the social tensions linked to Eastern immigration in West Germany and
with the manpower surplus in the least developed members on the periphery of Wes-

6. F. ROMERO, Migration as an issue in European interdependence and integration: the case of Ita-
ly, in: A.S. MILWARD, F.M.B. LYNCH, F. ROMERO, R. RANIERI, V. SØRENSEN (eds), The
Frontier of National Sovereignty. History and Theory 1945-1992, Routledge, London, 1993, pp.
33-58.

7. F. ROMERO, Emigrazione e integrazione europea, 1945-1973, Edizioni Lavoro, Roma, 1991, pp.
29-34.

8. Y. DOS SANTOS, A Junta Nacional de Emigração e a política de emigração no Estado Novo,
Universidade Nova de Lisboa, Lisboa, 2014.

9. R. VENTRESCA, Prove tecniche d'integrazione. L'Italia e l'OECE negli anni della prima legislatura
repubblicana (1947-1953), Università di Padova, Padova, 2015.
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tern Europe. These tensions were liable to destabilise the countries involved and to
jeopardise their participation in the Western camp in the context of the Cold War. As
a consequence, according to Comte, the US committed itself to encouraging migration
flows within the OEEC. However, the weak labour demand in immigration countries
and the large number of emigration countries in the OEEC were both to undermine
the position of that organisation in the field of migration.10

After the failure of the OEEC to liberalise the movement of European manpower,
more successful efforts were made during negotiations for the ECSC and the EEC.
At the end of tenacious discussions, the Treaty of Paris establishing the ECSC in 1951
recognised the right to free movement for qualified workers in coal and steel sectors.
The later Treaty of Rome establishing the EEC in 1957 recognised the right to free
movement for all workers of the Community, with the sole exception of those in the
public sector.

Ruggero Ranieri was the first to stress the significance of this point in negotiations
on the Schuman Plan. Based on the pioneering studies by Frank Roy Willis, Ranieri
notes that those who introduced the principle of freedom of movement for workers
in the debates were mainly the Italian representatives.11 They were clearly interested
in encouraging migration and favouring re-employment in the receiving countries of
the forthcoming ECSC. However, that proposal met with strong resistance from all
Italy’s partners, who wanted to maintain full control over their respective labour
markets. A compromise, which limited free circulation to workers with recognised
qualifications in the coal and steel sectors, was more in line with the concerns of
labour-importing countries, rather than with requests from the only labour-exporting
member.12

Romero set this topic at the centre of his analysis. Drawing on the works of Ken-
neth Dahlberg and Ray Rist, he argues that Italy’s strong European inclination directly
served its government’s policy for national growth and stabilisation, in which ex-
portation of surplus manpower played a great part.13 The incorporation of the freedom
of movement for workers into the Paris Treaty and above all the Rome Treaty, in turn,
was largely the result of the pressure by Italian negotiators on their reluctant coun-
terparts. According to Romero, however, the outcome was clearly inconsistent with
Italian requests. The Italian representatives wanted rapid, complete liberalisation of
labour movements, but in the end they only obtained limited concessions. Freedom
of circulation was in fact interpreted only as a qualified, long-term goal, to be ap-
proached through a slow, carefully negotiated transition. This meant that, although
the Italian representatives were the moving force, the final compromise in the Treaty

10. E. COMTE, La formation du régime européen de migrations, de 1947 à 1992, Université Paris-
Sorbonne, Paris, 2014, pp.69-84.

11. F.R. WILLIS, Italy Chooses Europe, Oxford University Press, New York, 1971, pp.150-159.
12. R. RANIERI, L’espansione alla prova del negoziato. L’industria italiana e la Comunità del Carbone

e dell’Acciaio, 1945-1955, Istituto Universitario Europeo, Firenze, 1988, pp.282-287.
13. K.A. DAHLBERG, The EEC Commission and the Politics of the Free Movement of Labour, in:

Journal of Common Market Studies, 4(1968), pp.310-333; R.C. RIST, The EEC and Manpower
Migrations: Policies and Prospects, in: Journal of International Affairs, 2(1979), pp.201-218.
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of Rome was put forward by representatives from the FRG. The government in Bonn
needed a flexible environment for workers’ movements, but it was also convinced
that migration flows had to remain determined only by immigration countries.14

In his reconstruction of the history of European integration, The Choice for Eu-
rope (1998), Andrew Moravcsik implicitly adopts Romero’s view. He argues that
recognition of the freedom of movement for workers within the EEC was the result
of a compromise between the government in Rome, which sought to export labour,
and the government in Bonn, which sought to import it.15 Similarly, in Labor Mig-
ration in an Integrating Europe (2005), Simone Goedings agrees with Romero’s
theory, although she puts more emphasis on the contributions made by the High Aut-
hority of the ECSC and the Commission of the EEC, respectively.16

Emmanuel Comte, instead, questions Romero’s interpretation. In line with his
broader re-assessment of the role of immigration countries, he argues that the eco-
nomic, political and geopolitical interests of the FRG were the great moving forces
behind negotiations on the free movement of Community workers in the 1950s. Italian
initiatives, in his opinion, only played a minor role.17

II. Relationship between freedom of movement for workers and persons and the
establishment of “Social Europe”

At bilateral level, the Federal Republic of Germany granted Italian workers easy
access to its own labour market in the early 1960s. Meanwhile, within the EC, the
free movement of workers was largely achieved as early as the mid-1960s, thanks to
the adoption, in 1964, of Regulation 38/64 and Directive 64/240.

The legal framework governing free movement of workers was amended in 1968
with the adoption of Regulation 1612/68 and Directive 68/360. These documents
removed provisions authorising the suspension of free movement rights according to
national circumstances. They also rejected any discrimination between workers of
Member States on the grounds of nationality and established the right to the same
social and tax benefits as local workers. In addition, significantly, family members
of migrant workers were allowed to reside and work in the host country. Although
the Treaty of Rome limited itself to providing for workers’ rights, the very provisions
for family reunification brought a new dimension to the concept of free movement;
in particular, it highlighted new issues, including housing, education and healthcare,
which went well beyond the sphere of economically active workers. In the 1970s and

14. F. ROMERO, Emigrazione…, op.cit., pp.67-84.
15. A. MORAVCSIK, The Choice for Europe: social purpose and state power from Messina to Maas-

tricht, Cornell University Press, Ithaca, 1998, p.149.
16. S.A.W. GOEDINGS, Labor Migration in an Integrating Europe. National Migration Policies and

the Free Movement of Workers, 1950-1968, Sdu Uitgevers, Den Haag, 2005, pp.309-343.
17. E. COMTE, op.cit., pp.121-138.
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1980s, freedom of movement and residence were extended to the self-employed and,
in the 1990s, they were explicitly granted to non-economically active persons, in-
cluding students, pensioners and the unemployed, plus their families.18 In 2004, Di-
rective 2004/38 simplified the legislative framework by unifying several provisions
already accepted in previous directives, including Directive 68/360. In 2011, Regu-
lation 1612/68 was replaced by Regulation 492/2011.

This evolution went hand in hand with a surge of interest in the social dimension
of the free movement of workers and, more generally, of people. Between the
mid-1990s and early 2000s, in particular, the relation between the implementation of
the principle of freedom of movement and the origins of European social policy fi-
nally began to attract attention from experts in European studies from many disci-
plinary backgrounds.

Political scientists were in the vanguard in this respect. Linda Hantrais notes that
one major reason for promoting the social dimension of the European integration
process was to remove obstacles to intra-European mobility. At the same time, she
argues that social protection rights, which had been a major issue for intra-European
mobility, by the early 1990s were increasingly used as an exclusionary mechanism,
limiting access to benefits and services for non-EC nationals. This, in her opinion,
lent social justification to the description of the Community as “Fortress Europe”.19

Patrick Ireland essentially agrees with this interpretation. In his view, to a certain
extent the building of “Social Europe” was a sort of spill-over of the implementation
of freedom of movement for workers and later other persons. However, a series of
political and structural factors led to a significant rift. The citizens of the EC/EU
increasingly enjoyed freedom of movement and Union-level social rights. Third-
country nationals, instead, continued to be subjected to national legislation and to
intergovernmental arrangements and organisations outside the EC/EU structure. Alt-
hough migration had generated undeniable pressures for common policies, it also
posed the ultimate threat to efforts to forge “Social Europe”.20

Jurists, including Ruth Nielsen, Erika Szyszczak and Nicolas Moussis, greatly
contributed to drawing attention to the link between freedom of movement and the
establishment of a social policy at European level. Unsurprisingly, they place special
emphasis on the role of the Court of Justice of the EC/EU in developing the principle
of free movement of economic agents into overall European citizenship.21

18. M. ANDERSON, The Transformation of Border Controls: A European Precedent?, in: P. AN-
DREAS, T. SNYDER, The Wall around the West, Rowman & Littlefield, New York, 2000, pp.
15-26.

19. L. HANTRAIS, Social policy in the European Union, Macmillan, Basingstoke, 1995, pp.168-190.
20. P.R. IRELAND, Migration, Free Movement, and Immigrant Integration in the EU: a Bifurcated

Policy Response, in: S. LEIBFRIED, P. PIERSON (eds), European Social Policy. Between Frag-
mentation and Integration, Brookings Institution, Washington, 1995, pp.231-266.

21. R. NIELSEN, E. SZYSZCZAC, The social dimension of the European Community, Handelshøjsko-
lens, Copenhagen, 1991, pp.39-80; N. MOUSSIS, Access to social Europe: guide to Community
legislation and programmes, European Study Service, Rixensart, 2001, pp.13-18.
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In the early 2000s, experts in European history and particularly European inte-
gration began to study this problem, their main aim being to explain when and why
the European institutions started developing social policies.

Antonio Varsori, Lorenzo Mechi and Francesco Petrini argue that the origins of
the European social policy coincided with the beginning of the process of integration
in the 1950s. They also show that the developments of the late 1960s and mid-1970s
created preconditions for a European social consciousness, if not a clear-cut European
social model.

Both these turning points were closely associated with the development of free-
dom of movement. The wish to ensure effective rights to free movement was crucial
to the inclusion of social provisions in the Treaty establishing the EEC. The common
vocational training policy, in their view, clearly reflected Italian migration interests.
The government in Rome wanted the Community to finance vocational training
courses in order to strengthen the competences of peasants from Southern Italy; this,
in turn, might favour their employability in the labour markets of EC receiving coun-
tries. Meanwhile, the abolition of discrimination based on nationality in the EC was
largely due to the need to facilitate the free movement of workers. Sincerely preoc-
cupied by their condition and under pressure from Communist opposition, the Italian
government was interested in demanding the same rights and benefits granted to local
workers also for Italian migrants.22 According to the above group of scholars, freedom
of movement was also relevant to the European Social Action Programme, adopted
in the mid-1970s, which included the important “Action Programme in favour of
Migrant Workers and their Families”. This was never fully implemented, but a si-
gnificant Directive on the education of migrant workers’ children was approved in
1977, making it compulsory to teach the children of migrant workers the language of
the host country, in order to stimulate their integration. It also encouraged the teaching
of the language and culture of the country of origin, to facilitate reintegration in case
of return.23

However, the importance of freedom of movement in the origins of European
social policy was not universally accepted. In his influential reconstruction of the
historical evolution of European social policy, La politique sociale européenne du

22. F. PETRINI, The Common Vocational Training Policy in the EEC from 1961 to 1972, in: European
Journal Vocational Training, 32(2004), pp.45-54; A. VARSORI, Development of European Social
Policy, in: W. LOTH (ed.), Experiencing Europe. 50 Years of European Construction 1957-2007,
Nomos, Baden-Baden, 2009, pp.169-192; A. VARSORI, Le développement d’une politique sociale
européenne, in: G. BOSSUAT, É. BUSSIERE, R. FRANK, W. LOTH, A. VARSORI (eds),
L’expérience européenne: 50 ans de construction de l’Europe 1957-2007. Des historiens en dialo-
gue, Bruylant, Bruxelles, 2010, pp.235-269; L. MECHI, Formation of a European society? Explo-
ring social and cultural dimensions, in: W. KAISER, A. VARSORI (eds), European Union History:
Themes and Debates, Palgrave, London, 2010, pp.150-168.

23. A. VARSORI, L. MECHI, At the origins of the European structural policy: the Community’s social
and regional policies from the late 1960s to the mid-1970s, in: J. VAN DER HARST (ed.), Beyond
the Customs Union: the European Community’s Quest for Deepening, Widening and Completion,
1969-1975, Nomos, Baden-Baden, 2007, pp.224-235; L. MECHI, Formation of a European society?
…, op.cit.
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Traité de Rome au Traité d’Amsterdam (1999), Jean Degimbe, formerly employed
by the High Authority of the ECSC, the European Parliament and the Commission
of the European Communities, puts special emphasis on the period between the
mid-1980s and early 1990s. Much in the same way as political sociologists such as
Mario Telò and political scientists such as Gerda Falkner, Degimbe considers this
period as that of the birth of “Social Europe”.24

In his opinion, its roots were thus to be sought in events which had very little to
do with the free movement of workers. The decisive factors were: Mediterranean
enlargement of the EC, with the inclusion of countries with gross domestic products
well below the EC average; the decision to establish a Single Market in Europe,
associated with the complementary need to alleviate the socio-economic imbalances
which liberalisation processes were expected to cause; and the appointment of
Jacques Delors, a French left-wing Christian close to trade unions, as president of the
Commission of the European Communities.25

III. Restrictive migration policies in the European integration process

Since its inception, the EEC had committed itself to implement the principles of
freedom of movement and establishment for Community workers and to abolish any
discrimination based on nationality. However, the EC’s Member States decided to
follow a nationalistic approach to immigration from third countries. This dichotomy
has been studied and reported in the literature in detail.

Between the mid-1950s and early 1970s, immigration countries did not so much
cooperate as compete to secure the best immigrants and to sign the most advantageous
labour immigration agreements with countries outside the EC. Meanwhile, requests
from non-Community sending countries to grant social rights to their nationals
working in Community countries were denied. The EC simply lacked the competence
and their Member States the willingness to open a multilateral dialogue on such a
delicate question, although immigration from third countries became increasingly
significant in the Community area.26

Implementation of the principles of freedom of movement and residence for EC
workers, only apparently paradoxically, coincided with a decrease in intra-Commu-
nity population movements throughout the 1960s. As noted by Federico Romero, the

24. M. TELò, L’intégration sociale en tant que réponse du modèle européen à l’interdépendance glo-
bale? Les chances, les obstacles et les scénarios, in: M. TELÒ, C. GOBIN (eds), Quelle Union
sociale européenne? Acquis institutionnel, acteurs et défis, Éds de l’Université de Bruxelles,
Bruxelles, 1994, pp.15-53; G. FALKNER, EU Social Policy in the 1990s. Towards a corporatist
policy community, Routledge, London, 1998, pp.55-96.

25. J. DEGIMBE, La politique sociale européenne du Traité de Rome au Traité d’Amsterdam, ISE,
Bruxelles, 1999, pp.13-48.

26. K. J. BADE, Migration in European History, Blackwell, Malden, 2003, pp.227-234.
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possibility of freely entering, leaving and re-entering each EC nation’s labour market
at any time meant that Community nationals increasingly planned their movements
in relation to fluctuations in demand. This phenomenon, combined with the “Miracolo
Economico”, significantly reduced migration flows from Italy, which then accounted
for almost the entire number of intra-Community movements.27

In the same period, immigration from outside the EC and even the European con-
tinent was substantially growing, in both absolute and relative terms. As noted by
Stephen Castles and Mark Miller in their masterpiece The Age of Migration (1993),
a combination of “push-pull” factors resulted in mass immigration from the Southern
Mediterranean region and former European colonies in sub-Saharan Africa and Asia.
In the meantime, labour supply reserves in non-Community Southern European
countries, especially Spain, were falling, due to their improved economic conditi-
ons.28

James Hollifield argues that this process was directly related to the parallel change
in Western European migration policies. As cultural and ethnic diversity increased
and, consequently, anti-immigrant sentiments surfaced within European societies, the
political classes of Europe realised that they were forced to contain immigration and,
at the same time, to integrate immigrants. In addition, the surprisingly active role
played by foreign workers in the protests that swept through Northern European in-
dustries between the late 1960s and early 1970s alarmed employers who had bene-
fitted from the docility of immigrant employees. As a result, they began not to trust
the immigrant workforce and reduced requests for more foreign workers.29

Unlike the above author, Didier Bigo places more emphasis on economic factors.
Recession and increased unemployment as a consequence of the 1973 oil shock dras-
tically reduced the need for further immigrants. As a result, employers stopped in-
sisting on liberal immigration policies, trade unions voiced more concern about the
conditions of the local workforce, and political leaders tried to preserve social peace
and consensus by preventing fresh immigration.30 Against this background, in the
early 1970s, all the receiving Member States of the EC unilaterally stopped recruiting
foreign workers and, in the late 1970s, began to encourage their voluntary repatria-
tion. In exchange, efforts were increased to incorporate foreign nationals already
settled in the host societies, not least by expanding family reunification schemes.31

27. ROMERO, Emigrazione…, op.cit., pp.89-131.
28. S. CASTLES, M. MILLER, The Age of Migration. International Population Movements in the

Modern World, Macmillan, Basingstoke, 1993, pp.65-97.
29. J. HOLLIFIELD, L’immigration et l’Etat-Nation à la recherche d’un modèle national, L’Harmattan,

Paris, 1997, pp.39-56. See also: J. HOLLIFIELD, Immigration and integration in Western Europe:
a comparative analysis, in: E. UÇARER, D. PUCHALA (ed.), Immigration into Western societies:
problems and policies, Pinter, London, 1997, pp.28-41.

30. D. BIGO, Frontiers Controls in the European Union: Who is in Control?, in: D. BIGO, E. GUILD
(eds), Controlling frontiers: free movement into and within Europe, Ashgate, Aldershot, 2005.

31. C. BOSWELL, A. GEDDES, Migration and mobility in the European Union, Palgrave Macmillan,
Basingstoke, 2011, pp.28-39.
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The role of the EC in this transition has generally been neglected in the literature.
The implicit assumption was that restrictive migration policies were the result of
national decisions and that international and supranational organisations did not exert
any real influence on events. However, Marcel Berlinghoff recently questioned this
and showed, in particular, that the European Commission and its committees for the
free movement of migrant workers were crucial for the rise of a “migration problem”;
this change in attitudes towards migration, in turn, was an important contributing
factor to restrictive policies in the early 1970s. Berlinghoff does not question the fact
that decisions were autonomously taken by national governments, but he does argue
that the European Commission was responsible for promoting the discourse on mig-
ration as a political and socio-economic liability, which provided restrictive measures
with the necessary justifications and legitimacy. In his opinion, without considering
these reflections, it is hard to understand political changes.32

In the same period when its Member States were unilaterally interrupting their
recruitment programmes, the EEC, under pressure from the Arab countries, began to
include the migration problem in its nascent foreign policy, especially Mediterranean
policy. The governments of Southern Mediterranean sending countries were no lon-
ger allowed to negotiate the export of surplus manpower to European labour markets.
They were therefore increasingly interested in the socio-economic integration of
emigrants and brought this question to the fore in the main bilateral and multilateral
Euro-Mediterranean forums in the 1970s and 1980s. The main forums of the 1970s,
in which the problem of migration very frequently arose, included the Euro-Arab
dialogue, which brought together the EC and the Arab League, and negotiations for
cooperation agreements between the EC and Third Mediterranean Countries (TMC),
conducted within the framework of the Global Mediterranean Policy.

The main forums in the 1980s, in which the problems of migration topped the
agenda, encompassed the French-led “Initiative Française en Méditerrranée”, which
brought together Northern and Southern countries in the Western Mediterranean, and
the Conferences of Ministers of Foreign Affairs of the Western Mediterranean, which
involved the five Member States of the Arab Maghreb Union, i.e., Algeria, Libya,
Mauritania, Morocco and Tunisia, plus France, Italy, Spain, Portugal and later Malta.

The part played by migration in the early EC foreign policy was first analysed by
Sarah Collinson in Shore to Shore (1996) and, to a lesser extent, in Beyond Borders
(1993) and Europe and International Migration (1993). These studies did not aim at

32. M. BERLINGHOFF, Das Ende der “Gastarbeit”: Europäische Anwerbesstopps 1970-1974, Schö-
ningh, Paderborn, 2013, pp.357-364. See also: M. BERLINGHOFF, Der deutsche Anwerbestopp
in seinem europäischen Kontext, in: D. DAHLMANN, M. SCHULTE BEERBÜHL (eds), Per-
spektiven in der Fremde? Arbeitsmarkt und Migration von der Frühen Neuzeit bis in die Gegen-
wart, Klartext, Essen, 2011, pp.407–428; M. BERLINGHOFF, Der europäisierte Anwerbestopp,
in: J. OLTMER, A. KREIENBRINK, C. SANZ DÍAZ (eds), Das "Gastarbeiter"-System. Arbeits-
migration und ihre Folgen in der Bundesrepublik Deutschland und Westeuropa, Oldenbourg, Mün-
chen, 2012, pp.149–164; M. BERLIGHOFF, Die Bundesrepublik und die Europäisierung der Mi-
grationspolitik seit den späten 1960er Jahren, in: J. OLTMER (ed.), Handbuch Staat und Migration
in Deutschland seit dem 17. Jahrhundert, De Gruyter, Paderborn, 2015, pp.931-966.
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providing a thorough interpretation of events, but they are still important. They give
accounts of the role played by the migration problem in the pre-Barcelona Mediter-
ranean strategy of the EC and, more generally, in pre-Maastricht foreign policy
cooperation. They also show that the political aim of containing migration flows in
the 1970s and 1980s was a powerful incentive for the EC to take greater interest in
Southern sending countries; it was also a reason for a deeper, more concerted com-
mitment to promoting socio-economic improvements in developing countries, espe-
cially along the Southern shores of the Mediterranean.33

This pioneering work has long remained isolated. Quite recently, however, a
number of scholars focusing on the external dimension of the EC from an historical
perspective, including Giuliano Garavini, Katharina Eisele and Federica Bicchi, be-
gan to examine the migration problem in more depth.34 A recent issue of the Journal
of European Integration History, devoted to Europe and the Mediterranean in the
1980s, is typical of this new trend.35

In addition to becoming a source of conflict and cooperation in relations between
the EC and their members and TMC, between the mid-1970s and mid-1980s, for the
first time, migration also became a crucial bone of contention in accession negotia-
tions. The migration problem was also a factor in the accession negotiations with
Great Britain and Ireland in the early 1970s. The Italian government was particularly
concerned about the forthcoming accession of Ireland, because of its large labour
surplus. Italy consequently proposed to implement “administered” free movement of
workers, a plan which was rejected by the other Member States.36 At the same time,
the possibility of an increased number of Community nationals coming to Britain was
a subject which attracted much attention and high feeling throughout the United
Kingdom.37

However, migration became a substantial problem only at the time of the Medi-
terranean enlargement. In many receiving countries, there were fears of a flood of
migrants, once Greece, Portugal and Spain had joined the EC. The free mobility of
Greek, Portuguese and Spanish workers was thus only introduced gradually and was

33. S. COLLINSON, Beyond Borders: West European Migration Policy towards the 21st century, Royal
Institute of International Affairs, London, 1993, pp.1-17; S. COLLINSON, Europe and Internatio-
nal Migration, Royal Institute of International Affairs, London, 1993, pp.2-156; S. COLLINSON,
Shore to Shore. The Politics of Migration in Euro-Maghreb Relations, Royal Institute of Interna-
tional Affairs, London, 1996, pp.39-95.

34. G. GARAVINI, After Empires: European Integration, Decolonization, and the Challenge from the
Global South, 1957-1985, Oxford University Press, Oxford, 2012, pp.110-113; K. EISELE, The
External Dimension of the EU’s Migration Policy, Brill Nijhoff, Leiden, 2014, pp.13-126; F. BIC-
CHI, European foreign policy making toward the Mediterranean, Palgrave Macmillan, Basingstoke,
2007, pp.134-141.

35. E. CALANDRI, S. PAOLI, Europe and the Mediterranean in the long 1980s, in: Journal of Euro-
pean Integration History, 1(2015).

36. D. MAHER, The tortuous path: the course of Ireland’s entry into the EEC, 1948-73, Institute of
Public Administration, Dublin, 1986, p.370.

37. W. BÖNING, The migration of workers in the United Kingdom and the European Community,
Oxford University Press, London, 1972, pp.130-152.
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not in fact completely accomplished until the early 1990s. Contrary to expectations,
however, migrants from within the EC did not cause serious problems.38 The stimu-
lating effects of trade and investments raised living standards and increased employ-
ment opportunities in the new Southern members of the EC. This induced the mass
return of southerners to their homelands and even transformed these countries into a
magnet for illegal migrants.

The importance of the migration issue in accession negotiations with Mediterra-
nean countries was highlighted at a very early stage. In the early 1980s, François
Duchêne and Juan Antonio Payno emphasised that the governments in Athens, Lisbon
and Madrid were very interested in encouraging emigration to EC countries. At the
same time, they noted that the free movement of labour from these countries was
fiercely resisted, especially in the two Community countries which took in the largest
numbers of migrants: West Germany and France.39 Very recently, several historians
have turned to the study of the Mediterranean enlargement, putting even more em-
phasis on migration. In her study of the Greek accession to the EC, Eirini Karamouzi
devotes much attention to the question of labour migration. In particular, she stresses
the role of the FRG in opposing the free movement of Greek workers before the end
of the longest transitional period decided for other sectors; in her opinion, this was
essentially for reasons of domestic politics.40 Alice Cuhna and Charles Powell, si-
milarly, give much consideration to migration in their respective researches on the
Portuguese and Spanish accessions.41

IV. Interpretations of the Schengen System and its impact on national politics

The Schengen Agreement was signed shortly before the accession of Spain and Por-
tugal to the EC. It aimed at removing internal border controls while simultaneously
introducing measures to harmonise and strengthen external border controls and to
fight drug-trafficking, international crime and illegal immigration. The Schengen

38. T. STRAUBHAAR, The accession of Spain and Portugal to the EC from the aspect of the free
movement of labour in an enlarged common labour market, in: International Migration, 3(1984),
pp.228-238.

39. F. DUCHÊNE, Community Attitudes, in: D. SEERS, C. VAITSOS (eds), The Second Enlargement
of the ECC. The Integration of Unequal Partners, Macmillan, London, 1982, pp.25-40; J.A. PAINO,
Introduction: The Second Enlargement from the Perspective of the New Members, in: J.L. SAM-
PEDRO, J.A. PAYNO (eds), The enlargement of the European Community: case studies of Greece,
Portugal and Spain, Macmillan, London, 1983, pp.1-36.

40. E. KARAMOUZI, Greece, the EEC and the Cold War 1974-1979: the second enlargement, Palgrave
Macmillan, Basingstoke, 2014, pp.144-168.

41. A. CUNHA, À Descoberta da Europa. A Adesão de Portugal às Comunidades Europeias, Instituto
Diplomático, Lisboa, 2007, pp.7-13; C. POWELL, The Long Road to Europe: Spain and the Eu-
ropean Community, 1957-1986, in: J. ROY, M. LORCA-SUSINO (eds), Spain in the European
Union: The First Twenty-Five Years (1986-2011), Miami-Florida European Union Center, Miami,
2011, pp.21-45.
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Agreement emerged as an intergovernmental initiative taken by a group of Commu-
nity members outside the institutional framework of the European Communities.42

After the Amsterdam Treaty came into force, the Schengen Agreement, together with
the Convention implementing it (CISA), were incorporated into the European Union
acquis. This move paved the way for communitarisation of the migration policy,
which still remains largely unaccomplished.43 Jörg Monar was probably the most
persuasive author dealing with the complex relations and inherent tensions existing
between intergovernmental and supranational dynamics.44 Andrew Geddes, instead,
was probably the most capable of setting them in an historical perspective.45

Apart from the reasons behind the incorporation of the principle of free movement
for workers into the Treaties of Paris and Rome, the birth of the Schengen system is
the most hotly disputed research topic in this field of study.

Mainstream thinking about the emergence of Schengen is provided by Andrew
Moravcsik in The Choice for Europe (1998). In his economy-centered perspective,
Schengen was primarily due to the will to liberalise trade in Europe. The French
government, concerned that the FRG was setting standards on products aimed at
blocking imports, and the government in Bonn, worried that France would close its
borders because of its balance of payments problems, promoted a bilateral arrange-
ment to simplify and eventually abolish border formalities. The French and German
leaders then agreed to include in this arrangement the members of the Benelux Cu-
stoms Union, i.e., Belgium, the Netherlands and Luxembourg, essentially because of
commercial interests. The decision to sign an intergovernmental agreement was in
turn part of a strategic game in which France and the FRG used the Schengen initiative
as a “threat of a two-tier Europe”, mainly directed at the United Kingdom, which
opposed the establishment of a common travel area with continental Community
countries.

Moravcsik’s model does not preclude the possibility that more strictly political
considerations, such as national security, also played a role. However, it concludes
that economic considerations definitely contributed to the creation of Schengen and

42. A.B. PHILIP, European Union Immmigration Policy: Phantom, Fantasy or Fact?, in: M. BALD-
WIN-EDWARDS, M. SCHAIN (eds), The Politics of immigration in Western Europe, Essex, Frank
Cass, 1994, pp.168-188.

43. A. MESSINA, The logics and politics of post-WWII migration to Western Europe, Cambridge Uni-
versity Press, Cambridge, 2007, pp.138-147. See also: A. MESSINA, C. THOUEZ, The Logics and
Politics of a European Immigration Regime, in: A. MESSINA (ed.), West European Immigration
and Immigrant Policy in the New Century, Praeger, London, 2002, pp.97-119.

44. J. MONAR, The “Area of Freedom, Security and Justice”: “Schengen” Europe, Opt-Outs, Opt-Ins
and Associates, in: K. DYSON, A. SEPOS (eds), Which Europe? The Politics of Differentiated
Integration, Palgrave Macmillan, Basingstoke, 2010, pp.279-292; J. MONAR, The Institutional
Framework of the AFSJ. Specific Challenges and Dynamics of Change, in: J. MONAR, The Insti-
tutional Dimension of the European Union’s Area of Freedom, Security and Justice, Peter Lang,
Brussels, 2010, pp.21-49. See also: J. MONAR, The Dynamics of Justice and Home Affairs: Labo-
ratories, Driving Factors and Costs, in: Journal of Common Market Studies, 4(2001), pp.747-764.

45. A. GEDDES, Immigration and European integration: towards fortress Europe?, Manchester Uni-
versity Press, Manchester, 2000, pp.43-130.
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that the decision to act outside the context of the EC was primarily intended to put
pressure on Great Britain.46 Influential historiographical reconstructions of European
integration, including Histoire de la construction européenne (1999) by Marie-
Thérèse Bitsch, embrace this interpretation.47 Interestingly, however, the most recent
volumes on the history of European integration tend to adopt more complex, multi-
faceted views: examples are Building Europe (2015) by Wilfried Loth and Storia
politica e economica dell’integrazione europea (2015) by Elena Calandri, Maria
Eleonora Guasconi and Ruggero Ranieri.48

Although the German historian and political scientist Jörg Monar places more
emphasis on security concerns, he basically agrees with Moravcsik, arguing that the
1985 Schengen Agreement and the 1990 Convention implementing it were the direct
consequence of the European Single Market project. The loss of control possibilities
at internal borders, which was implicit in such a plan, in turn needed compensation
at external borders. Monar also agrees with Moravcsik in arguing that Great Britain’s
opposition to an agreement at Community level was the main reason why France,
West Germany and the three Benelux countries resolved to act outside the EC. Ac-
cording to Monar, the Schengen founders perceived themselves as a sort of avant-
garde; right from the start, accordingly, they had every intention of integrating the
Schengen system into the EC as soon as it became politically possible.49

Didier Bigo offers the most important alternative to this theory. Much in the same
way as Monica den Boer, in Polices en réseaux (1996) Bigo distinguishes between
the 1985 Schengen Agreement (Schengen I), which in his opinion was mainly due to
economic worries, and the 1990 Convention implementing the Schengen Agreement
(Schengen II), which was essentially driven by security concerns.50 This shift, in
Bigo’s opinion, was due more to the activities of those specialising in the security
field, including police officials, border guards and security consultants, rather than
to the rational strategies of political leaders. Security entrepreneurs played upon the
collective anxieties and insecurities of European citizens regarding the immigration
of non-Community nationals, the ultimate aim being to gain more power and visibi-

46. A. MORAVCSIK, op.cit., pp.359-360.
47. M.-T. BITSCH, Histoire de la construction européenne, de 1945 à nous jours, Éditions Complexe,

Bruxelles, 1999, pp.266-268.
48. W. LOTH, Building Europe: A History of European Integration, De Gruyter, Berlin, 2015, pp.

286-287; E. CALANDRI, M.E. GUASCONI, R. RANIERI, Storia politica e economica dell’inte-
grazione europea. Dal 1945 ad oggi, EdiSES, Napoli, 2015, pp.221-222.

49. V. MITSILEGAS, J. MONAR, W. REES, The European Union and Internal Security. Guardian of
the People?, Palgrave Macmillan, Basingstoke – New York, 2003, pp.27-31. See also: J. MONAR,
The Project of a European Border Guard: Origins, Models and Prospects in the Context of the EU’s
Integrated External Border Management, in: M. CAPARINI, O. MARENIN (eds), Borders and
Security Governance. Managing Borders in a Globalised World, Lit, Zurich-Münster, 2006, pp.
193-194.

50. M. DEN BOER, Schengen, Intergovernmental Scenario for European police Cooperation, a System
of European Police Cooperation, University of Edinburgh, Edinburgh, 1992, pp.1-40. See also: M.
DEN BOER, The Quest for European Policing: Rhetoric and Justification in a Disorderly Debate,
in: M. ANDERSON, M. DEN BOER (eds), Policing across national boundaries, Pinter, London,
1994, pp.174-192.
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lity. By producing and reproducing a sense of fear, they created the conditions for a
new “Europeanised” field of security. According to Bigo, moreover, the decision to
act outside the EC was not due to a desire to bypass Great Britain’s opposition to a
solution at Community level. He believes, instead, it was motivated by the wish to
avoid interference from the EC institutions in such sensitive issues.51 Similarly, Vir-
ginie Guiraudon argues that the Schengen agreements were the result of actions by
various entities. These included not only high-level decision-makers, but also many
local, national, trans-, inter- and supra-national agencies, institutions and groups ac-
tively involved in the security field.52

More recently, Ruben Zaiotti has developed an original theory. His argument,
presented in Cultures of Border Control (2011), is that the emergence of the Schengen
regime should be conceived in terms of the evolution of the culture of border control.
In particular, the Schengen regime is the result of an historical transition from a na-
tionalist approach to managing borders to a post-national culture of border control.
Seen in this light, Schengen represents a substantial post-national reformulation of
strictly national traditional concepts of sovereignty and territoriality in Europe.53 In-
stead, the British historian Tony Judt interprets Schengen as a curiously provincial
effort to open internal frontiers, while resolutely reinforcing the external borders se-
parating the EC/EU Member States from countries outside the EC/EU. In his magis-
terial history of Europe, Postwar (2005), he even argues that, with Schengen, “civili-
sed” Europeans had committed themselves to transcending boundaries while, at the
same time, keeping “barbarians” out.54

In addition to their origins, the impact of the Schengen agreements and, more
generally, Community migration policies on national dynamics is attracting increa-
sing attention from researchers. With very few exceptions, which include analysis of
the Dutch case by Marteen Vink, Europeanisation studies in the spheres of migration
and asylum tend to focus on the countries which were most greatly influenced by the
EC/EU: that is, Southern and Eastern European countries.55 Writing about Spain,
Wayne Cornelius argues that the development of its migration policy between the
mid-1980s and early 1990s was almost entirely due to EC membership and, in par-

51. D. BIGO, Polices en réseaux: l’expérience européenne, Presses de la Fondation Nationale des
Sciences Politiques, Paris, 1996, pp.97-129. See also: D. BIGO, L’Europe de la sécurité intérieu-
re, in: D. BIGO, L’Europe des polices et de la sécurité intérieure, Éditions Complexe, Bruxelles,
1992, pp.13-94.

52. V. GUIRAUDON, The Constitution of a European Immigration Policy Domain: A Political So-
ciology Approach, in: Journal of European Public Policy, 2(2003), pp.263-282.

53. R. ZAIOTTI, Cultures of Border Control. Schengen and the Evolution of European Frontiers, The
University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 2011, pp.48-142.

54. T. JUDT, Postwar. A History of Europe since 1945, Penguin, New York, 2005, p.534.
55. M. VINK, Limits of European Citinzenship. European Integration and Domestic Immigration Po-

licies, Palgrave Macmillan, Basingstoke-New York, 2005, pp.42-89.
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ticular, to the need to meet Schengen criteria.56 Instead, Joaquín Arango contends
that the EC and Schengen were less influential in shaping Spanish migration policy.
In his opinion, European institutions greatly influenced national legislation regarding
border controls; however, domestic factors were decisive in its implementation and
in the system of internal controls.57 Writing about Eastern European accession states
in the late 1990s, Sandra Lavenex emphasises the burden placed on them to adapt to
the requirements of the European Union acquis. These primarily included more ef-
fective measures against illegal immigration.58

More recently, a group of scholars, including Pierre Monforte, began to investigate
the effects of European migration and asylum policies on social movements. The
main result of Monforte’s research was that pro-immigration and pro-asylum move-
ments underwent a process of Europeanisation. In his view, since the late 1990s they
constructed solidarities across countries, produced frames of European dimensions,
and organized mobilisations which, directly or indirectly, addressed European power-
holders.59

56. W.A. CORNELIUS, Spain: The Uneasy Transition from Labor Exporter to Labor Importer, in:
W.A. CORNELIUS, P. MARTIN, J. HOLLIFIELD (eds), Controlling Immigration: a Global Per-
spective, Stanford UP, Stanford, 1994, pp.331-369. See also: A. PERÉZ CARAMÉS, La evolución
reciente de las políticas de control migratorio en España, in: A. IZQUIERDO, W.A. CORNELIUS
(eds), Políticas de control migratorio: estudio comparado de España y EE.UU., Ed. Bellaterra,
Barcelona, 2012, pp.143-205.

57. J. ARANGO, Becoming a Country of Immigration at the End of the Twentieth Century, in: R. KING,
G. LAZARIDIS, C. TSARDANIDIS (eds.), Eldorado or Fortress: Immigration in Southern Euro-
pe, Macmillan, London, 2000, pp.253-276. See also: D. MOYA MALAPEIRA, La evolución del
sistema de control migratorio de entrada en España, in: J. ARANGO, E. AJA, Veinte años de
inmigración en España: perspectivas jurídica y sociológica (1985-2004), Fundació Cidob, Barce-
lona, 2006, pp.47-84.

58. S. LAVENEX, Safe third countries: extending the EU asylum and immigration policies to Central
and Eastern Europe, Central European University Press, New York, 1999, pp.105-124. See also:
S. LAVENEX, Channels of Externalisation of EU Justice and Home Affairs, in: M. CREMONA,
J. MONAR, S. POLI (eds), The External Dimension of the European Union’s Area of Freedom,
Security and Justice, Peter Lang, Brussels, 2011, pp.119-137; H. GRABBE, Stabilizing the East
While Keeping Out the Easterners: Internal and External Security Logics in Conflict, in: S. LA-
VENEX, E.M. UÇARER (eds), Migration and the externalities of European integration, Lexington
Books, Lanham, 2002, pp.91-103.

59. P. MONFORTE, Europeanizing contention: the protest against “Fortress Europe” in France and
Germany, Berghahn Books, New York, 2014, pp.228-238.
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Conclusions

Migration, both in and to the EC/EU, is a rich and still largely unexplored field of
research for historians of European integration. It is therefore encouraging that so
many scholars are currently working in this field of study.60

It is well-known that the archives of the institutions and Member States of the EU
generally obey the 30-year rule covering access to documents. In the next decade,
therefore, historians will be able to study new subjects, crucial to our understanding
of European history in the twentieth century. Examples include: the role played by
the opening of borders during and after the collapse of the Communist regimes in
Central and Eastern Europe and subsequently German reunification; the part played
by migration in the launching of the Barcelona Process and, more generally, the de-
velopment of the Euro-Mediterranean partnership; and the implications of the Schen-
gen Area for the external relations of the European Union.

Historians of European integration can make great contributions to our under-
standing of migration flows and policies in the European continent in the period after
the Second World War. Writing about migration dynamics without taking into ac-
count the process of European integration is in fact pointless and sometimes decep-
tive. The European Communities and, later, the European Union took initiatives
which greatly affected how migrations took place and were regulated. These actions
included implementation of the principle of freedom of movement for workers and,
later, for people in general; the abolition of internal border controls and the esta-
blishment of external borders; cooperation in fields of migration and asylum; and
externalisation of migration controls, which means the transfer of the control point
from the border of the destination state to a point within the state of origin or transit.

At the same time, historians of European integration may benefit from better
knowledge of migration problems over the last sixty years. In the 1950s, workers’
movements were essential in negotiations for the ECSC and EEC. In the 1960s and
early 1970s, the migration of Community workers and their families was crucial to
the establishment of social policy at European level. In the later 1970s and 1980s,
immigration of non-Community nationals was an important factor in foreign policy
cooperation and the enlargement of the EC. In the second half of the 1980s and early
1990s, the abolition of obstacles to the free movement of persons was an integral and
essential part of the European Single Market project. In other words, neglecting mig-
ration when writing about the history of European integration can lead to poor and
even misleading conclusions.

Research conducted by European integration historians so far may be said to have
some substantial weaknesses, which should now be addressed.

60. A wide collection of migration studies is contained in a four-volume book recently edited by Andrew
Geddes. It gives a clear idea of the state of the art in this field of study. A. GEDDES, International
Migration, Sage, London et al., 2011.
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Methodologically, most studies have not yet adequately considered the broader
international context, the Cold War and the North-South confrontation in particular.
In addition, most research tends to focus on political and institutional factors, to the
detriment of economic, social, cultural and demographic dynamics; linked to this,
non-governmental actors are rarely considered. In addition, most historians erro-
neously think they are self-sufficient. Instead, the intrinsically interdisciplinary nature
of this topic requires collaboration with scholars from various backgrounds if all its
complex and multifaceted aspects are to be thoroughly examined.

As regards content, instead, most studies are still too Euro-centric. This means
that the voices of “others” are often neglected. There is a great need to understand
something more about the opinions of non-Community migrants and the views of the
governments of non-Community countries. It would also be useful to analyse in more
detail the impact of European migration and refugee policies on the politics and
economy of non-Community countries, together with their attitudes towards the EU
and Schengen. In addition, little attention has been given to relations between the EC/
EU and other international organisations which were active in this field. These include
the International Labour Organisation (ILO), the OEEC/OECD, the Council of Eu-
rope, the Organisation on Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE), the United
Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) and the International Organi-
sation for Migrations (IOM). Much work still needs to be done in all these respects.
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The Historical Origins of Italian Euroscepticism

Daniele PASQUINUCCI

Can Euroscepticism be the subject of historical research? The question might seem
naive, given that historians have been studying the topic for some time now, and with
significant results.1 Yet the dilemma exists, in so far as it alerts the historian to the
need for certain preliminary conceptual clarifications.

The first regards the term used to describe the field of research: the all-encom-
passing nature of the term “Euroscepticism” requires that it should be used with cau-
tion, and adapted to the specificity and complexity of historical occurrences. Criticism
of Europe has, in fact, been expressed over the years by a range of actors using a wide
variety of arguments. Some opposition is motivated, for instance, by prejudices
(ideological, political, cultural or other) which are substantially incompatible with
projects for European integration. Then there is criticism which is neither ideological
nor aprioristic but directed against the practical form of such projects and heralds the
longing for “another Europe”. There might be some overlap between these two po-
sitions. This does not alter the fact that we need to separate “radical” anti-Europea-
nism from “other-Europeanism” at least before we begin to understand the various
forms of “Euroscepticism”.

It is, however, not just a problem of classification.2 It concerns also, and above
all, substance. The substance of opposition to Europe has been forged by its temporal
dimension. “Euroscepticism”, in fact, goes back a long way – prior even to the post-
war process of integration – thus making it, as stated above, a historical occurrence,
and not only attributable to current events.3

Italy provides an ideal observatory for studying the historical aspects of Euros-
cepticism. On the one hand, it is one of the “founding countries” of the European
Community and for many years it was a pillar of Europeanism. On the other hand, in
Italy there existed the most powerful Communist party in the West (the PCI), which

1. See, for example, B. WASSENBERG, F. CLAVERT, P. HAMMAN (eds), Contre l’Europe? Anti-
européisme, euroscepticisme et alter-européisme dans la construction européenne de 1945 à nos
jours, vol.1: Les concepts, Franz Steiner Verlag, Stuttgart, 2010; M. GAINAR, M. LIBERA (eds),
Contre l’Europe? Anti-européisme, euroscepticisme et alter-européisme, II: Acteurs institutionnels,
milieux politiques et société civile, Franz Steiner Verlag, Stuttgart, 2013The Essential Englishman:
The Cultural Nature and Origins of British Euroscepticism:OURNIERThe UK Challenge to Euro-
peanization. The Persistence of British Euroscepticism

2. AGGART, Contemporary Euroscepticism in the Party Systems of the European Union Candidate
States of Central and Eastern Europe:European Journal of Political Research

3. See M.-T. Bitsch, Préface, in: B. WASSENBERG, F. CLAVERT, P. HAMMAN (eds), Contre l’Eu-
rope? …, op.cit., pp.19-21; B. WASSENBERG, P. MOREAU, Introduction: European Integration
and new Anti-Europeanismvol.The 2014 European Election and New Anti-European Forces in Sou-
thern, Northern and Eastern Europe
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was an early opponent of European integration.4 The PCI defined its negative attitude
towards the European community in the early 1950s, when the Italian government
(led by the Christian Democrat Alcide De Gasperi) gave its enthusiastic support to
projects for European integration, endeavouring to confer on them a federalist na-
ture.5 These two attitudes, different but both deeply rooted (at least until the late
sixties, when the PCI began gradually to abandon its anti-Europe stance), introduce
one of the thesis developed in this essay, i.e. that the “quality” of Europeanism in
Italy has helped to shape the contents of Italian Euroscepticism.

Furthermore, even the stereotypes at the basis of current Eurosceptical propaganda
have a solid history. For example, the idea that European integration is an instrument
through which Germany pursues its hegemonic ambition in Europe (an idea fed today
by, among others, the Northern League, an ethnic-regional party which attempts to
take on a national dimension by positioning itself as an aggregating force in opposi-
tion to the Euro and to “German Europe”) dates back in reality to the beginning of
European integration.6

To sum up, there are solid bases for replying positively to the question posed at
the beginning of this introduction. We can now set forth the results of our research.

The rejection of “external constraint”

For many years Italy was considered to be a birthplace of Europeanism. There was,
in actual fact, no shortage of sound reasons to support such a belief. The “European
choice” was a salient feature of the foreign policy of Italian Republic governments,
proclaimed with such conviction and triggering such consequences, also on the do-
mestic front, as to merit the same level of recognition as the other major themes of
Italy’s international affairs, such as the “Atlantic” and “Mediterranean” policies.7
Furthermore, Italian governments have always striven to deepen the European inte-
gration process, proposing and supporting solutions for closer integration, also in a
federalist sense, of the member states of the European Community.

Governmental Europeanism faithfully reflected an orientation which was largely
prevalent among Italian citizens. Since the early years of the European Community
Italians have always headed the “pro-Europe” group. An international survey publis-
hed in 1962 on public opinion and “The Europe of The Six”, showed that more than
60% of Italy’s inhabitants shared “the European idea”, while only 4% declared them-

4. Il Partito Comunista Italiano e l’integrazione europea: Il decennio del rifiuto, 1947-1957; L'Europa
degli altri. I comunisti italiani e l'integrazione europea 1957-1969,

5. REDAAlcide De Gasperi federalista europeo
6. Against Rearmament or Against Integration? The PCI and PCF’s Opposition to the European De-

fence Community and the Western European Union, 1950-55:Journal of European Integration Histo-
ry

7. RAVERIL'Italia nella costruzione europea. Un bilancio storico (1957-2007)
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selves contrary.8 At the end of that decade, another large-scale survey, promoted by
the European Commission, confirmed approval of the Common Market, which 77%
of the interviewees (the highest number together with Luxembourg) believed should
be transformed into a proper political union, i.e., the “United States of Europe”.9

Fast forward from the initial stages of the European integration process to the eve
of “Europeanization” sparked by the Maastricht Treaty of February 1992, and we see
that approval remains stable. The Eurobarometer of December 1991 showed that
Italians “are most likely to support Western European integration (89%) and the most
likely to be sorry if the Community was scrapped (60%)”.10

In their capacity to reflect public sentiment, surveys should, as a general rule, be
treated with caution. Nevertheless, the unambiguousness of the data seems to leave
little doubt as to the orientation of the majority towards European integration. Fur-
thermore, in an advisory referendum on the EEC held in Italy in 1989 to coincide
with the European elections, 88% of the electorate voted in favour of the proposal to
give a constitutional mandate to the European parliament.

In recent times, this once large consensus in favour of Europe has somewhat di-
minished – and not only in Italy as we well know. Turning once again to analysis on
public opinion, Italian Europeanism recorded its first slight dip following the signing
of the Maastricht Treaty. This decline then became more marked on the introduction
of the Euro until it reached an unprecedented level immediately following the eco-
nomic-financial crisis of 2008.11

Quantitative data would suggest, then, that the manifestation of Euroscepticism
coincided with specific developments in European integration such as the birth of the
EU and the introduction of the single currency, or with international events such as
the crisis of 2008 (which had grave consequences for the European Union and high-
lighted its inability to protect the economies of its member states) and current mass
migration in Europe (which drove Eurosceptic movements to demand the abolition
of the Schengen Treaty). These developments provoked criticism of EU institutions
and policies, perceived by citizens to be the main cause of their impoverishment and
lack of security.12

Nevertheless, the decline of Europeanism in Italy goes back a long way, and
quantitative data and their evolutions in time only partially explain the reasons behind
it. These reasons relate to the particular way that Italians have experienced and in-
terpreted their participation in the Community and then the EU, and thus to the quality
of their Europeanism.

8. CEAB 2 [Archives de la Commission européenne, Brussels], L'opinion publique et l'Europe des
Six. Une enquête internationale auprès du grand public en Allemagne, Belgique, France, Italie,
Luxembourg, Pays-Bas, Gallup International, 1962, pp.4-5.

9. ]
10. Eurobarometer
11. Cosa pensano i cittadini dell'Europa?ELLUCCIONTIGli italiani e l'Europa. Opinione pubblica
12. La Cenerentola d'Europa? L'Italia e l'integrazione europea dal 1947 a oggi
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Naturally, this does not diminish the importance of the above-mentioned Euro-
pean and international events but suggests they are a triggering factor rather than a
cause. In short, the genetic code of Italian Euroscepticism was decided, to a great
extent, by the nature of the country's Europeanism.

In order to develop this argument we need to proceed from the conceptualization
of Italy’s participation in the European Community/Union as an “external constraint”.
This conceptualization has enjoyed considerable and deserved consensus amongst
scholars of European integration.13 In reality, it is fairly well known that the idea of
the external constraint came to early maturity in what can be defined as “technocratic”
environments. The first to speak in such a way was the Governor of the Banca d’Italia
Donato Menichella, in his Considerazioni finali of 1953. He claimed that the growth
of the economy during the post-war years was certainly due to American intervention
and to the “spirit of recovery”, but of no less importance was “European organization
which restrains us but which offers us guidance and undoubtedly contains our er-
rors”.14

In the early 1990s, Guido Carli (Menichella’s successor as head of the Banca
d’Italia) who, as Minister of the Treasury had signed the Maastricht treaty, offered
an even clearer interpretation of external constraint. This he saw as having been, and
continuing to be, decisive in “introducing, at the core of Italian society, a series of
rules which it was incapable of drawing up by itself”.15 The intervening years between
these two statements by Menichella and Carli should not deceive us into thinking that
between the 1950s and the 1990s the external constraint was shelved, or that it was
theorized exclusively in the technocratic milieux. On the contrary, it was constantly
considered a resource because it helped to shape, in different ways according to the
mutations of historical-political events, the reasons for Italy’s participation in the
multiple stages of European integration.16 Thus it was used by the political class (also
for internal reasons) as is demonstrated by the following examples: the anti-inflatio-
nary line adopted by the Italian government in 1964 with the support of Brussels
(which damaged the reformist impact of centre-left governments),17 the question of
the Community loan negotiated by the Italian government in the early seventies and,
finally, the country’s entry into the European monetary system in 1978 (the latter two
contributing to keeping the Communist Party out of government).18

It should be made clear that European constraint per se was by no means the only
reason for Italy’s support of the integration process. Yet the three examples mentioned
above are a reminder that it entered into public debate every time participation in the
Community imposed discipline on the country. It is no coincidence that in the early
seventies, when the birth of the Monetary snake prompted the need for more scru-

13. UALTIERIRAVERI,L'Italia nella costruzione europea…op.
14. (ed.)Assemblea ordinaria generale dei partecipanti. Considerazioni finali
15. Cinquant'anni di vita italiana
16. Ciampi torna e dà “lezione”:l'Unità0
17. R. MARJOLIN, Le travail d'une vie. Mémoires 1911-1986, Robert Laffont, Paris, 1986, p.342.
18. ASQUINUCCIEuropeismo e democrazia. Altiero Spinelli e la sinistra europea 1950-1986AS-

TRONOVOL'avventura dell'unità europea. Una sfida con la storia e il futuro
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pulous economic and monetary policies, in some quarters (entrepreneurial for examp-
le) the hypothesis of loosening ties with the EEC was advanced for the first time.19

It should come as no surprise then, that the fulfilment of commitments in Europe
became a crucial theme following the Treaty on European Union, both because of the
rigid criteria for entering the Eurozone, as well as the rules of the Stability and Growth
Pact and its subsequent reforms. The debate centred immediately on Italy’s ability to
comply with the Maastricht criteria, and of the effective convenience of being part
of the Economic and Monetary Union (EMU). The question ‘Why die for Maas-
tricht?’, echoing Marcel Déat’s slogan concerning the Danzig dilemma in 1939, be-
came something of a refrain. It highlighted the awareness, widespread among Treaty
supporters and detractors alike, that becoming part of the EMU would entail iron
discipline and considerable sacrifice.

There was, however, yet another perspective from which to debate. This hinged
on the widely shared idea that Maastricht had transformed Italy’s relationship
with “Europe”. For some, the Treaty went a step further in that it offered new op-
portunities: it was, indeed, a juridical tool with which the European Union could
assure Italy of protection. One of the most representative and effective supporters of
this theory was Sabino Cassese, a jurist, former member of the Constitutional Court
and expert on the history of the Italian state. In his opinion, Italy’s adhesion to the
EMU constituted the fulfilment of a proper mandate, knowingly conferred over
time, “on other countries to keep [Italy] in line”.20 The politicians who had favoured
this sort of receivership had not betrayed the nation at all.21 On the contrary, they
were the “best part of our political class”, i.e. the part that,

“long before De Gasperi, as far back as the Risorgimento (interrupted only by the Fascist
autarchy) did not believe in itself and in Italians and believed that an external constraint
was necessary”.22

This, then, is not just a key to understanding Italian’s participation in the EEC. It also
explains the choices of the more prudent Italian politicians who, since the unification
of Italy, had been largely pessimistic about themselves and their fellow citizens.

Whether or not we agree with them, Cassese’s words expressed the conviction
(widespread in Italy) that the exercising of political leadership had a dual aim: or-
thopaedic and pedagogic. In other words, leadership should correct and educate Ita-
lians; wherever this was not possible, and it happened a lot, an “external constraint”
was useful. It needs to be stressed that this idea presupposes a negative opinion of
the “real” country which found itself under the care of the ruling class, whose more
forward-looking exponents were progressive enough to be able to step aside and leave
room, whenever necessary, to a supranational power.

19. Per l'Italia staccarsi dalla Comunità sarebbe una vera catastrofe:Il Globo
20. ASSESEClasse dirigente ancora da cambiare:la Repubblica
21. Germanizzazione. Come cambierà l'Italia
22. ASSESEClasse dirigente ancora da cambiareop.Governare gli italiani. Storia dello Stato
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However, in the early 1990s, or to be precise at the time of the signing of the
Maastricht Treaty and with all the commitments that this entailed, this orthopaedic
and pedagogic conception of political leadership came under fire. This development
owes much to Silvio Berlusconi. As effectively expounded by the Italian historian
Giovanni Orsina in a carefully researched piece on Berlusconian ideology,

“prior to [Berlusconi], from the Risorgimento until now, no political leader capable of
winning the elections and heading the government had ever dared to say in such an open,
explicit, blatant and blunt way, that Italians are fine just the way they are”.

We only need to compare this quote with the above statement by Cassese to appreciate
the gap that separates two strikingly different ways of understanding the governing
of the Italians.

Berlusconi, writes Orsina, ideologized the virtuous and self-sufficient character
of the country, and turned on its head the principle of orthopaedic and pedagogic
leadership. If things were going badly, responsibility lay not with civil society but
with public institutions and the political élite.23 This theory endorsed Italian society’s
autonomous capacity for progress and the country’s aptitude for governing itself.
Thus it was obviously incompatible with the reasons justifying the external constraint,
and opened the way to criticism of the European Union, casting doubt on any ensuing
benefits to Italy. It should also be stressed that objections to the external constraint
flourished in a historic moment (the early 1990s) when it was used wittingly as a
useful resource to strengthen political, social and entrepreneurial forces with a view
to restoring the country’s economy. Thus, “Berlusconism” gave Italians the freedom
to be late to modernize (which was a classical historical-political justification for
Europeanism) by virtue of a populist reaction to the external constraint.24

Euroscepticism may well, as many claim, have been heralded by “Berlusconism”,
but it also depended on the particular nature of Europeanism in Italy. The gap sepa-
rating the leader of Forza Italia from the pro-European élite (and from their conception
of the Community as an external constraint capable of amending Italian shortcom-
ings) can be measured by comparing the two quotes in the table below. The second
of these is from Mario Monti, i.e., the person who brought the Berlusconi government
to an end in 2011 and who is one of the best known and qualified exponents of
that “technocratic aristocracy” who have a complete lack of faith in the political class
and yet are far removed from the citizens.25

Silvio Berlusconi, 26 January 1994: Mario Monti, 11 January 2012:

“Italy is the country I love” “I have always worked to make Italy a country that
resembles Germany as much as possible”

Opening sentence of a video message in which Ber-
lusconi announced his entry into Italian politics

Interview with Mario Monti in ‘Die Welt’, repro-
duced from ‘Corriere della Sera’

23. RSINAIl berlusconismo nella storia d'Italiap
24. Il vincolo esterno. Le ragioni della debolezza italiana
25. I princìpi del Montismo: la Repubblica
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Thus in the European elections of June 1994, the electoral platform of the main
party of the government, Forza Italia (which had won the national elections a few
months prior), was anything but Euro-enthusiastic. Furthermore, Forza Italia reques-
ted that the EU limit its actions strictly to what was established by the Treaty and
demanded greater defence of Italian interests in Europe, and of agriculture in parti-
cular.26

Obviously, the tone of the Forza Italia electoral campaign and the high percentage
of votes won by them on that occasion (30.6%) did not mean that there was a sudden
mass Euroscepticism in Italy. There were other implications. The first was that this
reassessment of Italy’s relationship with Europe had decisively, and for the first time,
become part of a national political debate. This might not have lead naturally to Eu-
roscepticism (or to the various forms of criticism of European integration), were it
not for the fact that resentment of the external constraint, as it had historically come
about in Italy, created greater difficulties between Italy and Europe than any that
might have been generated by a simple rejection of the rules laid down by, or nego-
tiated with Brussels.

Meanwhile, whereas it is true to say that the Community/Union could and can
place member states under obligation, it is also true that these same obligations can
contribute to determining the role and legitimization of European institutions.27 The
fact that inclusion of the former fascists of the Alleanza Nazionale party in Berlus-
coni’s first government (1994) provoked alarm in Europe was greatly due to a de-
fensive reflex of the Community institutions, prompting several EU leaders to call
for

“a statement which unambiguously affirms that all its members [of the EU] subscribe to
the fundamental values of democracy, individual liberty and respect for others”.28

Still more revealing for the sake of our argument was the anxiety with which the
European Commission noted, in 1994, the sluggishness of the privatization process
in Italy.29 This had been a fundamental step within the context of the Internal Market
and of the Economic and Monetary Union.30 The process had been regulated by the
Andreatta-Van Miert agreement (respectively Italian Minister of Foreign Affairs and
European Commissioner for Competition) signed in July of 1993. Among other
things, this agreement provided for Brussel’s executive monitoring of progress –
indeed another chapter in the history of the external or “European” constraint.31

26. Berlusconi lancia la campagna delle elezioni europee: conquisterò i popolari:Corriere della Sera.
27. The “vincolo europeo”, Italian Privatization and the European Commission in the 1990s:Journal

of European Integration History
28. APITTOE nella CEE crescono i timori:la Repubblica
29. Le privatizzazioni in Italia, 1992-1995: motivi, metodi e risultati:ONORCHIOLa finanza pubblica

italiana dopo la svolta del 1992Perissich: “eliminate i monopoli”:Corriere della Sera
30. LIFTONIAZPrivatization in the European Union. Public Enterprises and Integration
31. The “vincolo europeo”…
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Europe in blind faith

In the early 1990s, an emergent and still uncertain Italian Euroscepticism began
rapidly to dispute the Maastricht Treaty. The collision, at least in this period, was
not “head on”; nor was it ideological or based on principle. Instead, it harked back to
one of the historical weaknesses of Italian Europeanism. To resort once again to
Berlusconi’s perspective, it was founded on the idea that Italy had become part of the
single currency “a scatola chiusa”,32 i.e. in blind faith. On the other side of the po-
litical arena, using similar arguments, the member of the Partito Democratico della
Sinistra and vice premier Walter Veltroni and the leader of Rifondazione Comunis-
ta Fausto Bertinotti demanded to renegotiate the convergence criteria.33 The same
request was put forward by Unions and by several influential personalities from the
entrepreneurial world.

Such a change of heart placed the blame, probably not always consciously, on one
of the cognitive and operative structures of Italy’s Community political strategy and
of its entire foreign policy: the value of “being there”, i.e., the primary need to be part
of supranational (and international) bodies. It was believed that participation would
in itself provide the resources – political and otherwise (for example those connected
to “international ranking”) – that were considered indispensable if Italy was to bridge
the gap with other member countries. The point is that this priority, in more than one
circumstance, took precedence over a careful examination of the multiple conse-
quences of adhering to the various stages of European integration.34 At the same time,
the achievement of participation frequently exhausted the commitment of the Italian
public authorities, as is demonstrated by the scarce attention they then paid to adapting
the internal systems to the rules imposed by “being there”.

It is useful, in this regard, to consider the remarks of the former President of the
Republic Carlo Azeglio Ciampi regarding the transition of the national currency to
the Euro because it illustrates well the sort of double standards that existed in the
relationship between Italy and the EEC/EU. On the one hand was an anxiousness to
belong to the Euro-zone (in the words of Ciampi, a staunch Europeanist and one of
the architects of the single currency, the Euro was a “conquest”), and on the other,
negligence in adopting a consistent framework of rules and political-administrative
behaviours:

“In Italy the Euro was greeted as a conquest but the changeover could have been managed
much better. I say this without controversy: the government that followed ours failed to
dedicate attention and care to such a delicate situation”.35

Ciampi’s remarks are invaluable because they offer an opportunity to better under-
stand the specific limitations, in the relationship between Italy and the EEC/EU, of a

32. ERLUSCONIL'Italia che ho in mente
33. Veltroni: Sì, Maastricht va rivista:Corriere della sera;Bertinotti: “Sì al rinvio, ma non basta”: Ibid.
34. Italy and the IGC: Negotiating External Discipline, Avoiding Exclusion, 1990-1991:The Road to

Maastricht. Negotiating Economic and Monetary Union
35. LONI Contro scettici e disfattisti. Gli anni di Ciampi 1992-2006
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strategy which often centred on a yearning for membership. It is useful to remember,
though, that this aspiration to belong at least provided the suitable ethical-political
tension for determinedly promoting the reasons for Italy’s participation in the Euro-
pean Union.

It goes without saying that European integration is a dynamic process in a constant
state of evolution. But there is more. European unification can be historically inter-
preted as originating from the inversion of an obligatory logical sequence that Joseph
H.H. Weiler has ably defined by referring to an Old Testament passage:

“And Moses wrote all the words of the Eternal […]. And he took the book of the Covenant,
and read in the audience of the people: and they said, All that the eternal hath spoken we
will do, and hearken”.36

Thus, first we will do. Next we will hearken, “that is try and understand what it is we
are doing”. The inverse logic at the basis of a primeval constitutional moment beco-
mes a powerful metaphor for supranational integration. In the immediate post-war
period the “European pact” which the élite offered to (one might say imposed on)
benevolently indifferent populations, constituted its very subject matter. In other
words, the pact created the people of the European Community (and debatably, of an
emerging European constitutionalism). The spirit summarized in the phrase we will
do, and hearken, animated a generation of European statesmen for whom the alter-
native to the unprecedented unification project, to be pushed through urgently, was
the return of the nightmare which had prompted civilized Europe to descend into
barbarity.

“The new European construct offers a vision which enables a reinterpretation of a painful
past, and holds forth a promised land of prosperity and peace”.37

If we recognize in the biblical passage a useful metaphor for interpreting the origins
of European integration, we can perhaps extend it. According to this inverse logic,
action, even more than praxis, comes before reflection and understanding. Access to
the Community and adherence to its various policies and initiatives are certainly
fundamental steps towards future benefits. But just as critical is the ability to parti-
cipate effectively in the subsequent stage of reflection, i.e., the work of shaping all
that was previously created and of which we wanted to be part, in order to maximize
the advantages for all as much as for legitimate national interests. Never perhaps, as
in the process of European integration, has aspiring to “be there” been so necessary.
And yet it was not enough. Very often, it was only after signing up that the real match
began.

Of this, Altiero Spinelli – a champion of supranational federalism – was well
aware. In 1978 the Italian Parliament discussed the country’s participation in the
European Monetary System (EMS).38 Spinelli revealed with some annoyance that
some of his fellow supporters of Italy’s immediate entry into the EMS were motivated

36. The Constitution of Europe
37. .,
38. A Europe Made of Money. The Emergence od the European Monetary System
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by the miserable realization that “we are worth so little that we are obliged to be in
it”.39 Spinelli warned against this submissiveness, which seemed to him to be self-
harming, because it thwarted the possibility of a pro-active and, where appropriate,
assertive dimension to Italian participation in the Community:

“In my opinion, we have to be there, to contribute so things go in one way rather than the
other. Not because we see the dangers but because we need to be present to fight for
ourselves. We […] mustn’t go with our tails between our legs, giving the depressing im-
pression that we’re condemned to be the train-bearers, letting our partners think that yes,
the Italians get upset from time to time, but in the end they agree to everything”.

Spinelli complained that
“after claiming to be in favour of European unity, we have not come up with a single group
strategy in the European arena […] I would say that, at government level, we have been
in Europe for a long time without knowing either where we’re going or what we’re do-
ing”.40

Here again are the flaws of a membership that had been anxiously sought, because it
was thought to be a cure for the country’s fragility and dysfunctionality, but that
seemed to fade into an a priori testimony of Europeanism. This was, in short, “Europe
in blind faith”.

The situation described by Spinelli in 1978 was nothing new. Italy’s decision to
take part in the European monetary snake in the early seventies was more of a con-
ditioned reflex than the result of an accurate assessment of the implications for the
Italian economy.41 If we go further back in time, it is not at all rare to find, in parlia-
mentary debates on the ratification of various Community treaties, justifications re-
ferring to the need to avoid exclusion from budding European institutions,42 right up
to the meta-political justification, i.e., Europe as an “act of faith” or “unstoppable
process”, which was teleological and thus unavoidable.43 Such motivations were not
at all eccentric or marginal. It was the Prime minister Alcide De Gasperi who reco-
gnized within Europeanism, also for internal political reasons, the Sorelian ethical-
political myth to offer to the masses and the new generations.44 It can be observed
that this finalistic (and redemptive) vision of the European integration process has
not remained confined to the ruling political classes; on the contrary, it is acknow-
ledged by that part of Italian historiography which has a federalist orientation, and
which has helped to spread the conviction that Europe is a “community of desti-
ny”.45

39. UIZZIL'Europa in Parlamento 1948-1979
40. UIZZI, op.cit., p and
41. La cenerentola d'Europa?…op.
42. S,1
43. eesin the s (of ,(,
44. De Gasperi
45. Between Political Commitment and Academic Research: Federalist Perspectives:AISEREuropean

Union History. Themes and Debates
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It cannot be denied that the European choice has brought (and continues to bring)
enormous advantages to Italy and that this is unquestionably due to the country’s
ruling class. Nevertheless, to invest this decision with a redemptive or even sacred
meaning is to harbour expectations which in the end provoke rejection when the myth,
or faith, fails to live up to its promises. But above all, the Europeanist discourse
formulated by the décideurs, which gave priority to the political aspect, i.e., the need
to be present, rather than the technical aspect, i.e. the consequences of that presence,
is encapsulated in an ideological dimension from which choice and discretion, i.e.
politics, have been removed.

In that same parliamentary debate on the EMS mentioned above, the member of
parliament Luigi Spaventa (future Minister of Budget and Treasury) observed that
while he deemed the sacrifices imposed by the Treaty to be excessive, objecting was
unpopular. This was because, he said, there was a risk of “being branded a nationalist,
a retrograde, because there exists a kind of ideological Europeanist terrorism”.46

Over-dramatic they may be, but these words reveal another of the historical roots
of Italian Euroscepticism. Here is orthodox Europeanism which limits the space for
forming and developing “constitutional criticism” (if that’s what we want to call it)
first of the Community and then of the European Union (and the manner of Italian
membership). Until 1989 this orthodoxy was part of the “dual loyalty”47 of the Italian
ruling class, towards their country on the one hand but towards the international and
supranational organizations of the Western bloc on the other. After the fall of the
Berlin wall it became a resource for trying to radically alter the country by changing
tack.48 Thus criticism “of Europe” was summarily labelled firstly as ideological and
antinational (because it was formulated above all by the Communist Party who were
against the system and pro-Soviet) and later as irresponsible, populist and demago-
gical and thus “Eurosceptic”. Those who were loyal towards the Community/Union
essentially gave up trying to understand and represent any expression of dissent
towards the tangible form assumed by European integration, and, perhaps contrary
to their intentions, ended up looking like the “party of the Crown”, or rather the
defenders of the status quo. Consequently, when tradition came under fire, also under
the pressure of changing public opinion, the Eurosceptics (in all their various shades)
were able to monopolize heterodoxy and claim as their own even the manifestations
of dissent that were completely compatible with Community polity and with the va-
lues of Italian Europeanism.

46.
47. EDoppia lealtà e doppio Stato:Studi Storici(
48. ELTRONIPresentazione a Aa.Vv., Progetto per la sinistra del Duemila]
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Anti-German Euroscepticism as an inevitable shift

Recently in Italy, criticism of European constraint has shifted, perhaps inevitably,
towards anti-German sentiment which helps to bolster present-day Euroscepticism.
A convenient excuse is the rebellion against the “homework” dished out to Italy by
the Germans through the European Union institutions.49 It is worth considering whe-
ther this tension towards Germany might not be an updated version, albeit directed
towards Brussels or, better still, Berlin, of what at the time of the Cold War was
widespread resentment regarding the infringement of national sovereignty resulting
from the relocation of political-military leadership to the United States.50 Perhaps
such a hypothesis deserves some reflection in order to better understand the origins
of Italian Euroscepticism. On the one hand it is true that anti-German sentiment has
a precedent dating far beyond the boundaries of the (relatively brief) history of Eu-
ropean integration.51 At the same time, the first supranational institutions (from the
ECSC to the EEC, including the failed European Defence Community), were all
tainted by Italian anti-Europeanism in relation to the Germans’ appetite for hegemo-
ny. For several years after the Second World war, fear of a revived “Prussian mili-
tarism” was an effective theme.52 Nevertheless it seemed of lesser importance in the
light of propagandistic action whose main objective was the condemnation of Ame-
rican policy in Europe, for which European integration was a mere tool.53 In other
words, so central was the East-West clash that it absorbed any hostility towards the
EC and towards the Bundesrepublik, making any merging of anti-German sentiment
and anti-Europeanism irrelevant. On the contrary, it was on the terrain of European
integration, as well as Atlanticism, that during the Trente glorieues a relationship –
if not idyllic, at least of “relaxed normality” – was re-established between Bonn and
Rome.54

Anti-German sentiment and criticism of Europe began instead to merge in the
early nineties. The end of the Cold War weakened the relationship of dependence
between Europeanism and Atlanticism, while the Treaty of Maastricht made the new
European Union a potentially more autonomous player endowed with coercive
power. Evidence lies in the system of sanctions introduced for defaulting EU member
states and the adaptation of national political systems to the rules and demands of a
European political centre. This development coincided with, firstly, the defaulting on
one of the axioms underpinning good relations between Italy and German (now uni-
fied, with the shifting of political weight that this involved) i.e., equivalence and

49. Economic Crisis and New Nationalisms. German Political Economy as Perceived by European
Partners

50. L'Italia nelle trasformazioni internazionali di fine Novecento:L'Italia contemporanea dagli anni
Ottanta a oggi, I: Fine della guerra fredda e globalizzazione

51. L'antigermanesimo italiano. Da Sedan a Versailles
52. P
53. The PCI and the European Integration from Eurocommunism to Berlinguer’s DeathRSINAEuro-

pean Parties and the European Integration Process, 1945–1992
54. Sul mito dell'estraniazione strisciante:USCONICHLEMMEREstraniazione strisciante tra Italia e
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political equipollence. Secondly, the Italian political-institutional system collapsed
under Tangentopoli or “Operation Clean Hands”, and there was a transition towards
a “Second Republic” whose method of constitution and whose leaders caused unease
and dismay among the German political class (and not only there). This, despite the
fact that the process launched at Maastricht presupposed political stability, economic
symmetry, and reciprocal trust between Community partners.55

Starting from the early Nineties, according to some scholars, these and other dy-
namics triggered a creeping estrangement between Germany and Italy.56 While this
hypothesis was critically discussed and rejected by some, we might, in retrospect,
wonder whether such reciprocal detachment did not lay the grounds for today’s anti-
German style of Euroscepticism.57 To establish a connection we need to examine
which of the factors determining the creeping estrangement in the early nineties have
survived and are now at the basis of present-day anti-German Euroscepticism.

The first is the widespread revival of negative stereotypes, the main one being
condemnation of Germany’s innate will to colonize. Incidentally, from the conceptual
point of view, mistrust or phobia towards another member state fully subscribes to
Euroscepticism.58 The second is the role that a part of the Italian intelligentsia plays
in the spreading of these clichés.59 Far from being particularly refined, some of the
arguments put forward by some maîtres à penser are so crass as to be indistinguis-
hable from the more reactionary expressions of Euroscepticism, and in fact can be
used as such without any need for adaptation of simplification.60

At any rate, apart from its outer, more visible manifestations, the real origins of
anti-German Euroscepticism are to be found elsewhere. They thrive in spiritual iner-
tia, which causes facts to be interpreted by means of old, convenient stereotypes.
The “anthropological trap”61 is useful for neutralizing the occurrence of unexpected
or unpredicted events, clothing them in reassuring but false certainties provided by
familiar interpretive models.62 What Eurosceptics polemically see as the confirmation
of an eternal return to the past and of the past (the Chancellor Angela Merkel and the
Minister of Finance Wolfgang Schäuble eager to reinstall “Teutonic dominion” over
the whole of Europe) is, above all, an excuse for failing to tackle and resolve real
Italian (and European Union) problems.63

55. TTAVIOL'Italia vista dalla Repubblica federale tedesca (1975-2010). Appunti per una ricer-
caL'Italia contemporanea…

56. Le radici politiche dell'estraniazione strisciante tra Italia e Germania: L'Italia contemporanea…
op.

57. L'Italia contemporanea… op.
58. Understanding Euroscepticism
59. Italianizzazione della Germania? Germanizzazione dell'Italia? L'immagine dell'altro nella recipro-

ca percezione di sé:Italia e Germania 1945-2000. La costruzione dell'Europa
60. the Corriere della Sera,:‘È l'Europa che ce lo chiede!’. (Falso!)Quarto ReichIl Giornale:Corriere

della Sera0
61. Roma-Berlino, la trappola antropologica:La Stampa
62. Cuore tedesco. Il modello Germania, l'Italia e la crisi europea
63. Germania europea, Europa tedesca
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Conclusion

Anti-German sentiment, a subspecies of Italian Euroscepticism, points above all to a
ditching of responsibility. This appears to be a real paradox, since in Italy (as we have
tried to argue), opposition to Europe is based to a considerable extent on rejection of
an “external constraint” which can nudge the country into virtuous behaviour con-
sistent with the Community commitments it has liberally taken on.

However, the paradoxes of Italian Euroscepticism highlight the historical limits
of a certain way of understanding Europeanism. In Italy, at various levels (from po-
litical to academic and including technocracy) there exists a Europeanist orthodoxy
based on a redemptive (implicit in the concept of “external constraint”) and teleolo-
gical vision of European integration (understood as a Community which is written in
the destiny of the peoples of the continent). The divide between this political-cultural
representation, created in the past, and the current reality, characterized by the eco-
nomic crisis, austerity politics, the collapse of Schengen and by uncertainty regarding
the future of the Union (of which Brexit is only the most outward sign), must be borne
in mind when analysing the origins and fortunes of Italian Euroscepticism.
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Victimized by Eurosceptiscism. European Citizenship in the
Dutch Political Discourse

Anjo G. HARRYVAN and Jan VAN DER HARST

European citizenship has a long history. It can be traced back to the 1970s, when the
first attempt was made to extend the existing economic rights of member-state citi-
zens, deriving from labour mobility, to political rights. Since then, the European
Community and the European Union have made continuous efforts to put the topic
of European citizenship on the agenda. With some success, as shows the formal in-
clusion of the concept in the Treaty of Maastricht in the early 1990s. However, in
practice it has always remained difficult to make citizens fully aware of their rights
concerning living, working and travelling in the EU. Campaigns aimed to promote
the issue encountered scant enthusiasm. Who still remembers the European Year of
the Citizen, proclaimed by the EU in 2013?

This article focuses on the development of the discourse on European citizenship
within Dutch political parties and parliament and attempts to explain – in an historical
perspective – its feeble course on the Netherlands’ national political agenda.1

Introduction: the emergence of a concept

At the 1974 Paris European summit meeting a working party was established and
instructed to research the possibilities for the attribution of specific European rights
to the individual citizens of the then nine Member States of the European Commu-
nity.2 The Heads of government requested Leo Tindemans, Prime Minister of Bel-
gium, to report on an ‘overall concept of European Union’ on which the Nine could
agree ‘as soon as possible’.3

The 1975 Tindemans Report outlined two areas in which the Community could
attribute rights to European citizens, thus moving the European project closer to their
everyday life. Firstly, the Community was to guarantee those civic rights the national
governments were no longer able to guarantee: basic human rights, consumer pro-
tection and rights concerning protection of the environment. Secondly, rights which
would stress mutual European solidarity: border controls were to be eliminated grad-
ually, citizens’ cross-border transport and communication facilities were to be im-

1. The authors wish to thank Martijn van den Brink, Sebastiaan Cnossen and Jola Huijberts for their
assistance in the research for this article.

2. Final Communiqué of the meeting of heads of Government of the Community, Paris, 09-10.12.1974.
3. A.G. HARRYVAN, J. VAN DER HARST, Documents on European Union, Macmillan, Houndmills,

1997, p.183.
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proved, as well as their eligibility for medical treatment and surgery in other Member
States than their own.4

Although the Tindemans Report – at least on this issue – amounted to little in
terms of tangible results, it laid the ground work by exploring the notion of attributing
rights to the citizens of Europe. In the same vein, the 1976 agreement bestowing
citizens of the Member States the right to participate in direct elections for the Euro-
pean Parliament is viewed as a fundamental and necessary element towards fully-
fledged European citizenship.

Nevertheless, the ‘European rights for European citizens’ issue did not rank high
on the agenda of the Member States busy fighting the economic and monetary up-
heavals of the 1970s and 1980s. The only exceptions were Belgium and Italy, the
latter being the country most concerned with citizen politics because of the consid-
erable number of Italian labour emigrants employed all over the Community. It was
mostly due to Italian insistence that European citizenship gained a prominent place
in the European discussions. The 1984 Fontainebleau summit put the granting and
protection of civic rights in a European context back in the limelight, stressing the
importance of Europe’s identity and image with its citizens.5 The resulting Adonnino
Committee – named after former MEP Pietro Adonnino – produced a report aimed
at ameliorating citizens’ participation in European decision-making, both in the
Member States and the Community at large, as well as empowering citizens in border
regions to have their say on cross-border European projects. Also, the report argued
in favour of simplifying European legislation directly impacting citizens, as well as
legal protection for European citizens living in Community Member States other than
their own. Finally, in a more concrete way, Adonnino advocated the introduction of
European symbols: a passport, a flag and an anthem.6

It was the Spanish delegation in the Intergovernmental Conference preparing the
Maastricht Treaty (1991) which with the support of the European Parliament pro-
posed the adoption of European citizenship in the Treaty on European Union. Prac-
tical thinking rather than federalist fervour appears to have made the Spanish dele-
gation come forward with its proposal and in this it was supported by their French
colleagues: European citizenship held out the promise of keeping Catalan, Basque,
Breton and other citizenship claims by national ethnic minorities at bay.7

4. Report by Mr Leo Tindemans, ‘European Union’, in: Bull. EC, Supplement 1/76, pp.26-28.
5. Fontainebleau European Council. Conclusions of the Presidency, 25-26.06.1984.
6. P. ADONNINO, A People’s Europe, in: Bulletin EC, Supplement 7(1985), pp.19-21.
7. S. O’LEARY, The Evolving Concept of Community Citizenship. From the Free Movement of Persons

to Union Citizenship, Kluwer, The Hague, 1996, p.24.
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European citizenship in the Dutch political debate, 1970s and 1980s

The most prominent character trait of the political debate in the Netherlands on the
issue of European citizenship was its near absence for many years. From our research
it appears that the national parliament and political parties seldom issued explicit
opinions on the topic. European citizenship turned out to be a subject almost exclu-
sively handled by legal specialists. Only at rare occasions – mostly in the run-up to
European elections – there were signs of real political involvement. Even then it
concerned a limited group of specialists (party spokesmen). The topic did not provoke
elaborate discussion on a broader scale.

Typical for the Dutch stance during the 1970s was a parliamentary debate in 1975
– after the publication of the Tindemans report – which briefly addressed the rela-
tionship between Europe and its citizens. Cornelis Berkhouwer, Europe spokesman
for the liberal VVD, was one of the MPs concerned with the topic. He admitted not
to know what the term ‘civil Europe’ exactly stood for. He thought it meant that ‘in
the European construction some things must be realized which mean something for
the “man in the street” and about which the man in the street is able to say something
himself’, such as the ‘allocation of certain rights’.8 Berkhouwer asked the responsible
Minister Max van der Stoel (Foreign Affairs) whether the Dutch government ‘should
not feel the urge to play a pioneering role in stimulating the “civil Europe” idea’, but
when in his reply to Parliament Van der Stoel refused to follow up on this question,
Berkhouwer refrained from asking for additional explanation.9 ‘Civil Europe’ or
‘Europe of the citizens’ was not an issue that stirred the interest of Dutch politicians.
The Dutch focus in the 1970s and 1980s was on stimulating economic integration in
Europe, by transforming the customs union into a real common market. Other issues
clearly were of secondary importance.

However, a political issue that did feature high on the agenda was the campaign
for direct elections for the European Parliament. In the Dutch view, strengthening the
position of the EP – by direct elections and additional powers – was much to be
preferred to discussing non tangible and highly normative topics as European citi-
zenship and European identity. Regarding such striving for more democracy, a study
of Dutch sources reveals a difference in strategy between parliament and government:
whereas the former emphasized the importance of direct EP elections as an indis-
pensable instrument to narrow the gap between citizen and Brussels, the government,
on its part, sought to improve the legitimacy and efficiency of European policy-mak-
ing by increasing EP powers.10 Put differently, the parliament’s preference for ‘input
democracy’ (direct citizen involvement) went hand-in-hand with the government’s
emphasis on ‘output democracy’ (policy efficiency).

8. HTK [Handelingen van de Tweede Kamer] 1975-1976, 11.11.1975, p.982.
9. HTK 1975-1976, 11.11.1975, p.1020.

10. S.H.G. CNOSSEN, Nederland en Europees Burgerschap: een paradoxale relatie, BA thesis Inter-
national Relations and International Organization, Groningen, 2012.
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Direct EP elections were introduced in 1979, but – to the disappointment of many
Dutch MPs – they failed to solve the democratic deficit problem: the perceived dis-
tance between national citizens and the European institutions. A stronger civil iden-
tification with Europe was called for. However, in 1984, when former MEP Adonnino
published his committee report in an attempt to tackle the issue, Dutch Parliament
reacted as lukewarm as in the wake of the Tindemans report. Dutch MPs basically
agreed with State-Secretary for Foreign Affairs René van der Linden (CDA, Christian
Democrats), who argued that the report should be considered ‘one of the stepping-
stones for emphasizing the cultural and educational sides of European activities’ with
the aim of ‘making Europe more tangible for its citizens’.11 That it was still unclear
what these words signified in practice was not seen as a problem.

Unlike its Dutch counterpart in The Hague, the European Parliament in Strasbourg
did show interest in the topic, particularly the liberal and democratic group (ELD),
having in its ranks VVD (Liberal) and D66 (Left-liberal) MEPs. Interestingly, the
Strasbourg representatives of the latter two parties initially were the most active pro-
ponents of citizenship, more than Christian Democrats, social democrats and others.
Europe-minded VVD MEP’s like Gijs de Vries, Hans Nord and Florus Wijsenbeek
were the embodiment of this approach. They emphasized respect for fundamental
rights, improvement of conditions for free movement of persons and both active and
passive voting rights for new arrivals in the member countries after a minimum stay
of five years. Moreover, in line with Adonnino’s recommendations, the VVD/D66
(ELD) European election programmes of 1979 and 1984 pleaded for the speedy de-
velopment of a European passport, as a concrete symbol for national citizens to be
part of a wider Community. A European passport according to the two liberal parties
could help to make the EC’s unity more visible.12 An opposite position was taken by
the small Centrumpartij, an anti-European formation on the far right of the Dutch
political spectrum, which focused on national identity and – in its 1984 EP election
programme – wholeheartedly rejected the notion of a European passport.13

The Centrumpartij could not stop the European passport from becoming a reality.
Its introduction, however, was a complicated affair fraught with many setbacks, at
least in the Dutch case. Problems emerged at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in The
Hague, entrusted with the task of designing a secure, fraud-proof document, which
in practice proved a tedious issue. Because of delays, technical shortcomings and a
serious display of indecisive policy-making, the introduction of the passport even led
to the downfall of two members of government, a highly unusual phenomenon in
Dutch politics.14

11. HTK 1986-1987, UCV [Uitgebreide Commissie Vergadering] 47, 09.02.1987, p.4.
12. Programma voor Europa (VVD/ELD), Brussels, 1979, p.16; Europees Programma 1979 (D66), p.

7; Europees Programma 1984-1989 (D66).
13. Europees programma 1984, p.27.
14. It concerned the incumbent State Secretary for Foreign Affairs, René van der Linden (CDA) and

his predecessor Wim van Eekelen (VVD) who, at the time of his forced resignation, held the position
of Minister of Defence. The fraud-proof European passport was introduced in the Netherlands not
before the mid-1990s.
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Hence, in their 1980s EP election programmes, VVD and D66 – of all political
parties – devoted most space to the issue of European citizenship. On top of the
European passport, the VVD propagated a joint driver’s license and a common Euro-
pean currency as ‘natural symbols of Europe of the citizen’.15 The other parties were
less involved, although they also contributed to the debate. The centre-left oriented
European delegates of PvdA (Social Democrats) and PPR (Radicals) focused on equal
rights for legal migrants in the EC Member States and improved democratic control
of European decision-making.16 CDA strove for a still ill-defined ‘European Com-
munity consciousness’, through which the European idea would regain its ‘original
drive and dynamics’ and pleaded for more citizen participation in the political life of
the Community.17

Treaty of Maastricht

In the 1980s, discussions thus took place mostly on EP-related level, the national
parliament remained silent. Even the signing of the important 1985 Schengen agree-
ment – providing for a free movement of persons in a large passport-free area – could
not help to change this. Things finally started to move during the preparations for the
Maastricht summit in December 1991. From that moment on, Dutch national politics
also became involved in the citizen-Europe discussion, reflected in increasing press
coverage of the issue (see Figure).18

15. Een Europa van vrije en bewuste burgers, 1989.
16. Verkiezingsprogramma van de Partij van de Arbeid voor de Europese verkiezingen, 1979 and 1984;

Europees programma 1979 (PPR).
17. In het hart van de Europese samenleving, 1989, p. 5.
18. J. HUIJBERTS, Europees burgerschap in de Nederlandse media en politiek (unpublished paper),

11.03.2013.
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European citizenship in the Dutch media (1990-2013)

The vertical axis indicates the number of articles on European citizenship

This increase was partly caused by the fact that the Netherlands, as the country holding
the half-yearly rotating presidency of the European Council (second half of 1991),
was under strong pressure to come forward with its stance on the issue. Moreover
and more importantly, the Treaty of Maastricht, which was about to be agreed upon,
entailed European involvement in many new policy areas: social and political affairs,
environmental issues, the Economic and Monetary Union (including the single cur-
rency), etc. The Treaty, it was reasoned, undoubtedly would bring Europe closer to
the citizen. In such circumstances, a formalized European citizenship was no longer
an abstract issue. In June 1991, just before the start of the Dutch EC presidency, the
CDA spokesman for Europe issued the following statement:

‘The European Community is no longer purely economic and it should not get lost in
bureaucracy and technocracy. We thus face the need to create a Community with a human
face. Hence, we endorse the importance of Europe of the citizen, without whom real in-
tegration will not be feasible. Such Europe of the citizen should therefore be made visible
in the drafting of the new treaty’.19

The Christian Democrats were particularly interested in a high-profile role for civil
society (‘maatschappelijk middenveld’) in the development of European integration.
Interest groups of different purpose should help to intensify citizen participation at

19. HTK 1990-1991, Vaste Commissie voor EG-zaken, 03.06.1991, p.7.
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the European level. CDA was part of the then ruling two-party government coalition,
together with the Social Democratic PvdA. The latter also showed an increasing
interest in the topic, albeit from a different – more socially and environmentally mo-
tivated – perspective:

‘European integration remains incomplete if it just concerns the transfer of economic
powers. The PvdA advocates a Europe of the citizen. This requires a more balanced ap-
proach than we have witnessed so far with “Business Europe”. Now is a good opportunity.
A treaty revision would make it possible to include the environment, the term “sustainable
development” and a social dimension […], as being of equal importance to the realization
of the internal market’.20

The country’s two most powerful political parties thus started showing attention, even
though the direction the European governments were heading for was as yet unclear.
European citizenship was a multi-faceted concept: it could be interpreted in many
different ways, both as a material and ideational concept. As stated above, Spain had
launched a proposal for European citizenship, which found support in the European
Parliament, but the Spanish proposal was not the fruit of a federalist conviction.
Rather, it was meant as a device proposed by Madrid to limit the authority of the
Spanish provinces or regions, particularly Catalonia and the Basque Provinces. The
proposal’s main practical implication was that someone having the nationality of one
of the Member States would automatically be considered a citizen of the European
Union, which would allow him or her to vote at elections (either local or European)
if residing in one of the other Member States. This proposal was eventually inserted
in the Treaty of Maastricht: under the heading of European citizenship subjects of the
Member States gained a new juridical status as citizens of the European Union.

Maastricht’s confined interpretation of European citizenship provoked some at-
tention and discussion in Dutch parliament, although most MPs downplayed its sig-
nificance. After all, a substantial part of the new rights given to European citizens
already had been incorporated in the national legal framework or in other sections of
the European treaties. Ever since the 1983 revision of the national constitution, for-
eign-born residents having lived in the Netherlands for at least five years were allowed
to vote at local elections. Hence, also in this respect, the Maastricht provisions on
European citizenship were considered much the same. Unlike Denmark, where the
new status was heavily debated – even leading to an official Danish opt-out from
European citizenship policies – Dutch MPs decided to focus on another contested
outcome of the Maastricht negotiations, the – in their view – still lacking powers of
the European Parliament. A majority of MPs felt that the co-decision procedure
agreed on in Maastricht was a step forward but still insufficient to make the EU a real
legitimate and democratic polity. Compared to this focus on the ‘democratic deficit’,
European citizenship was considered a minor issue, but not completely insignificant.
The PvdA Social Democrats were happy to see that the desired environmental and
social policies had found their place in the Treaty, albeit not directly linked to Euro-
pean citizenship. Moreover, PvdA MP Erik Jurgens made clear that he considered

20. Ibid., p.14.
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the citizen’s right of freedom of movement within the Union area (art. 8A) a ‘not
unimportant fundamental right’.21 The Christian-democratic CDA wished to uplift
the concept of European citizenship by giving it more shape than the Treaty had
intended to do – particularly by extending the role of civil society – but the party
spokesman proved reticent to push the government on this issue. After all, the two
Ministers in charge of the intergovernmental negotiations in Maastricht, Prime Mi-
nister Ruud Lubbers and Minister of Foreign Affairs Hans van den Broek, were both
(fellow) CDA members. CDA MP Van der Linden welcomed the terms on European
citizenship,

‘not as an alternative for citizenship of the Member States, on the contrary, but as a means
to safeguard some important rights and duties of the European citizens’.22

The liberal VVD, under its new leader Frits Bolkestein, just at that moment found
itself in the midst of an internal discussion on the desired party strategy on European
integration. Bolkestein had distanced himself from the party’s delegates in Stras-
bourg, who in the recent past had embraced the European citizenship concept.
Bolkestein instead preferred to concentrate on the realization of the common market,
and was opposed to initiatives that could give Europe more authority in other areas
than the financial-economic ones. In Bolkestein’s view, the EU should for example
not involve itself in social harmonization policies and refrain from ‘pumping around’
money on behalf of regional, structural and cohesion policies. On one issue, he fully
agreed with his fellow MPs: also Bolkestein sought to improve the democratic cre-
dentials of the Union, although in his view European citizenship was not the proper
means to address this issue. He was happy to see that the treaty terms on citizenship
seemed to bear little clout.

It was only two of the smaller political parties which explicitly raised the topic of
European citizenship during the parliamentary debates on Maastricht: the left-wing
Groen Links (Green Party) and the right-wing Religious-Protestant RPF. Both parties
criticized the outcomes on European citizenship, albeit for entirely different reasons.
RPF leader Meindert Leerling rejected the concept because of his fundamental op-
position to citizenship with a supranational dimension. In Leerling’s view, citizens
tended to feel engaged only with relatively small communities – towns, provinces or
states – but not with

‘something “elevated” like a European citizenship which has to be shared with many and
with which no one has real affinity, because of differences in language, culture and reli-
gion’.23

Leerling suspected that the citizenship idea was invented by ‘Euro-zealots who be-
lieve that a united Europe will produce such a strong sense of belonging that we do
not feel Dutch or Danish any longer, but in the first place Europeans’. For Leerling,

21. HTK 1992-1993, 04-05.11.1992, p.1241.
22. Ibid., p.1204.
23. Ibid., p.1178.
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apparently, this was a daunting prospect.24 On behalf of the government, State-Sec-
retary for European Affairs Piet Dankert (PvdA) replied that the European citizenship
clauses would apply only if someone ‘decides to cross the border and settle in another
European country’, but this hardly reassured the worrying RPF leader.25

The other critic, Groen Links, was to the contrary much in favour of the citizenship
concept. However, it strongly felt that the treaty provisions were discriminating
against citizens who resided in one of the EU Member States without possessing the
nationality of this Member State. In the Dutch case, Groen Links’ concerns focused
on migrants from third countries – like Morocco and Turkey – with a legal residence
permit, some of whom had been living in the Netherlands already for a long time.
Due to their foreign nationality (‘derdelanderschap’), they were not allowed to enjoy
the full benefits of European citizenship. Ina Brouwer, MP for Groen Links, thought
this was totally unfair. She asked the government the following – rhetorical – ques-
tionn: why attribute European citizenship status to a Dutch ‘pensionado’ living in
Spain only during the winter period, and why not to a Turkish butcher who has worked
in Amsterdam during his entire life, who speaks the Dutch language perfectly, but
who does not have a Dutch (EU) passport at his disposal? Brouwer added:

‘Legally residing migrants are confronted with a new disadvantage by the introduction of
EU citizenship, just at a time that racism is ever more gaining ground’.26

The government replied that it shared Groen Links’ view on European citizenship –
promoting equal rights and treatment for economically active and legally residing
‘derdelanders’27 – but confessed that it had failed to acquire sufficient support for
this position at the European negotiations.28 They reassuringly added that the citizens’
fundamental rights were adequately covered in the Dutch national constitution; a
direct link between European citizenship and those fundamental rights was therefore
not considered an urgent necessity.29

The 1990s after Maastricht

In the years after Maastricht the political debate on European citizenship fell silent
again, only to re-emerge temporarily at the European elections of 1994 and 1999, as
well as the 1997 Treaty of Amsterdam (see figure on press coverage). Whereas during
the 1980s VVD and D66 had been the most vocal participants in the citizen-Europe

24. Ibid., p.1405.
25. Ibid., p.1428.
26. Ibid., p.1194.
27. HTK 1990-1991, Kamerstuknummer 22138, ordernummer 2, Regeringsnotitie Rechtspositie en

Sociale Integratie, p.6.
28. HTK 1991-1992, UCV 38, 18.05.1992, p.45.
29. Handelingen van de Eerste Kamer 1992-1993, 22647 (R 1437), ordernummer 13, Memorie van

Antwoord, p.53.
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discussion, in the 1990s this role was reserved for Labour (PvdA) and particularly
Groen Links. As previously, the latter parties placed emphasis on granting equal rights
to all residents legally residing in the EU Member States, including ‘derdelanders’.
In the wording of the Groen Links’ EP election programme:

‘European citizenship excludes no one. Also those who have no Union passport or do not
take part in the Christian heritage should be considered European’.

These two left leaning parties also pleaded for strengthening the concept of European
identity (by developing a shared vision on the future of Europe) and the drafting of
a European Charter for Fundamental Rights. Moreover, Groen Links advocated the
possibility of holding EU-wide corrective referenda. In the Groen Links’ view citi-
zens should be given the appropriate tools to exercise direct influence on political
decision-making.30

In his March 1997 farewell speech, the resigning President of the Senate (Eerste
Kamer) Herman Tjeenk Willink (PvdA) explicitly referred to citizenship. Tjeenk
Willink urged the national parliament to be more ambitious with regard to the ‘es-
sential preconditions of the democratic legal order: legal protection, transparency,
openness and European citizenship’. He thus placed EU citizenship in the context of
democracy or rather the lack hereof in Europe. It was the time that the European
Union – perhaps for the first time – became subject to substantial criticism in national
parliament. After a long post-war period of ‘permissive consensus’ – in which Euro-
pean integration had been broadly supported and hardly discussed – the 1990s wit-
nessed the emergence of political parties which started to question the expansive
development of European integration. Apart from the above-mentioned VVD of Frits
Bolkestein, it concerned Jan Marijnissen’s Socialistische Partij (SP) and (somewhat
later) Pim Fortuyn’s LPF (Lijst Pim Fortuyn). They also criticized the perceived
democratic deficit, but, unlike Tjeenk Willink, chose to reject European citizenship
as one of the remedies to solve the problem. In the 1990s, national parliament became
the main arena for voicing EU criticism. The government still largely followed its
traditional policy line of support for supranationalism in Brussels, particularly in the
financial-economic area (although, at the time, it started complaining about the coun-
try’s high per capita contribution to the EU budget). The public at large maintained
a rather distant position regarding Brussels affairs. MP André Rouvoet (ChristenUnie,
orthodox protestants) attempted to catch the atmosphere by asking himself:

‘Am I wrong or is it true that the European fire in the Netherlands is definitively extin-
guished? The tone of the debate is unmistakably different from that of a few years ago.
Passion, euphoria, idealism and federalist daydreams have made room for soberness, re-
alism and modest concepts’.31

30. GroenLinks, Verkiezingsprogramma voor de Tweede Kamer en het Europees Parlement, 1994;
Idem., Grip op Europa, 1999; PvdA, Manifest voor de verkiezingen voor het Europees Parlement
van juni 1994, 1993; Partij van de Europese Sociaaldemocraten, Programma voor de Europese
verkiezingen, 1999.

31. HTK 1994-1995, 47-3045, Behandeling van de nota Uitbreiding van de Europese Unie, 14.02.1995.
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Rouvoet and his Eurosceptic party were not unhappy with this development.
The Treaty of Amsterdam of June 1997 adapted the Maastricht provisions on

citizenship: article 17 stipulated that EU citizenship should be seen in addition to
national citizenship, not as a substitute for the latter. This could be interpreted as a
response by the government leaders to the general increase of EU criticism in the
post-Maastricht era. Such fine-tuning failed to provoke comments in the Dutch po-
litical arena. In the parliamentary debate on the Amsterdam Treaty European citi-
zenship was not mentioned even once. This was remarkable because the topic had
figured prominently on the agenda of the treaty negotiations.32 During the negotia-
tions, the government – together with the European Commission – had made another
attempt to improve the legal position of ‘derdelanders’ through an extension of citi-
zenship rights. As before, this attempt remained unsuccessful.

Nice and beyond: the Constitutional Treaty and the Lisbon Reform Treaty

The 2000 Nice Treaty and the 2004 European Constitution as agreed upon by the
Member States’ governments both reiterated the Amsterdam formula: ‘Every national
of a Member State shall be a citizen of the Union. Citizenship of the Union shall be
additional to national citizenship and shall not replace it’, before adding specific rights
coming with EU citizenship, amongst which the right to move and reside freely within
the territory of the Member States; the right to vote and to stand as candidates in
elections to the European Parliament and in municipal elections in their Member State
of residence, under the same conditions as nationals of that state; and the right to
enjoy, on the territory of a third country in which the Member State of which they
are nationals is not represented, the protection of the diplomatic and consular au-
thorities of any Member State on the same conditions as the nationals of that
state.33 In the wake of referenda in France and the Netherlands in the summer of 2005
which torpedoed the proposed Constitution, the same article texts on citizenship were
copied into the Lisbon Treaty, coming into force on 1 December 2009.

Since the Nice Treaty, in governmental and parliamentary circles, interest in the
citizenship issue appears to have increased. A September 2003 policy paper advo-
cated a broadening of the citizenship concept from expanding from the traditional
citizens’ rights approach into areas which would contribute towards ‘active citizen-
ship in Europe’. Not surprisingly, education and public information service were to
promote the values contributing to such ‘active citizenship’. Hence, ‘Europe and
European citizenship were to come to the fore in [national] education in various ways

32. Herziening van Maastricht begint op een ongelukkig moment, in: Het Financieele Dagblad,
29.03.1996.

33. EC Treaty as modified by Nice, art. 17, 18(6), 20 and 21. European Union Constitution 2004, Art.
I-10 (1-2).
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and at various moments’.34 Education Minister Maria van der Hoeven (CDA) ex-
plained: in order to promote citizenship ‘we have to work at that European feeling,
hence my plea for citizenship’.35

Therefore, during the 2004 Netherlands’ Presidency of the EU Council, the gov-
ernment organized a number of high-level meetings probing the ‘fundaments of
European integration’, amongst which ‘community of law’ and ‘European citizen-
ship’. In a later evaluation it was claimed that this series of meetings and debates on
European citizenship ‘had provided the Dutch presidency with a distinct accent’.36

The aim of active involvement and participation of citizens at the European level
was also reflected in the government’s positive judgment on the 2004 European Con-
stitution text. It referred to the first article of the new Treaty: ‘Reflecting the will of
the citizens and States of Europe to build a common future, this Constitution estab-
lishes the European Union’. Such juxtaposing of the will of the citizens and the one
of the states was considered an ‘important illustration’ of how the Constitution con-
stituted ‘a step forward in the development of European citizenship’.37

In retrospect, elite interest in broadening the EU citizenship concept may well be
seen as a sign of the times. In the fall of 2003 Erik Jurgens, a law professor and Social
Democratic member of the Senate, observed that ‘for the moment European citizen-
ship amounts to little. But it can gain significance, especially if the EU’s “federal”
power will further increase’.38 At the time of the European Convention and its concept
Constitutional Treaty such further federalization appeared to be on the books. The
negotiations on a European Constitution coincided with a surge in press coverage on
European citizenship, the second one after its introduction in the Maastricht Treaty
(see figure). Above all, citizenship issues like the ‘European feeling’ referred to by
Minister Van der Hoeven and European culture and European identity did receive
full attention.

Hence, a European identity discussion also came to the fore in the political cam-
paigns for the 2004 European Parliament elections. As a threat to national identity,
according to the ChristenUnie.39 The Christian Democrats (CDA) stated: ‘European
integration is not to constitute a threat to the religious, regional, linguistic or cultural

34. HTK 2004-2005, 29361, no. 11, 16.09.2003, Nederlands EU-voorzitterschap 2004. Brief van de
minister en van de staatssecretaris van buitenlandse zaken, p.3; Handelingen van de Eerste Kamer,
2005-2006, kamerstuk 30303, nr. A, 07.09.2006, Europa in het Nederlandse onderwijs. Brief van
de ministers van onderwijs, cultuur en wetenschap en van buitenlandse zaken, p.2.

35. M. VISSER, Maria van der Hoeven: “Nadenken over Europees burgerschap”, in: CDA Magazi-
ne, 6(2004), pp.16-17.

36. HTK 2004-2005, 29361, no 5, 28.05.2004, Report Inspectie Ontwikkelingssamenwerking en Be-
leidsevaluatie (IOB), ‘Primus inter pares. Een evaluatie van het Nederlands EU-voorzitterschap
2004’, Ministerie van Buitenlandse Zaken; HTK 2008-2009, annex to 21501-20, no. 399, p.78.

37. HTK 2005-2006, 30025 (R-1783), no. 3; HTK 2007-2008, 31202, no. 1.
38. E. JURGENS, Europees burgerschap bestaat (nog) niet, in: Europees Burgerschap, Asser Instituut

colloquium Europees Recht (2003), pp.85-90 (89).
39. ChristenUnie/SGP, Geloofwaardige keuzes – manifest voor Christelijke politiek in Europa, 2004.
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identity of the citizens’.40 The Socialist Party (SP) argued that as long as there was
no European feeling in the Member States a European identity simply could not ex-
ist.41 De PvdA (Social Democrats) on the other hand advocated coupling national
identity to a conscious solidarity of all Europeans, thus enabling the citizen to feel
Dutch and European in equal measure.42 Most outspoken on the issue was Groen
Links. Under the heading ‘European citizenship’ the party promoted 15 program
points amongst which: substantially improved access to official national and Euro-
pean documentation, proportional participation of women in EU institutions, mutual
recognition of civil status between Member States (including same-sex marriages)
and – last not least – European citizenship for third-country citizens after a three-year
legal sojourn in the Union, including the right of free cross-border movement and the
right to participate in local and European elections.43

Such new-found interest in and attempts at constructive action on the citizenship
concept by the government and political parties, however, were done away with in
one sweep by the outcome of the June 2005 national referendum on the European
Constitution. The Constitutional Treaty had been emphatically embraced by both the
government and 138 of the 150 members of the Tweede Kamer (Lower House), but
a majority of 62% of the electorate voted against the proposed Constitution, in the
act sweeping the country’s political elite off their feet. When the clouds of dust had
settled, European citizenship was no longer the pet object it had been during the 2004
Presidency. On the contrary, like the European flag, the European anthem (‘Ode to
Joy’) and the annual Europe Day (9 May), European citizenship could well be con-
sidered one of the symbols of an advancing European ‘superstate’ which had pro-
voked the voters into rejecting the Constitution. Such, at least, was the opinion of
those manning the right and left flank of the political spectrum. As worded by André
Rouvoet, MP for the orthodox ChristenUnie, in the months leading up to the refer-
endum:

‘Europe is transforming into a political great Power with substantial competences and
power, but without sufficient democratic embedding, without a history, without moral
authority. If you add to that excessive symbolism (the European flag, a European anthem,
the annual Europe Day and the moving rhetoric on a European citizenship [Hurray!] it
should be clear that the European Union is really fostering the pretence and ambition to
take over tasks traditionally performed by national states’.44

On a European scale such backfiring of the citizenship notion was not entirely new.
In the wake of the Maastricht Treaty ratification the introduction of the concept had
been used by Eurosceptic activists in Denmark and France to raise nationalist senti-
ments and as an argument to vote against the EU Treaty in national referenda. The
Danish ‘nej’ of June 1992 made the Copenhagen government insist on a special dec-

40. Op weg naar de 21e eeuw, 2004.
41. Wie zwijgt stemt toe; de SP en de verkiezingen voor het Europees Parlement, 2004.
42. Het Europees verkiezingsmanifest Partij van de Arbeid, 2004.
43. Eigenwijs Europees, 2004.
44. Europa, Europa, in: Trouw, 23.04.2005.
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laration to be annexed to the Maastricht Treaty in which it stated that EU citizenship
was of a totally different order than citizenship of a national state.45 In the Dutch case,
however, such negative connotations came much later and constituted first and fore-
most an unwelcome surprise at the time of the 2005 referendum.

The Hague government reacted to the referendum fiasco in its interstate relations
with other EU powers by means of a diplomatic campaign aimed at de-robing the
projected Lisbon reform Treaty, which was to replace the defunct Constitution of all
explicit symbolic references to statehood, like the abovementioned articles on a
European flag, anthem etc., which supposedly had triggered the no-vote. On the
whole, this campaign turned out to be successful.

There is no positive evidence of Dutch diplomatic efforts aimed at the actual
removal of European citizenship articles from the new Treaty. Nevertheless, pre-2005
enthusiasm for and attempts at substantiating EU citizenship were traded in for a
much more reticent stance and what could well be described as giving the cold shoul-
der. At least until the September 2012 elections in domestic debates and campaigns,
politicians of the centre-right and centre-left kept a low profile on the subject, as
indeed they did on European integration issues in general. Some observers noticed a
tendency of ‘ducking politicians’ who tried to eschew Europe and European issues
out of fear of being punished by the electorate.

The government’s reticence did not remain unnoticed. In 2007, the Raad van State,
the country’s nearest thing to a constitutional watchdog, criticized the Balkenende
government for not being outspoken enough on the issue. Rather than leaving the
development of European citizenship in the hands of the European judiciary, the EU
Court of Justice, the government ought to take an active stance. Such an active stance
was precisely what the government was trying to avoid.46 Reacting on a European
Commission report in 2010 the Netherlands took a critical line on free cross-border
mobility of EU citizens’ family members originating from third countries and showed
little to no support for proposals aiming at expanding voting rights for EU citizens in
their host countries. Such policy stances went to demonstrate the deepening impact
of euroscepticism in the country in general, as well as a loss of enthusiasm for Euro-
pean citizenship in particular.47 Hence, in spite of its legal importance, especially for
students and old age pensioners claiming benefits in their host countries, politically
speaking European citizenship has become a non-issue in the Netherlands. As worded
by Bas van’t Wout, MP for the leading coalition party VVD, in June 2016:

‘I am in favour of European cooperation in the economic field, but I don’t care a fig for
that crap about European citizenship. The EU is a business project, all that nonsense sur-

45. Unilateral Declaration of Denmark on Citizenship of the Union, Official Journal (OJ) 1992, C 348/4,
31.12.1992, as cited in: M. VINK, De onverdraaglijke lichtheid van het Europese burgerschap, in:
Idee, 3(2002), pp.12-14.

46. HTK 2007-2008, 31202, no. 1.
47. HTK 2010-2011, 31317, no. 63.
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rounding it is precisely threatening support for Europe. Unfortunately, the EU is promotor
number one behind the present anti-EU mood’.48

Conclusion

European citizenship was subject of debate in the Dutch political arena from the 1980s
onwards. Euro-parliamentarians, especially of the liberal varieties, showed interest
in the concept as a vehicle for promoting free cross-border mobility and introducing
active and passive voting rights in host countries. Christian Democrats argued the
notion could be helpful in increasing citizen participation at the European level. For
the Social Democrats, European citizenship fitted in with their ideals of a Europe
beyond the common market, a Europe characterized by social solidarity and equal
rights. The Green Party (Groen Links) protested against the discriminatory impact
EU citizenship had on the position of immigrants from third countries, like Turkey
or Morocco.

Throughout the period under scrutiny, European citizenship was relevant as a legal
concept considerably more than as a political puzzle. Only sparingly it came to the
forefront in the Tweede Kamer (Lower House) as an issue of importance in the Dutch
national political discourse. For a short while, in the first years of the 21st century,
governmental circles actively advocated a broadening of the citizenship concept away
from the traditional citizens’ rights approach into areas which would contribute to-
wards ‘active citizenship in Europe’. This more activist stance was killed off by the
2005 referendum. Since then a lukewarm approach was the dominant trend in The
Hague. The September 2012 elections and the resulting Rutte II government’s rekin-
dled vibe on Europe have changed the tide somewhat, but the Eurosceptic presence
among political parties and in parliament is still considerable.

The question remains why Dutch politics has continued to be so emphatically
reticent on European citizenship. Why exactly did the concept fail to provoke a lasting
interest among parties and in parliament? Four possible explanations could be pro-
vided.

Firstly, Dutch politicians are traditionally known for their practical, ‘bread-and-
butter’ approach of European integration. For a long time, the national focus has been
– and still is – on the contribution European cooperation makes to the country’s
economic well-being. The common market – the main facilitator of cross-border ac-
tivity – is a tangible phenomenon and its practical role in the management of problems
is measurable. Compared to this, European citizenship as a concept is difficult to

48. Bas van ’t Wout (VVD): “De lol van het ondernemen gaat eraf”, in: Forum, 22.06.2016. A note-
worthy exception was constituted by former Foreign Minister and EU Commissioner Frans Tim-
mermans who in March 2016 published an ardent argument in favour of European citizenship:
‘Living with each other instead of next to each other’, also in our dealing with refugees. F. TIM-
MERMANS, Broederschap. Pleidooi voor verbondenheid, Podium, Amsterdam, 2016.
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grasp. It deals with symbols and touches upon identity – areas with high levels of
(philosophical) abstraction. In essence, the concept is more ideational than material,
which complicates Dutch political involvement. Throughout the years, few politi-
cians in the Netherlands have shown interest in developing a long-term vision on
Europe, most of them prefer to eschew ‘broad horizons’ and concentrate instead on
what is practically feasible and manageable. Following this line of reasoning, Euro-
pean citizenship is not ‘concrete’ enough, it seems to lack instant relevance for the
‘here-and-now’ and it is certainly not an issue for electoral gain.

A second explanation, connected to the first one, concerns the multi-faceted-ness
of the concept. European citizenship developed into a catch-all term, encapsulating
many different issues and themes, ranging from education and student exchange to a
common anthem, from identity to a free movement of persons and from voting at
elections to social solidarity and equal rights. It appeared difficult to stimulate active
citizenship and a European consciousness on the basis of such diverse notions. Third-
ly, the advantages of European citizenship mainly apply to EU citizens who decide
to cross the border and settle down in another Member State. The hitch is that only
three percent of the more than 500 million inhabitants of the Union have used the
opportunity to work in another EU country. Unlike Americans, who easily move from
one state to another in search of a job (or at least used to do so), Europeans are known
for their tendency to stay put in their home country. Understandably, this has further
discouraged the discussion on European citizenship. In this respect, one may wonder
what the lasting impact will be of the economic crisis that hit Europe in recent years.
Will the increase in the movement of labour – as a result of the crisis – generate
growing attention for European citizenship?

Finally, and most importantly, the lukewarm attitude towards European citizen-
ship in more recent times should be linked to the increasingly Eurosceptic climate in
Dutch politics, especially since the 2005 referendum on the European Constitution.
In such a climate a non-material and undisguisedly supranational topic like citizenship
is unlikely to appear high on the national Europe agenda.

Currently, the national mood on Europe seems to be improving. The percentage
of citizens who would countenance a ‘Nexit’ (the Netherlands giving up EU mem-
bership) dropped to 20 percent in September 2016.49 It remains to be seen whether a
regained interest in Europe will rekindle a political debate on European citizenship.

49. S.VAN WALSUM, Nederlander denkt weer iets positiever over EU, peilt sociaal planbureau, in:
de Volkskrant, 29.09.2016.
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Multinational corporations and European integration: The case
of the automobile industry, 1959-1965

Sigfrido RAMÍREZ-PÉREZ

This paper is a contribution to understanding the role that European multinational
corporations played in the process of European integration. Taking the case of the
automobile industry, it demonstrates that European regional integration subordinated
trade liberalisation to the economic and social interests of Member States of the Eu-
ropean Economic Community (EEC) and their major national automobile corporati-
ons. It starts by questioning the real extent of trade liberalisation within the EEC.
Then, it goes into analysing the role of European multinational corporations in the
dismantling of quantitative restrictions and the reduction of tariff barriers during the
first and second stage of the Common market (1959-1965). It briefly points out to the
components of the neo-protectionist nature of the common market during this period:
fiscal barriers, technical standards and cartelisation of car distribution. The second
part documents the role that French multinationals played in blocking the UK appli-
cation to adhere to the EEC as a necessary condition for the success of this neo-
protectionist strategy. It singles out the challenge of American multinationals in Eu-
ropean soil and the construction of the European Welfare State through the role of
state-owned companies as the major obstacles to a further intra-EEC economic libe-
ralisation and enlargement.

European integration in the automobile sector needs to be set in the context of the
history of the evolution of this industry’s international political economy. There are
at least two rival explanations concerning the evolution of international automobile
trade and Foreign Direct Investment (FDI). Both views characterise the 1960s as
crucial to understand the European industrial boom of this period. The first explana-
tion represents it as the heyday of a world liberal commercial system caught between
two protectionist periods. The export-led growth of the European automobile industry
relied on the new liberal international regime in automobile trade and FDI, was spon-
sored by US foreign policy and tolerated by American multinationals interested in
the progress of European liberalisation with the aim of a quick return to the free-
movement of their investments. On this view, European trade liberalisation was part
of a world trend towards economic liberalisation, sponsored by the US government
that encouraged the elimination of tariffs and quotas between major countries.1 Ame-
rican pressures did not originate in the economic interest of American Corporations
themselves. Instead, they were politically-induced by American Cold War policies
and European economic policies that encouraged these transfers through the end of
the decade, at which point European nation-states, frightened by a prospective loss

1. P.F. COWHEY, E. LONG, Testing theories of regime change: hegemonic decline or surplus capa-
city?, in: International Organization, 2(1983), pp.157-188.
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of economic sovereignty, became hostile to American investments.2 Ford was closely
involved in this process and encouraged it with the double objective of getting rid of
old-fashioned protectionism and creating a transatlantic community united by con-
servative anti-Communism, encouraging the creation of the European Committee for
Economic and Social Progress (CEPES) with the support of other US multinationals
present in Europe and of conservative European business circles led by FIAT.3 From
this perspective it would be logical to conclude that the USA and its major automobile
firms were among the major engines of the European Common Market, which they
both anticipated and encouraged by political reasons.

A second explanation has concluded that the international trade regime in the
automobile sector during this period was not that of a liberal phase intervening be-
tween two protectionist ones but rather a phenomenon that participated in a continuum
of embedded liberalisation. Any temporary change in the international opening or
closing of trade and FDI in the automobile sector was subordinated to the political
and social stability of trading countries and not to any foreign policy constraint im-
posed externally by the American hegemon. The different forms of protection de-
pended upon the inward-looking developmental automobile policies of nation-states,
which regulated supranational commercial schemes just as much as national mar-
kets.4 Along these lines, major contributions concerning the origins of the European
Economic Community (EEC) have focused on national developmental strategies that
relied upon integration as a device to guarantee the construction of the European
Welfare State in the face of domestic and external threats to national sovereignty. In
the automobile sector this meant the development of increasing State intervention
through domestic micro-industrial policies and national champions. These policies
required neo-mercantilist commercial practices encouraging intra-branch trade with-
in the EEC countries and protected the automobile industry from the unstable cycles
of the American market. Germany was at the centre of the success of the EEC as its
automobile industry successfully exported towards competitive markets in America
and European countries.5 This has been confirmed for the Italian case in the early
days of European integration; Italy’s success derived from the combination of a clear
export strategy towards European markets by automobile firms aided by the Italian
state through subsidies, fiscal rebates and the preservation of a sheltered domestic
market sealed by quotas and high tariffs.6 Business historians have recently put into
question that political or ideological reasons had motivated American automobile

2. J. McGLADE, Le rôle des multinationales dans l'essor du pouvoir économique américain dans le
monde depuis 1945, in: Relations Internationales, 94(1998), pp.199-217.

3. S. RAMÍREZ-PÉREZ, The European Committee for Economic and Social Progress: Business net-
works between Atlantic and European Communities, in: Transnational Networks in Regional Inte-
gration: Governing Europe 1945-1983, Palgrave-MacMillan, Houndsmill, 2010, pp.61-84.

4. J.A. DUNN Jr, Automobiles in international trade: regime change or persistence", in: International
Organization, 2(1987), pp.225-252.

5. A.S. MILWARD, The European rescue of the Nation-State, Routledge, London,1992, chapter 7.
6. R. RANIERI, Italian industry and the EEC, in: A.S. MILWARD, A. DEIGHTON (eds), Widening,

deepening and acceleration; The European community 1957-1963, Nomos, Baden-Baden, 1999, pp.
189-193.
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multinationals to invest in Europe For example, research in the European history of
Ford clearly shows that the American multinational had economic reasons to increase
its FDI in Europe. It was originally linked to the strategic decision to launch a new
small car in Europe and the USA market, but only produced in Europe. The objective
was at first to repeal the offensive of European firms in its domestic market and later,
to profit from the creation of a pan-European integrated market.7

This paper sheds some light on these debates by dealing with three major issues
concerning the transition period towards the Common Market and early European
policies in the automobile sector. First, what exactly was the impact of the transition
towards the Common Market in the automobile sector during the sixties? Second,
what was the role of large European corporations and American multinationals in the
process of European integration in this sector? Third, did the Treaty encourage a
liberal or neo-protectionist stance? While this paper focuses on evidences coming
from French and Italian archives, it also provides an overview of European industry
taken as a whole by means of a chronological account that deals successively with
the two first stages of Common market acceleration.

The unachieved construction of the common market

The Common Market project established by the Treaty of Rome of 1957 had two
major dimensions. Internally, it aimed at the elimination of customs duties, quanti-
tative restrictions and other equivalent measures.8 Externally, it sought to establish a
common commercial policy based on a common external tariff replacing progressi-
vely those of Member States. Automobile quotas had been the major obstacle for
European pan-trade in this sector as well as the greatest barrier in the path towards
establishing the Common Market. The transformation of bilateral quotas into EEC-
wide quotas before their complete removal between EEC countries was expected to
open the way for the dismantling of tariff duties between member-states in a three-
stage period of twelve years. The final objective of this removal of tariffs and non
tariffs barriers was to enhance the progressive expansion of intra-EEC automobile
trade with the creation of a customs union which was the first step towards establis-
hing a common market.

The Member States had fixed in the Treaty itself a threshold which served to
measure this accomplishment. Thus, article 33.3 provided that in the case of a late
removal of quotas the market share of imports from EEC countries after ten years

7. S. TOLLIDAY, American multinationals and the impact of the Common Market: cars and integrated
markets 1954-1967, in: Deindustrialisation and reindustrialisation in 20th century Europe, Franco
Amatori et al., Milan, 1999, pp.383-393; Idem., The origins of Ford of Europe: from multidomestic
to multinational corporation: 1903-1976, in: H. BONIN, Y. LUNG, S. TOLLIDAY (eds), Ford,
1903-2003: The European history, vol.II, ETAI, Paris, 2003, pp.178-190.

8. W.A. BRUSSE, Tariffs, Trade, and European Integration, 1947-1957, Saint Martin Press, New York,
1997.
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should reach in each Member State a level of at least 20 percent of national production.
This percentage was considered as the minimum acceptable yardstick set up by the
Treaty for measuring the success of the transition towards the Common Market, con-
ceived as a carefully-piloted liberalisation. However, this explicit objective was never
attained in producing EEC countries. Instead, the liberalisation level hovered
around 10% (see Table 1).

Table 1: Cars and commercial vehicles in major EEC countries
Production (PR); Imports (I) in thousands; % of imports on production (I/PR %);
EEC annual production growth in percentage of the previous year9

FRG France Italy EEC
 PR I I/PR

%
PR I I/PR

%
PR I I/PR

%
PR

1958  1 495    65  4%  1 127    10  1%   404     6  1%  3 026
1959  1 719   117  7%  1 283    14  1%   501    12  2%  3 503
1960  2 055    92  4%  1 369    30  2%   645    21  3%  4 069
1961  2 148   100  5%  1 244    88  7%   759    39  5%  4 151
1962  2 357   168  7%  1 536   122  8%   947   105 11%  4 840
1963  2 668   137  5%  1 737   165  9%  1 180   205 17%  5 585
1964  2 910   189  6%  1 641   180 11%  1 090   127 12%  5 641
1965  2 976   280  9%  1 642   170 10%  1 175   111  9%  5 793
1966  3 051   360 12%  2 024   213 11%  1 366   125  9%  6 441
1967  2 482   341 14%  2 010   213 11%  1 543   153 10%  6 035
1968  3 107   408 13%  2 076   318 15%  1 664   195 12%  6 847
1969  3 605   515 14%  2 459   397 16%  1 596   270 17%  7 660

1959-1968 25 473 2 192  9% 16 562 1 513  9% 10 870 1 093 10% 52 905

This statistical picture is that of a set of carefully regulated national cartels with
ups and downs in actual import penetration rather than that of a progressively libe-
ralised supranational Common Market. A detailed qualitative analysis will conclude
that EEC liberalisation in the automobile sector was not an unfettered economic pro-
cess but rather a transition towards a preferential discriminatory customs union guided
by the economic interests of Member States and their major industrial businesses.

1959-1961 Quota removal and the first achievements of the Treaty of Rome

The differing import levels of producing countries were a major feature of this period.
During the 1950s, automobile products and parts figured among the most important
sectors that the Organisation for European Economic Cooperation (OEEC) had not
succeeded in liberalising. These automobile quotas originated in the thirties and be-
came the major protective device used by all European countries to block automobile
imports.10 France was the quota champion and used them for built-up cars, tractors

9. ASSOCIAZIONE NAZIONALE FRA INDUSTRIE AUTOMOBILISTICHE (ANFIA), Automo-
bile in cifre, Torino, 1995.

10. A.S. MILWARD, Britain's place in the World, Routledge, London, 1998.
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and trucks but also for assembly kits and automobile parts. For the French Minister
of Industry this protective device was the most efficient way to maintain a strong
degree of control over access to its markets as tariffs were considered inefficient to
control the dumped prices of the cars and trucks manufactured by European subsi-
diaries of American multinationals. Quotas in parts had been used during the 1950s
to limit the possibility that multinationals such as Ford France or SIMCA (FIAT-
owned) could transform their French industrial facilities into mere screw-driver fac-
tories for kits coming from Germany and Italy.11 In Britain, quotas had served in the
preservation of an internal market for domestic producers who had been asked by the
state to give priority to exports. The third quota champion was Italy, which in 1951
had toyed with the idea of finishing with them unilaterally but quickly backed down
with the onset of a massive import wave.12 In Belgium, the automobile industry also
had quotas on cars but, as in the case of Italy, it had liberalised the import of parts in
order to become the spearhead of transatlantic assembly facilities of American-made
kits and of French exports towards the American market.13 The only exception in this
field was Germany, which had given up quotas in the mid-1950s in the hopes of
convincing the rest of OECE countries to follow its example.

In its articles 32 and 33, the Treaty of Rome had automatically frozen this situation
as the OECE sought to consolidate gains among Member States and assure a smooth
transition towards quota removal. In 1959, all bilateral quotas between EEC members
were obliged to become global quotas open to all members without discrimination.
The automobile quotas were among those cases considered as severely locked be-
cause they amounted to less than 3% of national production. In these cases, the Treaty
provided for a slower liberalisation: countries would reach this 3% in 1959 and then
to 4% in 1960 and 5% in 1961. An increase of 15% would be made yearly in such a
way that, by 1968, each quota would be equal to at least 20% of national production.
When the available quota for one product had not been fulfilled in at least two years,
the European Commission could accelerate the pace by asking Member States to put
an end to the quota. This was a means to avoid administrative protectionism in the
assignment of quotas even when all states had endorsed in article 35 of the Rome
Treaty the unilateral higher-speed liberalisation when the general economic situation
and that of the sector permitted.

This general commitment of nation-states to the Treaty’s application did not seem
to have been extended to the automobile sector. Protected national industries were
not ready to do without quotas and tried to distort the Treaty’s application and delay
its removal from the outset. This can be concluded from the discussions carried out
at the beginning of 1958 by the newly-created European lobby, the Liaison Commit-

11. DIME [Direction des Industries Mécaniques et Electriques], René Lescop to Comité Boissard,
30.06.1955; AN [Archives Nationales de France, Fontainebleau], MIN. IND. [Ministère de l’in-
dustrie], box 771523 (47), Jean Courtot (DIME), Section Automobile et Cycle (hereafter AC) to
Vavasseur (AC), 02.09.1955.

12. V. CASTRONOVO, Fiat 1899-1999, Rizzoli, Milano, 1999, p.875.
13. MIN. IND. b.771523 (24), OECE, Comité de l'Équipement, Études d'intégration, industrie auto-

mobile, 1952-1955.
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tee of the Automobile industry of the European Communities (CLCA), representing
individual producers and national federations alike.14 Conflict over whether to inter-
pret the Treaty in a liberal or protectionist manner was apparent in the different po-
sitions adopted by the automobile industries of each Member State. The liberal stands
within the European lobby were represented by Belgium and sometimes also the
Netherlands. It was particular to those countries which had come to host an increasing
array of American and British assembly factories producing for Continental import.
More concretely, the Belgian delegation was headed by the representatives of General
Motors and Ford in Belgium. They advocated an increase of imports by calculating
the quota on the basis of the 1958 automobile imports, and opening a single quota for
both EEC countries and non-EEC countries. Anti-trust article 85, which forbade any
restrictive cartel agreement, was put forward to guarantee against discrimination be-
tween EEC and non-EEC products on the grounds that it would result in an anti-
competitive market-sharing exercise. Accepting this position suggested by Belgian
carmakers would have meant that, just as much as EEC imported cars, non-EEC cars,
either built-up or assembled in Europe, could also enter within the protected borders
of France and Italy. The automobile industries from these two countries naturally
represented the protectionist position. They preferred to define quotas as an increase
in the value of imports made in 1956 with a distinction between cars and trucks and
the exclusion of extra-EEC cars from the enlarged EEC-quota. The French and the
Italians used the article 13 of the Treaty, which refers to the elimination of tariffs only
between Member States, to justify this discrimination to include automobiles coming
from non-EEC countries in the new multilateral quotas.

Appeals to different parts of the Treaty of Rome – that dealing with Competition
and that with Customs Union – clearly showed the ambiguity and flexibility of its
legal formulation, one that allowed different political and economic conclusions to
be reached depending on the political consensus between Member States. The re-
strictive and protectionist Franco-Italian position won the match with the support of
the Germans, except for some minimum details such as the reference year (1958) and
the criterion of quota-sharing, which was figured according to national customer de-
mands instead of previous records. The support of liberal Germany may be explained
on the grounds that discrimination against non-EEC countries would encourage an
increase in American FDI and Ford investments on its soil, tending to give Germany
an edge on Britain in catering to the Italian and French markets. The Commission’s
stand also confirms a protectionist and discriminatory application of the Treaty. The
Director General of Internal Trade and future Commission President, François-Xa-
vier Ortoli, was crystal-clear on this point, taking the side of the three major EEC
producers in the face of Dutch warnings that the British and Canadian governments
could bring this issue to the GATT:

14. MIN. IND. 771525 (44), Compte-rendu de la réunion du Comité de Liaison des Associations des
industries automobiles des pays de la CEE, 14.03.1958.
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“Why should we satisfy Great Britain and not EEC Member States? Why not the opposite?
Under GATT’s and OECE’s rules the EEC could give preference to its Member
States”.15

The fundamental discriminatory nature of the quota against future American, Cana-
dian and British imports was achieved with national quotas against third countries
remained in the hands of Member States.

Was this Franco-Italian insistence on protectionism the product of an ideological
tradition or of pragmatic political reasons favouring national economic development?
Given the arguments in favour of quotas put forward by the automobile unit of the
French Ministry of Industry, one suspects the latter. Firstly, for French civil servants
Great Britain and Italy had to put an end to their own quotas in order to give French
automobile firms the possibility to compensate losses in their domestic market with
new sales in these neighbouring markets. Second, some precaution was needed: the
future impact of an accelerated opening of quotas to EEC production combined with
the reduction of internal tariffs would have to be considered in its long-term conse-
quences. The French pointed out that the only two countries without quotas, Germany
and the USA, had resulted in loses of 10% of their domestic markets on behalf of
imported automobiles. Thirdly, any acceleration in quota removal should be sub-
ordinated to changes in the economic conjuncture since any sudden recession could
bring about the invasion of the French market by Italian and German cars. Last but
not least, quotas were negotiating tools in bilateral relations with non-EEC countries
and therefore still valuable in commercial agreements. They were used for example
to give satisfaction to the American demand for the liberalisation of imports into
France of luxury cars. However, this removal of quota protection was considered
possible in the eyes of French bureaucracy as the future of protectionism against
American-made models in France lay within its borders through the clearly discri-
minatory fiscal treatment for American-type cars, which had to pay a particularly
high annual car tax (Vignette). The Vignette remained in place for the whole decade
as a firm obstacle to the sale of models coming from the USA or Canada. Despite this
liberal announcement, France had systematically rejected any concession on opening
quotas also for imported American auto parts that might have permitted the assembly
in Europe of kits by American multinationals.16 All these arguments in favour of
preserving quotas prove that the French State was not ready to put an end to them
just because of any legal constraint from the Treaty of Rome, but rather that it was
ready to retain them as long as its major regional rivals, Italy and Britain, preserved
them, or otherwise all major exporter countries like the USA could have concentrated
their export effort into the French market.

The first distribution in 1959 of the French automobile quota among European
producers vividly illustrates that the Common Market did not encourage states with

15. MIN. IND. 771525 (48), Compte-rendu sommaire des réunions tenues à Bruxelles à la direction du
commerce intérieur de la CEE.

16. Ibid., Note AC sur la libération des échanges, June 1959.
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quotas to enhance intra-community trade. Instead, it legitimised shielding national
markets from the introduction of foreign automobiles for some years (table 2).

Table 2: Evolution of French quotas to EEC countries
in French Francs (Millions)17

 1948 1957 1958 1959

Cars 130 2,829 2,655 6,722

Buses 4 112 99 270

Light Trucks 119 861 189 2,081

Heavy Trucks Idem Idem 214 1,491

Having succeeded in fixing the amount of the quota at 3% of total automobile
sales value rather than in units, the new quota was insignificant for the dimensions
of the French market. Additionally, the administration further reduced the quota’s
impact by calculating the value of the first French quota in old francs and then trans-
forming it to the new devaluated franc. This confirmed the initial fears of the German
automobile industry with regards to the EEC as its own market continued to be open
to Italian and French imports. The largest European firm, Volkswagen, was carefully
targeted as a major enemy of the mass-production models of France’s two major
producers, Renault and Citroën. Contrary to the spirit of the Treaty, the German firm
suffered an openly discriminatory application of the quota, motivated by an explicit
and conscious request made by the French Directorate for Foreign Economic Affairs
(DREE) to the technical committee in charge of distributing import licences. To this
end, the committee decided to use two criteria for quota-sharing: previous import
records and the unsatisfied demand of French customers. Unfortunately for VW, the
latter criterion was interpreted as licensing those kinds of luxury cars… not produced
by French auto-makers. The expensive luxury models chosen were those manufac-
tured by Mercedes, Alfa Romeo and Lancia with proportionally fewer Fiat cars and
even less VWs and Opels. The Volkswagen public suggestion to use the production
share of each producer in its own country as criterion for quota allocation was quickly
dismissed. Thus, in 1959 France imported 14,000 cars, 44% of which were given to
Italian manufacturers (22% to FIAT, 12% to Alfa Romeo, 9% to Lancia) and 56% to
German ones(9% to VW, 11% to Daimler, 4% to Porsche, 11% to Opel). Not only
this meant a similar figure of imported cars than in the 1951 quota, but it was aggra-
vated by the fact that total registrations in France had doubled to reach a top level of
660,000 cars in 1959. Should this not suffice, the Minister of Industry sought to
intimidate importers of foreign cars by asking them not to issue customer orders which
they could fulfil, creating the public contestation against this “Un(Common) Market”,
as mentioned by VW's CEO, Heinz Nordhoff.18 Such discrimination, however, was

17. MIN. IND. 771523 (24), Automobile and Cycle Unit, 1959.
18. Der Spiegel, 01.06.1959; Le Monde, 07.06.1959.
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not unique to France. Italy also took a restrictive approach when confronted with open
conflict for the distribution of its quotas between French producers, deciding to give
more licences to those firms involved in business ventures with Italian companies
such as Renault (with Alfa Romeo) and SIMCA (with FIAT) rather than to firms such
as VW.19 Despite the fact that 1959 was an exceptionally good year for the automobile
industry, both countries used quotas to avoid harming national champions while in-
directly pursuing industrial policy.

During this first year of the EEC, the European Commission started pressing to
accelerate the timetable for the establishment of the Common Market, a move that
implied for the first time serious steps to eliminate quotas in just a few years.20 Though
private French automobile producers violently railed against this development, Re-
nault’s influential management persuaded the government to accept the decision to
finally remove all quotas except those on trucks. Renault insisted, however, on ma-
king the definitive removal of the British quota on automobiles a condition of doing
so. At the same time, the French government was under growing American pressure
to eliminate its automobile quotas for OECE members as these were considered a
major obstacle to fulfil France’s international commitments.21 Fortunately, in June
1959 the British took the first-step towards unlocking what had proven to be a self-
reinforcing system: the Italian position on quota removal depended on that of the
French and that of the French on that of the British.22 Britain’s decision to unilaterally
give up automobile quotas convinced both the French Ministry and Renault to re-
commend earlier quota removals within the EEC. Frances final acceptance of OECE
quota removal was not an expression of the Rueff Plan and the new psychological
conditions in which it supposedly resulted.23 Rather, its timing had to do with the
satisfaction of the structural demand of the French automobile industry to avoid si-
multaneous competition with American multinationals in the German and British
automobile industry, in the absence of reciprocal access to the British market. If
France had accepted early quota removal within the EEC, British cars could have
entered French territory through those EEC Member States, such as Germany, that
lacked quotas or, even worse, through assembly kits in Belgium. Should parts quotas
have been withdrawn by France within the OECE, it would have opened the path to
assembly factories directly set up in France. Thus, in the summer of 1959, the British
producer Standard announced a project to create an assembly plant in Calais, just
across the Channel. Though the French government had the power to block this pro-
ject, Standard responded by threatening to set up a new factory in Belgium, which

19. MIN. IND. 771525 (48), Conseiller Commercial de l'ambassade de France en Italie pour la DREE,
17.04.1959.

20. On the larger political framework see M. DUMOULIN (ed.), The European Commission
(1958-1972): History and memories of an institution, OPOCE, Luxembourg, 2007.

21. AR VP [Archives du Secrétaire Général Vernier-Palliez, Archives Renault Boulogne Billancourt],
box (2), Note de service 3.172 de M.Bosquet, 03.11.1959; Régime d'importation des automobiles
en France en 1960.

22. A.S. MILWARD, Britain's place…, op.cit., p.263.
23. M. MOGUEN-TOURSEL, L'ouverture des frontières européennes dans les années cinquante, Peter

Lang, Bruxelles, 2002, pp.247-280.
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lacked parts quotas, and send cars made there directly into France.24 The EEC enga-
gements of France in this way limited its sovereignty in the automobile sector but the
progress of integration also depended on the changing context of international com-
petition and the Treaty was flexible enough to manage a discriminatory liberalisation.
As a result of the end of the British quota, the justification for maintaining protection
on behalf of the French automobile industry disappeared in the eyes of a French
government submitted to diplomatic pressures to complete the liberalisation of its
trade. This may explain why, despite the continuous opposition of private producers
but with Renault’s support, the French government proposed the first acceleration of
the transition period at the May 1960 Council meeting, where it was decided that all
quotas were to be eliminated by no later than 1961.25 A quicker intra-EEC tariff
reduction was also added, with an additional 10 percent by the middle of that year
and the progressive convergence towards the Common External Tariff (CET). By the
end of the year, the French quota had been eliminated. Italy, however, managed to
get a prolongation of its quota for yet another year, provoking the anger of French
producers at the discriminatory treatment in favour of the Italians.26

The definite end of quotas among EEC members brought producers’ pressures
upon tariffs. Tariff reductions and the setting up of the CET were based on 1957 tariffs
and aimed at 100% in intra-EEC for 1970 in a three-stage process with the resulting
CET being the arithmetical average of the tariffs of the three major countries and the
Benelux. The convergence of the automobile towards the CET would have to reach
30% at the end of the first stage, 30% at the end the second stage and the remaining
40% to be decided by the end of the transitory period. Controversial products such
as the CET for automobile parts were confined to a special list, list G, to be fixed by
negotiations between Member States. The 1957 automobile tariffs varied among
countries with slight national differences among automobile segments (depending on
engine capacity) and divided the automobile market into four categories for cars and
two for trucks (see table 3).

Table 3: Automobile tariff duties of EEC countries in 195727

cm3 Germany Benelux France Italy CET
Cars -1,500 17 24 30 45 29

Cars 1,500-2,000 17 24 30 40 29
Cars 2,000-4,000 21 24 30 40 29

Cars +4,000 21 24 30 35 29
Buses 21 24 30 40 29

Trucks –4,000 21 24 30 40 28
Trucks +4,000 21 24 30 35 28

24. AR VP (2), M. Bosquet, Note de service, 07.07.1959.
25. M. MOGUEN-TOURSEL, op.cit., pp.274-75.
26. ANFIA [Associazione Nazionale Fra Industrie Automobilistiche], Meeting of the CLCA in Paris,

06.06.1960; ASAR [Archivio Storico Alfa Romeo], box.354, Arese, Italy.
27. COMMISSION EUROPÉENNE, L’industrie de la construction automobile dans la CEE, Bruxelles,

1962, Annex.2.
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This allowed for the preservation of differentiated protection according to the
relative standing of major models amongst national producers in the international
market. The final CET was extremely beneficial for the French as its pre-EEC tariff
level would be maintained until the end of the transition period with all other countries
converging on it, raising a tariff wall around the EEC market against the import of
British and American automobiles. The first 10% reduction of intra-EEC tariffs had
taken place in 1959 and a supplementary 20% in 1960. However, these changes did
not affect major countries since France and Italy maintained quotas and Germany
unilaterally reached in 1957 the level specified under its EEC commitment for this
first period of tariff reduction. As a consequence, it can be said that the tariff removal
of the first stage towards the customs union did not result in significant change before
1961.

If the EEC did not have any major incidence into intra-EEC trade flows, the pro-
spect of quota-elimination had given birth to three major industrial alliances, leading
to a lasting confrontation between the two major automobile corporations of France
and Italy (Renault and FIAT). In 1958, Ford sold its share in the Franco-Italian pro-
ducer, SIMCA, to the third American multinational, Chrysler. This firm was in search
of a European platform from which it might compete internationally with the two
other American multinationals, Ford and GM, both firmly established in the promi-
sing European market with production and assembly factories in Germany, France
and Belgium. This agreement with Ford in France drew Chrysler closer to the major
owner of SIMCA, FIAT, which would have preferred some kind of industrial inte-
gration between factories in France and Italy, but it was blocked by the French quota
on automobile parts.28 The new second shift in the structure of the European auto-
mobile industry came about also in 1958 from the hands of state-owned corporations
in France (Renault) and Italy (Alfa Romeo) with the aim to fulfil their own objectives:
industrial and regional economic development in balance with large private compa-
nies. Renault profited from the absence of quotas on automobile parts in Italy to sign
a joint-venture with the owner of Alfa Romeo, the Italian Istituto per la Ricostruzione
Industriale (IRI) in order to avoid the built-up automobile quota and have the com-
mercial network of the Italian firm ready to distribute Renault cars. This co-operation
seems to have been initiated from the Italian side for fear that the Common Market
would be the beginning of the end for small specialised producers. The chosen mo-
dality was that of importing from France the Renault Dauphine and R4-kits to be
assembled at Milan and export truck diesel engines manufactured in its Southern
Pomigliano d’Arco factory to equip Renault trucks. The agreement aimed at produ-
cing jobs in Italy and competing with FIAT in a market segment where Alfa Romeo
did not have any model to offer. Renault was even assured that it could take an im-
portant share in case of the privatisation of Alfa Romeo.29 This initiative infuriated
FIAT’s CEO, Vittorio Valletta, who despairingly contemplated the contemporary
signature of a similar joint-venture between British Motors and the small niche pro-

28. Interview to SIMCA director, M. Esculier, in: M. PONTET, L'internationalisation de l'industrie
automobile. Le cas de Simca:1958-1980, Master Thesis, University of Paris IV, 1992).

29. AR 0700 (130), Meeting Renault-Alfa Romeo, 21.11.1959.
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ducer, Innocenti, to assembly the British A40 model from 1960.30 In Germany, too,
the perspective of the Common Market gave rise to Daimler’s take-over of the small
Auto-Union and provoked the failed attempt on the part of the German private pro-
ducer, one year later (1960), to merge with the ailing BMW.31 These three strategic
shifts of the largest national champions confirm that during the first period of the
transition to the Common Market, not only American, but also European multina-
tional corporations sought to anticipate the likely effects of the Common Market by
means of alliances.

The 1961 figures on the origins of newly registered automobiles in France pro-
vided the French automobile industry with a clear picture of its major enemies in the
first year of effective total liberalisation of foreign imports. Fiat headed the list with
24,000 cars imported into the French market, or four times as many as the previous
year and nearly half of the 58,000 supplementary imports derived from the end of the
French quota. The rest came from two different countries but from the same source:
American multinationals in Europe. Ford sent 8,000 units from Germany and the
same number from Britain, compared with the previous year’s total of less than 1,000
cars. The German subsidiary of General Motors, Opel, increased its sales to
5,000.32 Despite the fact that it was responsible for around half of all German pro-
duction, VW reached a similar level of sales than Opel’s. The Italian-American of-
fensive during 1961 was important in numbers and concerned different market seg-
ments; Renault was more affected by Fiat while private producers, and especially
Peugeot, felt the effects of the new opening to American corporations.

This first rough and limited contact with a non-quota world did not convince the
French producers to support the summer 1961 EEC proposals in favour of a second
acceleration, particularly since their own export progress continued to be blocked in
Italy. Peugeot protested on behalf of the entire mechanical sector: any further step
towards the achievement of the customs union was unacceptable unless there was no
effective harmonisation of production, particularly in female wages, a firm commer-
cial policy towards external partners and effective actions against the illegal protec-
tionism of Italy. If major change in the positive economic conjuncture was to take
place, these prior changes would first need to be instituted.33 Apart from these general
claims, most of which were already present in the negotiations of the Treaty of Rome,
the real obstacle to further progress was the Italian decision of September 1960 to
upgrade the level of export refunds paid to exported automobiles from 5 to 8%, an

30. V. CASTRONOVO, op.cit., pp.1000-1001.
31. S. REICH, The fruits of fascism, Cornell, Ithaca, 1990, p.254.
32. Data on automobile registrations represent the real level of imports. These figures do not include

stocks hold in the imported countries. All data used of registrations by firm and year come from
ASF [Archivio Storico Fiat, Turin], Immatricolazione autovetture.

33. MIN. IND. 771530 (24), Note du directeur de la DIME pour le cabinet du Ministre, 30.06.1961.
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increase directly financed by a similar percentage of general and specific counter-
vailing duties on industrial imports.34

Put in place at the demand of FIAT, this measure of the Italian government be-
nefited also the Italian balance of payments as it put a break to foreign imports whereas
it helped the expansion of Italian goods abroad.35 Unfortunately it violated article 96
of the Treaty limiting compensations to the strict levels of domestic taxation specific
to the producing country of origin. The automobile was the main product affected by
this measure: Renault cars, for instance, were charged with a countervailing duty of
between 7% and 8%. Renault complained of this to the French Ministry of Finances,
which brought the case before the Council in Brussels in the hope of reinstating the
original levels of the IGE of between 5-6%. The Commission threatened Italy to issue
compulsory directives and to bring the case in front of the Court of Justice.36 The
political compromise reached did not satisfy the French mechanical industry, which
in the Spring of 1962 still opposed any acceleration unless the Conguaglio was not
further reduced. Peugeot, for its part, pointed to the Italian tax as proof that the Com-
mon Market had brought about new state economic interventionism rather than real
liberalisation. A stalemate followed due to Italy’s reluctance, backed by FIAT de-
mands, to make any further concessions on the Conguaglio, which was considered
meagre compensation in comparison to the legal French VAT of 20% and the even
higher British Purchase Tax of around 30%.37 French industry, meanwhile, resisted
any governmental suggestion that it should support such anticompetitive behaviour
in violation of the Treaty. They claimed that the rise of imports had only been possible
through a systematic dumping of 20-25% of car prices – an art at which the Italians
were the unrivalled maestri, with some 30% of dumped prices.38

Despite the continuing opposition of private French producers to carry a supple-
mentary 10 percent acceleration from the summer of 1962, the French government,
with the sole backing of Renault, authorised it in the May Council of Ministers mee-
ting. While Renault shared the views of Peugeot, its particular situation in that year
demanded further European integration. Renault had just emerged from a disastrous
retreat from the USA market after American firms had introduced compact cars to
put a halt to the penetration of small European cars. In consequence, Renault suffered
a crisis derived from a surplus of capacity that brought a reduction of labour hours
from 48 to 45 as well as the first redundancies (1,300) since 1945. This led to a breach

34. S. RAMÍREZ-PÉREZ, Anti-trust ou Anti-US? Industrie automobile européenne et les origines de
la politique de la concurrence de la CEE, in: É. BUSSIÈRE, M. DUMOULIN, S. SCHIRMANN
(eds), Europe organisée, Europe du libre-échange, Peter Lang, Bruxelles, 2006, pp.203-229; S.
RAMÍREZ-PÉREZ, The French automobile industry and the Treaty of Rome: Between Welfare
State and Multinational Corporations (1955-1958), in: M. GEHLER (ed.), From Common Market
to European Union Building. 50 years of the Rome Treaties 1957-2007, Böhlau, Wien, 2008.

35. ASF, Verbale del Consiglio d’Amministrazione, 29.01.1960, pp.199-200.
36. AR VP (6), Notes of M. Bosquet 292, 06.02.1961 and 394, 26.06.1961.
37. ASF, Relazioni del Consiglio d’Amministrazione e dei Sindanci sull’esercizio, 27.04.1962; Verbale

del Consiglio d’Amministrazione, 29.01.1960, pp.198-200.
38. Meeting of Peugeot administration board, 25.11.1961, quoted in: J.L. LOUBET, Citroën, Peugeot,

Renault et les autres, ETAI, Paris, 1995, p.326.
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in the exemplary labour relations hitherto observed by the management with the do-
minant French Communist Union, the CGT, and seriously threatened the position of
Renault’s CEO, Pierre Dreyfus. A further EEC tariff acceleration would help it sell
its increasing stocks of cars in European markets once the Italian quota had been
lifted.

However, the diverging behaviour of Peugeot and Renault had other sources as
well. On the one hand, Renault conformed to the national strategy of the French
government to shake traditional protectionism on behalf of the use of trade barriers
to encourage the international expansion of French companies to gain international
currency.39 It was in fact an expression of a more fundamental, structural difference
in the business strategies of the two firms: where private firms such as Peugeot relied
on a low-volume, short-term strategy of selling in the high-price profitable domestic
markets, the public firm played for the long-term, distributing its high-volume pro-
duction amongst low-price international markets. Renault was the first French ex-
porter and, as such, very clearly identified the economic role of the Common Market
as a preferential enlarged domestic market which might serve as a springboard to
international expansion while helping to reduce violent market fluctuations at home
and in non-EEC markets. That the EEC market came to play such a role for French
automobile producers can be seen in Table 4.

Table 4: Destination of exports by country within the EEC, 1958-196940

French Automobile Production (P), Exports (X) total exports on production (X/P),
exports to EEC on total exports (EEC/X)

 P X/P X EEC/X EEC Benelux FRG It.

1958 1 127 32%   360 15%  54  41  11  2

1960 1 369 41%   556 26% 146  82  39 25

1961 1 244 39%   484 32% 154  82  45 27

1962 1 536 36%   553 36% 198  86  70 42

1963 1 737 35%   604 40% 244  89  76 79

1964 1 641 34%   552 38% 211  99  74 38

1965 1 642 37%   613 39% 239 114  88 37

1966 2 024 39%   787 33% 260 105 113 42

1967 2 010 42%   835 38% 316 124 139 53

39. That Renault fulfilled Gaullist objectives of national economic independence by increasing the for-
eign currency reserves of France is demonstrated by the nomination of Pierre Dreyfus as Commander
of the Légion d’honneur at the request of the Governor of the Banque de France to reward the record
of 132 Million US dollars repatriated by Renault’s exports in 1959. See AR, Conseil d’administration
de Renault, 17.11.1959.

40. ANFIA, Automobile in cifre, op.cit.
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1968 2 076 46%   958 38% 364 141 160 63

1969 2 459 48% 1 175 40% 470 164 215 91

1962-1964 THE LIMITS TO THE DEEPENING AND ENLARGEMENT OF
THE COMMON MARKET: INTERNAL NEOPROTECTIONISM AND THE
AMERICAN CHALLENGE AS BRAKES ON EUROPEAN INTEGRATION

Protectionism in the automobile sector became a more sophisticated game as new
arenas within nascent European institutions were opened up for bargaining between
states and multinationals. These non-tariff barriers had the same effect as quotas and
tariffs, limiting the extent of trade exchanges by creating serious uncertainties about
the future of automobile sales in specific markets. The obstacles, new and old alike,
were of three kind. A first obstacle, set up by the State and used mainly (but not only)
by the Italians, was reliance on domestic taxation as a tool to discriminate against
foreign manufacturers. A second public and collective obstacle was the preservation
of technical barriers to trade, predicated on the failure of Member States to agree to
mutual technical standards. Technical standards appeared to Germany as an ideal
device to create uncertainties in its partners, even though their effects were difficult
to measure since, given their nature, they were best employed as preventive deterrents
in case of growing import penetration. A third new collective private agreement to
limit competition was set up by the EEC automobile producers’ association through
their first collective lobbying action: the temporary block exemption of exclusive
distribution of automobiles from the new EEC competition law.41

These neo-protectionist practices have to be considered against the backdrop of
the arrival of huge American FDI to Germany and Britain, which gave rise to strong
opposition against possible accelerations of the Treaty as they were closely linked to
the final result of enlargement. In this sense, the commercial and financial behaviour
of American multinationals blocked the possibility of further progress towards the
Common Market. At the end of the day, the Common Market was not a technocratic
construction of an unfettered market liberalisation guided by the new European Com-
mission or American multinationals but was rather driven by the political institutio-
nalisation of a pragmatic consensus shaped by European firms and governments that
legally maintained domestic regulatory practices within the framework of the Treaty
while creating new forms of supranational limits to competition.

41. On the exemption of automobile distribution from competition rules see S. RAMÍREZ-PÉREZ, La
politique de la concurrence de la Communauté Economique Européenne et l’industrie européenne:
les accords sur la distribution automobile (1972-1985), in: Histoire, Économie et Société, 1(2008),
pp.63-79.
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Fiscal protectionism: not just an Italian affair

In Italy, fiscal barriers were some of the most widely used protective devices. Until
the end of the quota period, Italy had been able to use a openly discriminatory licen-
sing taxes which charged foreign cars with a supplementary semester payment as
compared with the one-semester tax charged to owners of Italian cars. Similar dis-
criminations had been made against those French tractors not included in the subsidies
supplied by the Italian government for the mechanisation of farms. This vehicle li-
censing tax was charged on top of the highest custom duties in Europe. A tax of this
kind gave a yearly reminder to Italian customers of the advantage of owning a national
automobile while punishing owners of imported automobiles. However, this familiar
form of fiscal discrimination was too apparent to resist the Treaty of Rome’s article
95, which prohibited such behaviour. The EEC Director General of Competition,
Pieter Verloren Van Themaat, did not have much difficulty getting rid of both dis-
criminations following an investigation demanded by France.42 As mentioned earlier,
the Conguaglio durably limited market-access to Italy following the end of the quota
and remained solidly in place until 1971. The Conguaglio, however, did not exhaust
the forms of fiscal discrimination introduced by the Italian government. A new special
consumption tax on automobiles later introduced as an anti-inflationary measure to
support the Colombo-Carli plan of 1964, which aimed to put a halt to car sales and
reduce national trade deficits. A sophisticated formula mixing volume and engine
type was devised to discriminate against imported models without especially dama-
ging FIAT small models, which continued to pay half of the tax charged on foreign
cars. This new measure brought to a definitive halt growing numbers of imported cars
in Italy: from 205,000 units in 1963 to just 127,000 one year later, with Renault being
the principal victim of this neo-protectionist tool.43 But little could be done in face
of Italian government resistance to change, blocking the possibility of political agree-
ment on the Council. However, France could not strongly complain in the EEC about
these discriminatory fiscal practices because its own circulation tax (Vignette) had a
similar effect on the importation of luxury cars and, like the Italian measures, was
maintained through the decade. The devastating effect of this discriminatory Italian
law was such that, despite the growing number of domestic registrations, foreign
imports were never again to reach 1963 levels, whether in absolute or in relative terms,
until the end of the transitory period of the Customs Union. In this way Rome put a
firm brake to the Common Market and blocked its major rivals – especially Renault
and other players in the French automobile industry – from the first days of the EEC.
For the state-owned firm, these measures had structural effects upon its exports to
Italy as the distribution network of foreign cars was deserted by dealers who re-

42. MIN. IND. 771530 (24), Directeur général Verloren Van Themaat to Représentant Permanent de la
France devant la CEE, 12.09.1961.

43. AR VP (6), Communication du conseil du CSCA, 14.11.1964, p.4.
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cognised that it was more profitable to find clients with cheaper FIAT cars and thus
shifted to the network of the Italian company.44

Technical protectionism: A German speciality.

Technical norms had long been a species of public regulation answering to broader
social and economic objectives – road safety, for instance, or industrial rationalisa-
tion. This made it an adequate barrier in favour of an efficient and hidden protection
of domestic markets. According to article 100 of the Treaty all attempts to harmonise
national laws and regulations having an influence on the Common Market, such as
technical norms, required unanimous approval by the Council, granting governments
the last word upon their removal. National regulations varied greatly between coun-
tries and regional efforts in the 1950s in favour of harmonisation had failed, despite
France’s sponsorship of a Working Party (WP29) on the Construction of Vehicles
within the UN-Economic Commission for Europe. The first agreement on type ap-
proval and reciprocal recognition of approval for motor vehicle equipment and parts
was only reached in 1958 and was approved by just one country besides France. The
agreement had sought the removal of barriers to international trade through the crea-
tion of a permanent structure for technical consultations among founding members.
These early French attempts to eliminate technical barriers were consistently resisted
by Germany which only accepted this agreement in 1966, much later than other EEC
countries and Britain. As a matter of fact, the sixties were not a much more fertile
period for non-EEC harmonisation: these years witnessed only minor advances in
this European-wide organism with only 6 regulations approved until 1968.45

Within the EEC, the existence of such barriers seems to have played an important
role in the early penetration of French cars into Germany and illustrates the fact that
the Treaty of Rome permitted national authorities to choose when to block what they
judged the excessive presence of foreign models in the domestic market. In 1961,
Renault's CEO complained that German authorities put obstacles to Renault sales
through severe and unfair checking of new Renault models. A major case concerned
a new regulation on noise pollution which hindered the entrance of the new Dauphine
Gordini sport model, a model that had sold, from the beginning of the year, at a rate
of 30 units per day in Germany. The Renault’s best-seller received only a provisional
authorisation for its commercialisation. Insisting that Renault must modify its wind-
screen, German authorities threatened a general recall of Dauphines should the French

44. AR VP (2), Vernier-Palliez pour le directeur des Carburants du Ministère de l'Industrie A. Giraud,
25.11.1966.

45. UN-ECONOMIC COMMISSION FOR EUROPE, Working party on the construction of vehicles.
Its role in the international perspective,UN-ECE, Geneva-New York, 1994; S.M. RAMÍREZ-PÉ-
REZ, Automobile standardisation in Europe: between technological choices and neo-protectio-
nism, C. BOUNEAU, D. BURIGANA, A. VARSORI (eds), Les trajectoires de l’innovation tech-
nologique et la construction européenne, Peter Lang, Brussels, 2010, pp.195-213.
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manufacture not comply with such request. The conclusive words of Renault’s CEO,
Pierre Dreyfus, left no room for ambiguity:

“We are heading in the coming years towards a reduction in custom duties. Every country
will attempt a remedy through complex regulation. We must have our own”.46

Whether these tacit threats actually blocked further French penetration in German
markets is difficult to say due to the difficulty of measuring the deterrent effects of
such a threat. Nevertheless, such tactics succeeded in creating a continuous uncer-
tainty about future sales levels. German authorities, in any case, remained free to
retaliate if imports reached an undesirable level by blocking them at any time without
generally EEC intervention. Despite the creation by the Council in 1961 of a working
group (WP 3) for the harmonisation of technical regulations of automobiles at the
Directorate General of Industrial Affairs, there was no major progress at the EEC-
level with France, Italy and Germany signing only bilateral agreements. These,
however, were unsatisfactory as national experts held yearly meetings in Brussels
without major progress in the drafting of directives towards the total harmonisation
and mutual recognition of safety controls. By 1966 they had reached consensus on
only three minor questions (blinkers, radio-electrical parasites and breaks). For half
a decade the European Commission repeatedly fought the opposition to national de-
legations in a sector with many technological changes.47 The solution to this problem
might have consisted in the delegation of powers to the Commission but this seemed
quite difficult in the context of a period increasingly dominated by the opposition of
France to major transfers of power to European institutions. The Economic and Social
Committee of the EEC proposed in 1966 the use of a two-tier system to solve this
puzzle but it would be necessary to wait until the Spring of 1969 before the Council
approved the General Programme for the removal of obstacles to trade, including the
urgent approval of directives on motor-vehicles contained in the Directive 70/156
on “EEC type approval”.48 This late European decision must be understood as a sign
of Member State awareness that the Customs Union achievement ran short of creating
a genuine Common Market and that a new effort was necessary after the end of
customs duties. By this time, however, a new kind of technical barrier – environmental
standards – had been put into the service of protectionism by the US. They were to
enjoy a long and fruitful career.

46. AR 0700(X), Séance du Conseil d'administration de Renault, 21.02.1961.
47. MIN. IND. 771521 (60), Note de la DIMEE au Président du Comité Syndical des Constructeurs

Automobiles (CSCA), 18.04.1967.
48. MIN. IND. 771521 (58), Project de Rapport de la section spécialisée pour les transports du Comité

Économique et Social, 19.09.1966.
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American FDI as a brake to integration and to enlargement

At the end of 1962, the German President of the Commission, Walter Hallstein, pre-
sented a new programme to accelerate Treaty mandated tariff-dismantling up to 80%
for 1966 and the remaining 20% one year later once the CET had been set up. Con-
fronted with this new proposal, the intra-EEC effects of the creation of the Common
Market became a minor issue in comparison with the question of its external conse-
quences, namely, its incompatibility with the negotiation of EEC enlargement to the
UK (itself preliminary to the international trade negotiations announced by the Ame-
rican President John F. Kennedy at the beginning of that year). A new acceleration
would affect the pace of convergence of the automobile industry towards the future
CET, which in its turn would be applied well ahead of schedule. This quicker con-
vergence would permit negotiations with the Americans. These, in the view of the
Commissioner in charge of Foreign Trade, Jean Rey, would be sufficient to convince
Member States to support the new acceleration.49 The CET had been one of the most
controversial issues of the second stage of the Common Market: following the
mid-1962 acceleration, the effective applied external tariff of each country with the
rest of the world had been reduced after the conclusion of the Dillon Round. Signed
at the end of 1961, these negotiations succeeded in reducing the CET level to a level
upon which all Member States were already converging and thereby actual tariffs,
which can be seen in table 5.

Table 5: Automobile tariffs at the end of the second stage of the Common Market
196250

1 EEC GATT/World; 2 FRG EEC/World; 3 Benelux EEC/World;
4 France EEC/World; 5 Italy EEC/World

cm3 1 2 3 4 5

Cars -1,500 22/29  8.5/18,9 12/24 15/27,6 22,5/31,4

Cars 1,500-2,000 22/29  8.5/18,9 12/24 15/27,6   20/34,9

Cars 2,000-4,000 22/29 10.5/23,2 12/24 15/27,6   20/34,9

Cars +4,000 22/29 10.5/23,2 12/24 15/27,6 17,5/31,4

Buses 22/29 10.5/23,2 12/24 15/27,6   20/34,9

Trucks –4,000 22/28 10.5/22,4 12/24 15/27,6   20/34,7

Trucks +4,000 22/28 10.5/22,4 12/24 15/27,6 17,5/31,2

During these negotiations, the CET level against British, Canadian and American
exports was brought to 22%, pushing EEC market opening away from original levels.

49. ASAR, (354), ANFIA. Réunion d'information entre les représentants de la CEE, de l'UNICE et des
Fédérations européennes par branche d'industrie, 07.12.1962.

50. Own elaboration from data coming from AR VP (2), Note 400, 30 May 1961.
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The French automobile industry complained bitterly that last minute deals had forced
the Commission to offer the automobile as a major concession to commercial part-
ners. The average reduction of industrial goods was at just 7% and no item had sur-
passed the 20% threshold excepting the automobile and this without major reciprocity
from EFTA countries.51 The clear winner had been the Germans: the USA had ac-
cepted the reduction of its own car tariff from 8,5% to 6,5%, pleasing the major
European exporters towards the USA, Volkswagen and Mercedes, and at the same
time gave them reason to look forward to supplementary financial gains. The German
strategy for automobiles in this period was clear: the reduction of the American tariff
using the CET as compensation to American automobile interests in the rest of the
world and particularly Britain.

After this chapter, it is not surprising that the Hallstein Plan for a new acceleration
should have become unacceptable to Renault, which feared that it would only serve
to bring the automobile industry into a worse trap – the prospective Kennedy Round.
The Trade Expansion Act originally suggested that a total tariff removal could be
made in those sectors where the EEC with the UK and the USA traded more than
80% of world automobile trade. The automobile was among the candidates for such
a revolutionary shift in industrial trade relations. Given the precedent of the Dillon
Round, this appeared a strong threat to the French automobile industry. The conclu-
sion reached by the major French firm supporting previous EEC accelerations was
that any supplementary reduction of intra-EEC tariffs would bring the Kennedy
Round that much closer. A halt needed to be called in this path towards quicker
integration.52

By January 1963, the prospect for a German-sponsored acceleration was put aside
after Charles De Gaulle’s first veto of the British application to joint the EEC. This
decision was unconditionally demanded and supported by the French automobile
lobby and, as soon as the United Kingdom presented its demand for adhesion in the
summer of 1961, by the entire French Mechanical Industry as well.53 They considered
that the major British objective was not access to the French market – France was not
important for British exports – but rather access to other EEC markets where they
would compete against the French. The mechanical industry believed that France
could resist the impact of adhesion in capital goods sectors such as the machine-tool
industry, chemicals, textiles and some basic industries such as steel. Instead, in the
mechanical sector and more concretely in the automobile industry, real damage could
be inflicted on the recent advantages gained by French firms in EEC markets. The
major reason for this was that, from 1959, huge American investments had been

51. AR. VP (6), Note de M. Bosquet, 06.12.1961.
52. AR. VP (6), Note de M.Bosquet, 17.12.1962.
53. AR Relext (X) b. 418, Mémento de la réunion du Conseil d'administration du CSCA. Étude sur les

conséquences de l'entrée de la Grande Bretagne dans le Marché Commun, 27.09.1961; MIN. IND.
771530 (24), Disposition préliminaire de la Fédération des industries mécaniques à l'égard des pro-
blèmes soulevés par une adhésion éventuelle de la Grande Bretagne au Marché Commun,
15.09.1961.
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directed towards the mechanical sector with an eye on a future invasion of EEC mar-
kets. The numbers of American FDI in Europe were unequivocal (see table 6).

Table 6: American FDI in Europe54

 Fordwerke Opel Ford UK Vauxhall
 in Millions of DM in Millions of £

1958 57 76 n.a. n.a.
1959 83 171 11 1.8
1960 129 393 17.2 6.8
1961 254 442 31 13
1962 210 450 40 n.a.

Production 1958 129.000 316.000 381.000 240.000
Production 1962 300.000 380.000 458.000 (1961) 220.000

Jean Pierre Peugeot, the President of the National Federation of the Automobile,
representing French producers and their suppliers, drew attention to the three ne-
cessary conditions that the French business association, the CNPF and the Minister
of Industry needed to advance in conversations with French negotiators in Paris and
Brussels for the negotiations with Britain: first, guarantees must be given of free
access to Commonwealth territories for both export and import purposes; second, a
balanced policy needed to be found for American investments and licences between
the UK and the EEC which would compensate for the invisible financial transfer of
technology and research expenses from the USA to British industry; third, fiscal and
social charges such as the equalisation of female wages must be harmonized. The
bottom line of the rejection of British adhesion was that in no case would Britain be
permitted to opt-out or engage in partial derogations of the Treaty of Rome. Other-
wise, the EEC risked being transformed into a simple free-trade area, creating serious
troubles for the entire mechanical industry and thus French industry.55 More gene-
rally, British acceptance of the CAP, the Common Commercial Policy and the acce-
lerations of tariff dismantling was thus more than merely a logical consequence of
accepting the Treaty per se but also an acknowledgement that three major stepping
stones of the EEC gave particular advantages to the French mechanical industry. The
first common policy served to keep high the revenue levels of French farmers, im-
portant consumers of French mechanical goods. The CET level fixed at the Dillon
Round was the minimum tariff protection that the mechanical industry could bear
before the Kennedy Round. Finally, Britain could not pretend any delay in its tariff
reduction, accepting its automatic application in case of entry. The tariff reductions
already made by EEC Member States thus had to be accepted from the outset by the
British government. Two supplementary conditions were requested in case of British
acceptance of the Treaty: that there should be no previous devaluation of sterling and
that some safeguard clauses should be installed in the case that France could not fulfil

54. AR VP (1), Note sur les investissements américains en Europe, 20.03.1963.
55. AR VP (6)Fédération Nationale de l'automobile. Réponse au CNPF relativement à la candidature

du Royaume Uni à l'entrée dans le Marché Commun, 25.08.1961.
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the original timetable of intra-EEC tariff dismantling due to simultaneous competition
from British and German industries.56

Despite these rough conditions for accession, talks with European officials had
convinced Renault that the UK would accept all French demands in order to break
the veto. Faced with this eventuality, Renault’s top management intensively lobbied
for additional special protections on the tractor and truck sectors, both of which would
be particularly threatened in the case of UK adhesion. In the former sector, it was
clearly stated that, in the case of a British entry, Renault would close down its in-
dustrial facilities for tractor manufacturing. More damaging yet, from the perspective
of French national interest, a complete retreat from this sector would bring about
serious consequences for the modernisation of French agriculture since Renault was
the only 100 percent French producer, the remainder being American or Italian sub-
sidiaries. Renault’s products were mainly designed to specific farming conditions;
foreign firms were unlikely to satisfy the production objectives specified for French
agriculture. Even so, the French delegation decided not to include them in their ne-
gotiations for strategic reasons: it had been decided to avoid weakening their position
by steering clear of discussions about opting-out in the negotiations with the British.
As for the likely enlargement to other countries, Renault only had objections in the
case of Sweden, in particular due to its very powerful truck industry.57

De Gaulle was familiar with these strong arguments against UK entry and his veto
of the 14 January 1963 reassured the automobile and mechanical industries. Some
authors have also appealed to another automobile affair in explaining the veto by
arguing that the final take-over of SIMCA by Chrysler, announced just four days
later, may have played a role in De Gaulle’s decision.58 However, there is no evidence
for any such direct linkage. Still, the possibility cannot be entirely discounted: Chrys-
ler’s move was perceived by the French administration as the possible departing point
for an automobile war in European lands between American producers and would be
certain to damage the French automobile industry as France became the definitive
European base for the Chrysler offensive against Ford and GM.59 Whatever the in-
fluence of this particular event was, it has been demonstrated that the veto on UK
entry had strong support from economic interests, not just on agricultural issues but

56. MIN. IND.771530 (34), Note de la Fédération Nationale sur les problèmes d'une adhésion éventuelle
du Royaume-Uni au Marché Commun,15.09.1961.

57. AR.VP(6), Note de Bosquet. Conversations de M.Ouin à Bruxelles avec des fonctionnaires de la
CEE, 27.11.1962.

58. L'Express, 30.05.1966, quoted in: R.F. KUISEL, The American economic challenge: De Gaulle and
the French, in: R.O. PAXTON, N.WAHL (eds), De Gaulle and the United States of America,
Berghahn Books, Oxford, 1994, p.199.

59. MIN. IND. 900583(12),Note de DIME (Lescop) pour le Directeur du cabinet M. Parodi sur la prise
de contrôle de SIMCA automobiles par le groupe Chrysler, 28.11.1963.
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on industrial and social grounds as well.60 Looking in detail at the situation of Renault
opens the way to an explanation of the close linkage between the EEC, international
industrial competitiveness and the particular construction of the Welfare State in
France based on state-owned enterprises. In November 1962, the firm received the
agreement of the new Minister of Finances, Valéry Giscard d'Estaing, for its first
capital increase with the explicit aim of contributing to balance French foreign trade
deficits and compete with American multinationals in international markets. This
financial support assisted in the recuperation of Renault after its re-centring in EEC
markets had led the company’s CEO to propose pacifying Trade Unions in favour of
a return to consensual labour relations through a new yearly contract that offered a
choice between one less working hour per week, one supplementary week of holidays
per year or retirement one year earlier.61 The 29 December 1962 and (with the tacit
approval of French President De Gaulle)62 a fourth week of holidays was given to all
Renault workers, creating a national trade union demand for its extension to the rest
of the industry.63 Weakening the position of the French automobile industry during
those years by British adhesion would have entailed putting in serious jeopardy three
major objectives of French economic policy from late 1962: the Gaullist construction
of the Welfare State through public enterprise; the major international objectives of
the new industrial policy orientations of the Pompidou-Giscard government; and the
stabilisation Plan demanded by the Élysée in 1963, a plan that involved price blocking
and consequently a reduction in the self-financing capacity of French industry.64 Un-
der these circumstances, acceleration and enlargement were incompatible with all
those objectives that constituted the Gaullist project for the social and economic mo-
dernisation of France.

The construction of the Welfare State, investments for industrial development and
anti-inflationary policies are the same arguments that could be advanced to justify a
logical opposition of Italy to the EEC enlargement. During the second half of 1962,
Italy experienced a major shift, originating in FIAT, in the industrial relations of its
auto industry. In this case, the return to strikes during the negotiation of the new
contract with unions in the second half of 1962 had put an end to a peaceful cycle,
which had begun in 1955, of paternalistic corporate welfare systems based on in-
house unions. After FIAT workers’ rioted in Turin that Summer (the revolt of Piazza
Statuto) to protest the agreement signed by the home-made FIAT Union, the auto-

60. A. MORAVCSIK, De Gaulle between Grain and Grandeur: The political economy of French EEC
policy 1958-1970 (parts 1 and 2), in: Journal of Cold War Studies, 2(2000), pp.3-43 and 3(2000),
pp.4-68; F.B. LYNCH, The origins of de Gaulle's European policy: Ideology, theory and history,
Paper presented to the Research Seminar on the History of European Integration, European Uni-
versity Institute, Florence, 2000.

61. F. PICARD, L’épopée de Renault, Albin Michel, Paris, 1976, p.344.
62. For the opposition of Pompidou to this measure see the testimony of the new director for external

relations and former OECE civil servant, Marc Ouin, in S. DREYFUS, Pierre Dreyfus.1907-1994,
Gallimard, Paris, 1995, p.46.

63. P. DREYFUS, La liberté de réussir, Éds Simoen, Paris,1977, pp.25-30.
64. S. BERNSTEIN, La France de l'expansion,vol.I, La République gaullienne 1958-1969, Seuil, Paris,

1989, pp.152-170.
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mobile section of the Communist and Socialist Union regained its historical role as
major negotiator of working conditions in the sector. It is doubtful that FIAT top
management and the Italian mechanical industry could have accepted an increase of
competition due to EEC acceleration and enlargement under such circumstances,
particularly as the sectoral labour agreement negotiated from October 1962 and si-
gned in February 1963 with the Italian Unions had resulted in a very substantial
increase of labour costs. In addition to increasing wages, the agreement fixed the
progressive reduction of working hours, the equalisation of female wages and the
fixing of payment rewards to productivity gains.65 This conflict-oriented achievement
of Welfare objectives by Unions had coincided with the major political change of the
sixties, the arrival of a new centre-left government aiming at introducing industrial
planning and the research of a neo-corporatist structure to build up a consensual
Welfare State system.66 This new political project would have been difficult to fulfil
given an increasing opening of European borders. Any such opening required firms
to introduce new investments – such as those launched by FIAT for the period
1962-1965 – as strategy tending towards the modernisation of Italian industry.

However, according to FIAT’s CEO, Vittorio Valletta, even a consensual econo-
mic and social modernisation could turn into a dangerous backlash given the serious
fears of overproduction in EEC markets. This earlier position adopted by Valletta at
the Parliamentary enquiry on monopolies makes Vallettas’ public claims of support
for British accession as a public relations action aimed at guarding the image of FIAT
before the Kennedy Administration, where FIAT had strong business and personal
links.67 The opening of EEC doors to Britain would have only accentuated this dan-
gerous situation and, from late 1963, would have been incompatible with the new
anti-inflationary line, the Colombo-Carli plan set up by the Italian government, which
deeply affected domestic demand as it increased among others the price of petrol.
Major support for FIAT’s fear of future overproduction in Europe following from a
competition for investments with American corporations can be found in the issuing
of a May 1963 communiqué written in Zurich by the three major national champions
of the EEC, FIAT, VW and Renault. The communiqué supported the conclusions of
an earlier secret report from the European Commission confirming Valletta’s fears
and asking for a regulation of the automobile sector following the model of the ECSC,
that of a managed oligopoly.68 British accession, obviously, seemed incompatible
with the different social and economic objectives of the various projects for moder-
nising the Italian economy as well as with any plan for a further deepening of Euro-
pean integration as demanded by European producers in 1963.

65. V. CASTRONOVO, op.cit., pp.1090-1091.
66. P. GINSBORG, A history of contemporary Italy. Society and politics 1943-1988,Penguin, London,

1990, pp.268-272.
67. The support of UK entry is quoted by Castronovo coming from the yearly report to the public

assembly of FIAT shareholders in march 1963. However this position contradicts the rest of this
chapter which had the suggestive title of “the frightening American competition”. See. V. CAS-
TRONOVO, op.cit., pp.1090-1093.

68. Un rapporto segreto del MEC conferma i timori di Valletta, in: L’Espresso, 03.03.1963, quoted in:
V. CASTRONOVO, op.cit.; P. BAIRATTI, Vittorio Valletta, UTET, Torino, 1983, p.340.
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It is necessary to make clear that the fear of an American invasion was not just
the fruit of the imagination or cultural prejudices of the European automobile con-
structors. Registration figures for foreign cars in France during this second period
were explicit enough in this respect, passing from 122,000 in 1962 to 180,000 in 1965.
Between these years neither VW nor FIAT substantially increased their sales in
France, maintaining a respective per annum average of 8,500 and 24,000 cars. This
time, the real breakthrough came from European subsidiaries of American corpora-
tions: Fordwerke more than doubled its exports from 13,000 units to 29,000 and Opel
more than tripled its exports from 8,000 units to 29,000. Ford UK exports declined
from a peak level of 20,000 in 1962 to 10,000 units in 1965, with the fall taking place
precisely during the year of the veto, 1963. The fear of American multinationals
extended to British Motors Corporations (BMC), which had lately launched an of-
fensive on the French Market with an export increase of 14,000 vehicles between
1962 and 1965 (from 2,000 to 16,000). Recent historical scholarship on Ford has
solidly documented the extent to which the American company was preparing during
the period of 1958 to 1962 the launching of a small car project, for which enormous
investments were made in Germany. It is clear that De Gaulle’s veto completely
disorganised Ford Europe’s project for a pan-European regional integration.69 The
pressures of French automobile producers on De Gaulle had reached their purpose:
block the investment plans of American multinationals and avoid making of them the
major beneficiaries of the new Common Market.

CONCLUSION

This paper has argued that the impact of the creation of the Common Market in the
automobile sector was not at the level of the expectations of the Treaty and that its
evolution was an historical process interrupted by constant fits and starts. This irre-
gular trajectory was not just the result of political interference foreign to the evolution
of the industry but rather followed the pressing demands of industrial sectors. The
major achievement of the Common Market was to put an end to old trade obstacles
between members. These obstacles, however, did not entirely disappear. Within the
EEC, new forms of protectionism limited the impact of the end of internal quotas and
tariffs. Quotas and high tariffs remained in place beyond the borders of the EEC.
European multinational corporations followed the process of transition in the hope
of stabilising their export markets, using these to improve their total export perfor-
mance and encourage the growth of national industry. Increasing American FDI was
indeed a result of the Common Market but it failed to encourage smoother integration
given the strong opposition from European national champions. These had suffered
from a lack of capital in confronting what they considered unfair competition. Ame-

69. S. TOLLIDAY, The origins of Ford of Europe: from multidomestic to multinational corporation:
1903-1976 in: H. BONIN, Y. LUNG, S. TOLLIDAY (eds), op.cit., vol.II, ETAI, Paris, 2003, p.184.
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rican corporations, like Chrysler and Ford, acted on their own interest, not following
any foreign policy objective. Their action, however, was counterproductive for fur-
ther economic market integration and justified the continuous control of European
governments upon the whole process.

The Treaty of Rome was flexible enough to be used in a neo-protectionist sense
both in its internal and international dimension. The application of the Treaty did not
develop in a liberal direction as the driving seat was occupied by the Member States
which modulated the progress in European integration according to their own national
economic and social objectives, searching for the consensus of national business. As
far as enlargement is concerned, this paper has shown the fundamental interest of
French producers in blocking the access of Great Britain to the Common Market.
Their reasons were not solely industrial but also had much to do with the social and
economic objectives of Gaullism with a similar interpretative hypothesis for the wel-
fare and economic objectives of the centre-left government.

In this respect, this paper confirms the findings of those authors who have sup-
ported an interpretation of EEC development as subordinate to internal social and
economic constraints on policy-making, and to an overriding desire to protect national
industry against the pressure of American multinationals to globalise national eco-
nomies.70 Coming to the crucial debate about the influence of business into the policy-
making process of European integration, this paper rejects instrumental and structural
interpretations of business influence, that is, that governments followed directly or
indirectly the positions of private large corporations.71 In fact, national governments
searched for their own interest, in this case encouraging industrialisation and welfare
increase of industrial workers coupled with economic stability. In the French case,
the Gaullist Republic counted with the leadership of a State-owned company, Renault,
which allowed policy-makers to control the exact content of the complaints of private
companies. In the Italian new Republic, Fiat played a similar role than Renault, given
that in these early years it enjoyed of a nearly monopolistic position in the Italian
automobile sector, progressively challenged by the state-owned holding IRI. Howe-
ver, even in this case, the Italian government was also guided by its own social and
economic objectives for political legitimacy, even if in practical terms they coincided
with those of FIAT. Regardless of the slight differences between countries, this paper
demonstrates that the European rescue of the Nation-State was also a rescue from a
real American threat to the survival of national industry and not the fruit of cultural
prejudices or geopolitical designs.72

70. F. GUIRAO, F.B. LYNCH, S. RAMÍREZ-PÉREZ (eds), Alan Milward and a century of European
Change, Routledge, London, 2012.

71. A. MORAVCSIK, Beyond grain and grandeur: an answer to critics and an agenda for future
research, in: Journal of Cold War Studies, 2(2000), pp.117-142.

72. S. RAMÍREZ-PÉREZ, Public policies, European integration and multinational corporations in the
automobile sector: the French and Italian cases in a comparative perspective (1945-1973), (Ph.D),
European University Institute, Florence, 2007.
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Italy’s Choice of Europe and the Challenges of Modernization

Lorenza SEBESTA

Every historical moment, as Edward Carr reminded his BBC audience in the 1950s,
elicits different historical questions.1 Ever since the onset of the European crisis in
2008 and more especially since Brexit, questions have arisen concerning the nature
and implications of the European integration process.2 It is now time for historians
to seek a new research agenda.

When talking about the European choice of its original member states, it has be-
come a commonplace to begin by referring to Alan Milward’s opinion, according to
which the inner sense of this choice rested on the need to internationalize “some
national policies aiming at national reassertion” in order to make them viable. “Na-
tional reassertion” implied special concern for voter consensus in the new imperatives
of post-war representative democracy. This could best be achieved by providing “se-
curity and prosperity” to

“three large, overlapping categories of voters whose demands on central government had
hitherto been imperfectly met or even refused: labour, agricultural producers, and a diffuse
alliance of lower and middle-income beneficiaries of the welfare state”.3

European governments tried to win the allegiance of such voters through higher levels
of employment, support for agricultural incomes, fiscal policies aimed at income
redistribution, welfare schemes, and strong public involvement in the national econ-
omy (through planning, state management, investment schemes or nationaliza-
tion).4 Such measures required financing, and growth through industrialization was
seen as the best way to provide it. Tariffs and quotas would not do the job: under the
new structural requirements of capitalism, economic efficiency entailed larger pro-
duction units and bigger markets instead.

“The outcome was a search for a new form of neo-mercantilistic commercial policy which
could combine a more rapid trade expansion with more selective and more easily adjustable
forms of protection”.5

1. My thanks to Carlo Spagnolo, whose suggestions brought improvement and clarity to what follows,
and to Nigel Griffin, who tightened footnotes and text in a valiant attempt to overcome their incon-
sistencies. Responsibility for errors and omissions is mine.

2. E. CARR, The New Society, Macmillan, London, 1996 [1951].
3. A.S. MILWARD et al., The Post-War Nation-State, in: Idem., (ed.), The European Rescue of the

Nation-State, Routledge, London, 2000 [1992], pp.21-45 (pp.27,45).
4. See A.S. MILWARD, Allegiance: The Past and Future, in: Journal of European Integration Histo-

ry, 1(1995), pp.7-19 (esp. p.14); Idem., Foreign Trade, Economic and Social Advance, and the
Origins of the European Economic Community, in: Idem., The European Rescue…, op.cit., pp.
119-223 (esp. pp.119-134); Le changement dans la continuité, in: Le Débat, 91(1996), pp.134-141.

5. A.S. MILWARD et al., The Frontier of National Sovereignty: History and Theory 1945-1992, Rout-
ledge, London, 1993, pp.6,9.
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European integration, then, was not the outcome of some federalist political ideal nor
of liberal economic theory; rather, it developed out of the struggle to devise a middle
way between unsustainable protectionism and no-holds-barred liberalization. More
properly it was, in the words of Barbara Curli, the outcome of an effort throughout
the twentieth century to create a large market capable of becoming “a place of eco-
nomic modernization” and, at the same time, a “bulwark of social and political equi-
librium”.6

Most commentators, whether or not they agree with Milward, overlook the im-
plications of his views. In particular, the social purpose behind the European option
taken by member states is downplayed and presented as a simple question of the
economic interest of the most powerful players.7 In The Choice for Europe, Andrew
Moravcsik explains it as the outcome of “rational choices” by national leaders
prompted mainly by “the commercial interest of powerful economic producers and
[…] the macroeconomic preferences of ruling governmental coalitions”. National
leaders’ decisions, albeit they evolved “in response to structural incentives in the
global economy”, were driven by three considerations:

“patterns of commercial exchange, the relative bargaining power of national governments,
and the incentives to enhance the credibility of interstate commitments. Most fundamental
of these was commercial interest”.8

The Italian experience does not fit this view of the social dimension of the European
option. Indeed, it contradicts it. The “interests” in play went far beyond the presumed
commercial gain of powerful groups. The prospect of European integration provided
an occasion to confront some of the most agonizing dilemmas involved in modern-
ization and, in particular, the possible consequences of Italian membership for the
North-South divide, for industry versus agriculture, and for the struggle between
labour and capital. Devising a European strategy required an understanding of these
challenges and decisions about how costs and benefits might be distributed.

6. B. CURLI, Grande mercato e diritti sociali nell’Europa del Novecento, in: Memoria e Ricerca,
13(2003), pp.1-18.

7. As it happens in W. KAISER et al., The History of the European Union: Origins of a Trans-National
and Supranational Polity 1950-72, Routledge, London, 2008, pp.1-11 (p.3); Idem., From State to
Society? The Historiography of European Integration, in: M. CINI, A. BOURNE (eds), Palgrave
Advances in European Union Studies, Palgrave Macmillan, Basingstoke, 2006, pp.190-208.

8. A. MORAVCSIK, The Choice for Europe: Social Purpose and State Power from Messina to Maas-
tricht, UCL Press, London, 1998, p.3; critique of Moravcsik’s “dehydration” (i.e. the poverty of
explanations) in: P. ANDERSON, The New Old World, Verso, London, 2009, pp.82-89 (esp. p.89).
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The methodological difficulties involved in making sense of this set of questions
is not an excuse for disregarding them. Despite efforts by historians of international
relations, there is still room for enriching our view of Italy’s choice of Europe.9

Two key questions at the heart of the problem were debated, some twenty years
ago, by Federico Romero and Paul Ginsborg. In a provocative piece, Romero lament-
ed the inadequate attention devoted to Europe by contemporary historians dealing
with Italy. Yet Italy’s choice of Europe had been primarily “a question of national
development, both in the sense of growth and economic modernization, and of po-
litical and constitutional stabilization”.10 But what kind of modernization? Romero
rebutted the widespread tendency of historians to see Italy’s experience as “defective”
and suggested that it indirectly endorsed a vision of modernization as a standardized,
linear process modelled on US experience.11 He saw no need for further clarification
since, for historians, modernization – the never-ending reconfiguration of society
since the Enlightenment introduced the idea of Progress (and its presumed aim of
modernity) – is a moving target to which sociological indicators are a poor guide.12

In a lively rejoinder, Ginsborg stressed a “lack of commitment” among the Italian
political class to the pursuit of Italian “national interest in Europe”, occasioned by
“structural flaws” and a peculiar political culture in which the national agenda was
dictated not by

“the construction of a nation, but mostly to satisfy sectorial interests, local clienteles, and
to preserve the power of some individuals or factions”.13

9. See A. VARSORI, La Cenerentola d’Europa? L’Italia e l’integrazione europea dal 1947 a oggi,
Rubbettino, Soveria Mannelli, 2010 (esp. pp.18-23); also M. NERI GUALDESI, L’Italia e il pro-
cesso di integrazione europea, in: L. TOSI (ed.), L’Italia e le organizzazioni internazionali, CE-
DAM, Padua, 1999, pp.341-390 (esp. p.347). One of the few exceptions is F. PETRINI, The His-
toriography on Industrial Milieux and European Integration: Bringing the Social Conflict Back
In, in: A. LANDUYT (ed.), European Integration between History and New Challenges, Il Mulino,
Bologna, 2014, pp.291-323.

10. F. ROMERO, L’Europa come strumento di nation-building: Storia e storici dell’Italia repubblica-
na, in: Passato e Presente, 11(1995), pp.19-32 (p.21). This opinion had been already expressed by
diplomats themselves at the time and restated by Sergio Romano in the early 1990s: S. ROMANO,
Guida alla politica estera italiana: Dal crollo del fascismo al crollo del comunismo, Rizzoli, Milan,
1993, p.65.

11. W. ROSTOW, The Stages of Economic Growth: A Non-Communist Manifesto, CUP, Cambridge,
1961 [1960], p.137.

12. For sociologists, modernization involves changes in life-pattern measured, among other things, by
progress in literacy, industrialization, urbanization, and economic growth. G. THERBORN, Mo-
dernità sociale in Europa (1950-1992), in: P. ANDERSON et al. (eds), Storia d’Europa, vol.I:
L’Europa oggi, Einaudi, Turin, 1993, pp.461-613, suggests that the EC did not influence modern-
ization in Europe, as countries both inside and outside perform similarly against each indicator. See
the Introduction to N. DOYLE, L. SEBESTA (eds), Regional Integration and Modernity: Cross-
Atlantic Perspectives, Lanham, Lexington KY, 2014, pp.xi-xxi.

13. P. GINSBORG, L’Italia e l’Unione Europea, in: Passato e Presente, 14(1996), pp.85-92 (pp.
89-90); see also P. CRAVERI, La democrazia incompiuta: Figure del ‘900 italiano, Marsilio, Ve-
nice, 2002, p.260.
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While Romero’s judgment set the tone for similar interpretations of the Italian choice
of Europe by historians of international relations, Ginsborg’s “lack of commitment”
thesis chimed in with a widespread reluctance among contemporary historians to
analyse the “domestic-international nexus”, with special reference to the absence of
the European dimension from narratives of Italian history.14

The central argument of what follows is that the prospect of Italian membership
and participation in moves towards European integration (ECSC, EEC, etc.) was not
driven by any conscious “act of national will”, but that this is so not for the reasons
given by Ginsborg.15 Italian governments were conscious that, in their country, the
rhetoric of a classless and universal “nation state” was tainted and felt duty-bound to
disentangle what a fascist regime had collapsed into a single organic entity. Italy, like
Europe in general, was a mosaic of different social, economic, and political compo-
nents, each with its own, often contradictory interests and attitudes. The European
option forced political leaders to come to terms with the need to reinterpret classic
“national interest” in the light of the new challenges of post-war democratization and
modernization. That was no easy task. Not only was it difficult to foresee the outcome,
but it appeared even more challenging to understand how integration might affect the
various components of Italian society and the economy – and, therefore, their own
political hold on power.

Curbing nationalism by managing capitalism

The first obstacle in the way of any attempt to make sense of Italian participation in
the early stages of European integration is understanding what it represented at the
time.

When first discussed in the wake of World War II, European integration already
had a long record of support among philosophers, political leaders, and some indus-
trialists. In the interwar period, plans for a European political (con)federation along
lines suggested by Immanuel Kant and Abbé de Saint-Pierre ran alongside more
practical suggestions for regional economic cooperation and European cartels. Most
of these were rooted in the structural requirements of incipient mass-consumption
capitalism and the need to improve Europe’s response to growing US competi-
tion.16 The impossibility of restraining international competition and institutionaliz-

14. L. BALDISSARA, Le radici della crisi: Un’introduzione, in: Idem. (ed.), Le radici della crisi:
L’Italia tra gli anni Sessanta e Settanta, Carocci, Rome, 2001, pp.9-33 (esp. pp.24-25). For an
attempt to correct fallacies concerning the period 1948-53, see U. DE SERVIO et al., La Prima
Legislatura republicana: Continuità e discontinuità delle istituzioni, Carocci, Rome, 2004.

15. A.S. MILWARD et al., The European Rescue…, op.cit., p.18.
16. See, e.g., É. BUSSIÈRE, Les milieux économiques face à l’Europe au XXe siècle, in: Revue d’His-

toire de l’Intégration Européenne, 3(1997), pp.5-21; M. DUMOULIN (ed.), Réseaux économiques
et construction européenne, Peter Lang, Brussels, 2004; S. SCHIRMANN, Quel ordre européen?
De Versailles à la chute du IIIe Reich, A. Colin, Paris, 2006.
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ing interdependence led to a surge in aggressive nationalism. As Antonio Gramsci
foresaw in the early 1930s, the gulf between the demands of the new form of inter-
national capitalism and the introspective nationalism of governments spawned a se-
ries of severe crises which culminated in the outbreak of war.17

The perils posed by that gulf were further stressed in 1943 by Luigi Einaudi, the
renowned liberal economist and federalist and future President of the Italian Republic
(1948-1955). For him, both Wilhelm II in 1914 and Hitler in 1939 were “instruments
of an historical necessity”: that of funnelling economic and technological forces into
one vast European economic space in order to modernize failing national structures.
Both had placed on the agenda a problem that needed to be answered either by peace-
ful means or by force. In the context of modern capitalism, the balance of power
would be incapable of ensuring peace in Europe, sapping the economic strength of
its member states and encouraging national sabre-rattling.18

But would economic competition in an international free market prove less dan-
gerous than military competition in an arena characterized by anarchy Many thought
it would not. History taught that little confidence could be placed in the capacity of
an enlarged market to address its own shortcomings and guarantee widespread eco-
nomic growth. Pre-war market distortion created by cartels was well captured in the
key case of German coal by François Duchêne, the close adviser to Jean Monnet:

“Normally, the Ruhr ‘barons’ had only to ration exports of coke or raise prices and freight
rates to establish a competitive advantage […]. French industry had acquiesced in subor-
dination and low output because it was allowed to milk high prices from its restricted home
market”.19

Jean Monnet’s European Coal and Steel Community (ECSC) was conceived as a way
of checking cartels and regulating international competition simultaneously. Restric-
tive practices should give way to expansion driven by public institutions concerned
with efficiency and justice: producers, under the supervision of the ECSC’s High
Authority, were asked not to ringfence national markets and to refrain from unfair
competition based on practices prejudicial to both workers and consumers. Monnet’s
plan was to unmask as artificial the struggles between individual national interests
and to focus attention on the more crucial conflicts between private profit and public
good, and between strong and weak players. To do this, he and his collaborators
adopted a dual-strand strategy. On the one hand, they aimed to break up the monop-
olies that had dominated the pre-war market while, on the other, they planned to
promote an international institutional framework that might provide a forum for eq-
uitable discussion between groups with different powers and interests (industrialists,
workers, consumers, suppliers).

The ECSC, as initially conceived, seemed more akin to 1930s corporatist attempts
to legislate labour and markets in certain strategic sectors than to any laissez-faire

17. A. GRAMSCI, Quaderni del carcere (ed. V. GERRATANA), vol.III, Einaudi, Turin, 1975, p.1756.
18. L. EINAUDI, Per una federazione economica europea, Rome, Sept. 1943 [clandestine printing].
19. F. DUCHÊNE, The First Statesman of Interdependence, Norton, New York, 1994, p.164.
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doctrine.20 Yet it was based on a totally different concept of society. Where fascist
corporatism conceived society as a single organic whole, European integration came
to embody a vision of society in which a plurality of groups, values, and institutions
would thrive. The core mission of the ECSC was to offer “a multitude of different
advantages to different groups”.21 Pluralism was seen not only as a precondition for
dynamic growth and healthy democracy but also by many as the only viable antidote
to Communism, replacing a confrontational model (labour versus capital) with a non-
conflictual paradigm. Readers of Robert Marjolin’s memoirs as of Monnet’s will
appreciate that this was their clear direction of travel at European level.22

For Hitoshi Suzuki, the institutions of social and industrial citizenship established
in the ECSC framework invigorated that “post-war settlement” whose early stages
had been fostered by a US-devised productivity drive launched at the time of the
Marshall Plan — and whose underlying purpose had been, in Charles Maier’s words,
to “displace the conflict from ideological to material issues on which compromise
was possible”.23 This was especially true of France and of Italy, an ideologically
polarized country where the Communist Party (PCI), together with its Socialist allies
(PSI), had seriously disputed Christian Democratic (CD) leadership ever since the
first general election of 1948.24

Might a larger market with common institutions and rules offer a new basis for
compromise? It might, provided any quantitative expansion of European economy
went hand-in-hand with improvements in quality. The common management of the
coal and steel sector at European level attempted not only to limit the negative effects
of monopolies, but also to ensure that any increase in productivity led to an improve-
ment for all in standard of living. In practice, ECSC efforts were directed at ensuring
greater dignity for those European citizens who once occupied the lowest rungs on

20. On the absence of any doctrinaire approach in the ECSC, see T. WITSCHKE, The Evolution of
a ‘Protoplasmic Organization’? Origins and Fate of Europe’s First Law on Merger Control, in: F.
GUIRAO et al. (eds), Alan S. Milward and a Century of European Change, Routledge, New York,
2011, pp.317-332 (esp. p.331).

21. E. HAAS, The Uniting of Europe: Politics, Social and Economic Forces, 1950-1957, University of
Notre Dame Press, Notre Dame IN, 2004 [1958], p.xxxiii.

22. R. MARJOLIN, Le travail d’une vie: Mémoires 1911-1986, R. Laffont, Paris, 1986, pp.164,170 and
172; F. DUCHÊNE, op.cit., pp.235-236 and 286.

23. H. SUZUKI, Digging for European Unity: The Role Played by the Trade Unions in the Schuman
Plan and the European Coal and Steel Community from a German Perspective, 1950-1955, doctoral
thesis, EUI, 2007; Idem., El Plan Schuman como acuerdo posbélico a nivel europeo: Estrategias,
ideas y redes de sindicatos, on: Puente@Europa, 8/i (2010), pp.25-30. See also C. MAIER, Among
Empires: American Ascendancy and its Predecessors, Harvard UP, Cambridge MA, 2006, p.201.

24. PCI, with PSI, gained 30% of the vote in 1948 (CD got 48%); running alone in the elections of 1953,
it achieved 21% (CD slightly under 40%). They maintained this success at the 1958 election, both
making small gains. In 1963, against 25% for PCI, CD fell to 37%. See Ministero degli Interni,
Archivio storico delle elezioni: http://elezionistorico.interno.it/index.php.
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the social and economic ladder, such as coal miners.25 From this perspective, that
first essay in European integration differed substantially from previous US-sponsored
European cooperative initiatives, such as the Organization for European Economic
Cooperation (OEEC) and the European Payment Union (EPU).

After the failure of the European Defence Community, ideas on integration began
to turn away from the common management of industrial sectors (coal and steel) and
particular public good (defence) to the less intrusive goal of creating a single market,
as canvassed in the Spaak report that led to the EEC and to Euratom. In line with
lessons learnt in the interwar period, a large and vital market was seen as a funda-
mental requirement for economic progress in a modern age, especially as the chal-
lenge in terms of growth came not only from the US, but also from the Soviet-led
group of countries that disputed with Western-style capitalist market economy the
palm of modernity.26

Yet, while capitalism as a mode of production based on waged labour, surplus
value and, to an extent, private property, was accepted as a positive avenue to eco-
nomic development by pro-integration political forces, most did not favour capitalism
as a self-regulatory system operating via price mechanisms.27 Many would have
agreed readily with the French socialist André Philip, who suggested the market
should “be extended not by liberalization, but by organization”.28 As Francesco
Petrini argues,

“in the 1940s-1960s, the dialectic was not so much between liberalism and market orga-
nization, but rather, and above all, between different forms of market organization, one
essentially entrusted to action by the State, the other to the action of private interest”.29

The common experience of the interwar economic and financial crises as well as the
positive results of President Franklin D. Roosevelt’s New Deal, had convinced most
European political leaders that, if it was to survive, capitalism had to be saved from
its more liberal interpreters.30 This line of thought, with its first post-war international
endorsement in the Philadelphia Declaration (1944), was not rooted in any theoretical
stand or radical left-wing ideology, but in a common awareness that economic growth
– especially in countries contemplating opening up their frontiers – could not be left

25. P. MIOCHE, Fifty Years of European Coal And Steel, 1952-2001, OPOCE, Luxembourg, 2004. In
many instances the conditions of migrant workers in the coal-mining sector were still appalling in
the 1950s and subject to bilateral agreements, such as the one concluded between Italy and Belgium
in the late 1940s: T. RICCIARDI, Marcinelle, 1956: Quando la vita valeva meno del carbone,
Donzelli, Rome, 2016.

26. Rapport des chefs de délégation aux ministres des Affaires étrangères, 21.04.1956, p.9.
27. The “social market economy” advocated by the “liberal” Finance Minister of the FDR Ludwig

Erhard, “included a surprisingly high level of state spending, regulation, and public enterprise”: A.
MIERZEJEWSKI, Ludwig Erhard: A Biography, University of North Carolina Press, Chapel Hill,
2004, p.116.

28. Quoted in S. HOLLAND, Uncommon Market: Capital, Class and Power in the European Com-
munity, Macmillan, Basingstoke, 1980, p.17.

29. F. PETRINI, Historiography…, op.cit., p.304.
30. A.S. MILWARD, L’Europa in formazione, in: P. ANDERSON et al., Storia d’Europa…, op.cit.,

vol.I, pp.161-219 (esp. pp.178-179).
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to the vagaries of the market, the pressure of the most powerful interest groups, or,
as John Maynard Keynes famously put it, the ideas of some “defunct economist”.
Growth had to be pursued through an “embedded” and not an “unfettered” liberal-
ism.31

The Spaak report fully endorsed this view. To attain the best distribution of eco-
nomic activity, a general increase in standards of living, and accelerated expansion,
“the automatic functioning” of the common market “should be corrected or completed
through rules, procedures, and common actions”.32 Article 2, detailing EEC objec-
tives, watered down Spaak’s ambitions but still retained the balance between growth,
stability, and living standards. The first article of Title II on “Economic Policy” (art.
104) crucially defined high levels of employment and price stability as equal priorities
in any effort to ensure equilibrium between a country’s balance of payments and
confidence in its currency. The regional market should be common rather than free,
meaning that it should be governed collectively through common institutions and
rules, and selectively, when it came to identifiable and compassable areas of action.
It should also take account of each member country’s imperative of meeting domestic
social needs. The Treaty accordingly limited free competition through a cat’s cradle
of carefully worded and balanced aims, as in article 92 (banning state aid to industry)
which admitted the possibility of public subsidy “to promote the economic develop-
ment of areas where the standard of living is abnormally low or where there is serious
underemployment”, to remedy a “serious disturbance in the economy of a Member
State” and to pursue a vast array of additional extra-economic aims.

Problems on the route to European integration: Theory and experience

The prospect of European integration challenged economists. Assessments by experts
working within the traditional body of trade theory gave little encouragement to the
idea that it would benefit the GDP of participating countries in any substantial way.
Ohers warned Europeans of the possible negative trade-diversion effects of a customs
union, as low-cost supply from third countries might be replaced by higher-cost pro-

31. A. SUPIOT, L’esprit de Philadelphie: La justice sociale face au marché total, Seuil, Condé-sur-
Noireau, 2010; S. GIUBBONI, Social Rights and Market Freedoms in the European Constitution,
CUP, Cambridge, 2006 [2003], pp.1-30; G. FUMI, Gli accordi internazionali di ‘sicurezza sociale’
e la questione delle politiche sociali alle origini della costruzione europea (1947-1956), in: A.
COVA (ed.), Il dilemma dell’integrazione: L’inserimento dell’economia italiana nel sistema occi-
dentale (1945-1957), Franco Angeli, Milan, 2008, pp.125-175 (esp. pp.128-130).

32. Title II (Une politique du marché commun) of Rapport des chefs de délégation, p.53 [my translation].
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vision from customs union members.33 Not only was it doubtful whether the creation
of a European market would encourage growth, but, even if it did, it was unclear
which sectors and geographical areas might benefit.

For US supporters of European integration the matter was simpler: there was a
clear linkage between a larger market and large-scale, more productive industry be-
cause this had been the road to economic growth and global ascendancy for North
America.34 However, Europe could not afford to forget that a substantial number of
its citizens were still geared to agrarian rhythms. Despite Cold-War partition, which
had left much rural territory behind the Iron Curtain, Western Europe was far from
being homogenous. The US pattern might easily lock less developed areas into com-
petitive disadvantages in terms of agriculture, raw materials, and cheap labour. The
Spaak report was adamant that it was

“wrong to suggest that, when areas which have not attained the same stage of economic
development are suddenly joined together, the lower cost of manpower and the higher
return on investment automatically assure faster progress of the initially less developed
region, leading ultimately to the alignment of economic levels. On the contrary […] the
gap may widen cumulatively if the basic conditions are not met by public means”.35

How to cope with that? Albert Hirschman, Federal Reserve Board economist dealing
with the economic reconstruction of Italy and France (1946-1952), and then a finan-
cial adviser to Colombia, was among the first scholars to refute the notion that de-
velopment in backward countries would follow the same pattern as in developed ones
in a text of 1959. On the other hand, the dual-economy theory – according to which
in economies with low-wage, low-productive sectors and unlimited labour supply,
development, once started, appeared to be “an automatic process” would only attain
currency, in Italy at least, in the late 1950s.36 In practice, memory seems to have
weighed more heavily in the decisions of European policy-makers than did theory,
especially when it came to agriculture. Ever since the 1880s, with the liberalization
of markets and the subsequent impact of cheap overseas grain, all continental coun-
tries save Denmark and the Netherlands reacted to slumps in international prices by
shielding their agricultural sector behind high tariffs. World War I and its terrible
consequences for food supply revived the traditional argument about the strategic
importance of self-sufficiency. A further price slump, caused by overproduction and

33. A.S. MILWARD, Foreign Trade…, op.cit., pp.122-123; T. SRINIVASAN et al., Measuring the
Effects of Regionalism on Trade and Welfare, in: K. ANDERSON, R. BLACKHURST (eds), Re-
gional Integration and the Global Trading System, Harvester Wheatsheaf, New York, 1993, p.66;
A.M. EL-AGRAA, The Theory and Measurement of International Economic Integration, Palgrave
Macmillan, New York, 1989, pp.143-148. J. VINER, The Customs Union Issue, OUP, Oxford, 2014
[1950].

34. Thus Paul Hoffmann, US administrator of the European Economic Administration (ECA) in his
Statement to the 75th OEEC Council, 31.10.1949.

35. English translation from S. HOLLAND, op.cit., pp.12-13.
36. See A. HIRSCHMAN, A Dissenter’s Confession: The Strategy of Economic Development Revisi-

ted, in: A. HIRSCHMAN (ed), Rival Views of Market Society and Other Recent Essays, Viking,
New York, 1986, pp.3-34 (esp. p.13); L. SPAVENTA, Dualism in Economic Growth, in: PSL
Quarterly Review, 66(2013), pp.201-253 (esp. p.251).
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economic depression, was to have dire consequences for the sector, as the tariff and
non-tariff measures universally adopted proved incapable of guaranteeing food se-
curity and political support in a new age of universal (male) suffrage.37 Frustration
among a fearful rural population is often considered to have been a crucial component
in the fall from favour of liberal governments and the rise of fascism.

At the conclusion of World War II, agriculture again came under government
scrutiny. If the need for self-sufficiency was paramount for countries such as Italy,
whose agricultural capacity had been seriously depleted by war and its aftermath, it
was especially so in Germany, where partition had deprived the country of one of its
most vital sources of food supply. But once self-sufficiency had been attained, the
next crucial question would be to balance economic with social and political aims –
increasing productivity and cutting underemployment without unduly accelerating
rural depopulation. European agriculture was, with few exceptions, in decline by
1950. Two-thirds of European farms were under 10 hectares, less than the minimum
needed to support a family when not given over to niche crops or intensively farmed.
Incapable of competing with third-world costs and prices, agriculture’s contribution
to growth was falling dramatically, while dependence on public subsidy increased,
as advances in productivity and output were not matched by any comparable increase
in income.38

Ever since the Spaak report, virtually all national representatives had agreed on
the importance of safeguarding “family farms” rather than “large units” that, on
purely economic criteria, enjoyed greater productive potential. Family farms were
now not simply producers of supplies but “providers of public good”.39 Walter Hall-
stein, the leader of the German Christian Democrats and first President of the Euro-
pean Commission, was adamant: “The conservation of the family farm with its in-
dependent labour and its human values”, he warned in his first public utterance in his
new capacity, “has to march lock-step with the development of modern society”.40

Presented as a space for freedom and human dignity, the rural world epitomized by
the family farm was seen as an antidote to Communism. Yet, for them to resist the
siren call of industrial employment and an urban environment with all its political
and moral consequences, the dignity of rural workers had to be safeguarded through
some form of welfare policy.41

37. M. TRACY, Agriculture in Western Europe: Challenges and Responses, 1880-1980, Granada,
London, 1982, pp.5-36 and 127-153.

38. R. FENNELL, The Common Agricultural Policy: Continuity and Change, Clarendon, Oxford, 1997,
pp.24, 232-233 and 236.

39. Spaak Report, p.47; A.S. MILWARD, Europeanization of Agricultural Protection, in: Idem., The
European Rescue…, op.cit., pp.224-317 (esp. p.228).

40. Speech of 03.07.1958, quoted in K. PATEL, Interests and Ideas: Alan Milward, The Europeaniza-
tion of Agricultural Protection, and the Cultural Dimension of European Integration, in: F.
GUIRAO et al. (eds), op.cit., pp.405-421 (412-413).

41. A-C. KNUDSEN, Farmers on Welfare: The Making of Europe’s Common Agricultural Policy,
Cornell UP, Ithaca, 2009.
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EEC was not the first instance of international negotiation on agriculture, but it
was maybe the first in which this political vision was shared by the majority of par-
ticipants. No surprise that the extension of the common market to agriculture (art.38)
was accompanied by a series of suggestions for public intervention which had no
equivalent in the industrial sector (art.39).

Facts and visions behind Italy’s decision to join

In line with European trends, Italy, the last Western European country to do so, re-
turned to pre-war levels of agricultural production by the 1950-1951 harvest. The
sector contribution to the economy, however, was falling dramatically: from 42% for
the period 1945-1949 (compare 33% from industry) to 13% for the years 1960-1964
(41% from industry).42

Despite a general decrease in inequality experienced by Italians between 1948 and
1963, there was a growing gulf between agricultural and non-agricultural incomes:
by 1956, Italy was the country with the widest such gap.43 Although poverty was not
confined to rural areas, it was more important there, especially in the South.44 The
1950 Land Reform created thousands of smallholdings designed to promote subsis-
tence farming and remedy underemployment, but was unable to stop employment
rates in the sector falling from 39.9% in 1954 to 31.1% in 1960 – still the highest
figure among prospective members – and then to 19.5% by 1970. The 8.5 m. people
employed in 1950-1952 plunged to 6.3 m. in 1959-1961 (and 4.8 m. in
1964-1966).45

Italy continued to be a net exporter of people throughout the 1950s. Emigration
even increased during the early years of the EEC, reaching a peak of 365,611 in 1962;
the subsequent drop was mainly due to migration from the South to the industrialized
North outstripping the flow across the frontier.46 After recovering to pre-war levels

42. M. TRACY, op.cit., p.236; F. BARCA, Compromesso senza riforme, in: Idem., Storia del capita-
lismo italiano: Dal dopoguerra a oggi, Donzelli, Rome, 1997, p.5.

43. Indications by family income distribution: V. ZAMAGNI, The Italian ‘Economic Miracle’ Revisi-
ted: New Markets and American Technology, in: E. DI NOLFO (ed.), Power in Europe, vol.II:
Great Britain, France, Germany and Italy and the Origins of the EEC, 1952-1957, De Gruyter,
Berlin, 1992, pp.197-226 (esp. p.202); R. FENNELL, op.cit., p.90.

44. Commissione sulla miseria in Italia e sui mezzi per combatterla (1951-1954); soon at: http://archi-
vio.camera.it/patrimonio/archivi_del_periodo_repubblicano_1948_2008/gui-
da:ITCD_00300_00002_00001.

45. H. VAN DER WEE, Prosperity and Upheaval: The World Economy, 1945-1980, University of
California Press, Berkeley, 1986 [1983], pp.153, 155 and table 14; similar figures in G. FABIANI,
L’agricoltura italiana nello sviluppo dell’Europa comunitaria, in: F. BARBAGALLO (ed.), Storia
dell’Italia…, vol.III, op.cit., pp.269-352 (esp. p.308).

46. F. FAURI, Storia economica delle migrazioni italiane, Il Mulino, Bologna, 2015, table 4.5, p.198;
comprehensive synthesis in P. GINSBORG, Storia d’Italia dal dopoguerra a oggi: Società e politica
1943-1988, vol.II: Dal miracolo economico agli anni ’80, Einaudi, Turin, 1989, pp.293-309.
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in 1948, industry was back on its feet by the second half of the decade. The State
played a significant role in this process. Luciano Segreto writes of the peculiar na-
tional culture of public intervention being affected by longstanding factors like fas-
cism as well as by new technocratic developments.47

Three of the most important measures adopted were: firstly, the refurbishment of
the Istituto per la ricostruzione industriale (IRI), a public body created in 1933 to
save business and industry bankrupted by global crises, and which employed an av-
erage of 200,000 workers in the first half of the 1950s; secondly, the launch of Piano
Senigaglia (1950) designed to increase steel production and reduce costs through the
adoption of a new production system (the so-called “integral cycle”) rolled out across
the motor industry; and thirdly, the creation of Ente Nazionale Idrocarburi (ENI,
1954) to manage the national gas sector and the refining and marketing of imported
oil.48 While some of these interventions focused on structural weaknesses in the Ital-
ian economy — shortage of energy and raw materials – others were designed to
rationalize and modernize production to withstand international competition.49 This
was a complex undertaking and proper time frames and procedures were difficult to
devise. With the quotas on most products removed, the tariff cuts approved by Trade
Minister Ugo La Malfa during the De Gasperi administration in late 1951 came in
for stick from a wide range of industrialists, not only in the more old-fashioned textile
sector, but also from those in chemicals, motors, and steel.50 Irrespective of size,
private companies tended to be hostile to competition and modernization.51

Even if, in the words of the solidly conservative historian and diplomat Sergio
Romano, defeat in the war had substantially weakened their power to blackmail gov-
ernment, industrial lobbies were still able to water down La Malfa’s provisions. This
was particularly true of large companies in the motor industry, such as Pirelli and Fiat
(quotas on vehicles were permitted, for example) and in chemicals, as witness the
example of Montecatini. Import taxes were set at 45% for cars, 31% for motorcycles,
and 33% for tractors.52

Most innovations in the 1950s linked to technologies imported under the Marshall
Plan involved either two huge national projects (the integral cycle steel production
in Cornigliano by Finsider and oil and gas activities by ENI) or, to a lesser extent,

47. L. SEGRETO, L’Italia nel sistema economico internazionale: Attori e politiche tra anni Cinquanta
e anni Sessanta, in: L. TOSI (ed.), Politica ed economia nelle relazioni internazionali dell’Italia
del secondo dopoguerra, Studium, Rome, 2002, pp.181-199 (esp. p.188).

48. P. BATTILANI, F. FAURI, L’economia italiana al 1945 a oggi, Il Mulino, Bologna, 2014, pp.56-57
and 72-73.

49. P. D’ATTORRE, Il Piano Marshall: Politica, economia, relazioni internazionali nella ricostruzione
italiana, in: Passato e Presente, 7(1985), pp.31-63 (p.50).

50. G. CARLI, P. PELUFFO, Cinquant’anni di vita italiana, Laterza, Rome-Bari, 1996 [1993], p.116;
F. PETRINI, Il liberalismo a una dimensione: La Confindustria e l’integrazione europea,
1947-1957, Angeli, Milan, 2005, pp.48 and 202 f.

51. E. SCALFARI (ed.), Guido Carli.Intervista sul capitalismo italiano, Laterza, Rome-Bari, 1977, p.
21.

52. S. ROMANO, op.cit., pp.64-65; F. PETRINI, Il liberalismo…, op.cit., p.206; V. ZAMAGNI, op.cit.,
p.205.
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the electricity, chemical and mechanical sectors. Yet, in general “it took time for
Italian entrepreneurs to become confident that markets were expanding enough to
make the adoption of mass production methods” worthwhile.53 This may have been
down to a “class instinct” that proved stronger than the quest for profit and led to the
suspicion that larger and more dynamic markets might strengthen the power of work-
ers and their representatives.54

Yet Alcide De Gasperi, the architect of Italy’s return to democracy and one of the
most perceptive political leaders in the governing party, appeared well aware that the
opportunities offered by integration were not to be measured only in terms of large
firms’ interests and could indeed be used to overcome their “class instinct”. Not only
was De Gasperi alert to the “interference” between the international and the domestic
arena, but he hoped for thorough large-scale intervention to democratize decision-
making on international issues.55 The problem of representation was crucial in a
country which had for twenty years endured a fascist regime and where the majority
party was living its first experience in government. The CD’s cross-class nature and
the granting to women of fully-fledged citizenship through universal suffrage made
the issue even more pressing, especially after 1947 when CPI was turfed out of gov-
ernment and it became strategically necessary to erode its electoral base.56

“Europe”, De Gasperi wrote just before he died, “has become vital for worker
progress”. A united Europe might become a favoured venue for mediation between
private and public capital, as well as a testbed for cooperation between capital and
labour. If nations and war between them could be overcome, why not social class and
class conflict?57 But how might this be achieved?

De Gasperi’s sensibility to the social implications of economics and to the brutal
side to capitalism and free markets mirrored one well established Church doctrine,
formally expressed at the time of the first workers’ struggles in the encyclical Rerum
Novarum on the “Rights and duties of capital and labour” (1891). Since the end of
the war, Pope Pius XII, driven by a desire to defeat Communism, had revived that
same spirit. In 1944, he called on the state, on local government, and on professional
associations to implement social and economic policies designed to protect not only
private property, but also “small and medium-sized businesses in agriculture, arts and
crafts, commerce and industry” and argued against “the all too stark disparities, often
imposed by force, which characterize the global economy”. In 1948, he presented
regional cooperation as a way of defending Europeans against the hazards of unfet-

53. V. ZAMAGNI, op.cit., p.211; P. BATTILANI, F. FAURI, op.cit., pp.62-69.
54. M. KALECKI, Political Aspects of Full Employment, in: The Political Quarterly, 14(1943), pp.

322-330.
55. See his report to the Council of Ministers, Jan. 1950, quoted in C. SPAGNOLO, La stabilizzazione

incompiuta: Il piano Marshall in Italia (1947-1952), Carocci, Rome, 2001, p.261.
56. For CD as an “ecumenical party”, see P. SCOPPOLA, La proposta politica di De Gasperi, Il Mulino,

Bologna, 1978, p.342; suffrage was extended to women in France, Italy and Belgium during the late
1940s, while it had existed in Germany since the Weimar Republic.

57. Il movimento operaio e l’Europa [1953], in: A. DE GASPERI, Scritti e discorsi politici, IV/iii, pp.
2726-2732 (2731).
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tered global competition and Italian society from the dangerous moral consequences
of a total opening up to the outside world.58

Devising national strategies in this context was a daunting task and involved find-
ing answers to a whole host of interconnected questions. How, for example, might
the creation of a larger European market impact on Italian industry? How would
integration affect the interests of industrialists (big and small, private and public) and
the relationship between them? Might not association with more competitive
economies condemn Italy to relying on comparative advantages in old-fashioned
economic sectors and thus entrench its backwardness? In particular, might abundant,
cheap labour hamper her from climbing up the economic ladder by discouraging the
development of industrial activities involving large investment in either capital or
technology? Might the situation require state intervention and so strengthen the public
sector? How might Europe impact on unemployment and underemployment? How
might all this reflect on labour relations and class conflict, factors omnipresent in the
political discourse of the day? Might the benefits of a larger market translate into
more employment, higher wages, larger profits? Might the opening of broader mar-
kets for Italian goods encourage the adoption of production models similar to US
Fordism or, on the contrary, encourage an increase in small Italian firms producing
goods that more advanced countries were no longer prepared to make? And what of
Italian agriculture? What of the peasants in the South, where large, unproductive
estates survived side-by-side with smallholdings created by the 1950 Land Reform
initiative? How could one support both sharecroppers (mezzadri), who grew olives
and tended vineyards, and landlords in the North, whose farming techniques were
more like those in continental Europe? How could equitable agrarian policies be
devised for wage-earners and small farmers at the same time? Differences existed not
only between countries, but within them.

Beyond diplomatic history: An alternative look at Italian strategy on Europe

If, legally, European integration rested upon a series of international agreements, and
thus fell under the aegis of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, the Italian choice to join
Europe raised more than questions of foreign policy: the implications of the Treaties
of Paris and Rome were also domestic.

Most party leaders were conscious of this, but many obstacles stood in the way
of developing a comprehensive strategy. Firstly, as Guido Formigoni recalls, Italy
lacked “an organic and project-based relationship between political cultures, party

58. Radio broadcast by Pius XII to mark the 5th anniversary of the outbreak of war, 01.09.1944; Address
to the International Exchange Policy Conference, 07.03.1948: texts of both on the Vatican website.
See also G. FODOR, Le grandi scelte del dopoguerra, in: P. CIOCCA, G. TONIOLO (eds), Storia
economica d’Italia, vol.III: Industrie, mercati, istituzioni – I vincoli e le opportunità, Laterza, Rome-
Bari, 2004, pp.183-211 (esp. pp.196-197).
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structures, and foreign policy”.59 In addition, the sheer number of different economic
alternatives hampered the formation of a single coherent policy. Fabrizio Barca de-
scribes six parallel and overlapping options out of which DC tried to patch together
a course of action that might ensure its own continuation in power: they covered the
whole political spectrum, from socialism to liberalism. The chosen “compromise
without reform” which Barca sees as typical of the years 1945-1963 not only pre-
vented the implementation of any long-term national development plan such as the
Piano Saraceno (1948–1952) or the Piano Vanoni (1954–1959), but also made it
impossible to devise a clear-cut international economic strategy, especially after the
death of De Gasperi in 1953, when Italy experienced no fewer than six different
governments in just five years.60

Amintore Fanfani’s accession to the party leadership in 1954 made things no eas-
ier. Fanfani came of age as a politician under the aegis of Giuseppe Dossetti, an
unconventional party member whose religious fervour and social commitment led
him in 1956 to take holy orders. Both had influenced articles of the Italian Constitution
that gave the State a leading role in economic and social matters. Together with Dos-
setti, Giorgio La Pira, Aldo Moro and others, Fanfani set up a group of progressive
Catholic intellectuals centred around the review Cronache Sociali, whose key mes-
sage was that the Italian economy and Italian society more widely were too important
to be left to private initiative. If it was to survive, capitalism had to be publicly sup-
ported and constrained. Europe could be part of this strategy. At the same time, Fan-
fani was the most Gaullist of CD leaders in terms of foreign policy: he saw Europe
as a means of national reassertion and as a way to prevent US hegemony. As he said
in 1956: “European politics does not imply any surrender of the national realm. Quite
the opposite: it brings importance and meaning to national politics”: in particular, it
might help to avoid “satellitism” and “economic stagnation”.61

His stance defied two critical allies of the governing party: the US and industry.
Differences with the latter over the role of the State as cheerleader for industrial
modernization were particularly divisive, his activities being seen by industry as un-
wonted interference in their business as well as a threat to their interests and political
clout.62 Matters came to a head during the EEC negotiations, when IRI firms, origi-
nally associated with Confindustria, were withdrawn in order to join the recently

59. G. FORMIGONI, La rifondazione della politica estera nella democrazia repubblicana, in: F.
ROMERO, A. VARSORI (eds), Nazione, interdipendenza e integrazione, vol.I: Le relazioni inter-
nazionali dell’Italia (1917-1989), Carocci, Rome, 2006, pp.173-193 (p.189).

60. F. BARCA, op.cit., pp.13 and 21. See also F. PERFETTI, Verso i Trattati di Roma: L’europeismo
di Palazzo Chigi, in: La Comunità Internazionale, 62(2007), pp.23-49 (esp. p.39 n.43). On Piano
Vanoni and Europe: R. GUALTIERI, L’Europa come vincolo esterno, in: P. CRAVERI, A. VAR-
SORI (eds), L’Italia nella costruzione europea: Un bilancio storico (1957-2007), F. Angeli, Milan,
2009, pp.313-331 (p.315).

61. Speech to the 6th National CD Congress, Rome, 1956: M. TELÒ, L’Italia nel processo di costruzione
europea, in: F. BARBAGALLO (ed.), Storia dell’Italia repubblicana, vol.III, op.cit., pp.131-254
(p.199).

62. L. MATTINA, Gli industriali e la democrazia: La Confindustria nella formazione dell’Italia re-
pubblicana, Il Mulino, Bologna, 1991, pp.275-307.
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created Ministry of State Investment (Ministero delle Partecipazioni Statali). Private
industry took this as an attempt to crush the “coalition of employers” at a delicate
phase in the transition to full-speed mass production.63 Fanfani was eventually forced
to resign as DC’s secretary after the 1958 political election and room for manoeuvre
during his ensuing tenures proved limited.64

The underlying concern of most party leaders came to light in 1961 at its first
National Study Congress. Achille Ardigò aptly summed it up as the problem of how
to oversee the social transformation and economic development of Italian society
while maintaining political power. He was particularly concerned about a potential
contradiction built into the country’s modernization. Pasquale Saraceno, one of the
most perceptive voices of Catholic meridionalismo, helped to clarify matters by call-
ing the attention of his party colleagues to its prospective victims. These he identified
as small farmers, middle-income groups in the countryside and in little towns, crafts-
men, and small businessmen –the bedrock of CD political power at the time – who
would be faced with decline or migration to towns and cities with all the upheaval
that would imply in terms of social sensibility and political affiliation. The loss of
political hegemony would be coupled in the long term, it was feared, with increased
social unrest.65 From this perspective, the potential modernizing effects of an enlarged
European market was bound to be greeted with reticence if not anxiety.

It is not difficult to understand why the efforts of Gaetano Martino (Foreign Mi-
nister, 1954-1957) to engage the government in EEC negotiation fell on deaf ears.
Despite his leading role at the Messina conference (1-2 June 1955), he appeared to
be playing a lone hand. Not only, as a Liberal, did he came from a minority party,
but he could rely neither on strong political support from the volatile governments of
the day, nor on a solidly pro-European attitude from career diplomats in his own
ministry, most of whom had been introduced to politics under fascism.

All this made the Italian participation even more volatile during the final Rome
Treaty negotiations (June 1956-February 1957). The elusiveness of the talented career
diplomat and Director General of Economic Affairs at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs
Attilio Cattani, the de facto head of the delegation, formally headed by Ludovico
Benvenuti, was but one side-effect of these circumstances.66 This created wide scope
for ad hoc diplomatic action by industrialists from both the public and the private
sector, Vittorio Valletta (COE of FIAT) and Oscar Senigaglia (President of Finsider)

63. G. CARLI, P. PELUFFO, op.cit., p.135.
64. S. LUPO, Partito e antipartito: Una storia politica della Prima Repubblica, 1946-1978, Donzelli,

Rome, 2004, pp.158-161.
65. See F. DE FELICE, Nazione e sviluppo: Un nodo non sciolto, in: BARBAGALLO (ed.), Storia

dell’Italia repubblicana, vol.II: La trasformazione dell’Italia: Sviluppo e squilibri, Einaudi, Turin,
1995, p.786.

66. HAEU [Historical Archives of the European Union, Florence], Oral History Collections: Voices on
Europe, interview with Bruno Bottai by Maria Grazia Melchionni, 17.02.1998. See also F. FAURI,
L’Italia e l’integrazione economica europea, Il Mulino, Bologna, 2001, pp.119-120.
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being notable examples,67 though there is little evidence of the existence of any stra-
tegic association between business circles and government.68 Confindustria’s inter-
ventions were in the main prophylactic and resulted in just a few textual emendations,
softening the short-term impact of EEC membership, for example, by recalibrating
the initial tariff levels. The same happened to common customs tariff. Similarly, direct
lobbying by Fiat played a part in the creation of Article 109, a typical safeguard clause
under which automatic tariff-removal measures could be halted in cases of “sudden
crises in the balance of payments”. Guido Carli, Governor of the Bank of Italy from
1960 to 1975, interpreted these Italian “victories” as ad hoc “concessions” made by
richer partners to a country that was negotiating with a visible “inferiority com-
plex”.69

No concessions were made on emigration, despite Italian insistence throughout
the 1950s on switching from bilateral agreements to common management.70 The
acceptance of the Italian-sponsored European Social Fund appeared as a consolation
prize in this context; based on the model of the “Fonds CECA de reconversion et de
réinstallation des travailleurs”, it was designed to help European migrant workers
cope with any difficulties that might emerge from structural changes in their sector
of employment.71

A further provision supported by Italy was the creation of the European Investment
Bank (EIB) as a way of financing capital-intensive investments in the South out of
the European public purse. The idea of using international funds to this end was not
new.72 Yet, this time the request was framed into a comprehensive “European strategy
for the South” (meridionalismo europeo), an original attempt to link European inte-
gration with a particular vision of modernization sensitive to the need to balance
economic and social considerations. EIB underfunding and the eventual transforma-
tion of Cassa del Mezzogiorno from an institution devoted to the structural modern-
ization of the South into a mechanism to manage electoral support finally blocked all

67. R. RANIERI, L’espansione siderurgica italiana nel primo quindicennio del Trattato CECA
(1952-1967), in: R. RANIERI, L. TOSI (eds), La Comunità europea del carbone e dell’acciaio
(1952-2002), CEDAM, Padua, 2004, pp.153-219 (esp. pp.154-160).

68. HAEU, Interview with Walter Gardini (General Secretary of the Italian delegation) by Maria Grazia
Melchionni, 05.03.1998; F. PETRINI, Grande mercato, bassi salari: La Confindustria e l’integra-
zione europea, 1947-1964, in: P. CRAVERI, A. VARSORI, op.cit., pp.233-258; P. TEDESCHI,
Le AFL Falck, gli industriali milanesi e il “problema europeo, in: F. ZUCCA (ed.), Europeismo e
federalismo in Lombardia dal Risorgimento all’Unione europea, Il Mulino, Bologna, 2007, pp.
57-99; a more nuanced view in L. SEGRETO, L’integrazione europea e l’Italia: Il contributo della
storiografia económica: Risultati e prospettive di ricerca, in: Storia delle Relazioni Internazionali,
13/14(2000), pp.287-294.

69. G. CARLI, P. PELUFFO, op.cit., pp.164-166; in contrast: A. VARSORI, op.cit., p.130.
70. This idea figured in the Spaak Report (Title III), but was resisted during subsequent negotiation and

dropped from the final text. In general, see F. ROMERO, Migration as an Issue in European In-
terdependence and Integration: The case of Italy, in: A.S. MILWARD, The Frontier…, op.cit., pp.
33-58.

71. F. FAURI, L’Italia e l’integrazione…, op.cit., pp.126-127; A. VARSORI, op.cit., p.142.
72. C. SPAGNOLO, op.cit., p.258; B. CURLI, Ricostruzione e sviluppo: La Banca Mondiale e l’eco-

nomia italiana, 1947-1951, in: Archivi e imprese, 8(1997), pp.33-71.
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serious attempts to convert meridionalismo europeo into a fully-fledged political
strategy to make Europe part and parcel of a larger initiative to solve core/periphery
dilemmas in the countries involved.73

Europe as a route to progressive Fordism: A missed opportunity for the Left?

Since Adam Smith, there has been consensus around the importance of the division
of labour for increased productivity and “the wealth of nations”. Mechanization, time-
and-motion and other standardization procedures introduced by the Taylorist (or Sci-
entific Management) revolution were a further step in that direction. But they also
tightened management control of workers, eventually leading to an upsurge in in-
dustrial conflicts. Fordism originated as an attempt to prevent this, by incorporating
Taylorist principles and organizational methods in a new socio-economic compro-
mise: the acceptance by the workforce of the alienating nature of modern industrial
labour in exchange for built-in wage rises matching productivity. It contradicted
Marx’s prediction that increased productivity necessarily gave rise to unemployment,
falling wages and overproduction, and claimed, instead, that higher, stable wages
might engender “a virtuous circle of growth based on mass production and mass
consumption”.74

The challenge issued by US Fordism in the interwar period was analysed in 1934
by Gramsci. In his Americanism and Fordism, he wondered whether Fordism might
take the form of a “passive revolution” imposed by US competition and submissively
endured by the Old World, or whether it might produce a structural reorganization of
capitalism that, together with emerging consumerism, would remould Europe along
progressive and democratic lines. He saw the Fordism adopted by fascism as being
of the first kind: a phoney revolution which co-opted worker representatives via a
state-led, centralized corporatism and prevented free negotiations at local level be-
tween capital and labour. The major problem Italy had to confront in order to over-
come this stage lay in the nature of its civil society: with its old fashioned stratifica-
tions and legacies (“sedimentazioni passive”), it differed substantially from its class-
less and dynamic US counterpart and would accordingly be less inclined to engage
in the egalitarian practices required by a progressive Fordism.

According to Gramsci, the incorporation of Italy in a European context could help
to redress this basic handicap, increasing the clout of industrial workers and eventu-

73. Piero Craveri suggests Ugo La Malfa was the first to use the formula in a 1954 article in Nord e
Sud entitled Il Mezzogiorno dell’Occidente: P. CRAVERI, Prefazione and L’‘Occhio di Monnet’ a
Roma, in: R. GIORDANO, La formazione dell’Europa comunitaria: Lettere a Jean Monnet,
1955-1959, Lacaita, Manduria, 1997, pp.7-20 (esp. p.9), 249-260.

74. D. NOBLE, Forces of Production: A Social History of Industrial Automation, Transaction, New
Brunswick, 2011 [1984], p.36; B. JESSOP, Fordism and Post-Fordism: A Critical Reformulation,
in: A. SCOTT, M. STORPER (eds), Pathways to Regionalism and Industrial Development, Rout-
ledge, London, 1992, pp.43-65.
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ally shifting the balance of power between social classes.75 But this transformation
needed a group of intellectuals to lead it. Where were they in the 1950s? In line with
Marxist analysis, left-wing thinkers interpreted integration as the outcome of struc-
tural economic trends directed at a merger of capital and markets and the division of
international labour on an ever larger scale.76 Yet, because of what they saw as the
deep-rooted bourgeois character of European society and the hegemonic role of the
US in it, most Communists feared that a common market would be monopolized by
big industrial groups (private and public) at the service of what was seen, in social
terms, as a regressive form of capitalism.77 Few realized that, on the contrary, only
European commonly managed public institutions could halt the de facto take-over of
modern economies by large international monopolies.78

The dominant left-wing Italian trade union, the Confederazione Generale dei La-
voratori Italiani (CGIL), originally looked favourably on the EEC, seeing integration
as rooted in

“objective requirements, such as the necessity to guarantee larger markets for the new
productive techniques, to coordinate efforts for a more rational exploitation of technical
and human resources, to guarantee an ever more rapid development of underdeveloped
regions”.79

Yet, CIGL stigmatized the free movement of capital required under the treaty — as
well as other measures such as the ban on state aid — as political devices aimed at
undermining any possibility of state intervention in favour of Southern Italy. Only a
handful of Catholic left-wing trade-unionists who had left CGIL in a bid for autonomy
was ready to base its strategy on European integration. The Confederazione italiana
sindacati lavoratori (CISL) was an active participant in ECSC policy-making, but
the benefits it secured for workers were not sufficient to achieve the strategic aim of
its leader Giulio Pastore – that of building “a bridge between the interests of the

75. A. GRAMSCI, Americanismo e Fordismo [1934], in: Note sul Machiavelli, sulla politica e sullo
stato moderno, Riuniti, Rome, 1991, pp.439-504 (479). The essay was first published separately by
PCI publisher Canguro in 1950; see also G. VACCA, Vita e pensieri di Antonio Gramsci,
1926-1937, Einaudi, Turin, 2012, p.166.

76. M. MAGGIORANI, P. FERRARI, L’Europa da Togliatti a Berlinguer: Testimonianze e documenti,
1945-1984, Il Mulino, Bologna, 2005, pp.19-28 (esp. p.25).

77. See for example, G. LONGO, ‘Miracolo economico’ e commercio estero nello sviluppo dell’econo-
mia italiana nel secondo dopoguerra, in: Tendenze del capitalismo italiano: Atti del convegno di
Roma, 23-25 marzo 1962, vol.II: Le comunicazioni, Riuniti, Rome, 1962, pp.335-421.

78. Interview with Bruno Trentin, I ritardi della sinistra, in: M. MAGGIORANI, P. FERRARI, op.cit.,
pp.99-109; A. GRAMOLATI, G. MARI (eds), Bruno Trentin: Lavoro, libertà, conoscenza, UP,
Florence, 2010, p.51. More generally, see S. CRUCIANI, L’Europa delle sinistre: La nascita del
Mercato comune europeo attraverso i casi francese e italiano (1955-1957), Carocci, Rome, 2007,
p.34; M. BRACKE, Competing Utopias? The Partito Comunista Italiano between National, Euro-
pean, and Global Identities (1960s-1970s), in: F. GUIRAO et al., op.cit., pp.268-283.

79. La posizione della CGIL sul Mercato Comune Europeo, in: Rassegna Sindacale, 31.07.1957, cited
in A. VINCI, La CGIL e l’integrazione europea dopo i Trattati di Roma, Master’s thesis, University
of Florence, Florence, 2001-2002, p.12.
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proletarian masses and those of the country in general”. Nor did it make headway
against communist-led political hostility to Europe.80

Bruno Trentin, the leader of the oldest Italian trade union, the Federazione Italiana
Operai Metallurgici (FIOM), and a very early reader of Gramsci’s Americanismo e
Fordismo, was among the few at the time to appreciate the communist quandary. The
decision to follow directives from Moscow, which interpreted European integration
as an offshoot of US hegemony, and the the subjugation of the EEC to Cold-War
rhetoric, precluded any possibility of refining Marxist analysis and regarding Euro-
pean integration as the best way of coping with the new incarnation of international
capitalism – in order to accelerate modernization and improve working conditions
along suitably revised Fordist lines.81

Once the EEC was established,
“economists were divided not as a result of templates used by the Left and the Right, nor
by the gulf between different economic doctrines. Liberal and neoclassic thinkers were
critical of Italian participation in the EEC because they thought that integration limited
universal free trade and competition and paved the way for industrial conglomerates, while
the so called ‘Left’ was equally torn apart by the issue”.82

A heated albeit minor debate arose over the “phase of transition to full-speed mass
production”. The militant socialist Vittorio Foa, along with Trentin, was among the
first to introduce the concept of “neo-capitalism” to characterize this new reality.83

Capitalism was not on the verge of a crisis brought on by stagnation, as orthodox
Communism had predicted, but was instead undergoing a structural revolution. This
revolution, which would ensure its survival for many years, would not come without
a price in terms of a worsening of working conditions (alienation) and of urban life.
Struggling for redistribution would not be enough if the Left was to redirect those
crucial emerging changes; the realm of production and its social effects were to be
also considered.

The prospect of an enlarged market had much to do with this revolution. It is no
coincidence that in 1957 Foa was among the first to ponder over how best to incor-
porate European integration into the debate on the Left, rather than just ignoring it.
The term neo-capitalism eventually reached a wider readership courtesy of a 1961
survey conducted in L’Espresso by one of the youngest and most talented members

80. A. CIAMPANI, Un’Europa sociale: Percorsi sindacali e ragioni politiche del contributo italiano,
in: P. CRAVERI, A. VARSORI, op.cit., pp.283-311 (p.304).

81. See I. ARIEMMA, Il libro della vita, in: A. GRAMOLATI, G. MARI (eds), Il lavoro dopo il
Novecento: Da produttori ad attori sociali: “La città del lavoro” di Bruno Trentin per un’ “altra
sinistra”, UP, Florence, 2016, p.26.

82. M. DE CECCO, Gli economisti italiani e l’adesione dell’Italia al Mec, in: G. LUNGHINI (ed.),
Scelte politiche e teorie economiche in Italia, 1945-1978, Einaudi, Turin, 1981, pp.245-257 (p.247);
F. MASINI, “Introduzione” to chapter 3 of G. GIOLI, L’Europa e gli economisti italiani nel nove-
cento: Federalismo, integrazione economica, fiscalità, Franco Angeli, Milan, 1997.

83. V. FOA, Il neocapitalismo è una realtà, in: Mondo Operaio, 5(1957), pp.17-18; Idem., Questo
Novecento, Einaudi, Turin, 1996, pp.258-259.
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of “The Friends of Il Mondo”, Eugenio Scalfari.84 In his view, international compe-
tition, properly managed, could support the modernization of capitalism and help to
resolve many of the existing dichotomies in Italian society: between less and more
dynamic industrial sectors, town and countryside, North and South. European inte-
gration could force a “capitalist revolution […] despite capitalists, but in their inter-
est”.85

But trades unions were by then facing a dramatic fall in their power in the more
advanced industrial sectors, such as motors, chemicals and electricity (from Monte-
catini and Pirelli to Ansaldo, Falck, Edison and Italcementi). The 1955 electoral de-
feat of the old FIOM, at Fiat Mirafiori (by far the largest concentration of workers at
a single plant), bewildered trades unions and the Left more generally.86 Confronted
with the pressing problem of sheer survival, questions related to the nature of capi-
talism and its relationship to European integration sounded very abstract. The situa-
tion was made even more difficult by the ambiguous version of Fordism fostered by
Fiat in Turin, the “one company town” Workers were socialized through the carrot
and the stick, those loyal to the company being offered the chance to take part in
common rites such as holiday camps, to dream of a future of mobility and domestic
luxury thanks to productivity bonuses, while politicized workers were ostracized and
persecuted. Control as a management’s priority was epitomized by the systematic
employee registration scheme.87 This intervention into their private lives and working
conditions, when combined with incentives, discrimination and fear, was far from
promoting company solidarity and stability, as Fordism intended. Instead, it incubated
a complex set of expectations and frustrations which would later culminate in explo-
sions of anger.

84. E. SCALFARI, Rapporto sul neocapitalismo, Laterza, Bari, 1961, pp.123-124. Created in 1949
around the journal Il Mondo, the group, albeit limited in its political reach, became a cradle of new
proposals on political economy and finance, civil rights, education, urban planning, and develop-
ment in the South. See R. COLAZZA, Partigiani in Borghese: Unità Popolare nell’Italia del do-
poguerra, Angeli, Milan, 2015, pp.115-116.

85. E. SCALFARI, op.cit., pp.71-82, esp. pp.71-72.
86. Interpretations on the defeat of FIOM at the Mirafiori union local elections still vary; see G. BERTA,

L’Italia delle fabbriche: Genealogie ed esperienze dell’industrialismo nel Novecento, Il Mulino,
Bologna, 2001, pp.109, 155; S. MUSSO, Le relazioni industriali…, op.cit., pp.199-200. For a mi-
litant view, see E. PUGNO, S. GARAVINI, Gli anni duri della Fiat, Einaudi, Turin, 1974, pp.67-99,
181-227.

87. Commissione parlamentare d’inchiesta sulla condizione dei lavoratori in Italia (1955-1958), at: at
http://www.senato.it/Leg2/4389. On worker registration, see B. GUIDETTI SERRA, Le schedature
Fiat: Cronaca di un processo e altre cronache, Rosenberg and Sellier, Turin, 1984. See also G.
CRAINZ, Il paese mancato: Dal miracolo economico agli anni ottanta, Donzelli, Rome, 2005
[2003], pp.31-56 and S. MUSSO (ed.), Tra fabbrica e società: I mondi operai nell’Italia del No-
vecento, Feltrinelli, Milan, 1999.
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The domestic-foreign dimension of the Italian choice of Europe: Some critical
suggestions

The early demise of meridionalismo europeo and the impossibility of developing a
fully European version of Fordism ushered in the use of integration as a tactical
government ploy to bolster short-term policies aimed at consolidating political sup-
port.

The connection between national agricultural development and the CAP is a case
in point.88 In the polarized national political arena of the 1950s, the fall in agricultural
incomes and the sharp decline in the number of peasants was seen not simply as an
economic problem, but also a social and political one. Italy, the land of smallholdings,
epitomized a dilemma felt across the board at European level: how to find a role for
rural subsistence farmers within the new international capitalist environment. Faced
with this situation, members agreed on the advantages of passing some at least of the
decisions on this internally divisive issue to a higher authority less open to public
scrutiny, especially in countries such as Italy and France, where the rural class was
still politically over-represented in parliament and increasingly opposed by a com-
munist party more concerned with the problems of industrial workers.89

When it came to hammering out the detail of the CAP, however, European con-
trasts came to the fore. Europe was a land of differences: in soil, climate, and produce.
It was also a mosaic of distinctive historical conditions of development. These were
reflected, for example, in different property-rights regimes, inheritance and taxation
rules, labour relations law and practice (in wages but also in other matters) as well as
average farm size.90 Article 39 of the EEC recognized the

“particular character of agricultural activities, arising from the social structure of agricul-
ture and from structural and natural disparities between the various agricultural regions”.

Negotiations held to translate it into hard policy were unsurprisingly divisive. Some
favoured modernization as a first step (among them Sicco Mansholt, the charismatic
social democratic Commissioner for Agriculture from 1958), while for others ensur-
ing stable farm incomes was the immediate priority. Policies of structural improve-
ment would necessarily put pressure on family farms to close shop or else shift to
other, more productive, kinds of farming. Given the complexity of the challenges, a
system of centrally-managed price support emerged as the least divisive option, as it
left each partner to cope for itself with the more intractable issue of structural reform.
As Mansholt said at the time, price policy was a mechanism that did not mortgage

88. G. LASCHI, Le radici di un paradosso: L’integrazione agricola europea e la partecipazione ita-
liana, in: Studi Storici, 37/i(1996), pp.227-272; ID., L’agricoltura italiana e l’integrazione euro-
pea, Peter Lang, Berne, 1999.

89. On the problem of persuading voters to support farm subsidies, see A.S. MILWARD, Europea-
nization of Agricultural Protection…, op.cit., p.317.

90. T. JOSLING, Evolution of Distortions in Advanced Economies, in: K. ANDERSON, Distortion to
Agricultural Incentives: A Global Perspective, 1955-2007, Palgrave Macmillan and World Bank,
Washington DC, 2009, pp.115-176 (esp. p.117).
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the future, allowing as it did for the adoption of different strategies, depending on the
levels at which prices were set. The rather high prices eventually adopted had the
virtue to mediate between competitive and uncompetitive countries: they fit Germany
and Italy, as they allowed their less productive farmers to survive, but they also meant
higher per capita returns for Dutch and French farmers, who enjoyed lower production
costs.

However, given the interconnectedness of agriculture and the wider economy,
high prices would affect industrial wages by increasing the cost to families of food,
their greatest outlay.91 In social terms, high prices had an “unequal impact on different
groups of farmers” and accentuated the differences among them. In particular, and
markedly in the case of Italy, price support kept small farmers afloat, but made them
more precarious in the long term (unlike the 1950 Land Reform)and exposed them
to a greater risk of political blackmail; in the meanwhile, it helped larger ones, where
modernization could accelerate, courtesy of income stability and high profit mar-
gins.92

On the whole, Italy resulted disadvantaged as far as European subsidies per farm
worker. This happened not only because of the predominance in the making of the
PAC of the producers of cereals, milk, meat and sugar- while Italy specialized in oils
and fats, wine, fruit, and vegetables. For many years, the agricultural sector remained
the “Cinderella” in the process of European integration of Italy: the unproductive but
politically stable peasantry was, at least in the short term, vital to the CD voter
base.93 Peasant farmers, permanently reliant on public support for their activities
(storage costs, paid for by the EEC, and government-financed credits and other forms
of public subsidy for the purchase of vehicles, seed, fertilisers, as well as drainage
and irrigation works), were a captive market for the exercise of political influence.
Whatever the intentions of political leaders, this situation eventually became com-
plementary to an economic growth cantered on the industrial hubs of the North, which
profited from cheap labour provided by rural migrants. What was originally designed
as a short-term substitute for international migration and as a solution to the problems
of unemployment and underemployment in the South, turned into an efficient device
for disciplining an industrial workforce, while also creating a de facto subordination
of the South to decisions made in the industrial North.94

91. T. JOSLING, op.cit, p.156, table 3.5. G. FABIANI, L’agricoltura italiana tra sviluppo e crisi
(1945-1985), Il Mulino, Bologna, 1986 [1979], pp.187-188.

92. R FENNELL, op.cit, pp 6-7, 92 and 300-301.
93. G. LASCHI, La politica agricola nelle relazioni internazionali dell’Italia del secondo dopoguer-

ra, in: L. TOSI, op.cit., pp.241-264 (esp. p.249). For one classic calculation of European subsidies,
see J. MARSH, C. RITSON, Agricultural Policy and the Common Market, Chatham House and
PEP, London, 1971, p.169.

94. P. GINSBORG, Storia d’Italia…, op.cit., vol.II, p.315; C. SPAGNOLO, op.cit., pp.265-267; G.
FABIANI, L’agricoltura italiana…, op.cit., p.273. On the preminence of the labour relations sta-
bility for Italian capitalists, see F. PETRINI, Vincolo esterno e lotte sociali: Gli industriali italiani
e la fine dell’età dell’oro, in: I. DE BIONDO et al. (eds), Fra Mercato Comune e globalizzazione:
Forze sociali e la fine dell’età dell’oro, Angeli, Milan, 2010, pp.15-44 (esp. pp.17,25).
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A similar ambiguity surrounds the rise in Italian industrial exports via European
markets. Petrini sees it as indirectly deepening shortcomings in domestic demand and
the social imbalances accompanying them, offering Italian industrialists the “oxygen”
they needed to maintain low wages and high profit margins.95 Italian wages compared
badly with those earned in the other five EEC countries. Companies such as Fiat,
however, paid special productivity bonuses (linked to performance in each individual
factory) as well as a raft of care and recreational services organized by the company
itself as an incentive and a way of exercising control over workforce loyalty. If wages
rose more slowly than productivity during the period prior to the Treaties of Rome
and right up to 1963, things improved in the years that followed. Meanwhile, at least
until the first post-war devaluation in 1962, the purchasing power of workers was
enhanced by monetary stability.96 Many industrial workers and their families during
this period experienced improvements in their standard of living. The most insightful
among communist intellectuals of the day, men such as Luciano Barca (father of
Fabrizio) and Bruno Trentin, had no hesitation in linking these improvements to the
increase in exports to the European market and, more broadly, to European integra-
tion.97

In the short term, the consumer society offered a way to reduce class consciousness
and stifle the penchant for conflict among industrial workers, encouraging the growth
of a national “lifestyle” as a substitute for traditional social markers. The process
accelerated as the lives of workers took on an international dimension with the in-
troduction of TV in the mid-1950s. This “physical unification of Italians” was one of
the more enduring legacies of the post-war boom, but it came at a price: engendering
a materialistic and individualistic version of emancipation, it reinforced in the long
run Italian disaffection for political parties (qualunquismo). A culture of refrigerators
and TV not only neutered the “revolutionary spirit” of the Italian masses, as some
communist leaders had feared, but it helped, slowly but surely, to weaken their po-
litical allegiances and feed their selfishness.98

95. F. PETRINI, Il liberalismo…, op.cit., p.304; Idem., Gli industriali lombardi, la Confindustria e
l’Europa negli anni cinquanta: La costruzione del grande mercato, in: F. ZUCCA, op.cit., pp.
627-651. See also M. DE CECCO, L’Italia grande potenza: la realtà del mito, in: P. CIOCCA, G.
TONIOLO, op.cit., pp.3-36 (esp. pp.29-30).

96. F. BARCA, op.cit., p.39 identifies a rise of 4.6% in productivity and 1.3% in real wages; this last
figure would increase greatly over the years that followed: 5.8% for 1958-62 and 5.9% for 1963-76:;
R. BELLOFIORE, I lunghi anni Settanta: Crisi sociale e integrazione, in: L. BALDISSARA, op.cit.,
pp.57-102 (esp. pp.68-69).

97. L. BARCA, Problemi del capitalismo di Stato e della pianificazione, in: Tendenze del capitalismo
italiano, pp.65-106 (esp. p.101). See also BRACKE, op.cit., p.273.

98. C. ANNIBALDI, G. BERTA (eds), Grande impresa e sviluppo italiano: Studi per i cento anni della
Fiat, Il Mulino, Bologna, 1999, pp.7-17 (p.13); S. LUPO, op.cit., p.184; in general, S. LANARO,
Storia dell’Italia republicana: Dalla fine della guerra agli anni novanta, Marsilio, Venice, 1992,
pp.258-259.
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When “the industrial triangle” (Turin, Milan and Genoa) approached full em-
ployment in 1963 the day of reckoning beckoned.99 In a world of full employment
and capital/labour confrontation, as Michał Kalecki had anticipated in the 1940s, fear
of being sacked would cease to act as a tool to keep workers in line: the absence of
potential manpower waiting in the wings fuelled worker assertiveness.100 Initially,
wage increases were met by industrialists, who simply put their prices up. The balance
of payments went into the red, not only because of the rise in spending on imports,
but also because, with left-wing parties on the verge of entering government, capital
began to flee the country. Fears of contagion were expressed by the Federal Republic
of Germany, the European Commission and the European Council of Ministers. These
fears did much to legitimize the restrictions introduced by the Bank of Italy and its
Governor Guido Carli in 1963-1964.101

Monetary restrictions accompanied by cuts in public expenditure reduced gov-
ernment wriggle-room, increased unemployment and fanned the resentment of in-
dustrial workers.102 The centre-left forces governing Italy (almost uninterruptedly)
from 1963 to 1972 had to confront deep social and political challenges within new
monetary constraints. Voted in on a platform to introduce badly needed reforms, they
found themselves enforcing fiscal restrictions and overseeing a contraction in invest-
ment. State indebtedness and ‘competitive devaluations’ would eventually emerge as
the favoured means of squaring the circle.

This would leave the country badly exposed to the consequences of the European
Monetary Union and of the devolution of the foreign exchange rate policy to the EU
institutions.

Epilogue

European integration shaped the nature of national modernization in different and
often contradictory ways. Despite a widespread awareness of the importance of the
domestic-international nexus and of the potentialities embodied in its European ver-
sion, no endeavour to incorporate it within a strategy for social, economic and political

99. Milward’s analysis of three periods (1930-1938, 1950-1969, 1970-1988) showed Italy as the only
country with substantially increased proportional unemployment (numbers grew in other countries
during the years 1970-1988). If we refine the analysis and use a different timespan, however, we
see a fall between 1950-1958 (8%) and 1959-1962 (4.1%). Equivalent figures for France and Ger-
many for those same years range from 1% to 2%: A.S. MILWARD, The European Rescue…,
op.cit., p.30. For slightly different figures see F. BARCA, Storia del capitalismo italiano, op.cit.,
p.39, table 5.

100. M. KALECKI, op.cit. p.326. More on this text in J. OSIATYŃSKI, Collected Works of Michał
Kalecki, OUP, Oxford, 1990, pp.571-577 (esp. 574-576).

101. F. PETRINI, Vincolo esterno…, op.cit., p.19; Idem., Grande mercato…, op.cit., pp.251-255.
102. G. FODOR, op.cit; M. DE CECCO, L’Italia grande potenza…, op.cit., pp.28-30.
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development of the country was attempted – except for the early meridionalismo
europeo.

But should that really surprise us? The economic consequences of joining a re-
gional market were at the time unclear and its presumed political side-effects uncer-
tain if not alarming for a governing party whose priorities were the preservation of
social order and the maintenance of its own grip on power. The prospect of an enlarged
European export market, when finally accepted by Italian industrialists, did not per-
suade many of them to incorporate Fordism into their companies, nor did it spur the
government to accept the central macroeconomic tenet that mass production and mass
consumption could go hand-in-hand with high, stable wages.

During the early years, Europe did not succeed, as De Gasperi had hoped it might,
in putting the lid on the struggle between workers and capitalists; it just increased the
means of redistribution. Workers’ concerns about the alienating aspect of techno-
logical progress were for the most part stifled by disciplinary measures and a prudent
rise in wages, while, later, the concern of industrialists about the inflationary effects
(and profit erosion) of such wage rises were countered by an increase in strikes. The
result was a dialogue de sourds.

If the ideological and social conflicts that were part and parcel of developing
industrialization had been for a time tamed by rapid growth, migration, an incipient
consumer society, no long-term solution was identified at either European or national
level. On the other hand, the damage caused by the CAP to consumers, taxpayers,
and third-world producers, was extended, in the long run, to the very family farms it
sought to protect.

What began to emerge was a “management of integration, mostly functioning
outside the democratic circles and beyond representation”, its favourite tools being
“monetary policy and commercial and financial contacts” with Europe.103 The im-
pression is that monetary policy, under the control of a tiny group of players, came
after 1950 to replace the “universal democracy” (democrazia capillare) hoped for by
De Gasperi as the means of dealing with the new conditions of “reciprocal interna-
tional interference” in Italian society and economy.

In such circumstances, rather than being an occasion for evolving a coherent de-
velopment strategy, European integration contributed, albeit indirectly, to the “mis-
match between the enrichment of society and its social and civil progress” – the
national shortcoming identified in 1961 by Ugo La Malfa in the political manifesto
of the first left-wing government.104 Europe could indeed have served to close that
gap, and La Malfa was among the very few political leaders to pursue that goal res-
olutely right up to his death (1979). But there was no consistent political grouping
prepared to take up the challenge and no intellectual leadership keen to fashion the
analytical tools that might address this task.

103. R. GUALTIERI, op.cit., p.320.
104. Part of this document of May 1962 is in S. LANARO, op.cit., p.314.
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Jacques de LAROSIÈRE, 50 Ans de crises financières, Odile Jacob, Paris, 2016,
288 p. – ISBN: 9782738134028 – 22.90 €.

Jacques de Larosière (born in Paris on 12 November 1929) had an impressive career
in the highest spheres of the international monetary and financial world: Director of
the Treasury in France (from 1974 to 1978), Managing Director of the International
Monetary Fund (from 1978 to 1987), Governor of the Banque de France (from 1987
to 1993) and President of the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development
(from 1993 to 1998). Moreover, as a «retired» person, he chaired, in 2008-2009,
the «High-level Group on Financial Supervision in the EU» which provided the basis
for the new supervisory regime in the European Union, with a clear distinction be-
tween macro- and microprudential supervision and the creation of the three new su-
pervisory agencies: the European Banking Authority, the European Securities and
Markets Authority and the European Insurance and Occupational Pensions Authority.
Financial crises, how to fight them and how to try to prevent them, have then been at
the core of Jacques de Larosière’s career (and retirement).

Before embarking on this review, I should probably state a declaration of interest,
as I encouraged Jacques de Larosière to write these memoirs, as he graciously ack-
nowledges (p.10). Moreover, as one of the authors of Alexandre Lamfalussy’s auto-
biography, I believe in the value of these works, as they contribute in conserving the
memory of important witnesses.1 They provide material for historians and contribute
to a better understanding of history, even if one has to be careful for about the sub-
jective element within them.

With Science Po and the École Nationale de l’Administration (ENA), Jacques de
Larosière gives the impression of having the typical French elite background and
formation. However, the first chapters paint a rather cosmopolitan and international
background, as he spent part of his youth in Rome (the time of Benito Mussolini) and
Istanbul (1943-1944), as well as a significant part of his early career in Algeria. Mo-
reover, his first language was not French, but English, as his family had a British
nanny.

Jacques de Larosière started working at the French Treasury in June 1963, initially
working on the franc area. In 1967, he became involved with matters of the interna-
tional monetary system and was one of the French negotiators of the Jamaica agree-
ments of January 1976. With hindsight and with some French nostalgia for «fi-
xed» exchange rate systems, he observes: «Je ne me sens pas particulièrement fier
des résultats de la négociation franco-américaine, qui ouvrit la voie aux accords de

1. C. LAMFALUSSY, I. MAES, S. PÉTERS, Alexandre Lamfalussy. The Wise Man of the Euro. A
Conversation with Christophe Lamfalussy, Ivo Maes and Sabine Péters. Preface by Jacques de La-
rosière, LannooCampus, Leuven, 2014.
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la Jamaïque. La réalité était que le flottement était libre. L'illusion était que cette
liberté pourrait être contrôlée et constituer un 'système'. On a sous-estimé à l’époque
la portée de l’effondrement du système de Bretton Woods» (p.75).

Notwithstanding his preference for a fixed exchange rate system, de Larosière
was more sceptical with respect to the EMU project, which was launched at the De-
cember 1969 Hague Summit and with the 1970 Werner Report: «je manifestai dès
l’origine une certaine réserve à l’égard du plan de l’Union monétaire présenté en 1970
par le Comité Werner et à l’élaboration duquel certains de mes collaborateurs (Jean-
Michel Bloch-Lainé notamment), avaient participé» (p.95). He emphasises that con-
vergence of economic policies and production costs is necessary for a successful
monetary union. All in all, on matters of European monetary integration, he gives the
impression of being closer to Raymond Barre than to Valéry Giscard d'Estaing.

In June 1974, Jacques de Larosière became Director of the French Treasury, when
France was trying to cope with the first oil shock. In his opinion, France postponed
the necessary structural adjustments: «Nous avons eu tendance à donner la priorité
au financement – au prix d’un endettement extérieur croissant dont on mesurait mal
les dangers – et à renvoyer à plus tard bon nombre de réformes structurelles indis-
pensables. La réforme la plus marquante, du point de vue structurel, nous la devons
au général de Gaulle. Ce fut la constitution d’un parc important de centrales nucléaires
qui nous a permis de desserrer en grande partie la contrainte pétrolière (75% de notre
électricité provient du nucléaire)» (p.96). The chapter further gives a beautiful over-
view of the manifold tasks of the French Treasury, giving a strong verdict on the
French system: «Le contrôle des entreprises publiques aurait requis beaucoup plus
de temps et de formation. Ces faiblesses ont toujours grevé le système français des
nationalisations. L’État croyait maîtriser les choses, mais ce n’était souvent que su-
perficiellement» (p.93).

From 1978 to 1987, Jacques de Larosière was Managing Director of the Interna-
tional Monetary Fund, for what he describes as «les années magiques», even if they
coincided with the Latin American debt crisis. He tells how only a few people in
Washington were worried about the increasing Latin American debt levels. One of
these was US senator Bill Bradley, with whom he had a frank discussion: «Bill Brad-
ley me demanda brûle-pourpoint: 'Êtes-vous inquiet de l'accumulation des dettes
mondiales, notamment chez les pays en développement d'Amérique latine'? Je ré-
pondis: 'Oui'. Il me posa alors une seconde question: 'Êtes-vous inquiet au point de
ne pouvoir dormir la nuit'? Je répondis: 'Honnêtement, non. Mes économistes me
disent qu'avec l'inflation ambiante, la situation est gérable. Mais, comme vous, j'ai
des doutes et crains un retournement'. M. Bradley me dit, à la fin de notre conversa-
tion: 'Je ne suis pas sûr que cet entretien m'ait rassuré. Mais je suis heureux d'apprendre
qu'il y a tout de même deux personnes à Washington qui s'inquiètent de ce problème'
» (p.116).

After the start of the debt crisis, the IMF was at the centre of efforts to contain the
crisis. The key objective was to avoid a Mexican default. Herefore the IMF developed
the so-called «stratégie collaborative de la dette»: «Elle partait d'un constat simple:
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à la base de tout problème de dette, il y a deux acteurs responsables: le débiteur et les
créanciers. Si les créanciers entendaient préserver leurs droits, il fallait qu'ils parti-
cipent activement au retour à meilleure fortune de leur débiteur en consentant des
reports d'échéances, des périodes de grâce, voire des réductions d'intérêts ou de prin-
cipal. Et si le programme de redressement – soubassement de l'accord – l'exigeait, il
fallait aussi que les créanciers participent, entre-temps à des financements nou-
veaux». This approach would be at the basis of a dynamic process, leading to the
reinsertion of Latin America in the world economy. Moreover, it would shape de
Larosière’s attitude towards the management of debt crises.

In 1987, Jacques de Larosière returned to Paris as Governor of the Banque de
France. This constituted for him a significant «reverse cultural shock»: «Ce fut une
tout autre ambiance que j’allais retrouver à Paris. Finies la liberté et les initiatives
hardies. J’étais, désormais, le gouverneur d’une Banque centrale complètement dans
la main du ministère des Finances. Chaque idée que j’allais émettre devrait passer
par les fourches Caudines de l’administration du Trésor. Le chemin était semé d’em-
bûches…» (p.136). However, he was convinced of the necessity of an anti-inflation-
ary policy and had even prepared a fall-back scenario if he had to resign because of
a disagreement with the government: «J’étais si sensible à cette possibilité d’une
démission, que je conservai en location, pendant mon temps à la Banque, un petit
appartement dont nous ne nous servions pas puisque la Banque nous accordait un
somptueux appartement de fonction. Mais je me disais que, le jour de ma démission,
il serait mieux de disposer d’un point de chute, sinon ma résolution risquait d’être
moins ferme» (p.146).

His time as Governor of the Banque de France coincided with the relaunch of the
EMU project, in which the Delors Committee, of which he was a member, played a
pivotal role. Jacques de Larosière is full of praise for Jacques Delors' role as chairman
of the committee: «Jacques Delors présida les séances sans a priori, et dans un esprit
ouvert à tous les arguments. Il ne fit pas preuve de 'dirigisme intellectuel', ce qui joua
un rôle important pour l’accord final» (p.149). However, de Larosière himself was
in a delicate position: «La tradition monétaire française était aux antipodes du modèle
de Banque centrale indépendante, qui avançait à grands pas de par le monde depuis
quelques années. Par ailleurs, on ne pouvait guère concevoir, à mon avis, qu’une
Banque centrale européenne soit le reflet et l’addition des banques centrales natio-
nales de l’Union, chacune conservant un régime différent. Comment instituer une
politique monétaire unique qui serait le résultat de discussions intergouvernementales
par banques centrales interposées? […] J’étais donc persuadé, dès le début des travaux
du Groupe Delors, que, si l’on souhaitait aboutir, il faudrait instituer une Banque
centrale indépendante des pouvoirs publics, et que cette banque devrait être composée
de banques centrales nationales elles-mêmes indépendantes». While de Larosière,
also due to his IMF experience, was convinced of the necessity of central bank in-
dependence, he knew that it remained a very delicate issue in France. So, he decided
to ask for a personnel meeting with the President of the Republic: «Je rencontrai donc
M. Mitterrand le 1er décembre 1988 en tête à tête. Je lui déclarai qu’après les premières
sessions du Comité Delors, il était clair qu’il n’y aurait pas d’accord sans la recon-
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naissance de l’indépendance de la Banque centrale européenne ainsi que de celle des
banques nationales. Si nous voulions aboutir, c’était la condition de l’accord. M.
Mitterrand ne me répondit pas directement. Il fit quelques remarques générales sur
l’évolution de nos sociétés tendant à développer les délégations de pouvoir à des
institutions autonomes. J’estimai que j’avais reçu un feu orange à défaut de feu vert.
Mais certainement pas un feu rouge» (pp.150-151).

When the Delors Report came out, the acceptance of the concept of central bank
independence, also by Jacques de Larosière, was heavily criticized in France. In a
meeting with Finance Minister Pierre Bérégovoy and his staff, Jacques de Larosière
defended the Report and argued that EMU was only possible if France accepted cen-
tral bank independence. Bérégovoy drew the conclusion of the meeting: «Le gou-
verneur a raison, mais maintenant qu’une organisation monétaire aussi puissante va
être créée, il vaudrait mieux que vous travailliez sur le vrai sujet, c’est-à-dire, com-
ment mettre en place un gouvernement européen qui puisse faire contrepoids à la
Banque centrale» (p.152).

In October 1993, Jacques de Larosière moved to London as President of the Eu-
ropean Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD). The Bank was in a severe
crisis after the mismanagement by his predecessor, Jacques Attali, and de Larosière
had to set up an important restructuring plan. It became a success, leading also to a
significant improvement of the perception of the EBRD. While he warned for «ne
pas trop rosir le tableau», de Larosière had a largely positive view on the
EBRD : «Un grand nombre de projets – utiles et rentables – n'auraient jamais vu le
jour sans le travail de la BERD. Je pense notamment aux projets d'économies d'éner-
gie. D'audacieuses privatisations furent menées à bien, qui se sont traduites par des
gains importants d'efficacité. Nombre de pays d'Europe centrale poursuivaient eux-
mêmes des réformes structurelles profondes que la banque a eu le privilège d'accom-
pagner» (p.193).

After his «retirement», de Larosière became advisor of the President of BNP Pa-
ribas. However he also took up several public functions. One of the most important
was the Presidency of the so-called «de Larosière committee», in 2008-2009, which
was at the basis of a profound reform of the institutional architecture of financial
supervision in the European Union. However, the book is rather short on this episode.
For instance, on the issue of why the Committee did not advocate to transfer the
supervision of the systemic banks to the ECB, he says: «Nous n'avions pas préconisé
la fusion de la surveillance bancaire au niveau fédéral, car la volonté commune d'aller
en ce sens n'existait pas. L'idée fut reprise plus tard, en 2013, avec le Mécanisme
(bancaire) de supervision unique (MSU) entre membres de l'euro. Mais il avait fallu,
pour y parvenir, la crise intense de l'euro après 2010» (p.214).

In line with his earlier approach to the Latin American debt crisis, de Larosière is
also very critical on the way the European sovereign debt crisis, especially Greece,
has been managed: «Voilà un pays dont la dette publique était insoutenable […]. Il
était donc évident, en 2009-2010, qu'un programme de redressement devait comporter
– comme le veulent, du reste, les règles mêmes du FMI – une restructuration en
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profondeur de la dette. C'était indispensable pour permettre au pays de se redresser
et de sortir de ses difficultés. Mais, malgré les avertissements, l'Europe et le FMI
avaient choisi, collectivement, ne pas soulever ce problème, parce qu'il 'fâchait', et
de laisser croire que les hypothèses de croissance économique – trop optimistes –
retenues pour la Grèce dans le programme permettraient à ce pays de retrouver,
spontanément, en deux ans, la confiance des marchés comme si cette crise pouvait
être traitée comme une simple crise de liquidité et non pas comme une crise de sol-
vabilité. […] On finit, plus tard, par ouvrir les yeux sur la réalité. Mais que de temps
et de crédibilité perdus»!(pp.203-204).

In several places in the book, de Larosière is critical about the deregulation of the
financial system. At moments, he shows a certain nostalgia for foreign exchange
controls: «L'interdiction de prêts de francs aux non-résidents par les banques
françaises avait été, pendant les années 1970, assez efficace pour le contrôle des
changes. Mais, au cours des années 1990, ce genre de mesures aurait été jugé incon-
cevable. La dérégulation était passée par là» (p.164). In his concluding remarks he
emphasises the link between easy financing, via financial deregulation, and budgetary
excesses: «Le monde financier des quarante dernières années, trop largement déré-
glementé, a favorisé l’irresponsabilité budgétaire» (p.223).

These memoirs are written in a very clear and elegant style and illustrated with
some beautiful photographs. There is also an appendix with short biographies of the
main (non-French) persons cited, while notes on French persons are mostly given in
footnotes (I must admit that I'm a little bit puzzled about this difference). All in all,
this book is a little jewel. Naturally, there remain questions which one would have
liked to be answered. However, de Larosière brings a very fine and balanced overview
of his life and the positions in which he served. Moreover, his memoires offer inte-
resting insights into the monetary and financial history of the last decades.

Ivo Maes
National Bank of Belgium and

Robert Triffin Chair, University of Louvain

Rüdiger HOHLS, Hartmut KAELBLE (Hrsg.), Geschichte der europäischen
Integration bis 1989. Europäische Geschichte in Quellen und Essays, Band I. Franz
Steiner Verlag, Stuttgart, 2016, 264 S. – ISBN 978-3-515-11303-8 – 29,00 €.

Zu konstatieren, dass die Historiographie zur europäischen Integration ihren Blick
geweitet hat, ist keineswegs neu. Von einem ursprünglich engen Fokus auf die Ideen-
und Diplomatiegeschichte ausgehend, nahm sie in den letzten Jahren vermehrt wei-
tere Themenfelder in den Blick, etwa aus der Sozial- und Kulturgeschichte, und be-
mühte sich zugleich um eine weitergreifende Verortung des Sujets in der zeitge-
schichtlichen Forschung. Der vorliegende Sammelband trägt der historiographischen
Entwicklung jedoch in besonderer Weise Rechnung, indem er die Auffächerung der
Integrationsgeschichte zum Organisationsprinzip erhebt. Geschichte der europäi-
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schen Integration „in Quellen und Essays“ ist durchaus programmatisch zu verstehen:
Statt eines übergreifenden Narrativs oder einer Spezialisierung auf einen bestimmten
Aspekt enthält der Band eine breitgefächerte Auswahl von Quellen und kurzen, be-
gleitenden Essays, die vignettenartig Einblick bieten in verschiedene Aspekte und
Themenfelder der jüngeren Forschung.

Dieser durchaus ungewöhnliche Ansatz erwächst jedoch nicht direkt aus der Ent-
wicklung der Integrationsgeschichte, sondern aus den Ansprüchen der Reihe Euro-
päische Geschichte in Quellen und Essays. Diese sammelt originelle Text- und Bild-
dokumente zur Geschichte Europas vom 18. Jahrhundert bis in die Gegenwart, welche
durch ein begleitendes Forschungsessay in den historischen Zusammenhang einge-
ordnet werden. Die Reihe richtet sich damit explizit an Dozierende und Studierende
verschiedener Fachrichtungen, wobei das Interesse seitens der Geschichtswissen-
schaft und – für den vorliegenden Band – der interdisziplinären European Studies
überwiegen dürfte. Der Sammelband selbst soll drei Ziele erreichen: (1) eine erhöhte
Sichtbarkeit der neuen Themen der europäischen Integrationsgeschichte, (2) „mehr
Sensibilität“ für die historische Quelleninterpretation, und (3) mehr Aufmerksamkeit
für das Themenportal Europäische Geschichte von Clio-online (http://www.euro-
pa.clio-online.de/), in dem die 22 für den Band ausgewählten Quellen und Essays
erstmals veröffentlicht wurden (S.22).

Die Einleitung bietet neben einem Überblick über den Band einen knappen, aber
kompetenten Abriss über die jüngere Forschung. Darin gliedern die beiden Heraus-
geber die bereits seit Längerem konstatierte Öffnung und Erweiterung der europäi-
schen Integrationsgeschichte nach sieben Themenfeldern und listen zu jedem Bereich
umfangreiche, aber keineswegs erschöpfende Beispiele aus der Literatur seit etwa
2000, mit Fokus auf Publikationen der letzten 6-7 Jahre. Ergänzt werden diese Lite-
raturhinweise durch eine Auswahlbibliographie jüngerer Synthesen zur Geschichte
der europäischen Integration. Für das Zielpublikum der Reihe bietet die Einleitung
des Bandes damit eine kurze, aber gelungene Einführung in existierende Forschungs-
trends und einen Startpunkt für eine weiterführende Beschäftigung mit der Thematik.

Besonders positiv hervorheben möchte ich die Intertextualität der Beiträge. Ob-
gleich die Essays nicht nach einer vorher festgelegten Programmatik verfasst wurden,
wurden sie doch so ausgewählt, dass sie Bezug zueinander herstellen, etwa wenn im
ersten Teil des Bandes liberaldemokratische, völkische und sozialistische Europa-
entwürfe gegenübergestellt werden. Der Ansatz, stets eine Quelle und ein begleiten-
des Essay zusammen abzudrucken stellt die Quelleninterpretation in den Mittelpunkt,
bietet jedoch zugleich eine weiterführende Einordnung. Die Essays werden außerdem
nicht nur durch die üblichen Fußnoten, sondern ebenfalls durch eine kurze Auswahl-
bibliographie zur jeweiligen Thematik ergänzt. Hier liegt ein überaus leserfreundli-
ches Konzept vor, dessen Herausgeber sich offensichtlich Gedanken um die prakti-
sche Nutzbarkeit des Bandes in der Lehre gemacht haben. Die angenehme Kürze der
Texte und das thematisch breite Spektrum laden zum Blättern und zu einem lexika-
lischen Zugriff ein. Das chronologische Gliederungsprinzip und der bewusste Ver-
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zicht auf eine übergreifende Agenda verstärken den Eindruck, dass dies auch durch-
aus so gewollt ist.

Die Auswahl abgedruckter Quellen umfasst sowohl Klassiker wie Robert Schu-
mans Regierungserklärung vom 9. Mai 1950, welche den Grundstein für die Mon-
tanunion legte, als auch eher ungewöhnliche Formate wie ein Filmstill aus den fran-
zösischen Fernsehnachrichten nach der Reaktorkatastrophe von Tschernobyl. Insge-
samt gelingt es dem Band, sein Ziel, „klassische und neue Themen der Geschichte
der europäischen Integration“ (S.15) Seite an Seite abzudrucken, mit dem Anspruch
zu verbinden, die Sichtbarkeit der neuen Themen zu erhöhen. Wünschenswert wäre
eine stärkere Einbeziehung wesentlicher zeithistorischer Kontexte der europäischen
Integration, insbesondere des Ost-West Konflikts und der Entkolonialisierung. Beide
Themenfelder spielen zwar eine Rolle, der geographische Schwerpunkt des Bandes
liegt aber ganz deutlich auf den EWG-Staaten. Positiv ist hingegen, dass europäische
Integration hier nicht ausschließlich in Bezug auf die EU-Vorgängerinstitutionen ge-
dacht wird. Nicht nur kommen andere institutionelle Kontexte wie EFTA und KSZE
zur Sprache, sondern auch mediale und intellektuelle Europakonstruktionen wie die
Eurovision oder Léon Blums Konzept einer „Dritten Kraft“.

In der Lehre kann der Band somit in mehrfacherer Hinsicht ein Augenöffner sein:
Das Buch wirft Schlaglichter auf wichtige Themen der europäischen Integrationsge-
schichte aus dem Blickwinkel der jüngeren Forschung und bietet Studierenden durch
seine Einleitung und Auswahlbibliographien einen guten Ausgangspunkt für die
weiterführende Literaturrecherche. Durch die zentrale Rolle der Originaltexte regt
der Band überdies zur eigenständigen Auseinandersetzung mit den Quellen an. Dies
ist in der Geschichtswissenschaft selbstverständlich, für andere Disziplinen, an die
sich das Buch ausdrücklich richtet, aber ebenfalls interessant. Gerade in der inter-
disziplinären Lehre kann dieser Band hilfreich sein, um Praxis und Wert des histo-
rischen Zugangs zu verdeutlichen.

Umso bedauerlicher ist daher, dass der Band sich – mit nur einer Ausnahme – auf
deutschsprachige Texte beschränkt. Während die Herausgeber in der Einleitung zu
Recht kritisieren, dass „[n]ationale Forschungen zur europäischen Integration […]
weiterhin erstaunlich stark gegeneinander abgeschlossen“ bleiben, gestehen sie schon
im nächsten Absatz ein, dass der Band sich „[t]rotz des internationalen Themas […]
auf deutschsprachige Autoren“ beschränkt (S. 15), obgleich im Themenportal Euro-
päische Geschichte auch viele englisch- und französischsprachige Beiträge erschie-
nen sind. Diese Entscheidung macht einen sinnvollen Einsatz des Buches für die
Lehre in den European Studies, die nicht nur interdisziplinär, sondern zumeist eben
auch international aufgestellt sind, leider fast unmöglich. Hier entgeht dem Band ein
Publikum, das für eine vergleichbare englisch- oder wenigstens mehrsprachige Pu-
blikation sehr gute Verwendung gehabt hätte.

Insgesamt wird der Band den selbstgesteckten Ansprüchen und den Zielen der
Reihe gerecht. Die vignettenartige Struktur erweist sich als durchdachtes Konzept,
das nicht nur für die Lehre nützlich ist, sondern auch die Entwicklung in der jüngeren
Forschung widerspiegelt. Die Auswahl der Quellen und Essays stellt klassische und
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neue Themen der europäischen Integrationsgeschichte gleichberechtigt nebeneinan-
der und schärft so den Blick für die Vielfalt des Feldes. Gleichzeitig wird durch diese
kuratierte Auswahl und die Intertextualität der Beiträge ein Mehrwert zum Themen-
portal Europäische Geschichte geschaffen, der die erneute Veröffentlichung der Tex-
te in einem Sammelband rechtfertigt. Es bleibt zu hoffen, dass der Band die Popula-
rität des Themenportals weiter erhöhen kann, auch wenn hier mit Blick auf das in-
ternationale Publikum eine Chance vertan wurde.

Daniel Stinsky
Universität Maastricht

Salvador FORNER, Heidy-Cristina SENANTE (eds), La unidad europea.
Aproximaciones a la historia de la Europa comunitaria, Publications Universitat
d’Alacant, San Vicent del Raspeig, 2016, 202 p. – ISBN 978-84-9717-436-7 –
15,00 €.

In the last two decades, the historiography of European integration has experienced
an important evolution, passing from a generalised complacency to critical rigour.
This change has occurred in light of the challenges faced by the European Union (EU)
since the early 1990s, and especially after 2008. One of the implications of this trans-
formation is that the official, self-fulfilling narrative of the process of European in-
tegration has been called into question from different perspectives by academics of
different disciplines. In La unidad europea, Salvador Forner and Heidy-Cristina
Senante, who work in Contemporary History at the Universitat d'Alacant, offer a
Spanish-language selection of previously-published articles by internationally promi-
nent scholars of history and political science that illustrates how and why the official
narrative of the history of the EU is being challenged.

The objective of Professor Salvador Forner and Dr. Heidy-Cristina Senante is to
contribute to “a better understanding of the history and the present of the European
Union” (p.9) by placing this topic under scrutiny by different critical views in a single
collection. All of the articles that comprise this book, apart from the editors’ own
chapter, have been already published elsewhere in English or French in the last ten
years. The primary originality of this book, therefore, is to collate some of the most
prominent critical views on the history, narrative, and nature of the European inte-
gration. What seems to me to emerge from La unidad europea is the argument that
the narrative of the process of European integration is in crisis, which is interlinked
to the problems that the EU is currently experiencing. As we are facing a topic that
is historically open, this narrative is being revised from various ideological, theoret-
ical, and methodological perspectives. This is interesting for challenging the pre-
dominant, officially-promoted narrative of the construction of Europe, which is pro-
gressive, deterministic, and excessively simplistic.

The essays here provide heterogeneous views on the history, the narrative, and
the raison d’être of European integration; its eleven chapters could be divided into
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three groups according to their arguments. The first would be composed of the second
and third chapters, written by Antonin Cohen and Mark Gilbert respectively, and the
final chapter by Antonio Moreno Juste. These authors share a focus on the dominant
narrative for explaining the history of European integration that prevails in the his-
toriography, the media and the EU institutions. They bring to light how biased, tele-
ological and triumphalist this narrative is, and they point out some of the problems
that this established narrative can imply due to its lack of rigour. Mainly, they identify
the fact that this narrative tends to blur the different ideological, political and eco-
nomic interests, transactions and failures that lie behind the construction of a unified
Europe, thus distorting its history. Moreover, they consider the potential danger that
this biased narrative can have on policy-makers and on collective memory. Moreno
Juste points out that this narrative could have serious effects on the legitimacy of the
national narratives of the EU member countries (he especially focuses on Spain) that
have linked their historical accounts to that of the EU.

The second group of approaches to European integration is also critical towards
the predominant narrative mentioned above, but it challenges this narrative in a dif-
ferent way, which is based more on empirical research than on historiographical ana-
lysis and from very diverse angles of analysis. Guido Thiemeyer in chapter six and
John Gillingham in chapter seven discuss the Monetary Union in order to challenge
the official narrative on European integration, and to explain the nature of some of
the EU’s current problems. Thiemeyer shows that contrary to what is commonly
assumed, the creation of the euro is not a logical or necessary evolution stemming
from the process of European integration. He thus shows how teleological is the view
held by the EU that considers the Monetary Union to be a natural step in the process
of European integration. Gillingham, in turn, offers a completely different kind of
criticism of the EU, guided by neo-liberal convictions; he identifies some malfunc-
tions and shortcomings in the working, development and structure of the EU, and
proposes solutions based on a neo-liberal agenda in order to save a specific idea of
Europe.

The third grouping of perspectives offer a further angle for criticising the narrative
of European integration. It focuses on some of the counter-narratives that have
emerged and spread especially after the beginning of the European crisis of 2008.
Andrew Moravcsik in chapter eight and Giandomenico Majone in chapter nine reflect
on two issues at the core of the main criticisms that the EU is currently receiving
within and beyond academia – its democratic deficit and its lack of legitimacy. Ac-
cording to Moravcsik, the democratic deficit of the EU is a myth based on ill-informed
perceptions. He demonstrates that the EU is at least as democratic as its member
states, if not more so. This leads him to argue that the democratic deficit of the EU
does not exist, and to offer instead a positive image of the current EU. Majone also
deals with the problem of the democratic deficit of the EU, but his argument is rad-
ically different to Moravcsik’s. He argues that the expansion of the supranational
competences brought about by the European Single Act, the Treaty of Maastricht,
and the jurisprudence of the European Court have entailed a democratic deficit in the
EU that could put its own existence at risk. Finally, Fernando Guirao in chapter ten
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refutes the perception existing in the public opinion of many European countries that
Germany and its inflexible and unsupportive way of exerting economic and political
leadership, are at the root of Europe’s current crisis. He proves this argument to be
false, demonstrating that the pre-eminent role of Germany in Europe has its origin in
the Treaty of Maastricht and that it was not the outcome of a deliberate German
strategy, but rather the result of the combination of several factors, including German
economic strength and the inability of other European countries to cope with the
challenges posed by globalisation.

All of these views and investigations of the history, the narrative and the nature
of the EU are complemented by two chapters by Alan Milward and a chapter by the
editors. In chapters four and five, Milward reflects on the reason why Europe has
become a politically and economically unified continent and on the role of the UK
within it. These two issues are currently a hot topic, as the prolonged politico-eco-
nomic crisis of the EU and the recent Brexit referendum need an historical explanation
to be properly understood; Milward offers a starting point. The editors’ opening
chapter offers a panoramic view of the interconnection between the narrative on the
European integration process, and its actual integration, offering a framework for
these diverse views on the EU to be contextualised to an extent.

This book is highly-recommended reading for undergraduates as well as re-
searchers interested in the history of the EU, and particularly recommended for Span-
ish-speaking students. The articles chosen by the editors provide a rich, complex and
diverse set of interpretations that are helpful for thinking afresh on European inte-
gration and its narratives. Moreover, its timeliness makes it very relevant for non-
academic readers. However, the very heterogeneity of the contents leaves some room
for criticism. The editors could have improved the coherence of the book by adding
a conclusion. In the introduction, they remark that the views provided are not “ho-
mogeneous or systematic” (p.9), but a final reflection would have made the book
more cohesive and heightened the reader’s understanding of the significance of these
essays and the debates they invite. Nevertheless, La unidad europea is a collection
that is timely and very relevant within Spanish academia.

Alan Granadino
European University Institute

Emmanuel COMTE (dir.), Les régimes de l’emploi en Europe méditerranéenne
depuis les années 1960, Cahiers Irice, Paris, 2014, 84 p. – en ligne: http://
www.cairn.info/revue-les-cahiers-irice-2014-1.htm

Pourquoi l’Europe du Sud a-t-elle été particulièrement touchée par la crise écono-
mique depuis 2008? Ce volume collectif utilise l’approche historique pour répondre
à cette question. Il privilégie un facteur, les régimes de l’emploi, définis dans l’in-
troduction comme un ensemble couvrant à la fois les normes sociales (temps de tra-
vail, salaires, droit du travail) et la proportion d’une population employée.
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Dans sa contribution, Emmanuel Comte revient sur le régime d’emploi en France.
L’originalité de son approche réside dans le choix de la politique migratoire comme
variable d’explication majeure. Ainsi, selon son analyse, l’immigration de travail
pousse les salaires des moins qualifiés à la baisse car l’afflux de migrants ne corre-
spondait pas à une demande de travail, et ce même à la fin des années 1960. Il conclut
alors: «These factors caused the French labour uprising of spring 1968». Le mouve-
ment de mai 68 a entraîné une forte hausse du salaire minimum, qui s’est poursuivie
par la suite dans les années 1970. L’inflation ainsi générée a détérioré la valeur du
franc, incitant ainsi à des dévaluations régulières face au deutschemark, car l’inflation
restait inférieure en RFA. Par la suite, les accords monétaires européens (SME,
UEM), ainsi que la flexibilisation du marché du travail ont modifié la donne. À la fin
de sa contribution, Emmanuel Comte élargit sa focale à l’ensemble de l’Europe
méridionale, étudiée plus rapidement. Pour lui, la pression à la baisse des salaires liée
de l’immigration de travail est plus tardive dans les autres pays de l’Europe du Sud,
mais elle se produit également. Finalement, cet article peut être considéré à la fois
comme une étude du cas français, et comme une introduction approfondie au volume.

Karl Lauschke présente ensuite une étude comparée des syndicalismes allemands
et français dans les années 1970, une période de forte inflation. Il met en valeur la
spécificité de l’attitude des responsables politiques, mais aussi syndicaux allemands:
une forte intolérance à l’inflation. L’expérience de l’hyperinflation de 1923, qui a été
une des causes du discrédit du régime de Weimar, a certainement joué dans cette
attitude. Si la DGB (Fédération des syndicats allemands) apparaît souvent combative,
elle admet également, à certains moments, la nécessité d’une certaine modération
salariale promue par le chancelier Helmut Schmidt, pourtant issu du SPD. En France,
le syndicalisme est plus divisé et plus conflictuel. Le gouvernement joue un rôle
majeur dans la fixation du régime d’emploi. Malgré ces divergences, les syndicats
allemands et une partie des syndicats français participent à la création de la
Confédération européenne des syndicats (CES) créée en 1973, un élément indispens-
able à la structuration du champ social européen.

Un juriste, Philippe Martin, présente ensuite l’évolution du droit du travail en Italie
et en Espagne, deux pays généralement négligés dans les études comparatistes du
type «Varieties of capitalism». À chaque fois, l’État y joue un rôle important mais
déclinant récemment au profit de régulations centrées sur l’entreprise. L’héritage
historique est marqué par une longue expérience de dictature corporatiste, incluant
une forte protection de l’emploi. Cependant, ces dispositions tendent à s’amenuiser
depuis les années 1980 avec les lois de flexibilisation du marché du travail.

Francesco Petrini présente ensuite le cas italien. Il explique la crise actuelle par
la «contre-révolution néolibérale» des années 1970 et 1980, à laquelle les gouverne-
ments italiens ont pleinement participé. Mais Francesco Petrini identifie un premier
tournant dans le cas italien dès 1964, lorsque la Banque d’Italie adopte une politique
plus restrictive, même si c’est surtout le choc pétrolier de 1973 qui provoque des
mutations drastiques. En 1978, le dirigeant de la CGIL, le principal syndicat italien,
manifeste son acceptation de la politique de modération salariale. Francesco Petrini
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souligne le poids des motivations internes dans ces choix, loin d’une explication
fondée uniquement sur la contrainte extérieure.

Dans sa conclusion, Éric Bussière revient sur l’interdépendance des facteurs qui
unissent toutes ces dynamiques, et sur quelques similitudes chronologiques. On re-
tiendra en effet de ce petit volume stimulant une grande diversité des contributions,
avec l’apparition d’acteurs parfois négligés comme les travailleurs migrants ou la
Banque centrale italienne. Par-delà les spécificités nationales, les mutations idéolo-
giques et l’intégration européenne, toutes insistent toutefois sur l’impact majeur du
choc de la globalisation depuis les crises des années 1970.

Laurent Warlouzet
Université du Littoral Côte d’Opale

Victor FERNÁNDEZ SORIANO, Le fusil et l'olivier. Les droits de l'Homme en
Europe face aux dictatures méditerranéennes (1949-1977), Éditions de l'Université
de Bruxelles, Bruxelles, 2015, 338 p. – ISBN: 978-2-8004-1588-8 – 30,00 €.

Human rights have become a fashionable topic. While reading the book for this review
I ran into numerous new publications on the emergence of a human rights conscience
on the level of the European Community.2 It is ironic that this laudable scholarly
effort is seeing light when the institutional human rights conscience of the European
Union is, as the 2015-2016 refugee crisis has shown, at low historical levels. Le fusil
et l'olivier. Les droits de l'Homme en Europe face aux dictatures méditerranéennes
(1949-1977) by Victor Fernández Soriano constitutes a valuable addition to the ex-
isting literature in this field. While other authors take a country case-study approach,
Fernández Santos deals with the three dictatorships of Southern Europe: the Franco
regime in Spain, the military Junta in Greece after 1967 and, to a much lesser extent,
the Salazar/Caetano regime in Portugal. Moreover, while others limit their studies to
concrete episodes in time and space, Fernández Santos covers the period from the
establishment of the Council of Europe, in 1949, to 1977, when the three Southern
European dictatorships had been transformed into young democracies able and will-
ing to request accession to the European Communities.

Le fusil et l'olivier derives from the adaptation of a Ph.D. thesis and is well struc-
tured. It contains four thematic chapters, preceded by a short Introduction, and a very

2. F. BAUDET, ‘A statement against the totalitarian countries of Europe’: human rights and the early
Cold War, in: Cold War History, 2(2016), pp.125-140; M. DURANTI, European Integration, Human
Rights, and Romantic Internationalism, in: N. DOUMANIS (ed.), The Oxford Handbook of European
History, 1914-1945, Oxford UP, Oxford, 2016, pp. 440 f.; L. FERRARI, The European Community
as a Promoter of Human Rights in Africa and Latin America, 1970-80, in: Journal of European
Integration History, 2(2015), pp. 217-230; M. GAWIN, B. MARKIEWICZ, A. NOGAL, R. WON-
ICKI, Human and Citizens Rights in a Globalized World, Centre for Philosophical Research, Warsaw,
2016; E. PEDALIU, Human Rights and International Security: The International Community and
the Greek Dictators, in: The International History Review, 2016 on line; Special issue of the European
Review of History, 1-2(2016).
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useful index of names, an indispensable tool for a book which provides much infor-
mation on particular cases of human rights abuses by the Greek and Spanish author-
ities in the 1960s and 1970s. The Introduction deals with the issue of human rights
in Europe against the backdrop of the 2012 Nobel Peace Prize awarded to the Euro-
pean Union for advancing the causes “of peace and reconciliation, democracy and
human rights in Europe”.3 Apropos this event, the author states that democracy and
human rights are not in the DNA of European integration. On this much we agree.
He goes on to suggest that it took until the 1970s for the European Community to
adopt a clear-cut stance on the value of democratic credentials and the promotion and
defence of human rights. On this point we differ: as the reader shall see, I have reason
to doubt that such a shift ever took place, so cannot share the author’s enthusiasm for
the parable of Europe’s budding conscience.

Chapter 1 deals with the emergence of human rights as a framework demanding
attention on policy-makers' international agendas. This chapter covers the period from
the creation of the Council of Europe to the Saragat memorandum of 1964: an official
request made by Giuseppe Saragat, Italy’s Foreign Minister, for progress by the Six
members of the European Community on the admission of the United Kingdom and
other Northern countries. Chapter 2 deals with the Community’s response to the
Franco regime's attempt to forge closer relations, from 1962 to 1970. Chapter 3 shifts
the focus to Greece, from the coup d'État of 21 April 1967 to the end of the military
regime in 1974. Chapter 4 covers the period that saw, in the author's words, the "tri-
umph" of a human rights framework, and the creation of "a common human-rights
policy" by 1977. The book's 1,197 footnotes provide the reader with almost every
single official statement, press communiqué and parliamentary record in which the
terms 'human rights' was mentioned from 1949 to 1977. In certain respects this work
reminds me of the effort that Walter Lipgens carried out to map the pro-European
unity declarations in the non-Communist resistance movements during World War
Two (Documents on the History of European Integration, 3 vol., 1985-1988). The
author’s priority in each case is to compile the desired evidence, rather than to weigh
the relative influence of statements and declarations on policy-making in their re-
spective areas.

The story related in this book is a straightforward one. We are told that there was
a certain division of labour in Europe: while the Council of Europe took care of the
defence of democratic values, including basic human and political rights, the Six
pursued the creation of a common market, and the North Atlantic Alliance took care
of the collective military defence of Western Europe. Relations with Spain under
Francoism in the early 1960s and with the Greek Junta after 1967 led the European
Community to adopt in its relations with non-democratic regimes an attitude involv-
ing the respect of basic human rights, rather than its traditional commercial stance
where human-rights issues would have apparently not played any role. This change
in attitude came as a result of confronting the human-rights questions posed by the

3. Official website of the Nobel Prize, https://www.nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/peace/laureates/2012/
eu-facts.html (May 2016).
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official Spanish request for an association with the EEC in February 1962 and the
negotiations with Greece after the arrival to power of the military in April 1967,
negotiations that were due to the various clauses included in the association agreement
of Greece with the EEC which had been signed in July 1961. The author concludes
that "the Spanish and Greek experiences in the 1960s define the practice of a common
foreign policy based upon the promotion of democracy and human rights in Europe,
which would have remained in force to this day" (p.264 – the translated quotes from
the book under review are this reviewer's own).

Unfortunately, we are not told when and why the implementation of this policy
stopped. If there ever was a common foreign policy based upon “the promotion of
democracy and human rights in Europe”, the truth is that we do not see it nowadays.
Recently, Timothy Gaston Ash has reminded us that the European Union has depri-
oritised human rights on its external or foreign policy agenda.4 I am not sure that
anyone today could argue that the European Union practises a foreign policy based
upon the respect of human rights, when the 1951 United Nations convention on the
Status of Refugees is not applied by EU members States and institutions to the thou-
sands of Syrian refugees abused and mistreated on EU borders under State govern-
ment orders. My main bone of contention with the arguments developed in this book
is connected with just such human rights violations. How does this book help us to
understand the weak stance of the European Union when confronting the greatest
human rights crisis within its boundaries since the establishment of the European
Coal and Steel Community? Not much, unfortunately. What renders European inte-
gration history dispensable to other disciplines and public opinion in general is its
incapacity to speak to the present, and its tendency to provide contemporary readers
with misleading signals from the past which do not resist serious intellectual inquiry.

This reviewer cannot but disagree with the conclusion which, in my view,
Fernández Soriano is deriving from the interpretation of selective historical records.
Let me be clear in this respect: the book contains a lot of indisputable and valuable
historical facts, but it omits many others that would dramatically change the deriving
conclusions. And this omission is possible because the author does not pose himself
the simple question: what practical effect has the progressivist narrative on human
rights had in the real world? This book has a clear methodological weakness: the
author departs from an interpretative framework – quite a benign one, in which the
European Community would have presented a policy involving high moral standards
in human rights in the face of non-democratic regimes –which fits his personal pref-
erence, not the complete set of historical evidence at our disposal. Having set an
interpretive framework prior to considering the facts, he tends to address only those
facts that support his deductions; this leaves little room for the inductive component
necessary for sound historical reasoning. This is a clear case of cherry-picking: de-
parting from conclusions and picking the facts that fit a pre-determined narrative.
When conclusions are laid on such uneven foundations, a balanced understanding of
subsequent events is not possible.

4. Free speech is under attack, from Beijing to Istanbul, in: The Guardian, 12.05.2016.
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Explaining the relations of the European Community with Francoist Spain from
the human rights perspective takes the reader not very far and in the wrong direction.
Human rights was, unfortunately, not the main driver of the Six’s – or, later, the Nine’s
– policy in relation to Spain. It was, rather, the fact that Spain was the fastest growing
economy in Europe and the closest large single market outside the Community which
had remained well-protected behind high tariff walls and non-tariff barriers. The au-
thor’s neglect of this elementary fact – the business potential of 34 million new con-
sumers – leads him to position Greece and Spain as if they were similar cases from
the outlook of Brussels and other West European capitals, when they were not.

Twenty years ago, in this same journal, I argued that the Spanish government did
not request, in 1962, an association with the European Communities, but the opening
of trade negotiations in order to reduce the negative impact that the establishment of
the Common Agricultural Policy would have represented for Spain.5 The use of the
term association in the official request was conceived to attract the anticipated op-
position to any negotiations with Spain into blocking the association option, while
freeing the way to obtaining what truly interested Spain: access to Community mar-
kets. The sentence that most mattered in the letter that the Spanish Minister of Foreign
Affairs sent to Brussels on 9 February 1962 was the first one: "I have the honour to
request on behalf of my Government the opening of negotiations aimed at studying
the possible connection of my country with the European Economic Community in
the manner which may be most convenient for our mutual interests".6 This was a
strategy conceived by Madrid following upon the advice received from the Quai
d'Orsay and with the acquiescence of Bonn. Not surprisingly, France brought the case
of Spain to the Committee of Permanent Representatives in January 1964, and, after
the main opposition against the association of Spain had been tabled by the Dutch
and Italian ambassadors, Germany presented exploratory talks with Madrid as a sen-
sible course of action. The political barrier to the opening of concrete negotiations
with Spain lasted less than two years, a shorter period than was the case for Austria,
Sweden or Switzerland – he neutral States that had requested association to the Euro-
pean Communities following the British accession request in 1961, and were treated
no better than Spain.

Once the political barrier had been overcome it was the turn of economic objec-
tions. The six years that lapsed between the political green light in January 1964 and
the signing of a bilateral EEC-Spain trade agreement in June 1970 cannot be explained
but by the disputes over the competition that Spanish agricultural products repre-
sented for Italy and France, and the Spanish resistance to open the domestic market
to industrial competition from the Six. As the second Counsellor of the French Per-
manent Representation in Brussels, Gabriel Robin, put it, right before the opening of
proper bilateral EEC-Spain negotiations, "[po]ur la première fois, dans l'histoire de
la Communauté, il s'agira d'un accord dicté non pas par des raison politiques, mais

5. F. GUIRAO, Association or Trade Agreement? Spain and the EEC, 1957-64, in: Journal of European
Integration History, 1(1997), pp.103-120.

6. Ibid., Annex, p.120.
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par l'espoir d'un donnant-donnant avantageux".7 The most interesting side of this story
is that this business-like attitude that the Six showed to Francoism was exactly the
same that the Nine showed when the first democratically-elected Spanish government
submitted the official accession applications to the three Communities in July 1977.
This attitude revealed a continuity that has passed unnoticed by public opinion in
general and researchers in particular. The truth is that human rights did not appear,
even once, in the bilateral negotiations between the Commission and the Spanish
delegation. The Spanish authorities under Francoism never felt any real pressure, in
political terms, from the European Community as such to move towards more demo-
cratic forms of governance, even if modestly.

What Spain obtained from its 1962 request was the most favourable trade agree-
ment that any Spanish government – democratic or otherwise – could have dreamed
of at the time. After 1973, Spain enjoyed almost free access to the industrial markets
of the Nine while keeping its own market well protected until the date of full accession
to the European Communities on the 1st of January 1986. This occurred regardless of
the numerous abuses of human rights committed by the Francoist State during the
negotiations (1964-1970) and from the very same date that agreement was signalled
(on 29 June 1970), and which the European Commission recorded with precision.
The basic relationship between the Community and the Franco regime remained un-
altered after 1970 despite constant violations of human and political rights in Spain
and constant denunciation of the authoritarian nature of the Franco regime by Euro-
pean public and parliamentary opinion.8

Fernández Soriano is entitled to disagree with any previously-published scholarly
research, but he needs to confront the historical facts it has brought to light, particu-
larly those facts which contradict the conclusions that he is trying to sustain. This is
not only intellectually fair and honest from a scholarly point of view but safer! It
saves time and unnecessary mistakes while permitting new scholarly efforts to ad-
vance our collective stock of knowledge. Fernández Soriano is representative of a
new wave of scholars that – perhaps due to the publish or perish pressure to advance
in their academic careers rather than any intellectual sloth, scholarly negligence or
poor doctoral training – eschew dialogue with their predecessors, resulting in research
that, deprived of the benefit of prior efforts, is unlikely to add to or challenge existing
discourse. The historical evidence that this book provides does not change the estab-
lished view that the European Community was disinclined to defend democracy or
human rights should this ever endanger the free trade or customs union provisions of
its arrangements with foreign countries – this despite the fact that such deals consti-
tuted invaluable sources of political legitimacy for the non-democratic regimes af-

7. Archives Diplomatiques (Nantes), Représentation permanente de la France auprès des Communautés
européennes à Bruxelles 1958-1983, 25POI/1/907, "Note: Espagne", 21.11.1967.

8. F. GUIRAO, The European Community’s role in promoting democracy in Franco’s Spain,
1970-1975, in: J. VAN DER HARST (ed.), Beyond the Customs Union: The European Community’s
Quest for Deepening, Widening and Completion, 1969-1975, Nomos, Baden-Baden, 2007, pp.
163-193.
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fected. In other words, selling products, rather than values, was the main thrust of the
European Communities in the 1960s, 1970s and 1980s.

That was also the case after the military coup in Greece in April 1967, when the
EC Council decided to freeze the Treaty of Association, but the tariff removal sche-
dule continued smoothly and the suspension of financial assistance from Brussels
was compensated by long-term borrowing from alternative West European sources,
including EC member States. Viewed correctly, the suspension of negotiations with
Greece on the harmonization of agricultural policies – which was also linked to the
freezing – was devoid of any exemplary moral component. Italy, and to a large extent
France, had been having second thoughts over the benefits of the Greek association
since 1964. The military coup in Athens provided a golden opportunity to postpone
the troublesome question of agriculture from the agenda of EEC-Greek relations.

In 1972, when it was the turn of Portugal to negotiate a free-trade industrial
agreement with the Nine, after the accession of the United Kingdom and Denmark
had been assured, the non-democratic nature of the political regime in Portugal was
no obstacle – just as it had been no obstacle to Austria, Denmark, Norway, Sweden,
Switzerland and the United Kingdom sharing membership of the European Free Trade
Association (EFTA) with Portugal under António Salazar. Again, the Six treated
Portugal – like Austria, Sweden and Switzerland – as an EFTA member State. There
was never any intention on the part of the Portuguese government to request an as-
sociation with the European Community that provided no benefit over the kind of
agreement EFTA members were already able to secure in negotiations with the Com-
munity.

Likewise, the Community response to the Cyprus crisis of the summer of 1974
did not include freezing the normal functioning of the Association Agreement with
Ankara, although delays in implementing the passage to the second stage of the
agreement were unavoidable. In fact, when the Mediterranean became a focus of
maximum tension in the mid-1970s after the crisis of 1973 in the Middle East, and
the progressive breakdown of military dictatorships in Southern Europe, the Com-
munity tried to isolate trade policy from political disturbance. This was fully in line
with the Community’s willingness, after the Hague summit of December 1969, to
forge a wide network of partnerships on the basis of preferential industrial trade ar-
rangements with as many countries as possible. Again, in the 1980s, the desire to
reduce Cold War tensions in Europe deprioritised the human rights dimension in
relations with Eastern European countries in the aftermath of the Helsinki process,
despite the numerous public violations of human rights in the Soviet Union and its
Eastern European empire.

In sum, this book proves that, forty years ago already, there were reasons for the
European Community to conduct a foreign-trade policy anchored in genuine demo-
cratic principles but it does not prove that such development took place. Quite un-
fortunately indeed!
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Hein HOEBINK (Hrsg.), Europa um 1900 / Europa um 2000, Düsseldorf
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Europa, auch wenn es gegenwärtig kaum vorstellbar scheint, wuchs im Verlauf des
20. Jahrhunderts in vielerlei Weise zusammen. Die dahinter stehenden Prozesse
grenzüberschreitender Kooperation gingen weit über den Institutionalisierungspro-
zess der Europäischen Gemeinschaften seit den 1950er Jahren hinaus. Der auf eine
Düsseldorfer Tagung im Juni 2013 zurückgehende und von Hein Hoebink, dem lang-
jährigen Inhaber der Jean Monnet Professur für die Geschichte der europäischen In-
tegration an der Heinrich-Heine-Universität, herausgegebene Sammelband nimmt
sich diesem wichtigen Thema an. Gemeinsamer Ausgangspunkt der insgesamt elf
von einem interdisziplinären Autorenteam verfassten Beiträge ist die Suche nach
historischen Verflechtungen zwischen den Staaten Europas auch jenseits eines insti-
tutionalisierten Rahmens. Ob sich dadurch europäische Geschichte wirklich „anders
schreiben [lässt] als bisher“, wie der Klappentext verspricht, darf angesichts der mitt-
lerweile existierenden Fülle an verflechtungsgeschichtlichen Studien – für die nicht
zuletzt einige der Autorinnen und Autoren des Bandes verantwortlich zeichnen – zwar
bezweifelt werden. Dennoch schließt das Buch insofern ein Desiderat, als dass es
zahlreiche qualitativ hochwertige, empirische Einzelstudien sammelt und dabei eine
historische Langzeitperspektive eröffnet, die bis in die Gegenwart reicht.

Die inhaltliche Anlage des Bandes spiegelt die Schwerpunkte der neueren Euro-
pahistoriografie hinsichtlich des Rahmenthemas wider. So veranschaulichen mehrere
Beiträge erstens die wirtschaftsgeschichtliche Seite innereuropäischer Interaktionen
im 20. Jahrhundert. Horst A. Wessel spürt in einem langen Aufsatz der Geschichte
der Kartellierung in Europa nach, einem seit den wegweisenden Arbeiten von Éric
Bussière oft untersuchten Gegenstand. Sachkundig zeigt Wessel, wie sich europäi-
sche Unternehmen seit dem letzten Drittel des 19. Jahrhunderts zum Zwecke der
Marktregulierung über Preisabsprachen oder Kontingentierungen, ob aus Eigenan-
trieb heraus oder auf Druck der nationalen Regierungen, in vielen Industriesektoren
zu Kartellen zusammenschlossen. Zwar war dieses besonders in der Zwischenkriegs-
zeit beliebte ökonomische Werkzeug nach dem Zweiten Weltkrieg diskreditiert, der
grenzüberschreitenden Tätigkeit großer Wirtschaftsunternehmen tat dies jedoch kei-
nen Abbruch. Dies illustrieren die Aufsätze von Susanne Hilger zu transnationalen
Kooperationen und Fusionen von Großkonzernen nach 1945 und von Heinz-Dieter
Smeets/Anita Schmid zum europäischen Außenhandel, der sich seit dem Zweiten
Weltkrieg in einem Spannungsfeld von Regionalisierung und Globalisierung beweg-
te. Guido Thiemeyer schließlich weist in seinem Vergleich der Lateinischen Mün-
zunion von 1865 und der seit den 1950er Jahren geschaffenen Europäischen Wäh-
rungsunion nach, dass Währungsintegration in Europa über eine längere historische
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Dimension verfügt, die bis weit ins 19. Jahrhundert zurückreicht. Angesichts zahl-
reicher Unterschiede, was die Konstruktion der Währungsunionen und den jeweiligen
historischen Kontext angeht, betont Thiemeyer aber auch nachdrücklich die Grenzen
von historischen Vergleichen hinsichtlich der Frage nach der Funktionalität der Wäh-
rungsintegration in der EU und der Zukunft des Euro: „Lehren aus der Geschichte“,
so seine gegen entsprechend argumentierende Publikationen gerichtete Diagnose,
seien hier nur schwer möglich.

Zweitens werden technikgeschichtliche Perspektiven auf das Thema aufgezeigt.
Die Aufsätze von Mathias Mutz und Christian Henrich-Franke widmen sich einem
in der internationalen Europaforschung jüngst verstärkt diskutierten Aspekt, der
„verstecken Integration“ Europas durch Prozesse der infrastrukturellen Verdichtung.
Während Henrich-Franke einen knappen Überblick über grenzüberschreitende Ko-
operationen in den Bereichen Verkehr und Kommunikation gibt, untersucht Mutz die
europäische Energiepolitik und vergleicht den Kohlemarkt im Europa der ersten
Hälfte des 20. Jahrhunderts mit den Elektrizitätsnetzen in der zweiten Hälfte. Infolge
der hier festzustellenden grenzüberschreitenden Dynamiken sowie politischen Libe-
ralisierungstendenzen interpretiert er das „Europa der Elektrizität“ zugleich als „Mo-
tor der europäischen Integration [und] als Sinnbild eines unkontrollierbaren Europas
der marktliberalen Technokraten“ (S.160).

Ein dritter Akzent des Bandes betrifft das Feld der Ideengeschichte. Christoph
Cornelißen analysiert den intellektuellen und wissenschaftlichen Europadiskurs zur
Zeit der beiden Jahrhundertwenden. Um 1900 wie um 2000 beschworen kritische
Intellektuelle wie Anatole Leroy-Beaulieu oder Jürgen Habermas aus einer Situation
der politischen Unsicherheit sowie des eigenen Anspruchs zur gesellschaftlichen Be-
wusstseinsänderung heraus die Einheit des Kontinents. In vielen der oft diffus blei-
benden Entwürfe schien Europa ungeachtet aller Krisen als Synonym für Fortschritt
auf. Der historiografiegeschichtliche Beitrag von Armin Heinen thematisiert die Eu-
ropäisierung der deutschen Geschichtswissenschaften, die um 1900 noch fast durch-
gehend am Modell nationaler Selbstbestimmung orientiert waren. Ihre sukzessive,
wenn auch nur langsam voranschreitende Internationalisierung erklärt Heinen mittels
der Akteur-Netzwerk-Theorie über eine Europäisierung der Lebenswelten und einen
entstehenden europäischen „Kommunikations- und Orientierungsraum“ (S.256), der
sich auch in einer zunehmend grenzübergreifenden Forschungsförderung und neuen
Berufungspolitik niederschlug.

Auch die übrigen Beiträge fokussieren zentrale europäische Verflechtungspro-
zesse. Alexander Proelß zeichnet die Kodifizierung des internationalen Rechts seit
dem 19. Jahrhundert nach. Er hebt dabei die historische Singularität der Unions-
rechtsordnung hervor; das supranationale EU-Recht unterscheidet sich mithin trotz
mittelbarer Zusammenhänge fundamental vom Völkerrecht früherer Epochen. Hein
Hoebink untersucht Formen transnationaler polizeilicher Zusammenarbeit im
deutsch-niederländischen Grenzraum seit dem späten 19. Jahrhundert und zeigt, dass
sich die Einsicht in die Notwendigkeit grenzüberschreitender Verbrechensbekämp-
fung in Europa bereits lange vor dem Schengener Abkommen durchgesetzt hatte. In
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seiner Analyse der transatlantischen Beziehungen weitet Kiran Klaus Patel den räum-
lichen Blickwinkel. Waren diese um 1900 noch vorwiegend geprägt durch die ge-
waltigen Migrationsprozesse von Europa gen Nordamerika, so sollten sie sich bis
zum Jahr 2000 auf unterschiedlichen Ebenen, etwa in den Bereichen Außenpolitik
und Wirtschaft, intensivieren und ausdifferenzieren, wobei sich zeitgleich das Mäch-
teverhältnis zwischen den Kontinenten komplett wandelte und die europäische Po-
sition in der Welt schwächte.

Es erscheint müßig zu betonen, dass die Liste der in dem Band untersuchten Inter-
aktionen nicht vollständig ist und nahezu beliebig hätte erweitert werden können (kei-
ne Berücksichtigung finden u.a. die Themenkreise Sport, Binnenmigration und Tou-
rismus, Medien, zivilgesellschaftliche Bewegungen, Parteien etc.). Auch bilden West-
europa und speziell Deutschland in den meisten Studien den Ausgangs- und Mittel-
punkt der in den Blick genommenen Verflechtungen, andere, zumal periphere, euro-
päische Regionen etwa im Osten werden dagegen ausgeblendet, was die Reichweite
der Befunde sicherlich etwas einschränkt. Nichtsdestotrotz besticht das Buch durch
seine thematische Vielfalt, über die ein breites Panorama europäischer Zeitgeschichte
aufgespannt wird. Mit Hilfe der diachronen Analyse machen die Aufsätze ebenso ver-
blüffende wie aufschlussreiche Konjunkturen europäischer Verflechtungen sichtbar.

Erfreulicherweise beschränken sich die meisten Beiträge nicht auf einen bloßen
Vergleich der Situation an den Jahrhundertwenden, sondern thematisieren auch die
Entwicklungen in der Zeit dazwischen und gegebenenfalls deren Vor- und Nachge-
schichte. So erscheint der Mehrwert der beiden künstlich, bzw. in den Worten des
Herausgebers aus „heuristischen Gründen“ (S. 16), zu Zäsuren erhobenen Jahre 1900
und 2000 für eine Analyse europäischer Interaktionen insgesamt fraglich, zumal sich
direkte historische Verbindungen nicht für alle Themen gleichermaßen ziehen lassen.
Mehr noch: Lässt sich die Geschichte eines interagierenden Europas im 20. Jahrhun-
dert wirklich schreiben, ohne die gewaltsamen Erschütterungen der Jahre 1914
bis 1945 – die der neueren Forschung zufolge keinesfalls nur desintegrierend wirkten
– und die anschließenden Umwälzungen der Jahrhundertmitte als dem offenkundigen
Wendepunkt vom Zeitalter des Nationalismus zur Epoche der zunächst west- später
gesamteuropäischen Integration explizit zu berücksichtigen?

Während die Beiträge zusammengenommen überzeugend die Intensität und
Spannbreite europäischer Verflechtung im 20. Jahrhundert nachweisen, bleibt ferner
das konkrete Verhältnis von Interaktion und Europäisierung letztlich noch weitge-
hend offen. Konnten Momente der Verflechtung nicht, wie einige Aufsätze selbst
offenbaren, durchaus ambivalente Züge tragen, etwa Regionalisierung- und Natio-
nalisierungstendenzen befördern, oder zu Abgrenzung und zur Exklusion anderer
führen? Tatsächlich rief der steigende Grad an Kooperation – so ein Befund von Horst
A. Wessel für die europäischen Unternehmer – oftmals noch nicht einmal bei den
jeweiligen Akteuren ein europäisches Bewusstsein hervor. Und inwiefern müssten
nicht auch gescheiterte Versuche der Integration stärker beachtet werden, um ein
empirisches gefestigtes Bild europäischer Verflechtungsgeschichte jener Jahre zu
zeichnen? Es ist zu hoffen, dass es vielleicht gerade diese offenen Fragen sind, die
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diesen überaus lesenswerten Sammelband zu einem noch wichtigeren Impulsgeber
für die Europahistoriografie machen werden, als er es aufgrund der Qualität der ein-
zelnen Aufsätze ohnehin schon werden dürfte.

Florian Greiner
Universität Augsburg

Sümeyra KAYA, Entscheidung für Europa. Historische Grundlagen der
türkischen Europapolitik, Klartext Verlag, Essen, 2014, 351 S. – ISBN:
978-3-8375-1107-9 – (Broschur.) 34,95 €.

Gehört die Türkei zu Europa? Diese Frage, die in den 1960er Jahren der damalige
EG-Kommissionspräsident Walter Hallstein mit einem klaren Ja beantwortete und
deren Bejahung die Grundlage des 1963 zwischen der EWG und der Türkei ge-
schlossenen Assoziationsabkommens bildete, bewegt seit mehreren Jahren heftig die
politischen Gemüter. Auch die Wissenschaft hat sich intensiv mit den türkisch-eu-
ropäischen Beziehungen auseinandergesetzt. So liegt inzwischen eine Reihe von po-
litikwissenschaftlichen wie auch geschichtswissenschaftlichen Arbeiten vor, die das
Verhältnis zwischen der Türkei und Europa, vor allem aus Sicht der Europäischen
Gemeinschaften und der Europäischen Union, untersuchen und die türkische Euro-
papolitik als Ausdruck einer klaren Westorientierung der Türkei deuten.

Der Herausbildung und Entwicklung dieser Westorientierung und damit der
Grundlage der türkischen Europapolitik widmet sich das Buch der Historikerin Sü-
meyra Kaya. Im Unterschied zur Mehrzahl der bislang vorliegenden Publikationen
betrachtet sie die türkische Europapolitik nicht aus einer europäischen Perspektive
und rückt auch nicht die politischen Entscheidungsprozesse in den Mittelpunkt der
Betrachtung, sondern geht der Frage nach, wie die gesellschaftlichen und politischen
Eliten in der Türkei ihr Verhältnis zu Europa definierten. Vornehmlich auf Basis
türkischer Quellen, insbesondere Zeitschriftenartikel und Bücher türkischer Intellek-
tueller, untersucht Kaya den gesellschaftspolitischen Diskurs in der Türkei in den
1950er Jahren und die damals intensiv geführte Auseinandersetzung mit dem politi-
schen Erbe des Staatsgründers Mustafa Kemal Atatürk. Wenngleich der Schwerpunkt
des Buches auf den Jahren 1950 bis 1963 liegt, so greift die Verfasserin zunächst
weiter aus und erörtert die Grundlagen der türkischen Verwestlichungspolitik seit
dem Ende des Osmanischen Reiches sowie insbesondere die Vorstellungen des
Staatsgründers Atatürk, welcher eine Faszination für den Westen hegte und in Europa
das nachahmenswerte Vorbild für die türkische Republik erblickte. Durch seine zahl-
reichen innenpolitischen Reformen, wie Einführung des Laizismus und der Demo-
kratie, wirtschaftliche Modernisierung und Ausweitung des Bildungssektors, wollte
er sein Land gen Westen orientieren und brach damit zugleich mit langjährigen tür-
kischen Traditionen. Für die nach dem Zweiten Weltkrieg einsetzende außenpoliti-
sche Orientierung der Türkei am Westen, welche eine Abkehr vom bislang verfolgten
strikten außenpolitischen Neutralitätskurs Atatürks bedeutete, macht Kaya verschie-
dene Faktoren verantwortlich: die als Bedrohung wahrgenommene Position der Sow-
jetunion, das Bestreben, sich aus einer isolierten Stellung zu befreien sowie der
Wunsch nach wirtschaftlicher Modernisierung des Landes und nach Wiederaufbau-
hilfe durch die USA. Die dadurch motivierte Westorientierung fand ihren Ausdruck
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in der türkischen Teilnahme an der OEEC, der NATO und dem 1949 gegründeten
Europarat, zu dessen Bedeutung als Kontaktforum zwischen der Türkei und den
westeuropäischen Staaten und mögliche Verstärkung der Verwestlichungstendenzen
leider nichts ausgeführt wird. Den 1959 gestellten Antrag der Türkei auf Assoziierung
mit der EWG betrachtet Kaya als Konsequenz einer in den 1950er Jahren vollzogenen
bewussten Hinwendung zu Europa und nicht, wie einige andere Forschungsarbeiten,
als bloße Reaktion auf den kurz zuvor erfolgten griechischen EG-Beitrittsantrag.

Der von Kemal Atatürk angestoßene Verwestlichungsprozess blieb allerdings,
wie Kaya in ihrer detaillierten Auseinandersetzung mit verschiedenen ‚Europatheo-
retikern‘ der 1950er Jahre zeigen kann, nicht unwidersprochen. Während die seit 1950
regierende Demokrat Partisi (DP) an dem kemalistischen Kurs im Wesentlichen
festhielt, wurde gleichzeitig unter Soziologen, Juristen, Philosophen, Schriftstellern,
Journalisten und Wirtschaftstheoretikern eine heftige und sehr heterogene Debatte
über den türkischen West- oder Europäisierungskurs geführt und wurden grundsätz-
liche Fragen über die türkische Identität aufgeworfen. Neben unbedingten Befür-
wortern des Verwestlichungsprozesses, wie den so genannten ‚Bütüncüler‘, welche
die Abschüttelung aller osmanischen Traditionen und die vollständige Übernahme
westlicher Strukturen verlangten, und grundsätzlichen Gegnern der Westorientie-
rung, die insbesondere den Laizismus und die Traditionsfeindlichkeit des Kemalis-
mus anprangerten, gab es zahlreiche Intellektuelle, die eine Synthese zwischen der
kemalistischen Westorientierung und der türkischen Tradition suchten. Sie forderten
die Verschmelzung von West und Ost als Grundlage einer türkischen Identität und
die Rückkehr des Islams in das öffentliche Leben der Türkei. Die ‚Synthese-Theo-
retiker‘ waren, so Kaya, überzeugte Anhänger der Demokratie und der türkischen
Republik, argumentierten aber im Sinne der türkischen Mehrheit, „die noch immer
geprägt war von muslimischen Traditionen und Werten“ (S.259) und bemühten sich
so, im Unterschied zum Staatsgründer Mustafa Kemal Atatürk, um eine Anpassung
des Systems an die Gesellschaft und nicht umgekehrt. Die Auseinandersetzung mit
dem Gedankengut dieser türkischen Eliten und ihrer Kritik an der Unterdrückung
türkischer Traditionen ist sehr erhellend und erklärt zum Teil auch die in den ver-
gangenen Jahren aufgetretene, oftmals mit Verwunderung wahrgenommene Distan-
zierung der Türkei von einem einseitigen oder eindeutigen Westkurs. Recep Tayyip
Erdoğan, so das Fazit der Autorin, vertritt mit seiner Politik eine Linie, die es immer
in der Türkei gegeben hatte, welche aber von den traditionellen Kemalisten ignoriert
oder auch bekämpft worden war.

Den oft unhinterfragt als selbstverständlich betrachteten Verwestlichungsprozess
der Türkei auf seine Motive, aber auch seine Probleme hin untersucht und dem Leser
Einblick in die innertürkische Auseinandersetzung mit der West- und Europapolitik
geliefert zu haben, ist das unbestrittene Verdienst dieses Buches, das in einigen an-
deren Teilen, wie bei der Darstellung der türkischen Geschichte seit dem Ende des
Osmanischen Reiches und der Erörterung des Assoziationsabkommens zwischen der
Türkei und der EWG, im Wesentlichen die Ergebnisse des gegenwärtigen For-
schungsstandes wiedergibt. Ärgerlich ist, dass weder Verfasserin noch Verlag sich
um Korrekturen der oftmals sinnentstellenden Zeichensetzung bemüht haben, die das
Lesen dieses Buches erschwert. Ebenso hätte man sich an manchen Stellen eine kri-
tischere Auseinandersetzung mit verwendeten Begrifflichkeiten und theoretischen
Ansätzen, beispielsweise der Definition von Außenpolitik und dem Verhältnis zwi-
schen Innen- und Außenpolitik, gewünscht.
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Johannes GROßMANN, Die Internationale der Konservativen. Transnationale
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Sara WARNEKE, Die europäische Wirtschaftsintegration aus der Perspektive
Wilhelm Röpkes(Schriftenreihe der Aktionsgemeinschaft Soziale Marktwirtschaft
N.F., Bd.13), Lucius & Lucius, Stuttgart, 2013, 311 S. – ISBN 978-3-8282-0555-0
– 48,00 Euro.

Informelle Zirkel und (wirtschafts)politische Ideen spielten und spielen im Prozess
der europäischen Integration zweifellos eine nicht unerhebliche Rolle. Präzise Aus-
sagen darüber, wie wichtig ihr Beitrag jeweils war, bereiten jedoch einige Schwie-
rigkeiten. Dies belegen zwei Arbeiten, die unterschiedlichen Akteuren gewidmet
sind.

Johannes Großmann, Juniorprofessor für Geschichte Westeuropas an der Uni-
versität Tübingen, untersucht in seiner Dissertation mehrere konservative Elitenzir-
kel, darunter das Comité International de Défense de la Civilisation Chrétienne, das
Centre Européen de Documentation et dʼInformation, das Institut dʼEtudes Politiques
Vaduz und den Cercle Pinay bzw. Violet. Entgegen der verbreiteten Ansicht, dass der
politische Konservatismus, diskreditiert durch die Kollaboration mit dem Faschismus
und dem Nationalsozialismus, keine internationale Sammlung versucht habe, vertritt
er die These, „dass sich die konservativen Kräfte in Europa bereits kurz nach dem
Zweiten Weltkrieg zu einem Bündnis zusammenfanden“, das sich seit den 1960er
Jahren zu einer Art „Internationale der Konservativen“ entwickelt habe (S.3). Anders
als ihre sozialistischen oder christdemokratischen Pendants mit vergleichsweise fes-
ten organisatorischen Strukturen gründeten sie „auf der Arbeit mehrerer eng mitein-
ander verflochtener konservativer Elitenzirkel, die weitgehend unbemerkt von Me-
dien und politischen Gegnern einflussreiche Politiker, Publizisten und Unternehmer
versammelten und ihnen Möglichkeiten zum Austausch mit Gleichgesinnten aus an-
deren europäischen Ländern boten“ (S.3-4). Großmanns Ziel ist es, Organisations-
formen und Arbeitsweise dieser Gruppierungen „in ihrer transnationalen Dimension
zu rekonstruieren und im breiteren historischen Kontext nationaler und internationa-
ler Entwicklungen zu verorten“ und die „historische Bedeutung dieser ̔ Internationale
der Konservativenʼ zu bewerten“ (S.5). Seine Untersuchung konzentriert sich auf den
Zeitraum zwischen den späten 1940er und den 1980er Jahren. Dadurch eröffnet er
sich die Möglichkeit – anders als frühere, meist nur bis in die 1960er Jahre reichenden
Studien –, den politisch-ideologischen Wandel besser in den Blick zu bekommen. Ihr
liegen publizierte Materialien und Quellenbestände aus über dreißig Archiven in acht
Ländern zugrunde: schon dies eine wirklich beeindruckende Leistung.
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Die Gliederung der Arbeit folgt dem gängigen zeitgeschichtlichen Periodisie-
rungsschema: Der Phase der Gründung und Konsolidierung der Zirkel in den „kur-
zen“ 1950er Jahren folgen die durch Erfolge, aber auch Stagnation gekennzeichneten
„langen“ 1960er Jahre; den Abschluss bilden Wandel und Aufbruch im Zeitraum
zwischen den frühen 1970er und den frühen 1990er Jahren. In jedem der drei Teile
werden die politisch-organisatorische Entwicklung der einzelnen Zirkel, deren Rolle
und personelle Zusammensetzung sowie die wichtigsten politischen Themen analy-
siert. Hier sei kurz auf den Wandel der integrationspolitischen Ideen verwiesen: Ob-
wohl die meisten konservativen Gruppierungen nach dem Krieg den Europagedanken
befürworteten, lehnten sie das durch den Schumanplan angestoßene supranationale
Einigungsprojekt aus Sorge vor dem Entstehen eines „technokratischen Superstaats“
und wegen der Beschränkung auf sechs Länder ab. Insgesamt fällt auf, dass die Eu-
ropakonzepte der Konservativen eher vage ausfielen und in der Kritik der zeitgenös-
sischen Integrationsinitiativen gipfelten, ohne nennenswerte eigene, positive Vor-
schläge formulieren zu können. Ihr Beitrag zum Europadiskurs erschöpfte sich größ-
tenteils in der Verstärkung bereits existierender, gegen die supranationale Variante
gerichteter Konzepte.

Dieser Befund führt zu der komplizierten Frage nach dem Einfluss der konser-
vativen Elitenzirkel. Großmann räumt selbst ein, dass sie, „gemessen an ihren oft
ambitionierten Zielen und ihrer bemerkenswerten personellen Zusammensetzung“,
jedenfalls „nur wenige Erfolge verbuchen“ konnten (S.555). Und in der Tat, aktive
Spitzenpolitiker finden sich in den Zirkeln und auf ihren Zusammenkünften eher
selten. Dies gilt noch mehr für die Unternehmerszene: Großmann erwähnt beispiels-
weise drei deutsche „Industrie-Kapitäne“, die zum Zweck der dauerhaften finanziel-
len Unterstützung der deutschen Sektion des Comité International de Défense de la
Civilisation Chrétienne kontaktiert wurden – freilich ohne Erfolg. Überdies lassen
sich die drei – H.C. Paulssen vom Arbeitgeberverband, Wilhelm (nicht: Hans-Wil-
helm!) Beutler vom Bundesverband der Deutschen Industrie und H.J. Abs von der
Deutschen Bank – kaum als Industriekapitäne einstufen. Und obwohl die Deutsche
Bank einzelne Zirkel seit 1960 „wiederholt“ mit Beträgen zwischen 1.000 und 5.000
DM bedachte, gingen diese Summen, wie der Generalsekretär eines begünstigten
Zirkels verärgert anmerkte, „nicht über das Maß dessen hinaus, das man einem Vo-
gelzüchterverband zu geben bereit ist“ (S.183). Unternehmer hatten und bevorzugten
andere, seriösere Gremien und Netzwerke für ihre transnationalen Kontakte. Die „ei-
gentliche historische Rolle“ dieser häufig in persönliche Rivalitäten und Eifersüch-
teleien verstrickten Elitenzirkel sieht der Autor denn zu recht „vor allem in der So-
zialisierungsfunktion, die sie als Denkkollektive im Hinblick auf die einzelnen Mit-
glieder übernahmen“. Und nicht zuletzt, auch dies ein wichtiges Ergebnis Groß-
manns, trugen die regelmäßigen internationalen Treffen dazu bei, „konservatives
Denken mit liberalen Wert- und Ordnungsvorstellungen zu versöhnen“ (S.555).

Wilhelm Röpke taucht bei Großmann nur einmal auf. Ein „Netzwerker“ war der
1899 in einem Dorf am Südrand der Lüneburger Heide geborene Nationalökonom,
der als einer der Väter der Sozialen Marktwirtschaft gilt, demnach nicht. Welch gro-
ßen Einfluss seine wirtschaftspolitischen Analysen und Überzeugungen indes auf den
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europäischen Einigungsprozess hatten, weist Sara Warneke in ihrer Tübinger Dis-
sertation überzeugend nach.

Ihre ausschließlich auf veröffentlichten Quellen fußende Untersuchung hat sie in
zwei große Teile gegliedert. Zunächst untersucht sie Röpkes Vorstellungen einer in-
tegrierten Weltwirtschaft. Anschließend zeichnet sie dessen Sicht des europäischen
Einigungsprozesses nach, beginnend mit der Organization for European Economic
Cooperation (OEEC) und der Europäischen Zahlungsunion (EZU) über die Euro-
päische Gemeinschaft für Kohle und Stahl (EGKS) bis zur Europäischen Wirt-
schaftsgemeinschaft (EWG). Dabei wird deutlich, dass Röpke unter politischen Ge-
sichtspunkten die EGKS als „wichtigen Schritt für die Integration des europäischen
Kontinents“ akzeptierte (S.117), die wirtschaftliche Konstruktion jedoch ablehnte:
„Bei den weiteren Integrationsbestrebungen“, so Warneke, sollte die Montanunion
nach Ansicht Röpkes „daher nicht als Präzedenzfall herangezogen, sondern als Sin-
gulärfall beschränkt und so weit wie möglich abgemildert und vor Abwegen wie […]
der Investitionslenkung bewahrt werden“ (S.118). Abschließend vergleicht sie Röp-
kes Vorstellungen mit denen dreier anderer, dem „Ordoliberalismus der Freiburger
Schule“ (S.2) zuzurechnenden Ökonomen: Ludwig Erhard, Alfred Müller-Armack
und Friedrich August von Hajek. Im zweiten Teil geht die Autorin im Lichte der
seither eingetretenen einigungspolitischen Entwicklungen und der entsprechenden
Erfahrungen der Frage nach, wo Röpke Recht behalten und wo er geirrt habe. Die
Bilanz fällt durchaus positiv aus, auch wenn sich manche Befürchtungen Röpkes,
etwa dass im Fall der EWG „die Abschließungseffekte der Zollunion die Befrei-
ungseffekte nach innen […] überlagern“ könnten (S.234) nicht erfüllt haben. Sein
Unbehagen gegenüber einem „Zentralstaat“ oder einem „Kolossalstaat“ Brüsseler
Provenienz mit „ausgeklügeltem bürokratischen und technokratischen Überbau mit
Hang zu Totalitarismus“ (S.274) wird von manchen heutigen Gegnern des Eini-
gungsprozesses zweifelsohne geteilt, wie die Brexit-Debatte zeigte.

Beide Bücher setzen sich auf unterschiedliche Weise mit institutionellen und ide-
ellen Faktoren des europäischen Integrationsprozesses auseinander. Welche Rolle
konservative Elitenzirkel bzw. die wirtschaftspolitischen Vorstellungen und Vor-
schläge jeweils konkret spielten, mag strittig sein. Dass diese Dimensionen in der
Analyse keinesfalls vernachlässigt werden dürfen, steht jedoch außer Frage.

Prof. Dr. Werner Bührer
TU München, School of Education

Bernard JULLIEN, Andy SMITH (eds), The EU’s Government of Industries:
Markets, Institutions and Politics, Routledge, London, 2014, 280 p. –
978-1138786769 – 45.24 $.

A book edited by an economist and a political scientist rarely commands the attention
of historians. However, a closer look at The EU’s Government of Industries, edited
by the economist Bernard Jullien and the political scientist Andy Smith, reveals not
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only an interesting methodology, but also stimulating empirical findings for historians
on the last decades of EEC/EU history, both in terms of actors and in terms of ideas.

The book’s main issue is “how industries are currently governed at the scale of
the EU” but also, and more relevant from an historical perspective, “how industries
have come to be governed at the scale of the EU”. It stems from an interdisciplinary
research project, which had led to 150 interviews. The team was composed mainly
of economists and political scientists as well as one medical doctor and one historian
(Sigfrido Ramirez Perez). The approach is both institutionalist and constructivist. It
considers markets not only in terms of material interest, but also as the product of
social, historical and political dynamics. As a result, the vast bulk of the book is
devoted to a period ranging from 1990 to present day, with frequent forays into the
1980s, and sometimes even into the 1960s-1970s. It focuses on the interaction be-
tween national and European, public and private actors in four sectors (wine, car-
making, pharmaceuticals, and aquaculture).

In terms of actors, the book’s main strength lies in its refusal of any teleology, be
it the old one – on the inevitable rise of the United States of Europe – or the new one,
on the growing importance of transnational actors, considered either as inherently
progressive, or as part of a neoliberal plot. Instead, it insists on the role of experts
mobilized by EU institutions, usually (at least since the 1990s) to provide a seemingly
depoliticized technical discourse around the notion of competitiveness. They are used
by certain Commissioners who appeared as particularly influential, such as the Danish
Commissioner for agriculture Fischer Boel. Coming from a country with no wine
culture, she promoted a major reform of the wine market in 2008 designed to align
this product with other CAP sectors. The chapter on wine (written by Xabier Itçainia,
Antoine Roger and Andy Smith) underlines that this watershed reform did not occur
unexpectedly. It was the result of decades of mobilization of new actors, in particular
coming from the New World, and from a shift in the balance of power from producers
to merchants. The contest also took place at the world level, with the creation of a
new international association and a contest between the Americans and the French
over the control of the Organisation internationale du vin. The book insists on the
role of business actors in the shaping of the EU government of industry. The chapter
on competition policy (written by Matthieu Montalban, Sigfrido Ramirez Perez and
Andy Smith) is short on the history of the public policy in itself, which is sketched
only briefly. It focuses on its implementation in the car-making and the pharmaceu-
tical industries. Business actors appear as influential, but not as predominant because
they are usually divided. For example, the chapter on car-making (written by Bernard
Jullien, Tommaso Pardi, Sigfrido Ramirez Perez) illustrates the persistent divisions
among the main automobile manufacturers, pitting in particular the French and the
Italians on one side, and the Germans on the other. Most of the time, intra-national
divisions also played a role. Lastly, British car manufacturers had disappeared from
the picture in the 1980s only to be replaced by Japanese companies that had estab-
lished themselves in the UK. All in all, the book concludes on the “incompleteness”
of the EU government of industry: the European institutions are not all-powerful as
large firms and national actors have remained influential.
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In terms of ideas, the book clearly shies away from a recent trend in the literature
describing the period ranging from 1979 onwards, as one characterized by a me-
chanical and inevitable rise of neoliberal ideas. The editors are very clear about this
type of literature, which they dismiss as too simplistic in its obsession about “a neo-
liberal ideological crusade or conspiracy” (p.260). Instead, the book carefully ex-
plores the rise of the “competitiveness” paradigm, a more precise concept than “ne-
oliberal ideas”. It convincingly demonstrates that many alternatives to a neoliberal
order were active within the EU/EEC government of industries before the 1990s.
During this decade, a major shift took place in many sectors, from the 2008 wine
reform to the disappearance of voluntary export restraints to limit Japanese car ex-
ports. The authors also provide a welcome new analysis of the origins of the current
economic crisis, whose roots lie in the deficit in purchasing power of working and
middle-class people, which then in turn led to excessive borrowing, and ultimately
to a financial crisis. However, even in the 2010s, the domination of neoliberal ideas
has not prevented the Commission from tolerating massive state aid to industry, in
particular to car-making.

From an historical point of view, this book is both extremely insightful and rich,
and also rather frustrating. Like many other books of political science, it is rather
short on references, including for the numerous interviews conducted. The concern
over anonymity certainly played a role, as well as the imperative to write a concise
book. It is thus difficult for an historian to reproduce the findings. Lastly, a glossary
would have been invaluable, given the tendency of the authors to use self-made
acronyms. IR stands here for ‘Industry Regulation’ but in many papers of political
science it instead refers to the field of “International relations”. Similarly, IO gener-
ally refers to “International Organization” but here to “Institutional Order”. SD means
“Sustainable Development” in this book and “Social-Democrats” in others, etc. De-
spite these particular reservations, this book provides a stimulating framework for
further historical research on the interaction between public and private actors in EEC/
EU history.

Laurent Warlouzet
Université du Littoral (UCLO), Boulogne-sur-Mer
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Ane Maritdatter ALTERHAUG, Bridging the Divide: The Role of the Commis-
sion in European Political Cooperation, 1969-1976 – Norwegian University of Sci-
ence and Technology, Trondheim
Supervisors: Lise RYE, Norwegian University of Science and Technology; Hans
Otto FRØLAND, Norwegian University of Science and Technology
Jury: Piers LUDLOW, London School of Economics and Political Science; Gabriele
CLEMENS, Hamburg University
Date of the defence: 13.04.2016
Field: History, European Studies
Contact: ane.alterhaug@ntnu.no
This thesis investigates the European Commission’s approach to European Political
Cooperation (EPC) from 1969 to 1976. Based on material from EU and state archives,
the analysis demonstrates the resilience of supranational institutions in a period often
claimed to be marked by the supremacy of intergovernmentalism following the
1965-66 empty chair crisis. By so doing, it sheds new light on the history of EPC and
the history of European integration. The thesis also contributes to a wider theoretical
debate on the role of supranational institutions in the integration project between neo-
functionalists on the one hand and intergovernmentalists on the other.

In the period in question, the supranational features of the European Community
(EC) were challenged. At the summit in The Hague in 1969, the Member States of
the EC initiated an intergovernmental structure, an initiative that became the EPC
structure from 1970. This structure, separate from the EC, was established in order
to further cooperation between the Member States in the areas of foreign policy, and
designed to prevent Commission involvement.
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Based on in-depth studies of two cases, the Conference of Security and Cooper-
ation in Europe, and the Euro-Arab Dialogue, the thesis establishes that the Com-
mission nevertheless managed to acquire a role in the EPC. In so doing, the thesis
challenges previous findings on the strict separation of the EC and EPC in this period.
The thesis argues that the European Commission was far from being a weak and
inconsequential supranational institution, wing-clipped due to the first generation
Commission’s prior “violation” of the Member States’ sense of national sovereignty.
Rather, a rational actor emerged, characterized by a pragmatic approach that to a
certain extent gave the results it sought after, an actor that can be labelled a distinct
second generation Commission.

 
Una BERGMANE, French and US reactions facing the disintegration of the
USSR: the case of the Baltic states 1989-1991 – Sciences Po, Paris
Supervisors: Anne DE TINGUY, Institut national de langues et civilisation orien-
tales; Maurice VAISSE, Institut d’études politiques de Paris
Jury: Frédéric BOZO, Université Paris III Sorbonne Nouvelle; Andres
KASEKAMP, University of Tartu; Kristina SPOHR, London School of Economics
and Political Science
Date of the exam: 07.06.2016
Field: History
Contact: una.bergmane@gmail.com
This PhD research is a comparative study, devoted to six different countries, based
on extensive work in eleven different archives and interviews in the EU, the US and
the Russian Federation.

The study uses the case of Estonian, Latvian and Lithuanian relations with both
France and the US to analyze a neglected aspect of the disintegration of the Soviet
Union: the impact that Western direct contacts with Soviet republics had on the so-
called Soviet Nationality problem. In my dissertation I follow the French and the US
foreign policy-making processes, tracing the internal and the external factors that
influenced the French and US positions regarding the Baltic claims for independence
and discuss the role of perceptions and images in international relations. This study
analyzes foreign policy not as the product of the decisions/thinking of one leader or
the abstract entity of “state”, but as the result of interactions between different insti-
tutions and individuals involved in foreign policy-making. By choosing this approach
the theses aims to achieve a more complete understanding of not only what the policy
of different countries was toward the disintegration of the USSR, but also how this
policy was conceived.

At the same time important attention is paid to the dynamics in the Baltic republics
and the USSR: the thesis discusses the causes behind the rise of the Baltic indepen-
dence movements, Estonian, Latvian, Lithuania cooperation, their relations with
Michael Gorbachev, their alliance with Boris Yeltsin and the tactics Balts employed
to obtain international support and recognition. Special attention is paid to the role
of the Baltic diaspora and its influence in the US Congress.
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The comparison between French and the US foreign policy making process allows
to highlight the importance of the US Congress in the shaping of the US Baltic policy
and the influence of Germany over French decision-making regarding the Baltic
problem. The dissertation demonstrates how the interplay of various factors (con-
gressional pressures, tensions between French Presidency and the Foreign Ministry,
interpretations of the international law, perception of the past, changing power dy-
namics in the USSR etc.) led both the US and France to perceiving the Baltic states
as a special case in the Soviet context and embrace Baltic independence despite their
continuous support for Gorbachev.

Una Bergmane concludes that while both US and France stayed prudent in their
support for Baltic independence, they contributed to it by dissuading Soviet power
elites from the use of force in the region.

 
Alessio SACCHI, Europe in Hard Times. Driving Institutional Change during the
Eurozone Crisis – IMT Institute for Advanced Studies, Lucca
Supervisor: Adriènne HERITIER, European University Institute
Jury: Brigid LAFFAN, European University Institute; Mark GILBERT, Johns Hop-
kins SAIS; Lucia BONFRESCHI, LUISS Guido Carli
Field: Political History
Date of the exam: 10.03.2016
Contact: alessio.sacchi@imtlucca.it
The thesis sheds light on the dynamics of institutional change that occurred in the EU
during the Eurozone crisis (2010-2014). It has two main goals: first, it aims at demon-
strating the counter-intuitive argument according to which the crisis, far from
strengthening the intergovernmental dimension of the EU, triggered a deepening of
the European integration, reflected by relevant shifts of power from the national to
the supranational level. Second, it aims at explaining the patterns of institutional
change, assessing the role of functional enablers played by the crisis and by existent
institutional rules (i.e. decision-making processes) in affecting policy outcomes. In
order to assess these issues, Alessio Sacchi analyses three different economic and
financial-related policies: namely, the progressive strengthening of the rules of fiscal
discipline, the creation of the financial instruments to support member States in need
and the progressive setup of a banking union. For each policy, she carries out a careful
empirical reconstruction of events, based on official documents and reports of both
national and European institutional bodies, Member States’ officials, media coverage,
newspapers. Moreover, she applies an original index to measure the “rate of supra-
nationalism” of different aspects of the policy, in order to provide an assessment of
any eventual supranationalization of each single policy.

Findings offer a substantive empirical validation of the leading hypotheses.
Namely, the thesis suggests that over the last years the European integration under-
took a deepening process, resulting in a widening of the scope of supranational pol-
icies, an intensification of EU institutions’ powers as well as different forms of au-
thority delegation to supranational bodies. These patterns of supranationalization
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were mainly driven by the pressure of financial markets and by the necessity of over-
coming the institutional deadlocks engendered by intergovernmental negotiations,
demonstrating that the Eurozone crisis has represented a political momentum for
transformative institutional changes in the EU.

 
Mano TOTH, Dealing with Conflicting Visions of the Past: The Case of European
Memory – St Catharine’s College, University of Cambridge
Supervisors: Harald WYDRA, University of Cambridge; Duncan BELL, University
of Cambridge
Jury: Jeffrey K. OLICK, University of Virginia; Ayse ZARAKOL, University of
Cambridge
Date of the exam: 08.08.2016
Field: Politics and International Studies
Contact: mgt36@cam.ac.uk
The aim of this dissertation is to understand and critically evaluate how the idea of
European memory has been conceptualised by different actors at the European level
and to develop a novel, radically pluralist conception. Attempting to ground European
integration and the attachment to Europe in historical narratives has become increas-
ingly important for the EU since the loss of its main ideological “Other”, the Soviet
Union. The projects adopted in this vein often have the explicit goal to address the
“legitimacy problem” and the “democratic deficit” by promoting European identity.
In the EU politics-academia nexus, where most of the related debate takes place, the
buzzword “European memory” has become very fashionable in the last decade.

The dissertation analyses the publicly accessible documents of five fora where the
idea of European memory has been discussed: the European Parliament, three projects
that are closely related to it (the Reconciliation of European Histories Group, the
Platform of European Memory and Conscience and the House of European History),
and the Europe for Citizens programme of the European Commission. Mano Toth
finds that the idea has been conceptualised in a variety of ways in these institutions
and projects, but most of these conceptualisations are characterised by teleological
frameworks and problem-solving thinking. He thus presents a critique of the most
prominent previous understandings of European memory and outlines a new con-
ception that builds on the idea of radical democracy. In this vision of the European
mythical space, conflicting visions of the past are not regarded as an anomaly that
needs to be overcome by rational consensus or as an asset that can be harvested in
order to bolster the legitimacy of certain political bodies. This vision takes difference
to be an inevitable condition of social life, and instead of trying to overcome conflict,
it argues for its nature to be changed so that competitive antagonistic relationships
can become more peaceful agonistic ones through dialogue and education.

On the one hand, the dissertation contributes to the field of memory studies with
a comprehensive radically pluralist approach to myth. On the other hand, it con-
tributes to European studies, and more specifically to the academic discussion about
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European memory, when it contextualises the theory of myth in the contemporary
European politics of the past.
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International Conference of the European Liaison Committee of Historians –
Groupe de Liaison des Professeurs d'Histoire Contemporaine auprès de la

Commission des Communautés européennes

in cooperation with the
Universidade Nova of Lisbon

Origins, Implementation and Funding of European policies from the Schuman
Plan to the Maastricht Treaty

8-9 May 2017, in Lisbon, Portugal
Local organizer: Alice Cunha, Instituto de História Contemporânea – Universidade
Nova de Lisboa
Scientific Committee: Maria Fernanda Rollo (Universidade Nova de Lisboa); Anto-
nio Varsori (Università de Padova); Jan van der Harst (University of Groningen);
Charles Barthel (Archives Nationales, Luxembourg); Gérard Bossuat (Université de
Cergy-Pontoise); Elena Calandri (Università de Padova); Anne Deighton (Wolfson
College, Oxford); Michel Dumoulin (Université Catholique de Louvain); Michael
Gehler (Universität Hildesheim); Fernando Guirao (Universitat Pompeu Fabra);
Johnny Laursen (University of Aarhus); Wilfried Loth (Universität Duisburg-Essen);
N. Piers Ludlow (London School of Economics); Kiran Klaus Patel (Maastricht Uni-
versity); Nicolae Păun (Universitatea Babeş-Bolyai); Sylvain Schirmann (Université
de Strasbourg III Robert Schuman)

European Union funding has grown in parallel with European integration itself,
not only in numbers but also in its conception, and has supported a broad range of
projects and programmes covering different areas, such as agriculture, employment
and regional development.

The Treaty of Rome itself highlights the need to consolidate economic unity
among the Member States, which led to the creation of the first two Structural Funds
– the European Social Fund, broadly designed to prevent unemployment and to pro-
mote integration into the labour market, and the European Agricultural Guidance and
Guarantee Fund for rural development and the improvement of agricultural structures.

Following the first enlargement round, a third one is created – the European Re-
gional Development Fund –, which introduced, for the first time, the notion of re-
distribution between richer and poorer regions of the Community; and with the third
enlargement round the Integrated Mediterranean Programmes are introduced. To this
extent, each enlargement round has potentiated adaptations in European funding and
its history has been intertwined with Member Statesʼ membership.
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In 1987, the Single European Act creates the Economic and Social Cohesion,
designed to help the least well-off countries rise to the challenge of the Single Market,
and the Maastricht Treaty makes cohesion a priority objective of the European Union.
So, along the history of European integration that European funding has evolved in
its rules, procedures and priorities, and has included various stakeholders. Do names
change, but the policy remains? To what extent, at what cost and with which results?

Historiography on European integration has dealt with a number of research top-
ics, but has neglected so far the multiple diversity of the European Economic Com-
munity/European Union (EU) funding. Bearing that in mind, this conference will
focus on EU funding broadly in an historical perspective, not neglecting pre-accession
aid to candidate countries. It aims to analyse the conception, changes, distribution,
management and outcomes of European funds from the Schuman Plan to Maastricht.

Research topics may include, but are not limited to, the impact of European funds
and pre-accession aid over time and space; the EU fundsʼ absorption capacity; cost-
benefits analyses at the regional, national and EU level; how member-states compete
for funds; and at the actorsʼ level, the role played by community, central and local
institutions within the framework of EU funding, as well as the inter-institutional
coordination and/or public-private partnerships under this scope, and the experiences
of the beneficiaries.

The purpose of the Origins, implementation and funding of European policies
from the Schuman Plan to Maastricht conference is to gather scholars working on
European funding, from a wide range of perspectives, including approaches to un-
derstand actors, institutions and policies. Quantitative and qualitative research, as
well as single case studies and cross-country/regions comparative work, are welcome.
Scholars interested in presenting new research at the conference are requested to send
a proposal that must include:

– Name of the Applicant;
– Affiliation;
– Title of the Paper;
– Abstract (no more than 500 words);
– Short CV (no more than 250 words)
Proposals must be sent in a single email message in word format to alice.cunha@fc-
sh.unl.pt by September 15, 2016.

Proposals can be submitted either in English or in French, the working languages
of the conference.

After the conference and the peer-review process, selected papers will be pub-
lished in a thematic issue of the Journal of European Integration History, in 2017.

Important dates:

– Abstract submission deadline: September 15, 2016;
– Abstract acceptance notification: September 30, 2016;
– Full paper submission deadline: March 31, 2017.
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Conference Report:
International conference on the history of the European Trade Union

Confederation (ETUC, 1973-2013): Past and present of trade unions and European
integration

22nd and 23th October 2015, Social Sciences Faculty – University of Copenhagen
Andrew WATERMAN – University of Portsmouth

This conference formed the culmination of a research project documenting the history
of the European Trade Union Confederation (ETUC) and brought together a diverse
and highly-respected panel of leading researchers in trade union history. Two crucial
contributions to the understanding of the ETUC have evolved out of this project: a
first volume, written for the 40th anniversary of the ETUC outlining the confedera-
tion’s history, and a second volume, detailing the relationship between the ETUC and
national trade unions which would form the basis of this conference. Importantly,
however, the conference aimed to serve a dual purpose. On the one hand, to act as a
traditional academic conference in which leading academics from a variety of social
science disciplines could present and discuss their research. On the other hand, and
perhaps more importantly, the conference also provided a forum in which the mem-
bers of the project could debate how to develop and expand this project and a network
of trade union researchers further. The unity of purpose of the participants and desire
to build on the work already carried out in the project was a very striking and welcome
change from traditional academic events.

In opening the two day conference, the main organiser of the conference Sigfrido
Ramirez Perez (Saxo Institute, University of Copenhagen – now at Max Planck In-
stitute for the History of European Law in Frankfurt) noted that this conference was
taking place in a context of increasing contestation of the European project and at-
tempts to further marginalise the trade union movement through austerity policies.
The importance of historicising the European labour movement’s relationship with
the ETUC and the EU in this context is something that is realised both by the European
Trade Union Institute (ETUI) and the trade union historians invited by the ETUI to
elaborate this project. Ramirez Perez also noted that a shift away from the cultural
turn towards a focus on social and labour history was taking place in various countries
(Italy, France, Spain, Germany) resulting in a renewed interest in European trade
unionism and a new generation of trade union historians, a development that this
conference was designed to contribute to.

Pierre Tilly (UCL, Louvain-la-Neuve and co-coordinator of the project docu-
menting the ETUC’s 40 year history) then provided some excellent reflections on the
progress made by the ETUC over this period in terms of developing into a genuine
transnational organisation in response to the dual processes of European integration
and globalisation. To understand these changes, Tilly argued that a transnational ap-
proach must be taken to analysing the ETUC and that the future direction of research
must focus more on the different levels of European trade unionism, from the local
outwards.
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Carola Fyschbach-Pyttel (former General Secretary of the European Public Ser-
vice Union (EPSU) in her keynote speech spoke very honestly of the work of her
union. Fyschbach-Pyttel is in the process of producing her own work documenting
the history of EPSU at the request of the existing EPSU leadership. Her experiences
as a EU-level trade unionist and of her own organisation will no doubt be of interest
to scholars and the European labour movement in general.

Three sessions were set aside for contributors to the book to present their findings.
Though the political culture and history of each country’s unions are undoubtedly
very diverse, the panels were organised in such a way that some clear themes
emerged.

The first session dealt with German (Jürgen Mittag, Deutsche Sporthochschule,
Köln), Danish and Norwegian (Jon Erik Dølvik, FAFO Institute, Oslo) trade unions
and highlighted that, despite their broad acceptance of European integration, am-
bivalence had also existed (particularly in the German case). Another theme that was
clear from both papers was that both the Scandinavian and German unions benefitted
from the overlap of their national-corporatist and the European neo-corporatist in-
termediation structures.

The theme that linked the trade unions covered in the second session dealing with
French (Claude Roccati, University of Le Havre), Spanish, Portuguese (Sigfrido
Ramirez Perez) and Italian (paper by Andrea Campiani, Università di Roma LUMSA,
discussed by Morten Heiberg, University of Copenhagen) was without question ‘div-
ision’. These divisions applied both to the internal labour movement politics of each
country and the issue of European integration. In the French and Italian examples,
these divisions were of a deep ideological nature with national union federations often
lacking independence from their party political patrons. In the Spanish and Por-
tuguese cases however, their histories are completely tied up with the issues of post-
dictatorship democratisation of which accession to the ETUC was considered of key
importance for the labour movement.

The case studies in the third session (discussed by Laura Horn from Roskilde
University) dealt with some very contrasting relationships with the ETUC and ‘Eu-
rope’. Adam Mrozowicki (University of Wrocław) dissected the complexities of the
Polish unions’ desire to become part of Europe in relation to the internationalisation
of their labour movement after the emergence of Solidarnosc. Richard Hyman (Lon-
don School of Economics) in contrast delved into the often awkward relations be-
tween British unions and the ETUC up until the TUC’s 1988 ‘Delors conference’
which saw its dramatic volte face. Finally, Quentin Jouan (UCL, Louvain-la-Neuve,
co-written with Pierre Tilly) outlined how, despite ideological differences at national
level, there was a general desire across the Belgian and Dutch union movements to
enlarge the ETUC and work at the European level.

The final part of this third session allowed the participants and contributors to
discuss how this project could be taken further. It was very clear that there is a great
enthusiasm and energy to pursue future collaboration with the trade unions, students
and the general public. Ramirez Perez opened the session by firstly stressing the
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importance of preserving the history and memory of European trade unionism in an
interdisciplinary manner. A starting point to this end would be to expand and for-
malise our network and set up a regular communication apparatus and seminars where
members could present their work in a public setting. In addition to these more modest
suggestions, there was a very constructive discussion on the potential for creating an
ambitious visual exhibition of the history of the ETUC as a first step towards a broader
history of the European trade movement. Taking this step towards the arena of Public
History undoubtedly holds a huge potential for interacting with a younger generation
who are possibly less aware of the vital role trade unions play in society. There was
a real desire in the session to find innovative ways for our research to be disseminated
and to create a community of knowledge beyond the traditional academic environ-
ment.

The conference concluded with a public debate and discussion on the present and
future of the trade unions in the current context of European integration. The keynote
speech by Józef Niemiec (former ETUC Deputy General Secretary and now principal
advisor of ETUC Secretary General) highlighted in great detail the challenge of the
future that the ETUC faces particularly in the current context of ‘Austerity Europe’.
This crisis has at once accelerated integration and fear of disintegration. A key theme
of his speech was the interrelation between the national and European level. However,
there is also disconnect when needing to relate European matters back to their national
memberships despite the fact that, from the ETUC’s perspective, there are arenas at
the EU level that can benefit trade unions nationally. To overcome the problems
facing the ETUC and European unions, Niemiec revealed that the newly-elected
ETUC leadership would look to focus their energies on issues of European gover-
nance, their relationship with political parties at the EU level and the need to find
common European solutions.

Richard Hyman and Ben Rosamond (University of Copenhagen) provided an ex-
cellent conclusion to the conference in their discussion on the future direction of
European trade unionism and integration. Professor Hyman provocatively questioned
whether European trade unions have “managed their own decline”? What followed
was a typically analytical assessment of the weaknesses of the European union move-
ment based on objective challenges and shocks that they have faced in recent decades.
However, rather than succumb to defeatism, his presentation ultimately argued that
unions should see the current crisis as an opportunity to change their strategy from a
servicing model to an organisational one by taking roots among neglected constitu-
encies such as migrant and precarious workers.

Ben Rosamond added a particularly interesting perspective to the discussion as
someone who was returning to the issue of European trade unionism and integration
after many years of absence. What was particularly striking in his remarks was how
the enthusiasm for European integration – based on the promise of a significant ‘social
dimension’ – and conditions that trade unions operated in had changed so drastically
in such a short period of time. Rosamond’s presentation ultimately challenged Euro-
pean trade unions to establish an effective anti-austerity narrative. The other two local
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co-organisers of the conference, the sociologists Eva Hartmann from the Copenhagen
Business School and Jens Arnholz from the Employment Relations Research Centre
of the University of Copenhagen, also emphasized the importance of generating his-
torical research which is useful for trade unions in confronting their current chal-
lenges.

Though this conference was ultimately concerned with the history of the ETUC,
these interventions were a great way to close this fascinating and productive confer-
ence as they hinted at the very present need to develop more projects of this nature.
I have little doubt that this will happen given the enthusiasm and commitment of
everyone who attended and contributed to this event.
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Abstracts – Résumés – Zusammenfassungen

Guido THIEMEYER
The «Volonté Générale», the European Concert and the Genesis of Supranational
International Organisations from the early 19th to the Middle of the 20th Century

The article explores one long term aspect of European Integration from the early
19th to the middle of the 20th century. It was the Prussian delegate Wilhelm von
Humboldt who, at the Vienna Congress in 1815, spoke of a “Volonté Générale”
standing above the states in international relations. In order to cope with this “Volonté
Générale” he suggested to establish a “véritable autorité centrale“ in the institutional
framework of the Central Commission for Rhine Navigation. Only an institution that
could act independently from the state governments would be capable to decide in
the general interest of navigation and commerce on the Rhine. This argument was
picked up by different diplomatic actors of the 19th and early 20th centuries. Otto von
Bismarck for instance used it in the context of Danube navigation, it played a certain
role in the treaty of Versailles and – last but not least – in the Schuman-Plan decla-
ration of 1950. All in all, the article shows that the idea of supranationality existed
already in the 19th century – even though under different names.

La «Volonté Générale», le système des États européens et la genèse d'organisations
internationales supranationales depuis le début du XIXe jusqu'au milieu du XXe siècle

L'article soulève la question de la continuité intellectuelle d'un élément constitutif de
la construction européenne du début du XIXe siècle au milieu du XXe siècle. Lors
des négociations du congrès de Vienne, le délégué de la Prusse, Wilhelm von Hum-
boldt, avait évoqué l'idée d'une «Volonté Générale» que, dans les relations interna-
tionales entre les États, il plaçait au-dessus des gouvernements. Selon von Humboldt,
cette «Volonté Générale» doit incarner les institutions de la Commission Centrale
pour la Navigation du Rhin moyennant la fondation d'une «véritable autorité cen-
trale». Seule une pareille institution, qui peut prendre ses décisions indépendamment
des gouvernements des États, permet selon von Humboldt la prise de décisions qui
soient dans l'intérêt général. Cet argument a été utilisé par d'autres acteurs diploma-
tiques des XIXe et XXe siècles. Otto von Bismarck en l'occurrence l'a employé dans
le contexte de la navigation du Danube; il a également joué un certain rôle dans
l'élaboration du traité de Versailles et même dans la déclaration Schuman de mai
1950. Tout compte fait, l'article montre que le concept de la supranationalité est déjà
présent dans les relations internationales du XIXe siècle – même si la notion en tant
que telle n'existe pas encore.
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Die «Volonté Générale», das europäische Staatensystem und die Genese supranationaler
internationaler Organisationen vom frühen 19. Jahrhundert bis in die Mitte des 20.

Jahrhunderts

Der Aufsatz untersucht die langfristige Vorgeschichte der Europäischen Integration
vom frühen 19. Jahrhundert bis in die Mitte des 20. Jahrhunderts. Auf dem Wiener
Kongress stellte der preußische Delegierte Wilhelm von Humboldt fest, dass es eine
über den Einzelstaaten stehende „Volonté Générale“ im internationalen Staatensys-
tem gebe. Um diese zu Geltung kommen zu lassen, schlug er vor, im Rahmen der
Zentralkommission für die Rheinschifffahrt eine „véritable autorité centrale“ zu
gründen. Nur eine Institution, die unabhängig von den einzelnen Regierungen hand-
lungsfähig sei, könne auch das allgemeine Interesse von Handel und Schifffahrt auf
dem Rhein vertreten. Dieses Argument wurde im 19. Jahrhundert vielfältig verwen-
det. Otto von Bismarck sprach davon im Zusammenhang mit der Donau-Schifffahrt,
es spielte eine Rolle im Vertrag von Versailles und auch im Schuman-Plan von 1950.
Insgesamt zeigt der Beitrag, dass es das Phänomen der Supranationalität bereits im
19. Jahrhundert gab, wenn auch nicht unter diesem Namen.

Nicolas VERSCHUEREN
From Steel House to Mass Housing for the Working Class.

Architectural Debates in the European Institutions (1952-1967)

It was rather unexpected that the first European Institutions became involved in ar-
chitectural and urban planning debates in the 1950s. Seeking to increase the number
of houses available for workers and aiming to improve their living conditions, the
members of the High Authority of the European Coal and Steel Community launched
four experimental programs and architectural competitions. These experiences took
place within lively architectural debates on new building materials and methods
which could enable cost reductions in construction and, perhaps, offer new market
opportunities for European steel industries. From another point of view, the indus-
trialised building method and the development of high-rise tower projects seemed in
opposition with idealised working-class communities represented by the classical
garden city. In other words, this article’s purpose is to underline how the members
of European Institutions, steered by advices of experts, architects, engineers and civil
servants, encouraged a wide range of architectural experiences aiming to define what
type of housing would be the more appropriate for the working class in the 1950s and
1960s.

Des maisons en acier aux logements de masse pour la classe ouvrière
Les débats sur l'architecture au sein des institutions européennes (1952-1967)

Il est assez surprenant de voir les premières institutions européennes être impliquées
dans les débats urbanistiques et architecturaux pendant les années 1950. Afin d’aug-
menter le nombre de logements disponibles pour les ouvriers et d’améliorer leurs
conditions de vie, les membres de la Haute Autorité de la Communauté européenne
du charbon et de l’acier ont lancé un total de quatre programmes expérimentaux de
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construction et de compétitions architecturales. Ces expériences se déroulaient dans
un contexte de vifs débats sur les nouveaux matériaux et méthodes de construction
qui permettaient de réduire les coûts de production et d’offrir potentiellement de
nouveaux débouchés pour les entreprises sidérurgiques européennes. D’un autre
point de vue, ces méthodes de construction industrialisées et les projets de logement
collectif apparaissaient être en opposition avec les communautés ouvrières idéalisées
à l’image de la cité jardin. L’objectif de cet article est de mettre en évidence la manière
dont les membres des institutions européennes, influencés par les prescriptions d’ex-
perts architectes, ingénieurs et fonctionnaires, ont soutenu une grande variété d’ex-
périences en architecture et urbanisme pour définir quel type de logement serait le
plus adéquat pour la classe ouvrière dans les années 1950 et 1960.

Von Häusern aus Stahl zum Massensiedlungen für die Arbeiterklasse
Die Debatte über Architektur innerhalb der Europäischen Institutionen, 1952-1967

Es ist schon bemerkenswert, wie sehr die ersten europäischen Institutionen sich in
die Urbanismus- und Architekturdebatten der 1950 Jahre einbrachten. Um die Zahl
der für die Arbeiterschaft zur Verfügung stehenden Wohnungen zu vergrößern, bzw.
um deren Lebensstandard zu verbessern, veranstalteten die Mitglieder der Hohen
Behörde der Europäischen Gemeinschaft für Kohle und Stahl insgesamt vier ver-
schiedene Experimentalprogramme und Architektenwettbewerbe im Bereich des
Wohnungsbaus. Ihre Initiativen fanden allesamt vor dem Hintergrund heftiger De-
batten über die Verwendung neuer Materialien und Bauweisen statt, bei denen es
vordergründig darum ging, die Baukosten zu senken und neue, potentielle Absatz-
möglichkeiten für die europäischen Stahlunternehmen zu schaffen. Anderseits schie-
nen die industrialisierten Bauweisen und kollektiven Siedlungsprojekte im jähen Ge-
gensatz zu dem idealisierten, herkömmlichen Vorstellungen einer Gartenkolonie für
Proletarier zu stehen. Ziel dieses Aufsatzes ist es daher festzuhalten, in wie fern sich
die Mitglieder der Europäischen Gemeinschaften durch die Vorgaben der an den
zahlreichen und vielfältigen Architektur- und Urbanismusplänen beteiligten Exper-
ten – Baumeister, Ingenieure und Funktionäre – beeinflussen ließen, um letztlich den
für die Arbeiterklasse der 1950er und 1960er Jahre geeignetsten Wohnungstyp zu
definieren.

Claudia HIEPEL
“Borders are the Scars of History”? Cross-border Co-operation in Europe – the Example

of the EUREGIO

The Euregio Rhine-Ems-Ijssel in the German-Dutch borderland was one of the first
cross-border co-operations which had been established at the internal borders of the
European Community since the end of the 1950s. The dismantling of the border as a
dividing line between states, economies and societies was a major driving force for
the local actors. Joint spatial planning should remove the economic disadvantages
resulting from the peripheral location at the border of the nation state. At the same
time, a cross-border “euregional” identity ought create and promote the integration
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of Europe in miniature. The Euregios are understood to represent a new form of
perception and creation of space, which is induced by the border as well as intended
to overcome the border situation. The article seeks to contribute to the broadening of
European integration history in terms of space as a category of research.

«Les frontières sont-elles les cicatrices de l’histoire»? La coopération transfrontalière en
Europe à travers l’exemple de l’EUREGIO

L'Euregio Rhin-Ems-Ijssel, fondée en 1957 dans la région frontalière germano-néer-
landaise, n’est que l’une des nombreuses coopérations transfrontalières, qui se sont
constituées depuis la fin des années 1950 le long des frontières intérieures de la
Communauté européenne. La suppression de la frontière en tant que marque de sé-
paration entre États, économies et sociétés est une puissante motivation des acteurs
locaux. Grâce à une planification conjointe, les désavantages économiques nés de la
position géographique périphérique en marge des États nationaux devaient être écar-
tés. Dans le même temps, l'intégration d’une Europe en miniature était censée être
encouragée par le biais d’une identité «eurorégionale». Les Euregios entendent re-
présenter une nouvelle forme de perception et de création de l’espace, qui est animée
par la frontière tout comme elle doit simultanément servir à surmonter celle-ci. Par
conséquent, la contribution se comprend également comme une extension de l'histoire
de la construction européenne par l’espace en tant que catégorie de recherche.

„Grenzen sind die Narben der Geschichte“? Grenzüberschreitende Zusammenarbeit in
Europa am Beispiel der EUREGIO

Die Euregio Rhein-Ems-Ijssel im deutsch-niederländischen Grenzraum war eine der
ersten grenzüberschreitenden Kooperationen, die sich seit Ende der 1950er Jahre an
den Binnengrenzen der Europäischen Gemeinschaft gründeten. Ein wesentlicher An-
trieb war der Abbau der Grenze in ihrer Funktion als Trennlinie zwischen Staaten,
Ökonomien und Gesellschaften. Durch gemeinsame Raumplanung sollten die öko-
nomischen Nachteile beseitigt werden, die sich aus der peripheren Lage an den Rän-
dern der jeweiligen Nationalstaaten ergaben. Zugleich sollte mit einer grenzüber-
schreitenden „euregionalen“ Identität das Zusammenwachsen Europas im Kleinen
gefördert werden. Die Euregios werden als Repräsentationen einer neuen Form von
Raumwahrnehmung und -konstituierung verstanden, die durch die Grenze angeregt
wird wie sie zugleich zu ihrer Überwindung dienen soll. Der Beitrag versteht sich
daher auch als Erweiterung der europäischen Integrationsgeschichte um den
(Grenz-)Raum als Forschungskategorie.

Simone PAOLI
Migration in European Integration: Themes and Debates

This paper discusses the contribution made by historians, particularly historians of
European integration, to study of the problem of migration. In particular, it examines
the most important historiographical debates on this topic until today. It analyses the
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main interpretations of the origins of the freedom of movement for Community
workers and, later, for all citizens. It also summarises the state-of-the-art historical
research on the complex relationships between freedom of movement and European
social policy. Moreover, it gives accounts of the main historiographical approaches
to the role played by restrictive migration policies on the external relations and en-
largement strategies of the European Communities. Lastly, it explores the most au-
thoritative theories about the origins and impact of the Schengen system. The paper
concludes that European integration historians’ research on the problem of migration
has been rich and insightful, but that it now urgently needs new ideas and new
methodologies.

Migration et intégration européenne: thèmes et débats

Cet article examine la contribution des historiens, en l'occurrence des historiens de
la construction européenne, à l'étude de la question des migrations. Il analyse en
particulier les sérieux débats historiographiques menés à ce sujet jusqu'à nos jours en
rendant compte des principales interprétations sur l'origine de la liberté de mouve-
ment accordée initialement aux seuls ouvriers des Communautés avant d'être étendue
plus tard à tous citoyens de l'UE. L'article résume en même temps l'état de la recherche
historique en matière des relations complexes entre la liberté de mouvement et la
politique sociale européenne, tout comme il esquisse les principales approches his-
toriographiques dans l'enquête sur le rôle joué par les politiques migratoires restric-
tives dans les stratégies européennes au niveau des relations extérieures et des élar-
gissements successifs. Finalement il explore les théories les plus convaincantes re-
latives aux origines et à l'impact du système de Schengen. La contribution retient en
guise de conclusion que les la recherche des historiens de l'intégration européenne
sur la question est certes très riche et inspirante, mais qu'elle a actuellement besoin à
la fois d'idées fraîches et d'un renouveau méthodologique.

Migration und europäische Integration: Themen und Debatten

Der vorliegende Aufsatz beschäftigt sich mit dem Beitrag der Historiker, insbeson-
dere der Experten für europäische Integration, am Studium der Migrationsfrage. Er
beleuchtet speziell die diesbezüglich bis heute geführten bedeutenden historiogra-
phischen Debatten, sowie die wichtigsten Interpretationen des Fragenkomplexes um
die Entstehung der Bewegungsfreiheit, die ursprünglich nur für die Arbeitnehmer in
der Gemeinschaft galt, bevor sie dann, später, auf alle EU-Bürger ausgedehnt wurde.
Der Betrag resümiert gleichzeitig den Stand der Geschichtsforschung sowohl im Be-
reich der komplexen Wechselwirkung zwischen der Bewegungsfreiheit und der eu-
ropäischen Sozialpolitik als auch auf dem Feld des Einflusses, den restriktive Mi-
grationspolitiken auf die europäischen Strategien in den Bereichen Außenbeziehun-
gen und EU-Erweiterungen ausgeübt haben. Schließlich erörtert der Aufsatz die
überzeugendsten Theorien zur Entstehung und zum Impact des Schengen-Systems.
Schlussfolgernd wird festgehalten, dass die Forschung der europäischen Integrati-
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onshistoriker zu diesem Thema zwar viel reichhaltiges und inspirierendes zu sagen
hat, dass ihr augenblicklich aber Ideen und neue Methoden dringend fehlen.

Daniele PASQUINUCCI
The Historical Origins of Italian Euroscepticism

Euroscepticism has been the subject of historical research for some time. Interest in
the topic has arisen from the knowledge that opposition to European integration has
a temporal dimension which has shaped its content. On this basis, this essay goes to
the historical roots of Italian Euroscepticism. The fact that these roots are identified
in the quality of Europeism in this country is only apparently a paradox. In Italy there
exists a longstanding vision of European integration (understood as a community of
destiny) which is both redemptive (implicit in the concept of “external constraint”)
and teleological. The gap between this political-cultural representation and the current
crisis of the EU should be borne in mind when analysing the origins and fortunes of
Italian Euroscepticism. At the same time, the anti-German stereotypes feeding Eu-
roscepticism have antecedents which go back a long way and which this essay re-
constructs and contextualizes.

Les origines historiques de l'euroscepticisme italien

Depuis quelque temps, l'euroscepticisme fait l'objet de recherches en sciences histo-
riques. L'intérêt des historiens pour le sujet s'explique par le fait que le contenu de
l'anti-européisme a été défini par sa dimension temporelle qui a façonné son contenu.
Sur cette base, le présent article analyse les origines historiques de l'euroscepticisme
italien. Le fait que ces origines soient identifiés à la qualité de l'européisme italien
est seulement paradoxale en apparence. En effet, dans ce pays, l'intégration euro-
péenne a été conçue selon une approche téléologique (l'Europe, une «communauté
de destin») et «rédemptrice» (une «contrainte extérieure» nécessaire pour résoudre
les problèmes italiens). L'écart entre cette représentation politico-culturelle et la crise
actuelle de l'UE, devrait être toujours présente à l'esprit lorsque l'on analyse les racines
et les destinées de l'euroscepticisme italien. En même temps, les stéréotypes anti-
allemands qui nourrissent l'euroscepticisme ont des antécédents qui remontent aux
début de l'intégration européenne.

Die Ursprünge des italienischen Euroskeptizismus

Seit einiger Zeit gehört der Euroskeptizismus zu den Feldern der Geschichtsfor-
schung. Das Interesse der Historiker an diesem Thema erklärt sich dadurch, dass sich
das Opponieren gegen Europa durch seine temporale Ausrichtung definiert, die ihren
Inhalt gestaltet. Auf dieser Grundlage stößt der Beitrag zu den Wurzeln des italieni-
schen Euroskeptizismus vor. Der Umstand, dass seine Ursprünge eben gerade in der
Qualität des italienischen Europäismus verankert sind, ist nur augenscheinlich para-
dox, denn in diesem Land wurde die europäische Integration stets sowohl als eine
teleologische Angelegenheit (Europa als „Schicksalsgemeinschaft‟) wie eine „erlö-
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sende‟ Begebenheit (ein äußeres Druckmittel. ohne das man innere Probleme nicht
lösen kann) erlebt. Den Abstand zwischen dieser politisch-kulturellen Auffassung
und der aktuellen Krise der EU sollte man immer im Blick habe, wenn man die
Triebkraft und die Entwicklungen des italienischen Euroskeptizismus analysiert.
Gleichzeitig haben auch die den Euroskeptizismus nährenden Antideutschen Stereo-
typen ihren Ursprung in den Anfängen der europäischen Integration.

Anjo HARRYVAN and Jan VAN DER HARST
Victimized by Euroscepticism. European Citizenship in the Dutch Political Discourse

For many years the most prominent character trait of the political debate in the Ne-
therlands on European citizenship was its near absence. Parliament and political par-
ties seldom issued explicit opinions on the topic. European citizenship turned out to
be a subject almost exclusively handled by legal specialists. Only at rare occasions
there were signs of real political involvement. Even then it concerned a limited group
of specialists.

How to explain this reticence? Dutch politicians traditionally are known for their
practical, ‘bread-and-butter’ approach of European integration, focusing on economic
benefits. European citizenship lacks instant relevance for the here-and-now and is
certainly not an issue for electoral gain. In more recent times, the lukewarm attitude
should be linked to the increasingly Eurosceptic climate in Dutch politics. In such a
climate a non-material and undisguisedly supranational topic like European citizen-
ship is unlikely to appear high on the national Europe agenda.

Une victime de l'Euroscepticisme. La citoyenneté européenne dans le discours politique
néerlandais

Pendant de longues années, le trait de caractère le plus saillant du débat politique sur
la citoyenneté européenne aux Pays-Bas consistait en sa quasi-absence. Le parlement
national et les partis politiques se sont rarement prononcés à le sujet. La citoyenneté
européenne était en fait plutôt et presqu'exclusivement un sujet à l'ordre du jour des
experts en droit. Très rarement seulement, on découvre des signes révélateurs d'une
implication politique, et encore celle-ci se réduisait alors à un groupe limité de spé-
cialistes.

Comment expliquer cette retenue? Les hommes politiques néerlandais sont tra-
ditionnellement connus pour leur approche pragmatique, terre à terre, des questions
d'intégration européenne envisagées essentiellement sous l'angle de vue des bénéfices
économiques à en tirer. Or, la citoyenneté européenne est un sujet qui, dans l'immé-
diat, manque d'attrait notamment au regard des prochaines échéances électorales.
Depuis peu toutefois, ce manque d'intérêt pour la matière doit être lié à l'euroscepti-
cisme croissant qui domine le climat politique néerlandais. Dans une pareille atmo-
sphère un thème non-matériel aux dimensions supranationales à peine déguisées ap-
paraît forcément en tête d'affiche à l'agenda européen national.
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Opfer des Euroskeptizismus. Die europäische Staatsbürgerschaft in der politischen
Debatte der Niederlande

Lange Zeit glänzte die politische Debatte über die europäische Staatsbürgerschaft in
den Niederlanden durch ihre beinahe Abwesenheit. Weder das nationale Parlament
noch die politischen Parteien haben sich zu diesem Thema wesentlich geäußert; es
blieb meist eine rein interner Streitpunkt unter Rechtsexperten. Nur sehr selten lassen
sich Anzeichen für eine politische Einbindung erkennen, die dann meist auch noch
bestenfalls eine begrenzte Gruppe von Fachleuten bewegt.

Wie erklärt sich diese Zurückhaltung? Holländische Politiker sind bekannt für
ihre traditionell pragmatische Herangehensweise an Fragen der europäischen Inte-
gration. Was zählt, ist der direkte wirtschaftliche Gewinn den man hier und heute aus
ihr ziehen kann. Der europäischen Staatsbürgerschaft dahingegen fehlt es am nötigen
Nutzen um damit bei den nächsten Wahlen punkten zu können. Seit geraumer Zeit
allerdings verknüpft sich das mangelnde Interesse am Thema mit dem wachsenden
Euroskeptizismus, der das politische Klima in den Niederlanden beherrscht. In einem
derartigen Umfeld muss ein nicht-materieller, mit kaum verhüllten supranationalen
Ausmaßen behafteter Gegenstand wie die europäische Staatsbürgerschaft nahezu
zwangsläufig ganz oben auf der nationalen Europaagenda stehen.

Sigfrido Ramírez-Pérez
Multinational corporations and European integration: the case of the automobile

industry, 1959-1965

This paper is a contribution to understanding the relevant role that multinational cor-
porations played in the history of European integration. Taking the case of the auto-
mobile industry, it starts by questioning the real extent of the liberalisation of auto-
mobile trade within the EEC. Then, it goes into analysing the role of European car
multinationals in the dismantling of quantitative restrictions and the reduction of tariff
barriers during the first stages of the Common Market (1959-1965). It points out to
the new components of EEC neo-protectionism during this period: fiscal barriers,
technical standards and cartelisation of car distribution. The second part documents
the way French multinationals blocked enlargement to the UK, considered as the
necessary condition for the success of this neo-protectionist strategy. It singles out
the challenge of American multinationals in European soil and the priority of building
the Welfare State through the role of state-owned companies as the major obstacles
for EEC-enlargement.

Les entreprises multinationales et l’intégration européenne: l’industrie automobile entre
1959 et 1965

Cet article examine le rôle important des entreprises multinationales dans l’histoire
de l’intégration européenne. En choisissant l'exemple de l’industrie automobile, il
étudie la réalité complexe du processus de libéralisation commerciale à l’intérieur de
la Communauté Économique Européenne. Pour cela, il analyse, les actions menées
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par les constructeurs européens d’automobiles en vue de limiter l’impact de la fin des
barrières tarifaires et des restrictions quantitatives pendant les premières étapes de
l'établissement du marché commun entre 1959 et 1965. Il met en exergue les différents
composants du néoprotectionnisme inhérent à cette «libéralisation» étroitement
contrôlée par les États membres, en l'occurrence les importantes barrières fiscales et
techniques dans un contexte de cartellisation de la distribution automobile. La
deuxième partie montre ensuite l’influence capitale exercée par ces velléités néo-
protectionnistes sur le blocage de l’adhésion du Royaume-Uni à la CEE. Son impact
se mesure notamment à l’action des multinationales automobiles qui œuvrent pour
empêcher l’élargissement tant en raison du défi représenté par des entreprises amé-
ricaines implantées au Royaume-Uni, que par la priorité accordée par les entreprises
automobiles publiques au parachèvement de l’État-providence.

Multinationale Unternehmen und die Europäische Integration: Der Fall der
Automobilindustrie, 1959-1965

Der Aufsatz trägt zum besseren Verständnis der Rolle multinationaler Unternehmen
im Prozess der Europäischen Integration bei. Am Beispiel der Automobilindustrie
wird zunächst das Ausmaß der Liberalisierung des Kfz-Handels in der EWG hinter-
fragt. Es folgt eine Untersuchung der Gebaren mit denen europäische multinationale
Autokonzerne den Abbau quantitativer Restriktionen und die Reduzierung von Ta-
rifgrenzen während der ersten und zweiten Phase der Einrichtung des Gemeinsamen
Marktes (1959-1965) abzufedern gedachten. Hieraus lassen sich die wichtigsten
Komponenten neo-protektionistischer, von den Nationalstaaten weitgehend beein-
flussten Politik ableiten: Fiskalgrenzen, technische Standards und die Kartellierung
des Kfz-Vertriebs. Der zweite Teil dokumentiert den Einfluss französischer Auto-
multis auf die Blockade des britischen Beitrittsantrages zur EWG. Sie galt als Vor-
bedingung für den Erfolg neo-protektionistischer Strategien, insbesondere bei der
Abwehr gegen amerikanische Konzerne, die sich in Großbritannien niedergelassen
hatten, bzw. bei der Förderung des Wohlfahrtsstaates, der den öffentlich-rechtlichen
Unternehmen natürlich sehr wichtig war.

Lorenza SEBESTA
Italy’s Choice of Europe and the Challenges of Modernization

The emphasis on the role played by European integration as a driver for economic
growth, social advance and the political stability of its member states has become a
conventional wisdom and informs most analyses of the entire process. Yet little effort
has been made to examine the nature of this linkage. To do that, it is imperative to
assess how the prospect of an integrated Europe was perceived by governing elites
and political forces more generally, and just how it fitted into national debates about
what we now define as modernization. In particular, we need to think about the the-
ories, ideologies and historical perspectives that were invoked to evaluate the chal-
lenges posed by the prospect of integration and the opportunities it offered. And also
the interplay between integration and national modernization. This article tries to
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offer an overview of these questions, using Italy as a test case. Given the complexity
of the issues involved, it is more a tentative agenda for future analysis than a definite
account.

Le choix de l'Italie pour l'Europe et les défis de la modernisation

La mise en exergue du rôle moteur joué par les communautés européennes sur les
plans de la croissance économique, du progrès social et de la stabilité politique dans
les États membres de l'union constitue la toile d'arrière fond de la plupart des analyses
qui ont été faites du processus d'intégration. Hélas, la substance spécifique de cette
relation a été peu étudiée. Afin de pallier à cet inconvénient, il est indispensable
d'évaluer à la fois comment les perspectives d'une Europe intégrée furent appréciées
par les élites gouvernementales et les forces politiques en général et dans quelle me-
sure elles cadrèrent avec leur débat national sur ce qu'on appelle communément mo-
dernisation. En particulier, quels furent les «filtres» (théories, idéologies, mémoire
collective) employés pour apprécier les défis posés par l’Europe future et les oppor-
tunités qu'elle offrait? Cet article se propose d'offrir un premier survol de la problé-
matique en sélectionnant l'Italie comme cas pilote. À cause de la complexité des
questions touchées, il se comprend moins comme une étude arrondie, mais plutôt
comme une espèce d'agenda pour la recherche future.

Italiens Entschluss für Europa und die Herausforderungen der Modernisierung

Die Rolle der europäischen Vereinigung als Motor des wirtschaftlichen Wachstums,
des sozialen Fortschritts und der politischen Stabilität in den Mitgliedsländern der
Union wird in nahezu allen Analysen des Integrationsprozesses hervorgehoben. Lei-
der findet die Spezifizierung der Substanz dieser Einflussnahme aber eher wenig
Beachtung. Um diesem Manko entgegenzuwirken, ist es notwendig zu eruieren in-
wieweit die Perspektiven eines vereinigten Europas, so wie sie von den jeweiligen
Regierungseliten und allgemeinen politischen Kräften eingeschätzt wurden, mit dem
nationalen Diskurs über das was man gemeiner Hand unter Modernisierung versteht
übereinstimmen. Welches sind insbesondere die „Filter‟ (Theorien, Ideologien, kol-
lektives Gedächtnis), die bei der Einschätzung der sich durch die Perspektive Europa
stellenden Herausforderungen benutz wurden, bzw. den Opportunitäten die sich aus
ihr ergaben? Anhand des Fallbeispiels Italien bemüht der vorliegende Aufsatz sich,
einen ersten Überschlag der gestellten Problematik anzubieten. In Anbetracht der
Komplexität der Thematik versteht er sich allerdings eher als eine Art Agenda künf-
tiger Forschung, denn eine abgerundete Studie.
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